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Note: These institutions cover broad areas of IDRC interest and
it is most likely that after discussions with high-level
contacts in these places, members of the group will want
to visit other relevant institutions on the advice of the
Chinese. Additional suggestions have been made already






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































China covers an area of about 3 750 000 square miles, roughly
a twelfth of the world's surface. It is very mountainous.
The great plain is triangular, with its base line running roughly
along the Yangtse River and its apex at Beijing. The two rivers,
the Yangtse and Huangho (Yellow River), split the country into
three horizontal bands. The northern bands are wheat-producing;
the southern sub-tropical regions below the Yangtse are rice-
producing. There are twenty-one provinces (twenty-two if
Taiwan is included), five autonomous regions and three municipalities
(Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin) which are centrally controlled.
Approximately 10.7 percent of the land is cultivated, 12.7 percent
is forest and 43.0 percent is grassland. Of the total workforce
of some 443 million, approximately 75 percent work in agriculture
and 25 percent in industry and government services.
GNP at constant (1978) prices was U.S.$352 billion (35 percent
services, 37 percent industry and 28 percent agriculture). GNP
at market prices (1978 figures) was U.S.$414 billion.
Population
At the National People's Congress, June 1979, a total population
of 970 million, including Taiwan, was claimed, but until the next
census figures are available (China is planning a new census and
has bought several computers specifically for this) the true
figure will not be known. Many believe the true figure to be
one billion. Well over 80 percent live in rural areas and 60
percent are concentrated in the Eastern third of the country.
Population growth is reported to be 1.2 percent but a vigorous
family-planning campaign aims to reduce this to 0.5 percent by
1985 and zero by 2000. Approximately 6 percent of the population
is made up of 60 ethnic minorities, living mainly in the Western
parts of the country where Islam is still the only really viable
religion. China, with an estimated 10 million Muslims, out-
weighs the Gulf States in this respect.
Historical perspective
To understand modern China it is necessary to have some kno ledge
of China's past. The Chinese name for China is Zhonghua
or, more simply, Zhongguo 41 , i.e. the flower at the centre
or the 'middle' or central country. The Chinese first appeared
as one of the earliest river-basin civilizations and the name
signifies the origin of the tribe located around the Middle Yellow
River. For several centuries, they were an isolated civilization
gradually radiating outwards. The Han dynasty (206 8C - 220 AD),
from which the modern Chinese take their name, made them the most
advanced and powerful country in the area and China came to regard
themselves as the only outpost of civilization, surrounded by
barbarians and the name Zhongguo took on a more significant meaning.
The Han dynasty officially adopted the teachings of Confucius,
which taught virtue and morality amongst the leadership, order
amongst the masses and filial piety in the home.
China's fortunes and development ebbed and flowed under successive
dynasties but may be said to have reached the apex of its progress
under the Tang dynasty (618 - 907 AD). Each era revealed some-
thing of particular note; for instance: Tang (poetry), Song
(paintings) and Ming (pottery). The Song dynasty (960 - 1279)
was sacked by the Golden Horde of Genghis Khan until ousted by
the Ming dynasty in 1386, who, in turn, were deposed by the
Manchus (ping dynasty) in 1644. In spite of the external
pressures, China remained a remarkably intact and homogeneous
civilization for so long when other historical empires, i.e.
Greek, Roman, etc. collapsed in relatively short periods of
time. What sparked the technological revolution that made
China of the twelfth century the most advanced nation on earth
at the time is not clear, but is probably explained by the ability
of the Chinese to keep ahead of their immediate neighbours in
the most vital skills in the economic, technical and military
spheres. The reasons for China's relative stagnation after
1350 and the failure to produce the equivalent of an Industrial
Revolution such as occurred in the West have never been adequately ex-
plained but have tantalized historians for generations. Probably the
best explanation has been attempted by the Oxford historian, Mark
Elvin, who has suggested that China's very technical excellence
at the time acted as a brake on further development, i.e. farming,
water engineering and machines were so perfected in traditional
terms that demand fell off and investments in further improvements
were discouraged.
China continued to flourish in specific areas but politically fell into
turmoil until in 1911 the Qing dynasty was overthrown by forces supporting
Dr. Sun Yat-sen and confusion followed with warlords and bandits holding
large pockets of the country and foreign powers holding the treaty
ports and other concessions. In 1931 Japan invaded Manchuria
and engulfed China in full-scale warfare until 1945. The ex-
treme political factions in China united for a time to combat
the Japanese threat but after Japan was defeated, the Communists,
led by Mao Zedong, established themselves in the north and
gradually extended their control, forcing the nationalist
leader, Chiang Kai-shek, to flee the mainland to Taiwan. The
People's Republic of China was proclaimed on 1 October 1949.
In September 1965, at a meeting of the Communist Party Central
Committee, Mao Zedong launched the so-called Cultural Revolution,
which lasted effectively until his death on 6 September 1976.
The period immediately following Mao's death has marked an
abrupt change in the policies of the previous twenty-seven
years since the revolution, and China is embarking on an
entirely new era of development which is marked by a desire
to modernize as rapidly as possible.
The capital city, Beijing (Peking), means literally 'northern'
capital. The seat of government has changed several times in
history as well as in modern times. Peking was first made the
capital by Kublai Khan in 1267 AD. The Ming dynasty later
established Nanking as the capital but in 1421 re-established
the seat of government in Peking. The National Government of
Chang Kai-shek made the capital Nanjing (Nanking), i.e. 'southern'
capital, until the sacking of the city by the Japanese in 1938
forced him to flee to Chongqing (Chungking), the 'central'
capital. The original name for Peking was Peiping meaning
'northern peace'. The nationalists in Taiwan still regard
Nanjing as the capital of China and refer to Beijing as Peiping.
A Note on the Chinese Language
Chinese, with its idiophonographic script, is considered one of the
oldest written languages. The earliest characters (pictographs) have been
found cut into tortoise shells or burnt into animal bones. Over the past
three millennia, chinese characters have changed enormously. Chinese is a
tonal language. Each character represents one syllable in sound, each sound
having though several different meanings. The growth of vocabulary over the
centuries increased the numbers of characters to about 60,000, though only
about 5,000 or so are actually of use in modern writing and, of these, about
3,000 are the most frequently used. The problems with a complex script, such
as Chinese, is that although precise in meaning it presents enormous difficulties
in terms of modern communication, especially Wecommunication and computing.
To overcome this, a numerical code was developed but this has involved time-
consuming transcriptions before and after a message. Early this century China
sought to reform the language. The position was futher complicated, however,
by the problem of dialects. China has several major dialects or languages
within the one classification, Chinese, e.g. "Mandarin", now referred to in
China as "common speech" spoken more in the north, and "Cantonese" mainly in
the South. The difference between the two is roughly the difference between
"English and French". The written script is the common base. In 1954 the
Government established a language reform committee. It concentrated on:
getting everyone to speak one "language" i.e. Mandarin (putonghua);
simplication of characters (reducing the number of strokes) and (3) gradually
adopting a latin form (pinyin). Romanization of Chinese has been on the ISO
program for many years now and recent discussions make it likely that pinyin
will be adopted as the international standard form of latinization. Meanwhile,
the visitor may be excused from being confused. Pinyin was adopted officially
in China in 1975 but the situation is not without problems. As the personal
level some Chinese are still unsure how to render their names correctly for
a visitor. You think you visited a person named so and so on the program but
didn't his name appear different afterwards? Chou En-lai or Zhou En-lai,
Teng Hsiao-p'ing or Deng Xiao-ping?
Although Pinyin is now written everywhere Chinese characters still
remain and are expected to do so for a many years to come. The intricate
relationship of the spoken and written word is much more intense than in other
languages but to illustrate what I mean, the chinese symbol for "well", "jing"
( is a key word in agricultural terminology since it denotes "fields"
traditionally laid out along the lines of the drawn characters, Each "jing"
was divided up into nine plots, to eight families were assigned the eight
exterior plots, the one in the centre containing the well with four paths
leading to it from the other fields, being reserved for work jointly on
behalf of the landlord or state. Thus, is the basis for China's equalized
system of land and taxation. The word for "earth" is denoted by the character
"tu"(...t.,) of which the upper horizontal stroke represents the surface of the
soil; the lower line the sub-structure and the vertical stroke the vegetation.
The word "field", "tian"(Nap ) unmistakeably portrays a rice paddy. The
character for "male" is a combination of this pictograph "field" with that
of "strength" "li"(P) thus( A ) literally, "labour in the Fields".
The character for "rice"
"mi"(')
is derived from the idea of grains
separated by threshing(t)
The traditional way of writing Chinese characters is from the
top right hand corner down and then up again in vertical columns.
Reading a book in this manner would be like starting at the back
ror Westerners. Newspapers have, until recently, used this
method and variations of horizontal columns left to right or
r'ight to left. It is all very confusing. Politics has
dictated, however, that the People's Republic have opted for
left to right and, as one would expct, Taiwan has chosen to
write right to left.
It is not easy or, often, advantageous to try to learn the
rudiments of any language in the usually limited time prior to
a trip of this sort, also one has to take into account the well-known
complexity of the Chinese language. However, the Chinese,
probably more than any other nation, tend to warm to those
able to utter just a few simple phrases. As pointed out above,
Chinese is a tonal language, so any attempt to master tones at
this stage would be a waste of time, but the following
basic phrases will be instantly comprehended and acknowledged.
Good morning: Zao (spoken with a Tz sound itzao').
How are you? (Standard form of greeting): Ni Sao ma? to
which the reply is: Sao Xiexie (pronounced shieh-shieh) -
I am well, thank you.
It is as well to remember xiexie as you will find you need to
keep uttering it in response to various friendly gestures. At
banquets it is usual also to 'clink' glasses and say ganbei which
means, roughly, 'bottoms up'.
Finally, Goodbye is Zaijian (pronounced Tsaijian). It is usually
repeated twice: Zaijian, zaijian. It !Vans 'See you again'.
Econory
The establishment of the Chinese People's Republic on 1 October
1949 heralded a new social order in urban and rural areas.
Agrarian reform was a major task and this was achieved rather
rapidly, though by stages, beginning with promulgation of the
Agrarian Reform Law in June 1950. Land confiscated from land-
owners was redistributed to the poor peasants, who were first
organized into mutual aid teams by communist cadres. In December
1953 Elementary Producer Cooperatives (EPC) were organized. In
the EPC the peasants still retained right to land and livestock with
only part given over to the cooperative in the form of a share
on joining the cooperative. This was followed by Advanced
Cooperatives (APC) in 1955. By 1956 some one million peasant
households were organized into 750 000 APCs. In the APCs all
land rights except for a small private plot, were abrogated and
payment for use of tools or livestock was abolished. In 1958
the gradual process of merging APCs into larger units (comunes)
was started. The commune was a new unit of rural administration
consisting of about 50 - 100 villages and upwards of 20 000
persons. This unit was split for productive purposes into
brigades, teams and units. By 1959 some 750 000 APCs had
been merged into 26 000 comunes. In 1963 some 74 000 comunes
were in operation comprising some 700 000 brigades and 5 million
teams. On average there would be about seven to eight teams in
a brigade and nine or ten brigades in a commune. The major
priorities of the rural economy were rapid mechanization and
self-sufficiency. The number of comunes is now about 50 000.
The most troublesome sector since 1949 has been Chinese industry.
The urban sector was never regimented to the same extent as its
rural counterpart and for a time State and comercial enter-
prises flourished, first side by side, then in concert, until
1958 and the Great Leap Forward (GLF) called for a drastic re-
organization of the industrial sector. The GLF was conceived
to resolve, in one heroic effort, China's basic economic
deficiencies and to sweep a nineteenth century China into the
mid-twentieth century. Mao's personal contention was that a
combination of ideological incentives, human willpower and im-
proved management would resolve China's economic weaknesses.
Small-scale rural industries were stressed and backyard iron
smelting was promoted to augment China's steel deficiency.
Irrational prices, the intricate system of wage rates, excessive
political interference, lack of incentives and poor management
resulted in a lagging industrial sector. By the late 1970s
China's industrial capacity was badly out of tune. A fear
of a leftist revival after Mao's death, lack of effective bonus
schemes, and old management methods have taken a negative toll.
A new economic policy has recently emerged aimed at shaking up
the economy and awakening the nation to its relative backwardness,
symbolized by a GNP of less than $400 000, less than half Japan's,
which only has about one-ninth of China's population. Policies
have now been changed to encourage foreign capital and foreign
advice.
The most important economic reorganization has been the readjust-
ment of urban and rural incomes through the raising of food
prices. The Chinese farmer is now getting 20 - 50 percent
more for his grain, with the Government paying subsidies to
avoid price rises for urban consumers. Urban workers received
large wage rises recently to offset increases in meat and fish.
Unemployment, especially amongst urban youth and youth returned
from the countryside, is a major problem. The Government's res-
ponse has been to encourage youth to set up cooperative ventures
in small manufacturing industries and service trades.
China has large reserves of oil, coal and minerals. In the past,
China has not exploited these resources for foreign currency,
preferring to utilize its agricultural surplus to generate
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Overview of Canada-China Relations
Building on the unofficial relationship which
centred on wheat sales beginning in 1960 and on Canada's
early recognition of Peking in 1970, Canada and China have
developed over the past ten years a close, dynamic bilateral
relationship. Canada has played as important a role as any
r:ountry in prodding China in the direction of a more
outwaro-looking foreign policy and closer ties with the
West.
At the political level, there have been a number
of hiyn-level visits, including Prime Minister Trudeau's
visit to China in 1973, Secretaries of State for External
Affairs Sharp, in 1972, and Jamieson, in 1978, Foreign
viinister Huang Hua's visit to Canada in 1977 and an exchange
of visits by our respective trade ministers, Mr. Horner and
mr. Quang, in 1979. Vice Premier Bo Yibo will visit
Canada August 21-31, 1980. He is the highest ranking
Cninese leader to visit this country. There have been
increasingly frank and useful exchanges between our leaders
on political, international and bilateral subjects.
Other recent visits have included delegations of
the National People's Congress of China and the Canadian
Parliamentary Association in 1978 and 1979 respectively; an
official delegation which visited China in 1979 to help com-
laemorate the fortieth anniversary of the death of Dr. Norman
Bethune; and a 65-member delegation from the Canadian Insti-
tute of International Affairs, consisting mainly of a large
nu:aoer oL prominent businessmen and a few academics, which
visited China in April and May of this year.
Exchanges and bilateral programmes have grown sub-
stantially and have encompassed almost every area; besides
economic contacts, these areas have included science and
technology, music, painting, dance, sports, medicine, the
.aQ(11,-A and education. To mention but a few, the Canadian
Brass, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Frank Augustyn and
Karen Kain, and Celia Franca hpve visited China in often
precedent-setting tours, while Chinese acrobatic troupes and
the Peking Opera have visited Canada.
In education, as China's modernization drive has
led its leaders to look to the West for expertise, an
arrangement to place Chinese mid-career scientists in
Canadian institutions of higher learning brought some 190
Chinese scholars to Canada in 1979/80 and a renewal of the
arrangement is expected to bring at least 100 more in
1980/81.
A highly successfull programme of family reunifi-
cation has since 1973 been in effect, up to the end of 1979
reuniting some 5,600 Chinese with their relatives in Canada.
Scientific Research
Since 1949 the Chinese have tended to adopt the Soviet research
structure which places a 'supreme academic organ' the Academy
of Sciences, at the head of the national research structure.
The Chinese Academy of Sciences as it was called, was generally
formed out of the old pre-1949 Academia Sinica. The traditional
Academia Sinica transferred to Taiwan, along with some of the
professional scientists. Later several other 'Academies' were
formed. In 1957, the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
was formed from elements of the Ministry of Agriculture. This
was followed in 1958 by the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences.
Under the aegis of these Academies of Science were numerous re-
search institutes in various scientific branches, and at Pro-
vincial level there were branch academies, e.g. in Shanghai and
Guangzhou.
The Academies of Science have not remained isolated from politics
and during the brief twenty-year span both the organizations and
the scientists themselves have been subject to change. The first
such interruption came shortly after their foundation, with the
'Great Leap Forward' and the 'Hundred Flowers' movements; the
former, typified by a massive drive to transform labour into
physical capital, had massive repercussions on the scientific
establishment, and the latter attempted to 'free' intellectual
discussion but led to harassment and imprisonment of some
scientists. The creation of the State Scientific and Technology
Commission in November 1958 confirmed the absolute political
control of scientific research in China. All sciences became
subservient to political planners and party representatives were
visible at all levels in the research ladder. Scientific studies
were integrated with the 'needs of production'. It is generally
thought that very little theoretical research was initiated as a
result. University research has traditionally received less
emphasis in China; however, the work of some of the better in-
stitutions has been linked to work being done in the Academies.
The universities come under the Ministry of Higher Education.
The Academies of Science received a further jolt in the mid-sixties
with the onset of the Cultural Revolution. Internally, this
meant many shake-ups; externally, the Academies split responsibilities
and were supposed to relocate closer to the 'research needs of
industry and agriculture'. The Chinese Acadery of Agricultural
Sciences became known as the Chinese Academy of Agriculture and
Forestry Sciences and remained as such until 1978, when Forestry
split off to form its own Academy, the Chinese Academy of Forestry
Sciences. A new Chinese Academy of Traditional Medicine was also
formed to reflect the importance of Chinese, as opposed to Western,
medicine.
During the Cultural Revolution many scientists fell foul of the
authorities for their supposedly 'revisionist' views and were
either imprisoned or displaced to the countryside. The so-
called 'May 7th Directive' was a key reform in this respect, in
that it specifically required every male professional under the
age of 60 and every female under 55 to indulge in physical labour
for varying intervals. In addition, a minimum of 2.5 out of 6
working days in scientific institutions were to be spent on
'political study'. The emphasis of 'foreign science' in China
was downplayed.
Since 1978 we can say there has been some normalization of
scientific research. In spite of the swing of the political
pendulum, the Academies of Science have survived and remain the
most prestigious scientific centres of excellence.
China/Canada Scientific Exchanges
Significant advances have been made in scientific and techno-
logical cooperation with the'PRC since Madame Sauvé led a delegation of
Canadian scientists to China in 1973. Canadian scientific and technological
missions have visited China with interests in such fields as agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, seismology, metrology, economics, and veterinary
medicine. Chinese delegations to Canada have also covered fields as diverse
as petroleum, seismology, surface coal mining, laser research, forestry,
fisheries, permafrost, biological insect control, surveying and mapping and
engineering.
Scientific exchanges are an important component in our relation, -----
ship with China. There is considerable interest in the Canadian scientific
community in developing new areas of cooperation with the PRC and in gaining
increased knowledge about the "state of the art" in China. Science is
moreover dn urgent priority in the PRC's modernization programme and the
importance for China of increased SANDT exchanges with the industrialized
world Wdl, recognized at a National Conference on Science held in Peking in
March 1978. Scientific exchanges also complement and promote other Canadian
programmes, in particular in the fields of General Relations, by increasing
mutual knowledge and people-to-people contacts, and Trade Promotion, by
exposing visitors to Canada to our expertise in the various fields where
Canada has a reputation for excellence.
In this regard, the Chinese have expressed the view that SANDT
exchanges play a role in our overall comercial relationship. While China
is not at present in a position to sell to Canada as much as it buys,
cooperation in Science and Technology goes some way towards establishing a
more balanced relationship. Comercial ventures may at times appear more
attractive to the Chinese side if they also provide for SANDT cooperation,
such as the training of Chinese experts or the exchange of technical
information. It has moreover been our experience that Chinese scientific
and technical delegations visiting Canada are often attentive to commercial
prospects in their field of expertise.
Canadian prOposals for exchanges are submitted to the Chinese
authorities at the end of each calendar year by our Embassy in Peking. Each
side examines the list presented by the other and a bilateral package is
thus agreed upon. While trade delegations pay for their own costs, it is
the practice for the host country to pay the expenses (except for inter-
national travel) incurred by science and technological missions travelling
to and from China. Because our scientific community is less integrated than
that of a state-controlled economy, Canadian university groups or profes-
sional associations which operate under different budgetary conditions
than the government have found this formula prohibitive. The Chinese
authorities have however accepted a suggestion made by the Secretary of
State for External. Affairs in January 1978, that exchanges which do not
fall under the official exchange programme operate on a self-paying basis.
[he present emphasis in the area of SANDT exchanges is to explore
new areas of cooperation (such as transport and communications), to senc!
swiler tiroups for more in-depth scientific discussions, and to facilitate
a more regular exchange of information and material between Chinese and
Canadian (-..ieutists.
Government
Hua Guofeng is presently Chairman of the Central Committee of
the CCP and Premier of the State Council. Hua, who was born
in Shaanxi province in 1921, succeeded Chou En-lai as Premier
in April 1976, and his appointment as Chairman followed Mao's
death in October 1976. Ye Jianying is Vice-Chairman, givina
him second place in the leadership and the status, if not executive
duties, of a head of state. Other Vice-Chairmen are: Deng
Xiaoping, Li xiannian Chen yun and Wangdongxing.
In March 1978, the 5th National People's Congress (NPC) issued
a revised constitution in which the highest organ of state is
stated to be the NPC itself. The NPC is an elected body which
meets annually. It has power to amend the constitution, enact
laws and appoint ministers, accept national plans and state
budgets, and declare war. The functions of the Congress are
vested in a Standing Committee between sessions. There is no
special provision for a head of state. The head of state is
neither Hua nor Deng, as is usually imagined. Ye Jianying, as
Chairman of the Standing Committe, roughly equates the position.
The constitution affirms the leading role of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) (with only 36 million members out of a total popula-
tion of 1 billion); it dominates government and all aspects of
economic activity. Direction of CCP affairs is in the hands of
Chairman Hua and a small Standing Committee (politbureau).
The executive organ of the NPC and the highest level of state
administration is the State Council. This consists of the
Premier (Hua Guofeng), who presides, and Vice-Premiers and
Ministers. The State Council is responsible for administration
and supervision of government at all levels. It drafts plans
and budgets. Under it are several commissions, e.g. Scientific








Vice-Premiers: Deng Xiaoping, Chenyun, Bo Yibo, Chen Muhua
(Economic Relations with Foreign Countries),
Chen Xianlian, Chen yonggui, Fang yi (Science
and Technology), Geng Biao, Gu Mu, Ji Dengkui,
Li Xiannian, Wang Renzhong, Wang Zhen, Xu
Xiangqian, Yao Yilin, Yu Qiuli.
Ministers (relevant listing only)
Huo Shilian (Agriculture)




Qian Xinzhoyg (Public Health)
Jiang Nanxiang (Education)
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There is now a new air terminal in Beijing. The quaint halls
of the old terminal redolent with garish murals of socialist
realism but with walls of peeling varnish have been abandoned
in favour of the universal style of all modern airports, modified
only where a scarcity of materials or the peculiar demands of
Chinese protocol have required - the arrival and departure
lobbies, segregated from local travellers, contain not a single
chair for public use - thankfully, the political slogans and
massive statues of Mao have been left behind in the old airport.
Waiting for one's baggage to appear on the carousel (which
stops frequently and inexplicably), one cannot fail to be in-
trigued by the large amount of cartons that rise through the
hatchway instead of one's own bag, all seemingly full of
Japanese appliances. Most are claimed by eager Chinese
delegations returning from abroad, and the rest by seasoned
foreign businessmen and diplomats, to the evident glee of the
Chinese friends and officials who have come to greet them. The
baggage handlers do their job with relish and an enthusiasm un-
like their counterparts in any other part of the world. Arriving
delegations are usually quickly identified and whisked away to
their hotels, and, after a brief rest, combine with their hosts
to go over the itinerary. It is at this point where some hasty
changes or new decisions might have to be made due to unavailability
of certain individuals, etc.
Each day it is advisable to meet fairly early with your guides
to go over the day's events, not only to avoid any confusion but
to make amendments if necessary. The assigned guides are used
to making last-minute changes to programs, and go to extra-
ordinary lengths to accommodate one, but it is best to keep
changes to a minimum. Be especially careful to avoid re-routing
as the Chinese transportation authorities are not geared to
accepting last-minute changes and aircraft and trains are usually
booked up several days in advance.
Accommodation
Beijing (Peking) has few hotels for a capital of its size and
importance. It is usual for high-level delegations to be put
up at the Peking Hotel.
Only two years ago, the lobby of the Peking Hotel appeared to
one as a vaguely hostile cavern, decorated by Maoist iconography
bearing little resemblance to a working hotel. Grudging service
could only be prodded from the staff after indisputable evidence
of one's bona fide business. There was also the feeling that
one was participating in the world's first self-service hotel.
Be prepared still to handle your own baggage up to your room in
-
this and other hotels. The Beijing Hotel lobby has now been
transformed with all the trappings of international hotels else-
where. It throbs with foreign businessmen, who seem to be
positively enjoying themselves. The rooms are large by inter-
national standards and are still furnished in the old style with
beautifully worked Peking carpets and embroidered bedcovers.
Other hotels are part of another dimension. The Friendship
Hotel, a large rambling barracks on the outskirts of Peking,
was used to house the Soviet experts and their families before
the Sino-Soviet split in the early sixties. It is a warren of
corridors and underground walkways. Visitors can get lost on
the way to the dining room or the antique bathrooms.
Since dining rooms are housed in separate blocks and linked by
the covered walks, a wrong turn and you sit down at what you
think is your table, but in an entirely different but identical
dining room. Since tables are usually assigned on a group basis,
expect to be served only at your table.
Rooms at the Friendship Hotel are furnished in oppressive pre-war
furniture solid enough to take the most obese Russian expert.
There are other inhabitants too - out of season, luckily.
The point about all this superficial comment is that hotel
standards in China vary, and China is changing very rapidly.
The unexpected is the norm. Until some of the larger hotels
that are being put up in cooperation with the U.S. chains are
completed in the 1980s, existing accommodations can appear a
little eccentric to visitors.
Hotels provide a Western breakfast. Chinese breakfasts consist
of rice gruel (congee), tea and sweet cakes. The Western break-
fast, usually consisting of toast and eggs, is fairly good but
otherwise it is best to avoid Western-type food and opt for
Chinese cooking for lunch and dinner.
Laundry
Dry cleaning is not recommended. In the hotels, unless otherwise
instructed, all laundry is washed with soap in very hot uater.
Anyone with synthetics is well advised to specify to room service
that lukewarm or cold water should be used.
Hospitality
There is no tipping in China, but an old Chinese saying 'Returning
a peach for a plum' indicates that it is not inappropriate to offer
your guides, hosts, or others who have been helpful, something in
return for their efforts on your behalf. Guides are not adverse
to taking small gifts in this way.
Do not be offended, however, if Chinese colleagues or your guides
refuse to eat with you. There are good reasons for not doing
so; the Chinese are very warm and thoughtful people and they
genuinely will not wish to burden you with their presence when
you may have been with them all day. It is polite to refuse.
There is also the question of expense. Foreigners are charged
excessive prices for meals by local standards and the Chinese
will not wish to put you to any extra expense on their behalf.
Grain is rationed in China and even though you will pay the
bill, Chinese guests at hotels and restaurants often are faced
by having to discreetly surrender valuable ration coupons to
the management. Finally, guides work long, tedious hours
serving group after group and spend extended periods away from
their families. An early evening can be a bonus to them.
A book or souvenirs of Canada (ashtrays with maple leaf motif
or paperweights) are popular. Little red maple leafs for
buttonholes are gratefully received at all levels of society.
Because the Chinese like to offer banquets as a traditional
form of welcome it is usually a good gesture to return the
courtesy before departure. A banquet for twenty people might
cost as much as Cdn.$500 depending on the number of courses and
amount of liquor. Ten to twelve courses are what you can ex-
pect; because politeness requires that the guest samples every
dish, it is wise to 'pace' oneself since it is customary to re-
plenish empty dishes. The same holds true of liquor. There
is usually a variety: sweet Chinese wine, beer and the mandatory
Mao tai- a clear, fiery drink made from sorghum(Gaoliang) - it
is one of the strongest liquors in the world - 65 - 70 percent
alcohol. Chinese soft drinks are not to be recommended. Tea
is available everywhere and on every occasion and should be pre-
ferred.
The host will usually present a toast. Often this will mean
emptying glasses several times. The effects of the Mao tai are
not always immediately apparent.
The quality of Chinese ;ood offered to visitors in hotels is
not of the high standard one is now accustomed to expect of the
Chinese - though the quality in the Beijing Hotel is not bad.
This is because, with so many visitors now arriving in China,
establishments which cater for them have tended to develop a
rather bland menu which will be acceptable to most palates yet
give a dash of the exotic. It is always nice to branch out
independently on the odd occasion and there are a few worthwhile
places. Your hosts or guides can usually advise and make
arrangements, given adequate notice, but the following may be
useful to have on hand in case there is a convenient slot in the
timetable. They will also be useful for return banquets.
Bei Hai Park
In the latter half of the nineteenth century when the Qing dynasty
was on the verge of collapse, the Empress Dowager Cixi, the real
power in China at that time, used to banquet on her favourite
dishes in a park behind the walls of the Forbidden City. After
the overthrow of the Qing in 1911, the Empress Dowager's cooks
established a public restaurant on the spot, an old vermillion
painted pavilion. Its name, Fang Shan, means 'imitating the
Imperial Kitchen' and it is one of t e few first-class restaurants
in Beijing which caters to foreign visitors and the diplomatic
circuit. At lunch it is fairly easy to get a table, but dinner
requires a booking, often a day or so ahead. The restaurant will
charge you by the number in your party, not by dish, and the
manager will pick out a menu after you tell him what your 'standard'
is. About Yuan 20 (approximately $2.00) a head will be the
minimum charge to expect, drinks excluded. Beer is the standard
drink, apart from tea.
Most visitors associate Beijing cuisine with Peking Duck. There
are three well-known places: the 'Bi 'Duck, so-called because it
is located in a new, multi-storey comp ex at 24 Qianmen (Tel: 75-1379),
near the old Catholic cathedral, the 'Small' Duck at 2 Chongwenwai
(Tel: 75-0505) and the 'Sick' Duck, nicknamed because of its
proximity to the Capital Hospital, 13 Shuai Fu Yuan (Tel: 55-3310).
This is also reputed to be the best of the three.
The Sichuan Restaurant, which serves a spicy fare typical of the
Southwestern province, is hidden away in an old courtyard, behind
a stone gate with red painted doors and a grove of pine trees -
51 Rong Xian Hutong (Tel: 33-6356). Among the recommended
dishes are the braised eggplant in fish sauce, camphor-smoked
duck and crispy rice.
Summer Palace Restaurant. A pavilion within the grounds of the
Summer Palace called 'listening to the Orioles' specializes in
fish from the Kunming Lakes, velvet chicken and fried dumplings
(Tel: 28-1276).
Go early. Chinese restaurants cater to the masses leaving work
at 5.00 p.m. and, consequently, are usually closed by 8.00 p.m.
In Shanghai two good places to eat are the Sichuan Restaurant
(Tel: 22-1965) and the Yangzhou (Tel: 22-2779), both on Nanjing
Road East. Shanghai also has a French restaurant.
Liquor
China produces its own wines but these are taken slightly warm at
meals. The Shaoxing has a sherry-like taste and is usually
ordered at banquets. Grape wine is called 'sour' wine by the
Chinese, and is not popular. Imported spirits, such as brandy
and whiskey, are very expensive. It is advisable to bring in
duty-free whiskey or brandy. The Chinese are fond of brandy
and it is a good ploy to have some available to put on the table
for the return banquet. Chinese beer is very good and available
everywhere. It is usually drunk at meals in preference to soft
drinks, which are not well manufactured in China. Since flasks
of hot water are available everywhere, including the aircraft,
it is worth taking a jar of instant coffee.
In and around Beijing
The spacious layout of the capital was created by Kublai Khan.
The Forbidden City should be visited, as should Bei Hai Park
and the Summer Palace, but otherwise the general mass of buildings
that make up modern Beijing are a drab disappointment.
Early morning walks are worthwhile, however, as it is possible
to see quite a few sights and people, unhurried by the daily rush
and dust. Liu Li Chang Street, off Chien Menwai, is good for a
stroll because of the antique shops.
Be prepared to draw curious crowds - this is particularly so in
Shanghai - but the people are never hostile and if one carries
a Polaroid Land Camera and is prepared to take a few instant
photographs, an air of conviviality soon breaks out.
In front of the Imperial Palaces and adjoining the Peking Hotel
is Tien An Mien 'The Heavenly Peace' Square, said to be able to
hold over one million people. On either side lie the Great Hall
of the People (National People's Congress) and the Museum of
Chinese History. In the Square is also Mao's mausoleum, hastily
completed after his death, but now there is a questionmark over
its future.
Beihai Park (literally 'northern sea') is very popular with the
local population and is a good place to stroll and get to know
some of them. Compared to a few years earlier, people are now
less self-conscious and more approachable. Beihai is really a
series of connecting lakes (the energetic can hire rowing boats)
with a bridge spanning them. The Park has several pavilions
and pagodas. The Temple of 10 000 Buddhas (Wanfulou) was built
during the Chienlung period (1736 - 1795 AD) of the ging dynasty.
Late September to early October is a good time to visit the Western
Hills when the maples change colour. There are several temples
TRlife surrounding hills, which afford spectacular views.
The Great Wall is, of course, a major attraction, but is some
three hours by train from the capital. Visitors are taken on
a reconstructed section but views of the original wall, now in
ruins, from the train window give a good idea of its original
utility. The Chinese name for the Great Wall is Wanli changcheng
- the '10 000 li (mile) construction'. The original wall,
begun some 2 500 years ago, when completed stretched about 4 000














































































































































































































































The first impression of Shanghai is its 'Western' aspect. It
was a foreign concession and was built almost entirely by the
British who, together with other nations, shared the city as a
'concession' under the 'unequal treaties' foisted upon China as
a result of the Opium Wars. With a population of approximately
10 million it is China's largest city, industrial centre and
major port. The waterfront, with its famous promenade, the
'Bund', is lined with foreign architecture of circa 1920. The
Peace Hotel on the Bund is probably China's best hotel. It was
formerly the 'Cathay' which, in its day, along with the Oriental
in Bangkok and the Peninsula in Hong Kong, were the best in
East Asia. Nanking Road is a long, busy street full of shops.
It is also a street full of historical incidents. The People's
Park off the Nanking Road is the one which, before the war,
reputedly had the sign outside forbidding entry to 'dogs and
Chinamen'. Shanghai has many cinemas and theatres, which
always draw long lines.
Shopping
When it comes to window gazing China is not the best place, as
one soon discovers. Beijing, especially, seems to have few
streets devoted to consumer needs, other than the more basic shops.
The Number One Department Store, around the corner from the Beijing
Hotel on Wang fu Ching, is worth a stroll if one has time. The
same street has bookstores, which give one a feel of the literature
China is reading. A massive number of titles are published on
science and technology topics each year and these bookstores
always draw large crowds.
Antiques are of interest, but forget the idea of picking up some-
thing of value cheap. After the Revolution many treasures were
taken to Taiwan or sold to merchants in Hong Kong, and museums
have picked up the most valuable items. The remaining artifacts
the Chinese Government are now willing to sell fetch astronomical
prices and dealers in Hong Kong can usually provide objects at
more modest prices. Any notions of haggling for a Song land-
scape or Ming vase can be dashed. To give an example, in 1979
et badly preserved Song monocroma landscape was being offered in
an antique shop along Liuli Chang Alley for U.S.$20 000 and a
relatively modern eighteenth century blue and white vase em-
blazoned with dragons was tagged at U.S.$133 000.
The Friendship Stores, reserved for visitors and diplomats, pro-
vide the only source of reasonably priced articles. Chinese
silks and brocades are good buys, as are fur hats for men and
women. Locally manufactured down-filled ski jackets are good
value at about Cdn.$25. Some articles which are very expensive
elsewhere are often excellent value in China, e.g. a set of
draughting instruments can be had for only Cdn.$2.00 - 5.00.
Shanghai is the best place for shopping, walking and generally
just getting around. Nanjing Road is probably the most famous
thoroughfare in China, being the scene of many incidents of recent
history. It has a number of large department stores. Shanghai
Number One, formerly the Wing On Company (now in Hong Kong), on
Nanjing Road is the largest and is well worth a visit.
Dress
The Chinese tend to be informal and during the warmer months
tend to attend meetings, etc. in white, open-necked short sleeved
shirts. The dark suit and tie demanded by the Japanese is not
necessary, except for very formal occasions. Shorts and
open sandals do tend to be frowned on, as do sleeveless blouses
and off-the-shoulder dresses.
Customs
Chinese tend to be extremely courteous to visitors. Sometimes
this approaches deference, with whole swathes of shoppers parting
to let a visitor through to the counter or even offering places
to sit in a crowded room.
Punctuality is highly regarded.
Hotel staffs do not expect tips but do expect expressions of
thanks.
Many Chinese do not like to be photographed without giving their
permission, especially older persons, though anyone taking a
Polaroid camera will be engulfed with people seeking 'demonstra-
tions'. Colour film is not available in China so photography
enthusiasts should take plenty in with them.
Forms of Address
Chinese names usually consist of three characters, though a few
people only have two, e.g. Fang Vi, Minister of Science and Technology.
The surname comes first, the diminutive name second, thus Mao Zedong.
It was common practice until the introduction of pinyin to hyphenize
the two diminutives i.e. Mao Tse-tung. Like other languages chinese
tends to have a lot of common surnames: Wang, Li, etc. This is because
there were, it is said, in ancient China originally a "hundred common
surnames" -"Lao Baixing" - this term is now commonly used to refer to
the masses in general. Unless one is meeting with hard core party
officials the term"comrade" is rarely used. Forms of address like
"Prof. Li", "Mr. Wang" are used. Friends and colleagues address each
other as "old" ("lao") so and so, i.e. Lao Wang.
In any reference to China one should avoid terms like 'Red'
China, 'Communist' China or 'Mainland' China. It is best to simply
say 'China' or the more formal 'People's Republic of China'.
Health
If one is not feeling too well at any stage of the journey, unless
it is serious it is probabl Y just as well not to mention it, since
the Chinese hosts will go to extraordinary lengths to rectify the
problem. It is not uncommon to find oneself hospitalized for
even minor complaints. On the other hand, should one fall
ill, excellent care is the rule.
Drinking water should be requested. Tap water is not safe,
particularly in rural areas and in Shanghai, where it is drawn
from the Whampoa River and is a tacky brown colour.
Currency
China's currency is called the Renminbi (RMB) - 'people's cash';
the unit is the Yuan (dollar), divided into 100 Fen (cents). Ten
fen is known as Jiao. There are notes of ten, five and two
yuan and one jiao. Coins come in five, two and one fen domina-
tions. All currency has to be declared on entry but there is no
limit to the amount taken in; any left over will be changed on
exit, provided it agrees with the statement made on the entry
form, so keep the original. (One yuan = Cdn.$0.8230 ).
Hours of Business
Government offices open from 8.00 a.m. until noon and 2.00 p.m.
to 5.00 p.m., though some operate 7.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Monday
to Saturday. Sunday is a holiday in China. Appointments
usually begin at 8.30 a.m. or 9.00 a.m. but it is not usual to
request appointments after noon on Saturday.
Shops stay open to about 7.00 p.m., including Sundays.
Transportation
Be sure all your flights are firmed up because it is difficult
to get CAAC to respond to enquiries. Onward confirmations are
very important because it is almost impossible to reconfirm
return flights within China. Chinese aircraft do not have
smoking and non-smoking sections, and tend to be lax on safety
measures. The degree of safety tends to deteriorate by degree
of penetration into the interior, where local flights have no
seat belts and the seats, designed to fall forward to accommodate
baggage, throw one forward on landing. Chinese aircraft operate
without navigation lights, as does most ground transportation.
Lights are only switched on to signal other drivers and pedestrians.
Pedestrians do not have right of way.
Be prepared for unexpected changes in the itinerary because of
last-minute changes in airline schedules.
The flight from Beijing to Shanghai takes 11- hours. By far
the best means of transport is the train (14 hours). It is





























Chinese Institutions Involved in Energy Policy and Research
The following is a list of institutions involved in the
making of energy policy as well as those carrying on
research in all aspects of the exploitation of fossil fuels,
State Council Ministries, Commissions and Special Agencies
Ministry of Coal Industry Minister Xs° Han
Academy of Coal Mining Science President Fan Weitang
Ministry of Petroleum Industry Minister Song Zhenming
Ministry of Power Industry Minister bu Lanbo
Nuclear Power Bureau Dep. Director Deng Thilcui
Academy of Electric Power Sciences
First Ministry of Machine Building Minister Zhou Zijian
Mining Machinery Bureau
Second Ministry of Machine Building Minister liu Wei
Nuclear Power Bureau
Ministry of Geology Minister Sun Daguang
State Scientific and Technical Commission
Second Bureau (Energy Research) Dep. Director lin Haruciong
Fifth Bureau (Nuclear Research) Director Wei Zhaolin
National Level Offices
National Milling Committee Chairman Xu Zailian
National Geodesy and Geophysics Committee Chairman Gu Gongxu
Professional Societies
China Electrical Engineering Society President Li Daigeng
China Coal Mining Society President He Bingzhang
China Geology Society Acting President Xu Jie
China Geophysics Society President Gu Gongxu
China Nuclear Energy Society President Wang Ganchang
China Nuclear Science and Technology Society President Thang Jiahua




China Mineralogical, Petrological and Geothermal Society
China Water Conservancy Society President Mang Hanying
nuclear energy, hydroelectricity, and new energy sources.
Wherever possible, we have provided the names of im-
portant individuals at these institutions.
Research Institutes
INSTITUTE
Coal Chemistry Institute of Shanxi, Taiyuan
Coal Chemistry Institute, Beijing
Coal Institute, Beijing
Coal Institute, Fushun
Coal Mining Research Institute, Kailuan
Coal Mine Design Institute, Beijing
Coal Mining butitute, Tangshan
Coal Mining Machinery Institute, Shanghai
Mining Machinery Research Institute, Luoyang
Physical Prospecting Instruments Research Institute, Changchun





Geology and Geography Institute, Urumchi
Geological Exploration and Developmest Research Institute,
Chengdu
Geology and Paleontology Institute, Nanjing
Survey and Geophysics Institute, Wuhan




Petroleum Geology Institute of Gansu
North China Petroleum Survey and Design, Institute of Hebei
.1LlIt/L:ILC11116#14 ASIUUJI.1161 LIG31611
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Petrochemical Industry Institute, Jim
Petrochemical Institute of Heilongjiang
Petroleum Exploration and Exploitation Institute, Beijing
Petroleum Refinery Institute, Lanzhou
Daching Underwell Oil Extraction Technology Research
Institute, Anda
Daching Scientific Research and Design Institute,
Anda
High Energy Physics Institute, Beijing


































Wang Ganchang CAS/2nd MMB
INSTITUTE
Nuclear Physics Institute, Shanghai
Atomic Energy Utilization in Agriculture Institute, Beijing
Southwest Institute of Physics, Leshan 'Sichuan)
Uranium Ore Dressing and Metallurgy Institute, Beijing
Reactor Engineering Research and Desip Institute, Beijing
Modern Institute of Physics, Lanzhou
Hydraulic Power Design Institute, Beijing
Electric Power Planning and Designing Institute
Hydraulic and Electric Engineering Institute, Wuhan
Hydroelectric Survey and Design Institute of Shaanxi
Yangtze River Hydraulic and Hydroelectric Engineering
Research Institute
Yangtze River Water Conservancy and Hydropower Institute
Thermal Energy Institute, Changchun
Guangzhou Institute of Energy Sources
Beijing Institute of New Technology Application
Institute of Electric Engineering
Guangdong Provincial Institute of Geothermal Energy
Research, Guangzhou
Nanjing Institute of Technology
KEY
CAAS Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
CACMS Chinese Academy of Coal Mining Science
CAS Chinese Academy of Science
MCI Ministry of Coal Industry
SPECIALIZED INSTITUTIONS
(designated "Key" Institutions)
Daching Petroleum College, Anda
Southwest Petroleum College, Chengdu
Harbin Petroleum Engineering College
East China Petroleum College, unan
Beijing Chemical Engineering College
Jilin Geology College, Changchun
Sichuan Mining College, Chengdu
Coal Mining College, Fuxin (Liaoning)
Wuhan Geological College
Chemical Engineering College, Beijing
East China Water Conservancy College
Shanghai Chemical Engineering College
Hebei Electric Power College, Shijiazhuang
Wuhan Water Conservancy and Electric Power College
Educational Institutions
AFFILIATION
Ministry of Petroleum Industry
Ministry of Petroleum Industry
Ministry of Petroleum Industry
Ministry of Petroleum Industry
Ministry of Petroelum Industry
State Bureau of Geology
Ministry of Coal Industry
Ministry of Coal Industry
State Bureau of Geology
Ministry of Chemical Industry
Ministry of Water Conservancy
Ministry of Chemical Industry
Ministry of Electric Power













Deputy, Yang Changqi CAS
MHD
MMB Ministry of Machine Building
M Petro I Ministry of Petroleum Industry
M Power I Ministry of Power Industry
SPB Sichuan Petroleum Bureau
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China's Scientific and Technical Association
Holds Second Congress
HOWARD S. KLEIN
The Scientific and Technical Association (STAPRC),
counterpart organization of the CSCPRC, held its
Second National Congress from March 15 to 23,1980,
when a new, expanded role was outlined for the Asso-
ciation in the organization of scientific research and per-
sonnel. The 1,500 delegates from 29 regional associations
and 95 affiliated societies attending the meeting adopted
a new constitution for the Association that calls on its
members, scientists, and technicians to "play an advisory
role to government departments" on scientific, techno-
logical, and other construction projects of China's mod-
ernization program. More important, the conferees ap-
proved a work report by Zhou Peiyuan, who was elected
chairman of the STA, that portrays the Association as
the channel to cut across administrative and bureau-
cratic lines and the forum for airing academic debates.
The nine-day meeting consisted largely of group dis-
cussions organized by localities or specializations and
was devoted to considering Zhou's work report and spe-
cific questions relative to delegates' specialties. About
half the delegates were above the level of associate re-
search professor or senior engineer. Some of the group
discussions produced proposals for future activities that
included:
A four-point proposal on strengthening the study of
biology in schools.
The proposed establishment of a Ministry of Energy
with overall responsibility for China's energy re-
SOUrCeS.
A three-point proposal for strengthening geoscience
education presented by more than ten interested
societies.
In addition to the group discussions the delegates also
heard important speeches by several prominent scientists
and administrators on some key issues currently under
review. For example, Qian Xuesen, Director of the Me-
chanics Institute and a newly-elected Vice Chairman of
the STA, urged "breaking" administrative boundaries
between research organizations, schools, and enterprises,
while mathematician Hua Luogeng, a Vice President of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, called for more aca-
demic activities, noting that "free discussions and often
arguments lead to new ideas." The most important re-
ports, however, were those delivered at the opening and
closing of the Congress by Zhou Peiyuan and Hu Yao-
bang, General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party
and a member of the Standing Committee of its Polit-
buro.
Zhou's work report, entitled "Make Concerted All-
Out Efforts, Strive to Modernize China's Science and
Technology," was a candid, comprehensive, and po-
litically-oriented three-part review of the history of the
STA, the lessons to be learned, and the future policies
and taslcs of the Association. While Thou's speech noted
the "pioneering spirit" of China's scientists and tech-
nicians and cited their contributions to China's devel-
opment, it also documented the political troubles they
have suffered since 1957 and offered suggestions for the
organization on how to carry out its mandate while
avoiding future difficulties.
"Special Features" of the STA
According to Zhou Peiyuan, the central point in under-
standing the STA is that as a mass orpnization of scien-
tists and technicians, the STA has "special features" that
are necessary for the effective conduct of its work. These
"features" include freedom to debate issues of science
and technology without worry of administrative disci-
plinary measures. In the past Party cadres have regarded
such activities and the scientists themselves with sus-
picion and mistrust, and Zhou admitted the Association
had conunitted some 'leftist mistakes" in the late
1950s. He also noted, however, that
The phenomena of looking down on lcnowledge and
discriminating apinst intellectuab still exist to a
fairly large extent and the role of scientists and tech-
nicians has not yet been brought into full play.
Zhou told the STA and its affiliated organizations
that because they comprise mass organization of scien-
tific and technical workers, they must organize their
work and administration to suit the conditions of the
scientists themselves. Contrary to criticisms that this is
"special treatment," Zhou said that it is a "precise em-
bodiment" of the Party's work in the Association. Fur-
-
thermore, he warned the conferees., "if we do not main-
tain a distinct stand ... then the Association will lose
its special features and its representatives."
The other "special feature" of the STA is its potential
as a source of contacts for scientific and technological
workers with similar specializations working in different
departments and organizations. The STA's organizational
structure cuts across administrative lines, enabling it to
actively carry out "exchanges, studies and discussions"
among scientists of normally separated work units. While
developing the Association's academic activities, Zhou
told the conferees they should pay attention to the
"inter-connections among various branches of leaming
and specialties" and "strengthen coordination . .. among
various academic societies and specialty organizations."
This mandate is not a new one for the STA, which
has, since its creation in 1958, been responsible for do-
mestic academic exchanges. Moreover, Zhou addressed
this issue of coordination at the 1978 National Science
Conference, saying it was "linperative ... to conduct all
kinds of scholarly exchange activities." What is signifi-
cant is the identification of this feature of the Associa-
tion as something "special" and is apparently intended
to relieve STA activities of some of the usual bureau-
cratic restrictions.
In the same way the freedom to hold academic de-
bates and discussions without administrative review is
not a new characteristic of the Association's work. In
March 1978 Zhou noted that the STA was a "good
organizational forum for us to promote contention
among different schools of thought ... and further
activate a scholarly atmosphere." His recent reminder
to pay attention to these "special features," however,
indicates how central this factor is to the STA's ac-
tivities. Mother indicator was an interview, appearing
in People 's Daily on the eve of the Congress, with Yu
Guangyuan, Vice Minister of the Scientific and Tech-
nological Commission and Vice President of the Chi-
nese Academy of Social Sciences, which highlighted
the differences between the STA and the Academy of
Sciences or the Scientific and Technological Commis-
sion, including the two "special features."
Future Policies and Tasks
In addition to developing academic activities, another
task of the STA outlined by Zhou is to popularize sci-
ence and technology, with a specific reference to pro-
duction and the four modernizations and a special
emphasis on the rural meas. In this work STA units and
affiliated organizations should coordinate their activities
with other mass organizations including the women's
federation, youth league, and trade unions. Together,
these organizations will promote the importance of sci-
ence through new books and journals, science fairs,
audio-visual aids, and other mechanisms already in use.
The STA at all levels has also been instructed to "find
and train talented personnel," breaking with the senior-
ity system to train and recommend promising young sci-
entists. In addition, scientific and technological workers
were encouraged to continue their ovm vocational
studies, and Zhou instructed localities that were able
to "set up schooh for the study of science and tech-
nology" or sponsor training courses and lectures to
enable scientific and technological workers to take ad-
vanced studies. Similarly, Zhou told the STA that at
all levels they should organize "youth and junior scien-
tific and technological activities" to create additional
channels to locate new personnel.
Advisory Role of Professional Societies
Zhou also instructed the conference that the STA
"should actively recommend" that scientific and tech-
nological workers participate in discussing state con-
struction and science and technology plans and poli-
cies. As a "good staff member and adviser" for the
party and government, the STA's subordinate organs,
according to Zhou, should help study and draft vari-
ous technological norms and standards, evaluate and
determine scientific and technological achievements,
and assist educational departments reform scientific and
technological education at colleges and secondary
schools. Moreover, Zhou insisted, "we should strive to
make proposals by scientific and technological workers
succeed."
The same point about policy was made by Yu Guang-
yuan in his People 's Daily interview. Yu said the STA
has a "consultant role" in scientific and technological
matters and has already provided "invaluable advice" on
several projects since it began this work in 1978. Yu con-
tinued that government departments should not neglect
the advice of scientists and technicians, whom he ad-
vised to persist if they bebeved their "suggestions were
scientifically sound." He warned, however, that the
societies should "not lose their independence" even
though they were "often supported and subsidized by
the government. Administrative departments," Yu said,
"should not intervene in their activities."
Another task identified by Thou Peiyuan resulted in
his urging the conferees to "vigorously develop interna-
tional academic exchanges," and he outlined several
formats for these activities. These include "sending out"
specialists to attend foreign and international academic
meetinp or to conduct specialized focus "observation
tours"; convening international meetinp in China; at-
tracting scientific and technological workers from
abroad to work in China; and inviting "well-trained
specialists from abroad" to give lectures to China's aca-
demic societies. Zhou noted over 20 Chinese academic
societies had joined their international counterpart
organizations.
Concluding his talk, Zhou noted that none of the
tasks of the STA are likely to be achieved unless the
Association is strengthened organizationaAy by helping
the scientific and technological workers ' become masters
of their own affairs." To that end, he called for demo-
cratic elections within professional societies, conferring
official titles and authority on specialists, improving
their livelihood, and for specialists to "boldly step for-
ward to ... struggle against any act that ... encroaches
on their rights and interests." He added
We ... must try our best to protect this lively po-
litical situation ... as if it were our own eyes...
Time means victory. We must race against the min-
utes and seconds, make up for losses in time and
allow no relaxation of efforts.
Hu Yaobang's Speech
The address by Communist Party General Secretary Hu
Yaobang was a forthright effort to assure the assem-
bled science leaders that the leadership of the Party
understood their past troubles, recognized their intrinsic
role in the four modemizations, and was now prepared
to deal with certain science and research questions re-
quiring "immediate attention." Hu, delivering his first
public statement since being named General Secretary
in late February, told the delegates that China's problems
must be solved "one by one, step by step," and "cannot
be changed overnight." He explained that "first we have
to solve those problems which are among the most im-
portant," while other important problems, such as those
in science and education, must continue for a while. Hu
noted, however, referring to problems in "scientific re-
search and education undertalcings," that China "must
waste no time in solving these problems in a practical
way."
The main hindrance to the popularization and devel-
opment of science in China is the contingent of 18 mil-
lion cadres that, Hu Yaobang said, had "many unquali-
fied or not well qualified" members. Since these officials
lack "professional Icnowledge and competency," they do
not always understand or follow the Party's directives,
Hu noted. To remedy the situation and build a contin-
gent of cadres with specialized training and an under-
standing of the scientific process who are also loyal to
the Party, Hu said, is a "main focus" of the Party's
organizational work.
Echoing other officials' remarks in recent months,
Mr. Hu urged that scientists be utilized more thor-
oughly in China's development process and encouraged
ongoing efforts to search out talented personnel and
systematically promote scientists and technicians
who have specialties ... to the leading positions
in the party and the government to lead economic,
scientific and educational undertakings.
Mr. Hu also called on all cadres to "study scientific,
technical and management affairs related to their own
fields" and announced that the Secretariat of the Party
Central Committee was prepared to invite certain scien-
tists to "hold discussion meetings and seminars and to
ask you to be our teachers." Hu said, "In the field of
science, I myself am not qualified.... Today ... I
hereby enroll myself with the scientists now present."
Education and the development of a "reserve force"
from among young people is another key to developing
the nation's science and technology, according to Hu.
In this regard he identified two "major problems" for
serious thought. First is the problem of approximately
160 million young people, who were deprived of 10
years of formal education between 1966 and 1976,
when they were between 8 and 18, and who now can-
not be rapidly trained because many have families and
"they have to carry out heavy productive labor every-
day." Hu called on the STA representatives to give this
problem their attention and "figure out the most effec-
tive, most convenient and most practical ways" to help
this group of people, now between 20 and 30 years of
age, become "truly a new generation suitable to the
needs of the four modernizations."
The second problem noted by Hu is the state of
China's primary and middle schools and the importance
of planning and curricula preparation now in order to
assure future success for the 210 million youth currently
enrolled. While the education system has improved, Hu
said, "it still falls short of our expectations ... our mid-
dle and primary schools cannot keep pace with the
developing situation."
The main culprit for this situation is apparently
China's lack of funds to improve its schools. According
to Hu Yaobang, more efforts should be directed at edu-
cation, but "we cannot expect to increase educational
funds ovemight." Nevertheless, Hu said, "we need and
can seek marked improvement on many issues of educa-
tion" and promised to "hold a special discussion" on
ways to improve China's educational system. For now,
a central measure for improving the schools involves all
members of society showing more respect for teachers
and better care for the students. In addition to encour-
aging them, students should also be provided with "more
and better study materials, textbooks and all kinds of
suitable reading material."
A third measure, central to China's scientific and
technological development, according to Hu Yaobang,
is the Party's full support of the work and talents of the
nation's scientists and scientific workers. Hu said the
Party is relying on the existing contingent to lead the
development of science, on the one hand, and train
talented successors, on the other. Praising China's sci-
entific contingent, Hu Yaobang said
Scientists are what they are simply because they
possess a strict scientific spirit ... of innovation
and ... of creating a style .of their own.... Scien-
tists can keep on advancing simply because they are
never satisfied with their own achievements.... Our
party hopes that the scientific circles ... will pain-
stakingly cultivate and disseminate this good work
style ...
The Second Congress of the STAPRC adjoumed
shortly after Hu Yaobang's speech but not before the
delegates adopted a constitution for the Association,
passed a resolution endorsing Zhou Peiyuan's report,
and adopted an "appeal" directed to China's scientists
and technicians. The appeal calls on these personnel to
do a good job as advisers and "take the initiative to be
concerned with the formulation of national construction
plans and the planning for the development of science
and technology."
The convening of the Second Congress of the STA
and the expanded role subsequently outlined for it and
its affiliated associations and societies by Zhou Peiyuan
and Hu Yaobang mark the latest steps in the reconstruc-
tion of China's science infrastructure begun in the early
1970s and accelerated after September 1977. Moreover,
the Congress represents the latest effort by the political
leadership to mobilize the support of the scientific com-
munity for solving the lingering problems of moderniza-
tion and development. As Hu Yaobang told the con-
ference, "without advanced science and technology,
there would be no four modernizations," and it follows
that without the support of the scientists the leadership's
plans are doomed. The confluence of these interests at
the Second STA Congress suggests the requisite levels
of support exist both among members of the scientific
community and within the Party leadership and each
group is prepared to give the other room to be creative
and flexible in implementing principles and policies
governing scientific research and educational work.
Thirteen days after the delegates to
the Fifth National People's Congress
(NPC) had left Peking's Great Hall of
the People, representatives of China's
scientific community filed into the hall
to discuss the state of China's science,
the basic element needed to achieve the
national plan for rapid economic and
industrial modernization that the NPC
had just ratified. The magnitude of the
science conference, attended by some
6,000 delegates, surpassed that of the
NPC and its 3,456 deleeates, Scientist
?rid technician participants accounted for
63% of the delegates according to official
estimates; the rest were administrators.
A broad cross-section of scientists, from
ucasant seed breeders to nuclear physi-
t.kts and theoretical mathematician:,
ditendcd and although no age staticticr,
vel C given, the general impression wac
of scientists in their 60s and beyond.
The conference's timing seemed to
r.ignal to doubters abroad and at home
Peking's determination to succeed in its
modernization drive by recognizing the
critical role played by science and
technology.
Although Chairman-Premier Hua
Kuo-feng (MAO) opened the meeting on
March 18, keynoting the event was left
to Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing
(1414N ), the leading force behind China's
economic expansion-modernization pro-
gram. Teng's first post-Cultural Revo-
lution comeback period, after all, seemed
to have focused on drafting a new
domestic economic course ("Certain
Problems Concerning the Acceleration of
Industrial Development" Ilnilintkitai
IlltErMILIM drafted in 1975 and usually
referred to as the Twenty Points) and
strengthening and restructuring the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Teng's speech before the National
Science Conference gave him an oppor-
tunity to outline his pragmatic views on
modernization in very blunt terms. He
stated that it was time to do away with
empty talk, formalism, and ostentation
and to concentrate on practical results,
-
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efficiency, and speed. During the Cul-
tural Revolution, he said, the work of the
Chinese Communist Party had been
focused on "the political revolution" but
now the emphasis should be on "the
work of modernization." He spoke in
broad terms of the past problems and
future tasks of Chinese science.
In the course of his talk, Teng was
especially eloquent on the need for China
to be self-reliant without isolating itself
from world science. "Backwardness,"
said Teng, "must be perceived before it
can be changed. A person must learn
from the advanced before he can catch
up and surpass them...Independence
does not mean shutting the door on the
world, nor does self-reliance mean blind
opposition to everything foreign." In
addition, Teng called for active develop-
ment of international academic exchange
and expressed thanks to foreign friends
who had helped China in science and
technology. Teng was thus recognizing
and pressing on his more conservative
(especially party) listeners the im-
portance of ongoing scientific cross-
fertil ization.
Teng emphasized the need for
mastery of science and technology in
order to achieve the other three moderni-
zations of agriculture, industry, and
national defense. In a striking comment,
Teng stated that the more up-to-date
China's economy becomes, "the more our
people will support the socialist system."
Laying the groundwork for China's
scientific development, Teng addressed
three key requirements: (1) understand-
ing that scientists also are workers; (2)
development of a large force of "red and
expert" science and technology person-
nel; and (3) a clear division of responsi-
bilities between the party committees in
charge of science and technology units
and the units' technical personnel.
His comments served to assure
scientists that their work was no less
socialist than that of others and to
admonish party cadres to let scientists
work unharassed. Sweeping away the
radicals' attempt to arouse class antag-
onism between manual workers and
intellectuals, Teng declared that
"those who labor, whether by hand or
brain, are all working people in a socialist
society." He went on: "To devote
oneself to our socialist science and
contribute to it is an important mani-
festation of being red, the integration of
being red and expert."
After granting scientists their
socialist bona fides, Teng set out to free
them trom extraneous activities in-
cluding political meetings that might
deter them from their work. The partv's
prescription that scientists should spend
five-sixths of their time on substantive
work (leaving only one-sixth for political
meetings) was a minimum, Teng stressed,
indicating that some units may have taken
the rule too literally. He said that
scientists and technicians should not be
expected to spend a lot of time studying
political books and participating in meet-
ings unrelated to their work.
Teng went on to state the need to
limit party committees' involvement in
science. Defining the relationship be-
tween party- committees and technicians,
Teng said the party should be responsible
for logistics, personnel matters and
planning, leaving the technicians free to
carry on their scientific activities. The
job of the party committee in scientific
institutes, Teng pointed out, was to
create an environment in whiCh scientific
achievements could be made and new
scientists trained. The gist of all this
would appear to dilute the power %Yielded
by party cadres over scientific activities.
Fang Yi(MR), a vice premier and
politburo member and minister in charge
of the State Scientific and Technological
Commission, spoke next to the National
Science Conference delegates. Ile de-
fined the kinds of work scientists and
technicians would be performing under
the draft "Outline National Plan for the
Development of Science and Technology,
1978-1985." Setting 1985 as a target
date, the obiectives of this eight-year
plan include: (1) increasing the number
of scientific researchers to 800,000; (2)
building centers for experiments; (3)
focusing efforts on 108 key projects in
scientific and technological research; and
(4) generally upgrading the level of
scientific vvork in China. Significantly,
the plan aims for China to achieve parity
by 1985 with 1970s' world science in
several fields. The irony in this effort
is that world science will not be standing
still. Fang acknowledged this fact:
"While we are trying to catch up with
and surpass other countries, they are also
forging ahead."
The eight-year plan draft pays
specia/ attention to eight spheres: agricul-
ture; energy resources; materials (steel-
making, detection of ore and metals
deposits, increased rare and other metals
production); electronic computers (ultra
large-scale integrated circuits); lasers
(laser physics, laser spectroscopy); space
(satellites, research on skylabs and space
probes); high energy physics (a proton
accelerator with a capacity of 30,000 to
50,000 million electron volts); and genetic
engineering (for pharmaceuticals and
high-yield crop varieties).
Hua Kuo-feng's speech carne later in
the National Science Conference pro-
ceedings and the thrust of his remarks
convinced many observers that differences
in emphasis, if not of more severe di-
mensions, separate China's two top
leaders. Hua's address was directed
more to a party that might be smarting
after Teng's speech and less to the
scientists' work needs. One can specu-
late on the reason behind the differences
in Hua's and Teng's speeches. Party
displeasure may have been communicated
forcefully enough to send Hua to the
podium six days after Teng to mute the
impact of the vice premier's remarks.
Or perhaps Teng was chosen to admonish
party people from cramping the scien-
tists. Following this latter line of thought,
the wonder in his performing this task
is that Teng's pre-Cultural Revolution
career was concernea with running the
party. Yet perhaps for this very reason,
Teng, the former party secretary-general,
was the best voice to convince party
hardliners that the central leadership
meant for their grip on science to be
loosened. The apparent difference in
emphasis may be simply a division of
labor between the two leaders. Teng
has apparently staked out science, edu-
cation, and technology as interests he will
shepherd toward realizing economic
modernization. It may have been in-
cumbent on Hua as party chairman to


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T HAD just returned to Yanan in the spring
of 1938 from leading a cavalry company
across the Huanghe River--still full of ice
floesinto Shanxi Province to bring wounded
soldiers back to the rear for medical treatment
when I was suddenly told to go and receive Dr.
Norman Bethune of the Canadian-U.S. Medical
Tesun. I had heard that Dr. Bethune was a
surgeon of remarkable skill who had perforrned
several major operations with Dr. M'a Haide
after arrivikig in Yanan. A lot of wounded had
just arrived from the battle of Pingxingguan and
I wanted to consult someone about some of the
difficult cases. So the opportunity was really a
golden one.
Dr. Bethune was quartered in a compound
at the foot of Phoenix Hill. His room was chock-
a-block full of several big cases of medical
equipment and medicine, including an X-ray
set, which he always carried with him. A strik-
ing man with grey hair and blue eyes, he looked
-
This is an abridged translation of a first-hand
account from the late 1930s when the
Chinese people were waging a war against
Japanese imperialist aggression. The author,
then working with Dr. Bethune in the field
hospitals of the eth Route Army in the
enemy's rear areas, vividly describes Dr.
Bethune's great spirit of internationalism.
The author, Minister of Health in the
late 70s and now Second Secretary of the
Hebei Provincial Party Committee, wrote this
article to commemorate the 40th anniversary
of Dr. Bethune's death.
Ma Haide (George Hatem) is an Atnerican
doctor who came with Edgar Snow to Baoan in
northern Shaanxi in 1938. He remained and joined
the Chinese Red Army.
very kind. But his prominent brow and wide
chin indicated a sense. of purpose and determi-
nation. He wore a short coat and high leather
boots which gave him a refined and militant
appearance suited to that of a aoldier or a poet.
When we met, he handed me his name card.
I hastily apologized for I had none to give him.
However, as sooh as he heard about the new
casualties coming in from the front, he threw
aside all ceremony, hastily picked up his
medical kit and hurried me off.
A great number of wounded required urgent
medical attention. They were scattered in doz-
ens of caves along the valley. Only the se-
riously injured could be given tattered cotton
quilts, others had to make do with a rough
mesh of cottbn. We badly needed medical equip-
ment and even such ordinary medical supplies
as methylated spirit, anaesthetics and adhesive
tape could not be found. As for soap and towels,
they were luxuries which we never even dreamt
of having. Dr. Bethune followed me from one
gulch to another. When I commented: "Condi-
tions here are pretty bad," Dr. Bethune replied:
"'That's true. It's because conditions are bad
that we have to work. As soon as I came to
Reminiscence






Yanan, someone told me that one mustn't judge
medical work in the Eighth Route Army accord-
ing to Western standards or make comparisons
with big hospitals outside, and that it's im-
possible to transplant regular hospital proce-
dures here. That, I have come to see and believe.
But how can we make some progress?" He then
pointed to a man hobbling along on crutches
and asked: "Don't you feel there are too many
cripples?"
I had already noticed that most of the crip-
ples had had their legs amputated because their
wounds had been improperly treated. I, there-
fore, frankly admitted that this situation was
due to our poor knowledge and skill. I ex-
plained that very few of our doctors had at-
tended a regular medical college or school or
had worked in a modern hospital. He then ask-
ed how I became a doctor. I told him that I had
been an apprentioe at the Red Army Hospital
ten years 'earlier and later I had attended the
Red Health School in Jiangxi Province. During
the Long March there were thousands of wound-
ed and no medicine or doctors to treat them.
I felt so sad about it that I took a pair of tail-
or's scissors and operated on my class broth-
ers. Later we captured a set of scalpels and
surgical scissors from the enemy so I learnt as
I practised. I could be considered fortunate for
I had more training than many of our medical
personnel who hadn't been given any instruction
on sterilizing wounds to prevent serious infec-
tion or on using splints. So many patients with
broken limbs were not getting proper treatrnent.
Dr. Bethune listened carefully and then sud-
denly seized my hand and firmly shook it, say-
ing: "I'm deeply moved by the way you have
stuck to your work in such primitive conditions.
We should set up a school to train medical per-.
sonnel. I'm sure most of the wounded here
didn't have to become cripples. If we could have
operated on them within 24 hours after they
were wounded and put splints around their bro-
ken bones, their legs would not have had to be
amputated!" He then added: "I've already spo-
ken to Comarde Mao Zedong about organizing
mobile operating units for the front. I am posi-
tive that 75 per cent of the badly wounded can
Ae.:over if operated on immediately. What do
you think?"
It was a bold idea for the world had not
yet seen such a high recovery rate. Obviously,
Bethune had formulated a new concept for med-
ical treatment. He said that after seeing the
existing conditions, he felt more strongly than
that he should be at the front as soon as
possible. It was ridiculous, he said, to let a pa-
tient's condition deteriorate to an extent beyond
remedy before any treatment is given to him.
These soldiers fervently want to recover and re-
turn to the front. How can doctors let them
hobble off on crutches?
For several days running, Dr. Bethune per-
formed major operations and worked with us
to reorganize the hospital. Two big rooms were
vacated and swept clean to serve as operating
rooms. We made some mattresses by stuffing
cloth with straw. The odds and ends of the cloth
were made into towels, gauze dressings and sur-
gical masks which were sterilized by steaming.
We also divided several dozen patients into dif-
ferent categories according to the nature of
their wounds so that treatment eould be given
in an orderly fashion. I felt that Dr. Bethune
worked with a purpose in mind and was not
out for superficial appearances. He knew how
to organize work along scientific principles and
was good at getting others to join him in the
work.
It was a pity that not all of us understood
his bold, creative ideas. We discussed his pro-
posal to organize mobile operating units for the
front several times but made no headway. Some
people said that he wa_s needed in Yanan, some
said that conditions were too difficult behind
enemy lines; and others said, a man nearing 50
couldn't take the physical strain and should be
taken care of. The more we talked, the more
complicated the problem appeared. When the
gist of our conversation was translated for Dr.
Bethune and he heard that he should be given
special care and attention, he leapt out of his
chair, piciced it up and hurled it out the win-
dow. The chair crashed through the lattice win-
dow and landed in the courtyard. He shouted
angrily: "I didn't come here to enjoy a good
life! Rare roast beef, ice cream and soft beds
are stuff I had long ago! I gave them up .to
realize my ideals! It's the wounded that need
care and attention, not me!" All of us were
shocked. However, the difficult problem sud-
denly beesme very simple. Everyone said in one
voice: "All right! To the front then!"
Later, Dr. Ma Haide quietly reminded Dr.
Bethune that he had behaved discourteously. Dr.
Bethune, however, chuckled and said: "I'm will-
ing to apologize to everyone, but you people
have to apologize to the amputees with
crutches!"
So the problem was solved in the "Bethune
style." The supply department loaded all the
necessary medicine and medical equipment on
to 13 mules. Still, he felt they were not enough.
Dr. Bethune performing an operation on wounded
soldier at the front.
He only agreed to leave the X-ray unit behind
when he heard we had to slip through the
enemy blockade lines and we already had an
unwieldy load. On May 2, like a victorious
general, Dr. Bethune set out in high spirits with
his cavalcade for the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei base
area. It was decided that Dr. Ma Haide was to
act as Bethune's liaison with the outside world.
He was beside himself with joy and looked very
satisfied. When I went to bid him farewell, he
grasped my hand and said: "Gone are the days
when doctors stayed at the rear to wait for the
wounded to come to them. The doctor's place
is at the front!"
(II)
In August, I led a medical unit to the
Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei base area. Before we set
out, Dr. Ma Haide gave us some Canadian cig-
arettes, chocolate bars, a tin of cocoa and a
tube of shaving soap for Dr. Bethune. Bethune's
X-ray unit was also loaded on to a pack animal
and, braving the midsummer heat and sun, we
started on our journey. When we arrived at the
Shanxi-Suiyuan area, however, we had to stop
to deal with the huge number of wounded who
had gathered at an operating room set by
Dr. Bethune when he passed through three
months earlier. There were 300 wounded in
Xinxian County and 800 in Lanxian County and
there were only two surgeons in the area. After
the Kuomintang troops fled, the Eighth Route
Army became the main force fighting the Jap-
anese behind enemy lines and the number of
casualties had mounted steeply. Some of the
soldiers were only lads of 17 or 18. They had
been wounded before there was time to issue
them uniforms. As Dr. Bethune had said, they
were brimming with enthusiasm, knew no fear
and had never experienced the taste of "dis-
illusionment" in life. A doctor must not let a pa-
tient become disillusioned. So we had to break
our journey and do our best for them.
Winter was coming when Dr. Bethune again
cabled, urging us to hurry on. We set out for
the Wutai Mountains in wind and snow and
arrived at the site of the No.2 clinic of
the rear base hospital of the Shanxi-Chahar-
Hebei military region. Four days later, enemy
planes circled over and strafed the village.
Fighting had also started in the ambush along
the highway between Guangling and Lingqiu.
We decided to hurry to the battlefield where we
could hear the sound of shooting. The field hos-
pital was situated six kilometres away from the
battlefield. Though the site had been chosen by
General Wang Zhen, the commander of the 359th
Brigade, he was now worried about its safety
as the enemy was using planes, tanks and pois-
on gas, so he personally came to direct the med-
ical work on the battlefield. The operating
room had been set up in a ruined temple and
stretchers holding the wounded blocked the
entrance. There was only Dr. Bethune to per-
form operations. When we arrived, we dis-
covered thitt he had been operating for 40
straight hours. The anaesthetist who doubled
as interpreter had swooned from overwork and
Dr. Bethune had ordered him to rest. There was
no gas lamp in the temple, only two dim hur-
ricane lamps. Long-sighted, Dr. Bethune was
having trouble performing operations for such
a long stretch of time in this poor light. Be had
to stoop down and examine the wounds with a
flashlight. Despite the bitter cold, his brow
glistened with beads of sweat and his chapped
lips bled. We didn't bother to unload our pack
animals and set up an operating table. In fact,
we didn't even waste time talking. I rushed up
to him and took the scalpel from his hands. He
picked up the fur hat from the floor that Gen-
eral Wang Zhen had sent him and tottered out of
the operating room. Completely exhausted, he
could hardly stand up straight.
The fighting was heavy. Our men wiped




600 to 700 casualties. It took us another whole
day and night to finish treating the wounded
On December 7, we returned to Yangjiazhuang
Village and met Dr. Bethune who had just re-
turned from an inspection tour of the rear area
hospital. As soon as he saw me, he threw
an arm round my shoulders in a semi-
hug and joyfully exclaimed: "Magnificent! I've
just examined all those we operated on at the
front and only one out of the 71 died! None of
them got infections! This is unprecedented! It's
a big step forward!"
When Bethune had personally told Comrade
Mao Zedong back in Yanan that an operating
unit set up near the front could save 75 per
cent of the seriously wounded, someone had
scoffed behind his back that it was "an idle
boast!" However, in a little more than half a
year, Dr. Bethune had accomplished the task
which was a breakthrough in the annals of med-
icine. He had, furthermore, surpassed his 75
per cent expectation, so it was no wonder he
was so elated! Later, he wrote a report to the
region's commander General Nie Rongzhen,
describing the details of the achievement and
pledging, "We can do even better!" Bethune's
motto was: Do better, and better and still bet-
ter! If today isn't better than yesterday, then
life is meaningless!
After several months at the front, Dr.
Bethune had grown thinner, become wan and
sallow and looked a bit uncouth. He wore a
grey cotton army uniform with long puttees
wrapped around his shanks. He had grown a
thick, gray beard which was flecked with white
and which made him appear much older. But
he looked happier and more lively. After he
had calmed down from his excitement, I hand-
ed over the things we had brought him from
Yanan. It was then that I discovered that an
important part of the X-ray set was missing.
I couldn't understand what had happened. Did
we forget to bring it with us in the rush of
packing, or had it been lost en route? Because
of this, a valuable piece of equipment had turn-
ed into a pile of junk. Dr. Bethune did not
scold us. Instead, he said: "Well, as there's
no dynamo to be found here, the X-ray unit
can't be of any use." He then picked up the
tube of shaving soap and burst out laughing:
"I've no use for shaving soap now that I'm
sporting a beard!"
He was very disappointed that we had not
brought him books, newspapers or journals as
/-.L. missed reading materials. He said: "I'd
swap all this for a newspaper!" After a while,
Y.,
he began gaily ghattering away with the few
newly learnt words of Chinese: "I'm verf
fortunate, very happy, very satisfied. I have
everything: potatoes, a stove, coal, firewood,
a horse, a saddle and a fur hat. I'm living like
a king!"
(III)
When we left Yarian, Dr. Ma Heide said
jokingly that Bethune was a "dangerous man."
I noticed he loved to kick up a fuss and get into
trouble. He was not quiet and wouldn't let
others enjoy being quiet. Even his colleagues
complained: "A friend like him is really exhauit-
ing." Wherever he went he smashed everything
that was set hard and fast. After I got to know
a little about Bethune's life, I, too, felt that
he was a rebel against the old world, old con-
cepts and old customs. He was always full of
creative energy.
Dr. Bethune grew up in a comfortably-off
family. His grandfather was a doctor, his
father a clergyman, and his mother a mission-
ary. Even before he started going to school
he had commenced dissecting insects and
animals and investigating anatomy. During
his days as a medical intern in London, he
earned money by collecting works of art. He
was well on the way to making a fortune when
he tired of such dealings and went to Detroit,
U.S.A.., to set up his own medical practice to
serve the poor. Some "famous doctors" re-
ferred patients to him that they could not heal
or those they had mishealed. Dr. Bethune's
fame grew and he prospered financially. He
then noticed that those "famous doctors," who
charged Bethtme a commission for having re-
ferred their patients to hini, had wrongly set
their patients' broken limbs on purpose to rake
in more money. He declared war on such
criminal deeds and proposed socialized medicine
of "taking medicine right down to the people."
Later, he cast aside the chance of becoming
rich and threw himself into the cause of the
Spanish people's struggle against fascism. He
devoted his life to working for a better society.
His life was like that of a raging fire.
He came to China in 1938 to fight along-
side us. He did not regard himself as a
foreigner and loved being called an "Eighth
Route Army man." He was fond of calling
soldiers "my son," and regarded the special
concern shol.vn him as a sign of disrespect.
When he found that he was receiving more
pockZ money than others, he sternly protested.
After being in the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei area
for half a year or so, he brought order to the
medical and health work, set up a model
medical unit, and established various rules and
regulations. He worked 18 hours and perform-
ed eight operations a day on an average. He
took part in all .kinds of work, no matter how
big or trivial. He designed teaching materials,
drew up programmes,. wrote poetry, painted
and even began to write a novel. He never
cared about the hardships of life. He had no
radio, no sofa, no bathtub, no amusements, no
newspapers, and because of the language bar-.
rier, there was no one with whom he could
have heart-to-heart talks. Instead, he climbed
hills, forded rivers and dodged shells and bul-
lets. Such an existence he regarded not as a
hardship but as happiness, for he had found
the most precious "comrades who were dis-
ciples of communism." He felt that to live and
work together with such people was the
greatest happiness in his life.
He was not always easy to get along with,
but was kind to his patients, bringing them
bottles and pans. He would fly into a
rage whenever he encountered procrastination,
indecision or sloppy work, and would not
forgive any manifestation of irresponsibility
towards the patients. Once, when he saw a
doctor using a scalpel to peel a pear, he angrily
pushed the doctor out of the room and banned
him from performing surgery. He slapped a
doctor for not putting splints on a fractured
limb. Many people complained that he was
bad tempered. He, however, often said that
"a doctor must have the heart of a lion and
the hand of a lady." He was like a mother to
the wounded and like a raging lion to those
who were rough with patients.
Of course, these conflicts and squabbles
also bothered Dr. Bethune. Many medical
workers in our army were illiterates who put
their faith in good intentions and not science.
The best way to deal with the problem was not
to fly into a temper but to raise their medical
knowledge and skill. In Yanan, Dr. Bethune
had suggested to Comrade Mao Zedong the
training of medical personnel and had even
expressed the hope of sending them to be train-
ed in big cities. After crossing the Huanghe
River, he realized how impractical his idea was.
As soon as he arrived at the Shanxi-Chahar-
Hebei area, he wrote a letter to the Party
Central Committee and the military area com-
mand proposing that a "well-equipped medical
school" be established to train medical person-
nel. How easy it was to talk about being "well-
1: ;
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Betbune's statue at Bethune Square in Montreal.
Canada. (Presented by the Chinese People's
Association for Friendship With Foreign
Countries.
equipped" for, in fact, we had to he content
with the simplest and most primitive in-
struments.
On January 3, 1939, weekly surgical courses
formally began and the trainees for each course
numbered 50. Dr. Bethune wanted me to teach
as he had language difficulties. More impor-
tant, he wanted to go to the front to propagate
his experience in organizing mobile operating
units to work near the battlefield. I knew that
he had sent a cable to hasten me there to set
up a school, so I had to reply, "I'll give it a
try." Seeing that I agreed, he joyfully .ex-
claimed: "Now, I have another 'other self'!" I
replied with a laugh: "I'm not your 'other self.
I'm your scapegoat!" When the interpreter
translated this for him he roared with laughter.
After a meal of meat dumplings on the
evening of the Spring Festival, Dr. Bethune
took a mobile operating unit eastward to the
central Hebei plain area where the fighting
was heaviest. It was snowing and the weather
was freezing. He had on his beloved fur hat
with the earflaps down and had muffled up his
face. His energetic figure was soon swallowed
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December 14, 1979. Passengers on Tarom flight 245
from Bucharest are disembarking in Ben Gurion International
Airport. Most of them are young Israelis returning from
vacation in Rumania. M; wife Brenda and daughter Anna are
getting on the airline shuttle bus to go to the terminal.
I follow, two or three passengers bellind them. I sense
being addressed and look to my left. A young woman Sabra
in civilian clothes standing on the tarmac by the bus door
addresses me in a language that I do not get. Is it Hebrew,
Arabic?
-"Sorry, I did not get you."
-"Passport please," she said in English.
I put down my hand luggage, search for the passport in my
coat and jacket pockets, only to remember that the passports
are in the briefcase with Brenda on the bus.
-"My passport is in my briefcase on the bus." I said to her.
-"Ah! You have a friend too. Call your friend and get
the passports."
I have always considered Brenda my friend and was
happy to hear the Sabra confirming it. I get on the bus,
call Brenda from over the heads of half a dozen passengers,
get off the bus only to see the door being shut. Suddenly
a man jumps to the front of the bus from behind me, and
orders the driver to open the door. I look around me, now
fully aware of what is going on, to see that I am surrounded
by people, some in civilian clothes and others in military
uniform, armed with the famous Uzi gun. The door of the
bus opens. Brenda appears with a puzzled look on her face.
Anna tugging along. Little does the Sabra know that I
have two friends with me not one.
I retrieve the passports from the briefcase. The
Sabra feasts her eyes on the many Chinese visas stamped
Joseph Y. Battat is currently an Institute Fellow and his
area of interest is the People's Republic of China. Up




in my passport and orders us to follow her. We go to the
left towards a red-haired man standing in front of a yellow
US-made van, with an Uzi strapped on his shoulder. He is
busy examining the passports of two young Arab-looking
(or shall we say Semitic-looking) men. After a brief exchange
he lite,them go. Then comes our turn. He glances through
our papèreg-and invites us to get into the van. The doors
shut from the outside. He asks Brenda to sit on'a bench
beside him, and me on a chair across a small table from
him. The interrogation begins with the Uzi laid on the
table, its muzzle pointing straight at my heart.
Welcome back to the REAL world!
January 1980. Although I have not written a cheque
for two and a half years I remember that using personal
cheques is more practical than using cash all the time.
So I present myself to a Baybank branch in the Boston
area and infornthe teller that I want to open an account.
"You have to see the manager," she says.
-"How much money do you want to put in your account?" asks
the manager.
Having heard my answer he then fires his machine-gun with
unexpected ammunitions $500.00 minimum balance, NOW account,
family account, personalized cheques, your needs, choice,
service charges, extended credit, and 5% interest.
"Now which account do you want to open?" he shoots at me,
without giving me time to blink. I feel drunk with all
his words whirling in my head, and try to choreograph them
into something meaningful.
Welcome back to the REAL world!
Not that we have been living in an unreal world but
in a different one.
A world, as seen through our eyes, wheres wherever
we go there is a large thermos bottle full of hot water
and a cup of Chinese tea waiting to be enjoyed. A world
where we have a chauffeured black limousine at our disposal
but it takes fifty minutes to cover 9.6 miles to go to
work daily. A world where we are the center of attraction
often surrounded by more than a hundred pairs of inquisitive
eyes, yet feeling at times desperately isolated. A world
where we are not free to travel beyond a certain perimeter
without permission from the authorities, yet when we do all
sorts of doors open to us and we enjoy first-class treatment.
A world where lunch at work is more like a banquet prepared
by a special chef, yet we long for a bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwich. A world where the chief surgeon in a
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hospital delays his supper to operate on me until late in
the evening, then gives me his meal when he finds out that
the canteen is closed, and goes back home where he will
have very little to eat until the next morning. A world
where Chinese is spoken. A world so different from ours
that we ended up not learning about it so much as learning
about ourselves and our own society.
Yes, Peter, I was in China and lived there for two
and a half years!
"May I see your radio?" asked the Chinese Customs
officer, after glancing at the customs form I had just
filled. I had to declare the foreign exchange, cameras,
watch, and electric and electronic equipment I was carry-
ing with me into China. I obliged and handed him my Sanyo
Model RP8700 short-wave radio which turned out to be my
major source of news from the West for the duration of my
stay in China. He examined it turned it around and around,
fingered the dozen or so knobs, attempted to pry it open,
and finally looking defeated said:
"Cassette?"
"No, radio" I replied
"Cassette!" he insisted and went back to fingering the radio
searching for the nonexistent cassette recorder.
My explanation of this incident is that I was at the
end of a line of fourteen Canadian exchange students clear-
ing customs, almost all of whom had acquired a radio-cassette
recorder in Hong Kong before entering China. Only two of
us got ourselves short-wave radios. The customs officer,
having examined a stream of radio-cassette recorders expected
the same from me. In his famous and widely read paper
(in China) "On Contradiction," Mao Tse-tung presented the
concept of the universality and particularity of contradic-
tion and, if we extrapolate a little, of every question
subject to study. But my customs officer rather failed in
considering the particularity of my taste. However, "seeking
truth from facts," he finally passed it as a radio.
The first year in China, from August 1977 to September
1978, saw me as a Canadian student on a fellowship from the
Canada -China Student Exchange Program established in 1973
following Pierre Trudeau's visit to the "Middle Kingdom".
A number of similar programs have been established since
the early 1970's between China and Japan, Australia, New
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Zealand, and Western European and Third World countries.
A student and researcher exchange program was established
and implemented with the U.S. in 1979 after "normalization"
of relations between the two countries.
All students arriving in Beijing(Peking) must go to
the Beijing Language Institute (BLI) to study Chinese for
six months to a year, depending on their prior khowledge
of the language and the progress they make in their studies.
Those with adequate Chinese language ability acquired prior
to going to China stay for a few weeks at ELI brushing up on
the language while waiting to be assigned to a university
to take courses in a subject of their choice. The Chinese
Ministry of Education reserves the right to choose the
university and at times the subject of study too when not
enough space is available to satisfy the foreign student's
first choice.
In 1977 one-year courses in the following subjects
were offered for students from the Western World: Language,
Literature, History, Political Philosophy and Medicine.
The universities which were accepting western students at
the time included Beijing University, Fudan University in
Shanghai, Nanjing University in Nanjing and Liaoning Univers-
ity in Shenyang. The academic level and the range of cover-
age of the coursegwere not adequate and often below the
expectation of the students who were required in most cases
to have already graduated from university. For instance,
the only "source materials" used in a semester course of
Contemporary Chinese History at Beijing University were
the Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. In a one-year Political
Philosophy course given at the same university only orig-
inal works by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Mao were used.
Despite the students' repeated requests, the teaching staff
refused to make available original works of philosophers
or political scientists, the critique of whom made by the
four mentioned above we were studying, or essays analysing
the four's writings.
The Third World countries students participated in
totally different education programs from that of their
Western counterparts. They come for technical and profess-
ional degree training in fields such as Medicine (Western
and Chinese), Agronomy, Civil Engineering and Textile
Engineering. The first year in China is dedicated to the
study of the Chinese language and to the attempt to over-
coming the cultural shock they are hit with upon their
arrival, often compounded by a total lack of preparation
about Chinese society, culture, customs and standard of
living. Then they undertake their professional training
-
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for a period of four to five years in various universities
across China, up one year on average from before 1978.
After a two-month stay at the BLI to raise my Chinese
language level, interrupted by a surgical operation and
one week's hospitalization, I went in November 1977 to
Beijing University to study Political Philosophy. As
alluded to before, the one-year course which ended in
July 1978 covered briefly the socialist philosophical
tenets held in Marxism, Leninism, Mao Tse-tung Thought
as understood by the Chinese at the time and taught to
foreign students. The works we studied and analyzed are
considered classics in the field. They included the
Communist Manifesto by Marx and Engels, Critique of the
Gotha Program by Marx, Lenin's State and Revoiution,
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, Imperialism, the Highest
Stage of Capitalism, Engels' Anti-Duhring, and Mao's
"On Practice," "On Contradiction,' "On the Ten Major Rela-
tionships," and "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions
among the People" from his Selected Works.
Beijing University set up a special class of Philo-
sophy for Western students. No Chinese students were
included. Canada, West Germany, Holland, France, the
United Kingdom, Japan and Italy had representation in the
class. Lecturers, usually a different one per work studied,
covered their materials in two or three three hourly
sessions each week. They made the point of using numerous
examples, often taken from the Modern and Contemporary
periods of Chinese History, to illustrate and elaborate
on their teaching. This made the lectures livelier, more
interesting, educational and at times controversial.
1977 was a year when a nation-wide ferocious anti-Gang of
Fourcampaignwas being waged. This of course was reflected
in the course, especially in the illustrations selected
by our lecturers. The Gang was labelled, or given a "hat"
- ironically, an accusation often thrown at the Gang itself -
with all sorts of unflattering philosophical attributes,
e.g. metaphysical, non-dialectical and idealist. Some
lecturers were carried away to the point of crediting the
Gang with the excesses that took place in the Rightist
Campaign in 1957 and during the Great Leap Forward. At
that time Jiang Qing, Maoss wife, played an insignificant
role, if at all, on the Chinese political scene. Zhang
Chun-qiao and Yao Wen-yuan were middle-level cadres in
Shanghai undoubtedly with very little power to influence
local policies let alone national ones. And Wang Hong-wen






"Mao Tse-tung On Combining Theory With Practice"
One of many topics studied in the foreign students
Philosophy class at Beijing University - July 1978
The most enjoyable part of our study was the weekly
or bi-monthly three hours discussions we used to have with
our lecturers covering parts of the materials we were
studying at the time. The discussions were, to say the
least, lively. The students usually prepared well either
individually or in small groups prior to the session.
The discussions contributed to our understanding of the
materials and,more so, of the Chinese understanding and
interpretation of it. A repeated point of contention
between the students as a whole and the lecturers was the
historical and political interpretation and assessment of
Stalin's policies in the 1930s and 1940s. The lecturers
argued the case that Stalin's major mistakes were to be
found in his internal policies and stemmed from the fact
that he did not recognize the existence of class struggle
and contradictions among the people during the socialist
stage of a country's historical development. Thus, instead
of using non-antagonistic methods to solve internal problems
and differences caused by varied perceptions and legitimate
interest, Stalin resolved to the use of force as he consi-
dered all contradictions to be antagonistic caused by
fo,eign or internal enemies to Socialism. But he is to












military power, and for his foreign policy line which
checked and defeated Fascism, opposed Imperialism and
strengthened International Socialism. Mao Tse-tung gave
an assessment of Stalin's policies saying they were 30%
bad and 70% good.
The foreign students, particularly the British, begged
to differ with Mao's conclusion. The counter-argument went
as follows: the suffering and deaths in Stalin's Soviet
Union can't be sterilely dismissed merely with albeit
important philosophical argument. The German-Soviet Pact
was signed in 1939 followed by the German invasion of the
Soviet Union, catching it militarily ill-prepared and
causing the loss of twenty million lives. The sharing of
Poland with Germany and the Soviet-Finnishwar in 1939 were
not exactly anti-imperialist. Finally and most interes-
tingly, the foreign students argued that had the Chinese
Communist Party not resisted the repeated directives and
interferences in its own affairs from the Comintern, the
People Republic of China may not have existed today!
Despite repeated opportunities to exchange facts and
views on the subject, both sides kept their original posi-
tions at the end of the academic year.
In 1977 the whole Chinese education system was under-
going major changes, discarding many of the novelties
introduced during or following the Cultural Revolution
and reestablishing some of the features present in the
first part of the 1960s. The selection of students from
the ranks of workers, peasants and soldiers gave place
to that of using the examination system. The open door
schooling quietly died away. The first and major task
for the students is to study not make revolution. Top
leadership in universities across the nation was being
replaced. Universities were being reorganized. So
although it was an exciting time for a foreign student
to be in a Chinese university, it was not a propitious
one to do any serious scholarly research work. Adminis-
trative and teaching staff did not know how to handle
requests from the foreign students and were waiting for
clearer directives from the Ministry of Education. Access
to faculty and library facilities were limited. I asked
to meet with members of the Economics Department and was
turned down. One administrative member of the Foreign
Student Office at the university refused even to tell me
where the Economics Department building was. At the time
post-Mao economic policies were on the drawing board with
major modifications and departures from the recent past
being introduced. Consequently, Economics departments
-(-3-
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in universities were undergoing major readjustment and
understandably kept out of bounds from curious foreign
students. I am happy to note that beginning Fall 1978
when things began to settle down on the education front,
the academic level of teaching and the opportunity for
foreign students to do some scholarly research were
enhanced. A case in point, although rather exceptional,
is that two people in Nanjing University were unofficially
working on their doctoral thesis with some teaching staff
acting as their advisors cum research assistants.
My extra-curricula activities were varied and straddled
over two worlds in Beijing, that of foreign students and
of "Foreign Experts." Educational institutions organized
visits, trips and cultural activities for their foreign
students. When at BLI and Beijing University, I too
enjoyed these activities though for the 1977-78 academic year
their scope and frequency were reduced due to the ongoing
reorganization in the Chinese education field. When at
BLI the Canadian students visited Shijiazhuang, a city
250 kilometers southwest of Beijing, where Dr Norman
Bethune's Memorial is located. (Dr Bethune is a Canadian
surgeon who went to China in 1938 to join the Communists
and help them in their guerilla warfare. He died on the
war front in 1939 while on duty as a military surgeon.)
A foreign student is allowed to travel around China twice
a year for a period of three weeks each, the hosting univer-
sity subsidizing one trip. In addition, I took part in
student organized outings such as a 90 kilometers bicycle
ride to the Ming Tombs on the outskirts of Beijing and
climbing the famous Mount Tai in Shandong Province. Beijing
University organized visits to factories, museums and other
places of interest. Also, it arranged for the foreign
students in the Philosophy class to spend six days of work
and discussions in a woolen blanket factory in the northern
suburbs of Beijing.
Brenda was the bread winner in the family as a "Foreign
Expert" teaching English as a second language at the School
attached to the No.1 Beijing Foreign Languages Institute.
As her dependent I enjoyed a number of privileges: living
in an apartment with hot running water, a bathtub and a
shower; access to a canteen where Chinese and international
meals are served daily; cheap local transportation and a
number of other amenities. Apart from weekly visits to
local organizations, cultural performances and trips orga-
nized by the Foreign Exyerts Bureau, we had a series of
conferences where distinguished men and women spoke on
subjects of politics, philosophy, theater and cinema, education,
-LA-
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health care, literature and economics. But my mmst
valuable experience in the world of foreign experts in
Beijing was undoubtedly the personal relationships Brenda
and I developed with the majority of her Chinese colleagues,
a group of twenty five teachers of English. These rela-
tionships grew up to be warm and relaxed, including numerous
visits to our respective homes, cooking, wedding and dancing
parties, outings and long discussions. Also in 1978, I
participated in U.S.-China trade activities, representing
a U.S. firm in Beijing. This sideline occupation ended
with our subsequent move to Shanghai.
To my mind the most interesting part of being in China
at that time was not the study of the Chinese language or
Political Philosophy, nor the pursuit of any scholarly
endeavour. It was the human experience of living in, and
observing a fascinating country undergoing major changes,
in the process of assessing its own history of the last
thirty years, trying to heal the wounds and repair the
damages it had suffered in the last decade, building up
all the enthusiasm it needs to face the enormous tasks of
bringing itself out of feudalism and into a modern socialist
state. That was, and still is for that matter, a country
at a crossroad, where decisions were being made and directions
being set which will determine the fate of a quarter of
humanity. The complexity of the situation in China and the
magnitude of the tasks it is facing and willing to shoulder
leave nothing short of a deep feeling of awe, and are not
easy to describe without giving way to the dryness and
impersonality of statistics about the needs and aspirations
of one billion people. So I shall limit myself to relating
a personal experience as an illustration.
Foreign students at Beijing University live in separate
dormitories, one for the boys and the other for the girls.
Only two years before my arrival at the university were
Chinese students, selected by the administratioft, allowed
to room with their foreign counterparts at the request of the
latter. My room was nine feet by eleven, whitewashed with
a concrete floor. It was furnished spartanly but functionallys
two twin beds, two small tables cum desks and chairs, two
book-cases and one clothes cupboard. Light entered through
the only window facing the West. A small radiator placed
under the window heated the room in the winter. The same
size room in the Chinese students dormitories lodged six
people. It contained three pairs of bunkbeds, one table
and chair, one book-case or perhaps two, and one clothes
cupboard. So by Chinese standards foreign students were
treated royally albeit not as comfortably as they may have
been back home.
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One morning in mid-November 1977 a commotion in the
hall distracted me from my reading. Then came a knock at
the door. I opened it and let in Teacher Liu, one of the
two teachers responsible for the foreign students in the
philosophy course. He announced that my roomate is about
to move in, which he did five seconds later with the help
of half a dozen of his friends, mainly female. I was of
course the object of curiosity for all of them who were
wondering what kind of a strange being their poor friend
Li Ling-suo would have to live with now.
Xiao Li, meaning "Young Li" or "Little Li," was a
young man of 25 years old at the time, rather tall for a
Chinese with a slim body. He comes from a county neigh-
boring the ancient city of Xian in the northwestern part
of China. Both his parents worked as shopkeepers in the
county seat. So in a way, although they were of peasant
lineage, they were not peasants by occupation nor were
they workers. He lost his father to illness when he was
fourteen years old, his mother and uncle supporting him
through school. When he was of high-school age the Cultural
Revolution erupted and like millions of his generation he
answered the call from Chairman Mao to make revolution.
Not only did he make revolution in his county but also
carried the revolution into many parts of China and at
the same time learning from the peasants. This was a
unique opportunity offered to millions of young people
to travel free around their country and learn about it.
Some of these people I talked to told me that their travels
left a deep impression upon them and opened up new vista
in their understanding of China, its problems and its
people's aspirations. But because of the chaos it generated
this practice was stopped in mid-Cultural Revolution.
Xiao Li "graduated" from high-school in 1969, an
euphemism for he would have graduated with the normal
schooling level had the Cultural Revolution not virtually
put a stop to the Chinese education system for a period
of four years starting in 1969. He then joined the People's
Liberation Army for three years and then returned to his
home town to work in the Office of the county's Revolutionary
Committee. He was then involved in various administrative
tasks such as investigating allegations raised against
local cadres and doing organizational work in an affores-
tation project which three years later earned a front page
coverage in the People's Daily. During that time hit
became a member of the Communist Party.
His work unit, in this case the county's Revolutionary












Xiao Li and I in Xiao Li's
corner of our room
formal education. He entered Beijing University in 1975
for a three and a half years study of Philosophy. The
bulk of the curriculum was Marxist philosophy, but it
included an introduction to Western and Chinese Classical
philosophies, and a short critique of Modern and Contem-
porary Western philosophies.
As Xiao Li had worked for over five years (counting his
three years in the army) before goinE to university, he
was entitled to his full salary, of 55 yuan ( around US$36)
a month, paid by his work unit. His salary was a good one
for a 25 years old man in China and he was quite well off
as a student. In 1977-78, typically a student who didn't
receive a salary from his ex-work unit got a 19.50 yuan
monthly stipend from the university, 15.50 of which covered
the cost of three daily meals at the canteen. The rest,
about US$2.60, was to buy books, stationery and for pocket
money. Often the family had to subsidize the student.
Only when the family per capita monthly income fell short
of a minimum amount, around 35 yuan, did the State make
an additional contribution in the vicinity of 15 yuan to
support the student. To cover similar expenses, Canadian
students received 120 yuan from the Chinese government and
a subsidy of Can$100 a month, a total of 260 yuan. Tuition,
room and teaching materials were provided free for both
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Anna, Xiao Li and I in a Tibetan When the subject was
attire at the MinE Tombs the Western World or
Spring 1978 a question he was not
familiar with the tone
would be inquiring
with a sincere desire
to hear the version
and interpretation
of a foreigner. In the beginning we seemed to talk a
different language - literally too, as being from Shanxi
Province, he had an accent most difficult to understand -
but later we found a common ground on which to communicate
our ideas and opinions.
In his opinion, the Cultural Revolution's basic object-
ives and policies were correct, but because of Lin Biao's,
the Gang of Four's and other leaders' abuse of power and
Mao Tse-tung's trust, it turned out to be a disaster for
China's economy, culture and society. To cover up their
mistakes caused by their ultraleftist policies the Gang
of Four professed an ultraleftist socialism which stressed
economic equalitarianism among other things. Thus China
was caught in a vicious circle. The upshot was that
China's economy suffered and so did the standard of living
of the Chinese. He often used to say' "If socialism does
JYB-4
not improve the life of the people, including their
material life, then we do not want this socialism!"
He claimed that there are two essential factors at
play in repairing the enormous damage caused by the
Cultural Revolution and in putting China on a normal
development course. The first is leadership: at the
top and at all levels, there is the need for a dedicated
group of capable people who have at heart the welfare of
the Chinese people at large and who are able to work and
cooperate together peacefully in making and implementing
policies. The second is to put the stress on economic
development in order to afford social reforms. For that
a peaceful situation must prevail in industry and ration-
al management practised accompanied by technological
development aided by the transfer of technology from
abroad. I used to point out to him in various ways the
interactions existing between the development and use of
technology, and social factors, often using examples
from the experiences of the West and the Third World.
Whereas in the beginning he used to dismiss them saying
that China is different in its culture and political
system, he recognized later on the potentiality of prob-
lems, thus benefitting us of interesting and rewarding
discussions on China's present developmental policies
and their possible outcome.
Xiao Li's appetite to learn about the West was
matched only by my appetite to learn about China. He
wanted to know about our daily life, our education,
legal and political systems, our standard of living and
purchasing power, the problem of poverty and welfare
system - he was quite impressed with the Canadian Health
Care System - consumerism, the press, and dozens of other
topics. Before becoming my roommate for nine months,
Xiao Li's relationship with foreigners was nonexistent
until he went to Beijing University and minimal even then
as he was living in a Chinese student dormitory. His
knowledge of foreign countries came almost exclusively
from Chinese sources, books (fairly rare), newspapers
(extremely poor and dogmatic coverage until 1978),
and the Reference News (a daily selection of news
carried in major papers around the world and translated
in Chinese). I doubt very much that he had regular access
to a short-wave radio to listen to foreign broadcasts.
(When together we used to pool and compare the daily
news from all the sources available to both of us.) By
asking him to share a room with a "Big Nose", the univers-
ity administration had given him a rather unique opportun-
ity to be in touch with an outside source of information.
Unlike some of his classmates who were roommates of
foreign students, he took advantage of the situation
to learn as much as possible and satisfy his intellectual
curiosity. What he thought of the strange habits and
idiosyncracies of a "Foreign Devil" and of the many
signs of his society's affluence, he never let me know.
He was very courteous, hospitable and helpful tome in
more ways than one. We were sorry to part in late
July 1978, after his graduation. He has been assigned
not to go back to his native county but to help reestab-
lish and teach in a Party school in a neighbouring
county. (The system of Party schools was reinstated in
1977). Saying goodbye was an extremely emotional moment
for both of us, realizing the rather valuable and unique
experience we had shared. Fortunately, we met again for
three days in Xian in July 1979 and now keep in touch
through our correspondence.
Xiao Li is a "worker-peasant-soldier" student. He
is a very intelligent young man, well read, eloquent with
a clear mind and a good sense of humour. He was consid-
ered one of the best students in his class and many a
time his classmates would come to him for help. When
one thinks about it, had it not been for the Cultural
Revolution's new education policies, had he been selected
mainly on scholarly merit upon his graduation from
high-school, Xiao Li would have probably never entered
university. Or if he did, undoubtedly not the prestig-
ious Beijing University, but a second or third rate one.
Nowhere, not even in China, are things just black or
white. The Cultural Revolution is not an exception.
Sincerely yours
Joseph Y. Battat
INTERNATIC"L DEV-ELÓPMENT RESEARCle 7ENTRE
CENTRE DE.RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONA:
MEMORANDUM
ORIGINAL PASSED TO: T.GAVIN tv//
Copy passed to: K.Broadben
c.c. Ivan Head
(sans document, pour information).
Il y a quelque temps, je vous avais informé du apart prochain
pour Min d'un jeune Canadien, monsieur Robert Tellier, que
je connais et estime depuis très longtemps.
Je regois aujourd'hui sa première lettre dans laquelle il me fait
part de la situation générale. Il m'envoie de plus un certain
nombre d'informations concernant les activites prochaines de
UNDP dans les secteurs de l'éducation, de la démographie et des
sciences de l'information.
Au cas où ces renseignements pourraient vous étre de quelque
utilité et connaissant votre intérét pour la Chine, je me permets
de vous transmettre ces documents A titre d'information.
To/AL: JOhn Woolston DATE: le 13 mars 1980
David Steedman
FROM / DE: Louis Berlinguet
SUBJECT/ORIET: Programe d'études démographiques et de sciences de l'information
en Chine
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Beijing, le 29 féVrier 1980
M. Berlinguet, bonjour,
voile un mois déjà que nous viVoni:k Beijing
au coeur de l'Empire du Milieu. Alors aue de jours en jo.urs nous
devenons plus familiars avec la vie chinoise, nous faisons aussi
nos premières armes dens l'apprentissage du Mandarin. Nos rapports
avec les Chinois ont ité jusqu'ici xtrimement cordiaux et enrichis-
sants. Ile sont très préVemants à notre égard et manifestent beau-
coup d'interit et de motivation. Ils sont enfin surtout animé par
une très vive curiosités si le nombre de question ou'ils peuvent
nous poser dens une journée est parfois incroyable, l'intensité
avec laquelle on nous regards atr la rue et on nous observe dans
tolls nos mouvements est souvent presque ginante. auffit ainsi
doentrer dans un magasin pour regarder la merchandise et de commen-
cer i parler avec le vendeur pour que tout de suite cinauante per-
sonnes se massent derrière nous,commentent et discutent. Tout le
monde rigole de nous voir la en train d'eisayer de se faire compren-
dre et cleat en Come trèa sympathique.
Tout come on nous l'avait dicrit, le loge-
ment dens cette capitale constitue un Problems de taille. Depuis
notre arrivée en effet nous résidons icash8tel et il amble qu'il en
sera ainsi pour encore un bon moment jusqu'i ce qu'on now assigne
un appartement. si ca demeure un bon traitement pour des nonades
comma nous, il reste que pour bien'd'autres come cos homes d'affaires
qui aont venus en Chine pour itablir lea bureaux de leurs.compagnies,
la pilule est parfois dure avaler, Plusieurs d'entre eux en effet
vivent l'hatel depuis plus d'uli an. Après les correspondents de
presse et les diplomates, ceux-ci viennent en dernier sur la liste
de prioriti pour le logement. Alora que aeulement une centaine d'appar-
tements pour étrangers sont actuellement en construction et que 52
d'entre eux devraient itre livrés d'ici un deux moia, 80 ont
été réservée pour le personnel des diverses ambaseades et délégations
nationales,
-1
até travail, Eon ipouse, Sin i Melchior,
s'est engagée avec grande énergie dens les travaux de lancement
et de coordination du nouveau programme de UNFPA. Pour ma part,
j'ai amormi mes recherches et prie contact avec quelques bureaux du
gouvernement chinois pour fairs l'inventaire de mes possibilitéa
d'implication dans des activitéi de communication. Il souffle en
effet en ce moment un vent ( une brine ) de reforme dens le domaine
de l'éducation, surtout du côté du renouvellement des methodes
pédagogiques par l'utilisation de techniques audio-visuellee. Cleat
dens cette veine qu'il me sera je crois possible d'offrir mes servi-
ces pour eider les Chinoia 1 developper des programmes d'entraine-
ment 1 l'utilisation de ces instruments pédagogiques in classelde
tame qu'à la production de materiel iducatif ( illustrations, diapo-
sitives, jeux , etc) original et chinois.
D'autree nossibilités d'emploi pounraient
aussi sloffrir du fait que les programmee d'enseignement des langues
prennent actuellement beaucoup de voglie. Beaucoup de Chinois par les
tempe qui courrent vont aller étudier a l'étranger et les differents
instituts de langues itrangères recrutent plusieure professeurs
d'anglais et de fran9ais. Il est enfin aussi vestion que je puisse
offrir des services de consultation it court terme en communication.
quelques projets de MD? ou de UNFFA.
Ce nouveau programme des Natione Unies
s'eet établi en septembre dernier et ce, moins d'un an après que
les premières discussions aient fail; entammées avec le gouvernement
chinois. Plusieurs projete n'enbont encore qu'au stade de document
mais il semble que ce serait normalement au mois de mars que la
machine devrait déiarer pour de bon. Je vous fais ici parvenir une
liste des projets auxquels UNDP et UNFPA apporteront lour contribu-
tion. pans certains dlentre eux on apportera un support technique et
financier 1 des activitii qui mobiliseront des effectifs k l'échelle
nationale telle molls du reeensament de population de juillot 1981
ou cello du programme de publioité et dliducation'a la planification
des naissances. D'autres comporteront plutót d'importante éléments de
recherche et de documentation qui pourraient peut-itre intiresser
votre organisme.
La plupart de ces pro jets comportent des
budgets desquels une grand' partie des fonda iront à l'achat d'équi-
pements, des ordinateurs nottamment, et mettent l'accent sur l'apport
de services de coneultants h couk terme plutôt que sur celui d'ex-
ports réeidents ( encore les problemes de logement) de mème que sur
les stages de formation a loétranger.
Considerant l'experiance hautement reconnue
du CRDI dans divers pays en matière de recherche et de documentation
et l'interii que vous portez personnellementsa son developpement,
peapsere enfin que 1703 contacta avec les representante du gouvernemont
chinois seront fructueux et que votre organisms pourra bientilt
apporter ea contribution pour favoriser les erchanges entre la Chine,
le Canada, le Quebec et les autres pays.
Tout comme je vous l'avais exprime lora de
mon passage a (Mara, soyez assurerde mon entiire collaboration
pour vous communiquer les information que 170123 croirez utiles au
diveloppement de ce dossier. De mine il me ferait grand plaisir
deen suivre les progrés et de m'informer sur les recentes activites
du Centre. Papurecierais viviment ainsi que vous inc fassiez parvenir
quelques unes des publications ricentes du CRDI, plus particuliere-
ment celles qui traitent de sujets dens le domaine des communications
et des itudes de population.
En attendant d'avoir le plaisir de votre
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Institute of Industrial Economy,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,




Chinese Academy of Social
Beilth8, Mina
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Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Jianzuomennei Dajie 5, BeiJing,
China
Zu Dixin (concurrently)
Institute of Economics, Chinese





Institute of Finance and Trade,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Yuetan Beixiaojie 2, Beijing, China
4. INSTITUTE OF FLNANCE AND TRLDE
DIRECTOR
ADDRESS
INSTITUTE 07 WORLD ECONOMY
DIRECTOR Man Junrui
ADDRESS Institute of World Economy,
Chinese Academy of Social .
Sciences, Shatan Beijie 15,
Beijing, China -
DSTITUTE OP MARXISM -LENINISM-MAO U-DONG THOUGHT
DISECTOR Yú Guangyuan (ccmcurrently)
Institute of Marxism-Ieninism-Mao
doing Thought, Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, Beijing, China
7. INSTITUTE OF SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES
DIRECTOR Ji
ADDRESS Institute of South Asian Studies,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Beijing University, I4ijing
Darue (Beijing University), Beijing,
China
INSTITUTE OP WORLD POLITICS
DIRECTOR Sai Gu
ADDRESS Institute of World Politics,




ADDRESS Institute of Law, Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF NATIONALITY STUDIES
DIRECTOR It Hanzhang
ADDRESS Institute of Nationality Studies,




ADDRESS Institute of Linguistics, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, Ineyuan
In 29, Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF WORLD RELIGIONS
DIRECTOR Ran Jiyu
ADDRESS Institute of World Religions, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing,
China




Institute of Journalism, Chinese




ADDRESS Institute of Philosophy, Chinese




ADDRESS Institute of Archaeology, Chinee
Academy of Social Sciences,
Wangfujing Dajie 27, Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF CHINESE HISTORY
DIRECTOR Bou Wailu
ADDRESS Institute of Chinese History,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF MODERN CHINESE HISTORY
DIRECTOR Lin Danian
ADDMSS Institute of Modern Chinese History,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Wangfujing Dajie, Dongchang Butane
1, Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF WORLD HISTORY
DIRECTOR Diu Simu
ADDRESS Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing,
China
INSTITUTE OF CHIhTSE LITERATURE
DIRECTOR Sha Ting
ADDRESS Institute of Chinese Literature,
Cainese Academy of Social Sciences,
Ritan Lu 6, Beijing, China
INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN LITERATURE
DIRECTOR Fang Zhi
ADDRESS Institute of Foreign Literature,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Beijing, China
INSTITUTE POR SOCIAL SCIENCE INFORMLTION
DIRECTOR Yang Chengfang
ADDRESS Institute for Social Science Infor-
mation, Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, Beijing, China
2. INSTITUTE OF SOCIOLOGY
DIRECTOR Poi Xiaotong
ADDRESS Institute of Sociology, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing,
China
INSTITUTE OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY CHINESE HISTORY

CHINA
Social -Sciences on a New Footing
Manoranjan Mobanty
-
THE establishment Of a new Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
by the Fifth National People's Cong-
ress (NPC) in MarCh 1978 bad indi-
cated the present Chineie leadership's
decision to give a boost to social
science research in China. During the
past one year or so several new insti-
tutes have been set up and new perio-
dicals launched and a climate of a
relaxed intellectual discussion bas
been created in the country. Addressing
the Second Session of the NPC
in June Premier Hua Guofeng said:
"Research in the social sciences cen-
tering an the sinnming up of historical
experience and the question of socia-
list modernisation, is making steady
headway, guided by the policy of
letting a hundred schools of thought
contend, and the interest shown by'
the masses in theoretical questions
is at its keenest since the founding of
the People's Republic."
To get some idea about tbe pro-
grammes of tbe CASS I had a discus-
sion with one of its Vice-Directors,
Wen jize, recently in Beijing. Very
modestly he pointed out that for over
ten years there was little development
in China's social science research and
only recently tbe Academy had initiat-
ed various measures. The President of
the CASS is Hu giaomu, the famous
historian, author of the official history
of the Communist Party of China, (Hu
Initiated the theoretical attack on the
economic ideas of the Gang of Four
with an address to the State Council
in 'ley 1978 entitled 'Observe Econo-
mic Laws, Speed Up Four Moderni-
sations' and is reprded as Deng Xiao-
ping's close adviser. He was one of
the new members added so the Central
Committee at the Third Plenum in
December 1978.) 'There are seven Vice-
Directors of the Academy including
Wen. Five of them are economists in-
dicating the present focus of studies
on economic development. They are
Deng Liqun (who is also the represen-
tative of the Party Centre), Yu Guan-
gyuan, Xu Dixin, Huan Xiang and Ma
Hong. Another Vice-Director is Zhou
Yang who was the famous party theo-
retician on literature and art prior to
the GPCR and Vice-Minister of Cul-
ture. Wen pointed out that all of thern
were veteran Marxist scholars with
several decades' experience behind
them. One might add that all of them
were -persecuted during the past de-
, cede in various degrees.
- There are so far five institutes in
the field of economics. Sorne of them
existed prior to the Cultural Revolu-
don as part of the Academy of Scien-
ces. One of these, Institute of Econo-
mics, deals mainly with theory. Its
Director Is Xu Dizin who is also the
Chief Editor of the newly launched
journal Jingji Cuanli (Economic Ma-
nagement). This journal exclusively
deals vAth the questions of enter-
prise management in China and foreign
countries. The Institute of Industrial
Economics is a newly setup institution
under the directorship of Ma Hong.
Another economist, Zhang Wu, is the
Director of the Institute of Agricultu-
ral Economics and Liu Minfu is tbe
Director of the Institute of Finance
and Trade. The Institute of World
Economics headed by Chan junrui
publishes a new journal called Shifie
lingii (World Economics). Another
important journal, the jingji Yanjiu
(Economic Studies) whise publication
was interrupted during the high ride
of the Cultural Revolution is ¡'so
published by the CASS with the colla-
boration of these institutes.
The CASS Vice-Director emphasised
that there was dearth of concrete and
systematic data relevant to China's
economic development; so most cl
the economists were enpged in the
study of concrete problems at present.
The Academy plans to set up two ad-
ditional institutes shortly one deal-
ing with technical aspects of economic::
and the other specialising économic
measurement.
The Institute of Philosophy has
undergone some reorganisation recent-
ly and an Institute of Marxism-Leni-
nism-Mao Zedong Thought has now
been separately established. The old
journal Zhezue Yanjiu (Studies in
Philosophy) has been revived. Another
new journal is Sizinng Zhanzian (Ideo-
logical Front). (Later I learnt that an
Institute of Studies in Religion under
the directorship of Huang Xinquan,
specialist on Indian philosophy, has
recently been set up.)
In China, literature in fact the
whole of burnanities still comes
under the purview of social sciences.
The Institute of Literature k headed
by Sha Ding and a separate body cai'
ed Institute of .World Literature has
been set up under the directorship of
the former Beijing University Profes-
sor Feng Zhi who k also a well known
poet. There are many journals pub-
lished in tbese fields.Among theni are
Renasin Wenzue (People's 'Literiture),
Wenzue Finghm (Literary Criticism),
Zhongguo Yuwen (Chinese Language)
.and Shijie Wen:rue (World Literature)
which orne time back published ex-
cerpts from Ji Xianlin's tranalation of
the Valmiki Ramayana.
Historical studies have been boost-
ed by greater specialisation. The In-
stitute of History now confines itself
to the ancient period whereas a new
one, the Institute of Modern History,
deals with the period since the Opium
War (1839). There is g proposal w
establish an Institute of Contempo-.
rary History to cover the period s:nce
the 1919 May Fourth Movement. The
Institute of Archaeology which had
always been active has now been
further strengthened. The Institute of
History has just published the first, of
a thirteen-volume collection of oracle-
bone inscriptions edited by late Gou
Moruo (Kuo Mo-jo). Among the histo-
rical joUrnals the monthly Lishi
Yanjiu (Historical Studies) has conti-
nued for many years now. Two quar-
terlies have been recently launched:
Lishi Xue (Study of History) mostly
dealing with ancient history and
Zhongguo Shi Yonjits (Studies in
Chi nese History) covering the entire
oFectrum. It is quite dear that Econo-
mics and History are the two social
science disciplines which have kept
the lead in China.
The Institute of World Politics has,
undertone some change recently. At
présent it has only three programmes
of studies relating to the Soviet Union,
United States and Japan. Lack of
trained personnel and office space had
prevented its growth. The Institute of
Afro-Asian Studies has ,continued to
function and its present Director is
Zhao Eaoxu. Out of its scope has
emerged the South Asia Institute
(SAI) which is jointly run by the CASS
and the Beijing University though loc-
ated at the ktter's campus. Its Direc-
tor, Ji Xianlin, was a member of the
Wang Bingnan-led deleption to india
in March 1978. There are nearly 30
old and middle-aged scholarS attached
to the SAL, most of whoni work in
fields of language, literature and
history. Its current projects include a.
General History of Iodia, An.Intretitse-
ticm to the Indian States and their
PooPio. Aa. Outline- History of Hindi
Literature- sold . A Profile of Inditsi
Economy. 'There. is dso t massive pro-
ject to study regicend..economic deve-
lopment of selected stabs of India
under the ovetill guidiume- otthe
grand cid eeononsist, Cben Haosheng,
who st the ap of linety h st0I study-'
ing South Asbn econinny, (b a Alma--
rate interview Chen Haasheog wbo
spent maw years in India in the early
fifties reminisced. about bis old friends
of tbose days, Sachin Chandburi and
B N Ganguiy.)
flete is also the Linguistics Insti-
tute with Lai Sinsoziang as its Direc-
tor. Lot of attention is now paid to
the study.. of minority astionalfties'
languages. There are WO new journals:
Flinty= (Dialect). and Minzu Yuwen
(Nationalities'S Languages). 'both pub-
lished quitterly. l'he Institute of
Journalism was set up recently to
train journalists and conduct research
In comniunication. A corresponding
journal, Xinwen Thansian (Studies in
Journalism), is published bimonthly
now.
Another newly set up organ is the
institute of Intelligence (Qing Bao)
Studies. Vice-Director Wen hastened .
to add with a smile that come foreign
friends compared this with the CIA,
but actually the aim of this institute
wai only to study the trends b social
sciences in various countries so that
Clrina could learn from foreign cope.'
rienees. '
In addition -there is *it Department
of Earthquake Material .Compflation
under the CASS to $012 out tbe vast
Chinese material available on the. sub-
ject so that the knowledge could . be
Made available outside 'China. Asked
about Sociology the CASS Vice-Direc-
tor said that there was no institute yet
on this subject, but there was Socio-
logy Society which was chalking' out a
programme of studies. Similarly é pro-
gramme in Futurology (Wei lai Xue)
will be instituted noon. Institutes In
Political Science and law mist.in.
Timis cities of China and la Vier Of
the new campaiso for socialist legal
system these are going ta be streng-.
thened. A bimonthly journal called
Pa Xue Tang's (Studies in Law)
bagapublicationIn ApriL . I
A prestigious monthly journal call-
ed Zhongguo Shehul 'Keene (China'
Socia! Sciences) has just started Feb-
Station which puts together selected'
articles in .various disciplines. Further
selections from% it will appear in an
'English quarterly in the near future.
The famous historian Li Shu is tbe
editor of tbe monthly.
Talking, about the acute problem of
finding competent research workers
Wen said that the CASS has set up
the Institute of Post-C-raduale Studles
for training researchers of which
Zhou Yang was the Director and him-
self, Deputy Director. Each Institute
under the Academy has a correspond-
ing Department at this institute
where the scholars would geh three
years of specialiSed training in their
disciplines. Researchers who join this
'Super-Institute' are university gra.
duates who had some academic work
experience prior to tbe Cultural Revo-
lution.
We spoke from memory and the
above may not be an exhaustive list
of the CASS institutes. For example,
we did not talk about the :nuitute cd
Nationalities. Some instituter function
autonomously or under different aus-
. -
As for c-ollaboration anti exchlume
with foreign countries tb. CASS was
looking forward lo it. There has been
some exchang,e of iersonnel with ja-
pan, liaised 'Slates. UX and France.
There were some foreign participants
at the seminar oil Taiping Heavenly
Xibgdont 'held at Nanjing in late May.
Preparations were on for a wad= an
tu Xnn, the mom famous literary per-
son of . twentieth century China, in
1961, thé centenary of bis birth. _-
Our disci:minus confirmed that a
new impetus was visible on the social
science front in China. Every month
we find new journals aypearing in dif-
ferent parts of tbe country. In many
of them alternative theories and view-
points are presented and debated. Pre-
faces to new journals stress problem-
related research to boint the Four
Modernisations. All of them carry
some articles to attack the line of the
Gdang of Four in that particular field.
But niany new topics, unexplored for
years, are being researched into.
The first major CASS delegation to
visit abroad went to the United States
from April 16 till May 16 this year.
Led by CASS Vice-Director Huan
Xiang the 10-me.mber delegation in-
cluded the famous anthropologist Fei
Xiamong (author of .'China's .Gen-
try"), !Dian Zhongslio, extiert on Cbi-
nese literature and Law professor Rui
Mo. Many channels of interaction have
been worked out between the Chinese
academic circles and the western uni-
versities, particularly Ametican. There
h, however, not enoulh indication of
any significant social science .contact
between China and the third wotid
countries. At a time when many of the
western social science theories have
lost much of their attraction in the
th!rd world ,it would be Interesting to




Recent Developments in Chinese Social
Science, 1977-79
George Braybrooke
In the dozen years or more since the Cultural Revolution Chinese
social scientists have been through a period of relative inactivity.
This is now said to have been the direct result of the interference
of the " gang of four." Since the disappearance of the " gang of
four " in October 1976, social science has undergone a revival and
social scientists are once again active.
This report outlines developments in Chinese social science since
the fall of the " gang of four," and it pays particular attention to
plans for future social science work.
It is in two part& The first part presents extracts from interviews
I had in Peking in July 1978 with three leading cadres from the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. This gives some background to
the second part, which presents synopses of newspaper items on
major social science events since October 1976.
The Interviews
In July 1978 I talked with three senior social science cadres in
Peking: Pao Cheng-ku, vice-chairman of the research co-ordination
section of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences; Hou Fang-ruo,
vice-chairman of the historical research section of the Institute of
Ethnology; and Sun Ch'ing, chairman of the ethnological theory
section of the Institute of Ethnology. I asked them questions about
the revival of social science research in China, about its nature and
functions, and about the work social scientists plan to do in the
future. We talked for a total of three hours at Peking University
and at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. The following are
the main points from their replies.
The Meaning of the Term "Social Science" in China. Your social
science is different to ours. Its scope is not the same, the areas it
covers are different. Our social science not only includes economics
1. There are countless newspaper articles to this effect, see for example Li Shu,
" The ' gang of four ' and social science," and Wens Tu-chien, "Grasp back the
lasses caured by the gang of four '," both in Kuangming Daily, 11 March 1978.
and politics, it also includes history and literature. It can also include
fine arts. We put all of these together.'
This is because we have a different world-view, a different ideology.
In our view humans have two kinds of knowledge. One kind is
knowledge that has been acquired in the strug,gle for production,
this is knowledge of things related to nature, to natural phenomena;
the other kind is knowledge that has been acquired in social relations,
it is knowledge of social things. These are two different kinds of
knowledge, Chairman Mao has explained this.' The first kind of
knowledge we call natural science, and it includes technology and
science, the other kind we call social science, and this includes
humanities.
According to your view philosophy is a social science. We often
classify it as a social science, but sometimes we keep it apart. This
is because philosophy does not have a connection only with social
science but, since it is the basic science of human knowledge of the
world, it is also connected with natural science. For example, after
Liberation this institution of ours was established under the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (as the Department of Philosophy and Social
Sciences) but now, since it became independent last September, it is
known simply as the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, but it still
includes philosophy within it.
Social science work is carried out by specialist research institutions.
Each province and autonomous region has its own social science
research institute. These are co-ordinated on a national basis by the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Social science work is also
carried out by the universities, both in Peking and in the provinces.
The following gives an indication of the scope of social science as under-
stood in China:
"In 1978 there were 18 research institutes under the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences covering philosophy, classical history, modern history, world history,
economic theory, industrial economics, agricuhural economics, world economics,
finance and trade, law, Chinese literature, foreign literature, ethnology, linguis-
tics, religion, journalism, archaeology, and information " (Mu Shill, Peking Review,
No. 19, 1978). Later, an Institute of Research into Marxism-Leninism-Mao Ta-
tung 'Thought and an Institute of Sociological Research were added (len-mmn
jih-pao (People's Daily), 21 March and 2 April 1979).
Chairman Hua Kuo-feng, in his Report on the Work of the Government
delivered to the First Session of the Fifth National People's Congress, 26 Febru-
ary 1978 [English version in " Documents of the First Session of the Fdth
National People's Congress " (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1978, p. 71)),
referred to the following as being part of social science: philosophy, history,
economics, law, literary theory, ethnology, linguistics, religion, education, military
science, and politics.
The Social Science Front, the social science journal with the broadest
scope, has covered the following areas: philosophy, economice, law, history,
literature, language, military science, archaeology, rural sociology, industrial
sociology, psychology, calligraphy, fine arts, and librarianship.
See for example " On Practice."
In fact more work is done in the universities than in the specialistresearch institutions because the universities have both teaching andresearch duties For ingance, most of our economic research is donein the universities, and ethnology is strongest in the provincialuniversities.
The Work of Social Science. Perhaps we can talk of ethnology inparticular, as an example. Ethnological survey and research work inour country is not only carried out in universities and researchinstitutes, " behind closed doors " so to speak, but also at every levelin the Party organization and the govemment. In order to understandethnology or any social science in our country it is necessary tounderstand this about our research work: it is done under thedictatorship of the proletariat and it serves the revolution.
Immediately after the Revolution the Party did almost an the workin ethnology. Because of the need for reform, especially of LandReform, and for the spread of socialism, certain policy decisions hadto be made as to the best way to proceed. These decisions had tobe based on information about the social situation in the differentareas. We had to know what policy was most suitable for anyparticular area, but we had to know the level of its social develop-ment before we could decide. This was crucial. Take for examplethe Oulunch'un, they are an ethnic group who live in the north-east,they had no system of land ownership because they were hunters,the things they killed and brought back to their village were foreveryone to share and eat. For these people a policy of land reformwas obviously inappropriate. This was also true for the Yi, whoinhabited the Liangshan Mountains of the south-west, they werefound to be a slave society, the people were literally living and dyingfor their slave-masters As far as these people were concerned it wasnot just a case of dividing up the land and giving it to the people,but primarily of freeing great numbers of slaves.
What we are saying is that policy depended on the stage of socialdevelopment. The Chinese Communist Party was only able to realizethe real liberation of the people in different regions by adoptingdifferent policies. Policy choices had to be made and these choiceshad to be based on information. There had been only very few studiesof ethnic groups before Liberation and information was lacking, sothe investigation, differentiation and classification of China's ethnicgroups was our most important task throughout the 1950s and intothe 1960s. In the early days it was done mainly by Party andgovernment cadres, but later intellectuals were recruited to do moreintensive studies.4
4. For western social scientists' views of Chinese social science at this time seeM. Freedman, " Sociology in China: a brief lawny," The China Quarterly (CQ),No. 10 (1962), and A. R. Sanchez and S. L Wong, " On An interview withChinese anthropologists '," CQ, No. 60 (1974).
Besides this question of reform we also worked for the patical,
economic and cultural development of the ethnic minorities. Our
research workers bore this policy in mind throughout the 1950s and
1960s and paid attention to these aspects in their surveys in order to
help the ethnic minorities develop and raise their standards of living
as quickly as possible. This work is continuing today, and it is
important work.
Another important task of ethnology is to work against discrim-
ination. We have to oppose Great Han chauvinism. And we must
oppose localism. So-called localism is in fact the chauvinism of the
ethnic minorities. Therefore we emphasize the unity of the country
and the equality of its ethnic groups, and we give the ethnic home-
lands territorial autonomy and let them manage their own affairs.
In this way the contradiction between Han chauvinism and localism
is reduced. It is also reduced by getting the cadres and the masses
to oppose both kinds of chauvinism. This is a question of ideological
education. We have to remould the thinking of the ethnic minorities
and of the Hans. This requires ceaseless rectification and ceaseless
education because the remoulding of people's ideology takes a long
time. Consciousness is often backward with regard to changes that
have already taken place in reality. This is not Old China, it is New
China, yet the ideology of Old China still exists in people's minds.
Because of this there are still contradictions among the people. For
example, private ownership still exists, and here there are contra-
dictions.
How can these problems be solved? Through education. We have
to carry out this task together with other social scientists. Through
research we can get information on the histories of the ethnic
minorities, of the part they have played in the revolution. This
information can be used in education.
The "Gang of Four." During the past dozen years we have suffered
great damage. During these past 10 or more years the " gang of four "
has wreaked havoc. A lot of work stopped, just stopped, quite simply.
Why? The " gang of four " had this theory: they thought that much
of our past work in social science was ideologically revisionist They
thought that the objects and principles of our research were wrong.
They said that social scientists are bad people, unreformed people,
people who have not been properly remoulded. This affected us a lot.
Some of us were unable to work. This was very conunon, it occurred
throughout social science. There were forbidden areas in research,
questions on which social scientists did not dare to speak because
they feared the big stick wielded by the " gang of four " and their
people.
For example, there were large losses among ethnological institu-
tions and their personnel. Some regional centres were dispersed.
Reseamh workers were sent to factories At the moment we are
reversing this, people with research ability are coming back, institu-
tions that were dispersed are being re-established. But losses have
been great A lot of material, a large amount of survey work carried
out in the 1950s, has disappeared . . . sent to the paper factory to
make paper!
The result was that for all practical purposes ethnological research
was put to sleep. They stopped more than 10 years of work. They
denied the political importance of ethnological work. This was
counter-revolutionary sabotage.
Throughout the social sciences a good many of our people did not
do any work during these 10 years. We have a lot of people who are
now in their 70s who could have done a lot of useful work if the
past 10 years had not been so ruined. As it was, many scholars spent
their time in "May Seventh " Cadre Schools.°
The disruption caused by the " png of four " was not just a matter
of causing work to stop. They also confused people's reasoning on
ideological matters. They made it difficult to differentiate right and
wrong. It was difficult to decide what was ideologically sound and
what was ideologically unsound. For example, should we study foreign
countries, or should we not? Of course we must study them. But they
said it is wrong for us to study foreign things Should we study the
past, or should we not? We said we wanted to study the past as
well as the present, but they said that to study the past, to study old
things, has no practical significance, no usefulness. Now all this is
laughable, but at the time they confused us.
You must not think that their interference took a concrete form,
like saying: " Don't drink tea!" They could not do that, they could
not say: " We don't want you to do this," or: " We don't want you
to do that." The problem was that they could say: "Drinking tea is
ideologically wrong," and many people would believe them.
When we said that we wanted to study foreign countries they said:
" That is ideologically wrong!" But of course we have to study foreign
countries. For example, we have at present a major struggle con-
fronting us, we have to strug,gle against modem revisionism. If we
intend to confront it, then the first thing we must do is to find out
what it is. Do we need to study the Soviet Union on a theoretical
level? Of course we do. If we do not study it how are we going to be
able to argue against it? But the " png of four " said it was wrong,
they said that to study Soviet matters is revisionist. They told us:
" Your Department of Philosophy and Social Science is a rabbits'
warren of feudalism, capitalism and revisionism." We could do
nothing about it.
5. For the views of some Chinese social scientists at that time see O. Cooper,
" An interview with Chinese anthropologists," Current Anthropology, No. 4
(1973).
Contact with Foreign Social Science. The "gang of four " dis-
approved of foreign contact, but now it is different Now we have all
kinds of contact. We often participate in international activities: forexample, we plan to attend the conference on sinological researchwhich is being held in Italy this year, and of course many peoplecome here to see us, almost every day foreign friends come here tothe academy.
If our social science is to make an effective contribution to the" four modernizations " we must have contact with foreign socialscience. We are very interested in what is happening abroad. Chair-
man Mao gave us a very good and very simple saying: "Use foreign
things to benefit China." But we are still not clear about a lot of
things, we still have to familiarize ourselves with them. Under ouracademy there is an Institute for Scientific Information, its functionis to look into foreign scientific research, into its developments and its
present situation, and to tell us about relevant social science researchthat is being carried out abroad. It holds briefing meetings and/orsends out reports. We certainly do not know much about the outside
world, and foreigners know even less about us than we know about
them, so this work must progress, if only little by little.
The Future of Chinese Social Science. We are preparing the wayfor important work, we are drawing up research plans. Recently, in
March this year, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences held aconference on this matter. Each of the Research Institutes under itscontrol is drawing up three-year and eight-year plans for the
development of research projects. The three-year plans are what can
be done in the immediate future, the subsequent five years will build
on that.'
We hope this year, or if there is not enough time this year then
next year, to hold a national planning conference which wM not be
confined to the academy. This planning conference will have three
aspects: one wM be the question of theory, which applies to every-
thing; one will be history, the legacy of the past, which it is always
For an example of the institute's woric see the three artides on futurobgyby one of its staff, Shen Heng-yen (Kuang-ming Daily, 21, 22 and 23 July 1978).The institute's Chinese name is ch'ing-pao yen-chiu so. Pan translated this intoEnglish for me as " the Institute of Scientific Information," but in Peldng
Review, No. 19 (1978), it is simply " the Institute of Information."
Academic and research units concerned with science and technology, cul-
ture and education all have plans to develop their work and contribute to theachievement of the " four modernizations." Individual plans are for three and
eight years. The master plan covers 23 years. See Hua Kuo-feng's speech at the
National Science Conference- He said: " The first eight years are the key to
accomplishing the four modernizations in 23 years, that is by the year 2000. Thisis true also for raising the scientific and cultural level of the entire Chinesenation. We should work out plans for the next three and the next eight years,and an outline for 23 years " (People's Daily, 26 March 1978; Peking Review,No. 13, 1978). See the second part of this report for social science plans.
necessary to discuss; the other is to sum up the present situation.
Theory, history, present situation these three aspects are
fundamental.
We have a lot of work to do. We have to write books. We want to
complete work that has been lying around for years unfinished. There
is some comparatively good stuff. Mind you, we say " comparatively
good." We also want to publish the results of new research.
The most important subject is economics. At present we have many
economic problems, we have a lot of questions that need working out.
We have already set up economic research institutes. We have the
Institute of Economic Research, the Institute of Industrial Economics,
the Institute of Agricultural Economics, the Institute of Finance and
Commerce, and the Institute of World Economics. The first one, the
Institute of Economic Research, is the base, it does the basic.theory.
Right now it has a very important job: to produce in the shortest
possible time a book on socialist political economy. An urgent
requirement of ours is a textbook that clearly explains socialist
economics. We also need books on Chinese economic history and
foreign economic history. There are a lot of things we can do, but our
students of political economy lack a textbook on socialist economics.'
This is a very urgent need. You know, at the time of the " gang of
four " and their interference many ridiculous things happened in the
field of economics. For instance, the " gang of four " said that if we
allow the exchange of commodities on the market then we will
generate capitalism. This simply is nonsense, but it had a real effect.
In the countryside it stopped farmers planting some things because
these things were labelled as commodities. When they planted rice or
wheat it was alright, these were not labelled as commodities because
they had to be handed over to the state and could not be exchanged
on the market by the farmers. However, when they planted ginger or
garlic, neither of which has to be handed over to the state, then
naturally they wanted to exchange them on the market, but the
"gang of four " said: "That's capitalism!" People believed them,
the farmers would not plant these crops, and now we have only the
smallest amount of garlic and ginger to eat. So this political economy
book is very important.
You ask what contribution social science can make to the four
modernizations. Well, we have a big part to play. For instance, for
many years we have not discussed management, not any kind of
management. This is a big problem and one our social science will
have to solve. In the west this is a speciality, but here in China we do
not have any managers, or to put it another way, we do not have
anybody who manages well! Our social sciences can contribute a lot
to this.
8. See the immoral= reading list in fa. 24 as an ex.ample of this defickncy. See
People's Doily, 24 November 1977 and 5 April 1978 for critiques of textbooks
on socialist economics published before 1977.
The last point we want to make is that we must make sure we link
theory with practice. We must solve practical problems, these are the
problems that matter. This means solving problems that come up in
everyday life, in reality, not that are dreamed up from theories.
Suppose you are a theorist or a scientist but you do not participate
with the masses of the people in their work, in their life, in their
struggles, then what benefit does your work have? If you are shut up
in a room looking at a pile of books dealing with a very small topic,
where is your usefulness? Of course, different people have different
interests, but individual interests can be combined with the needs of
the country when it comes to allocating research work. Each research
unit has a committee to decide on the research topics of its personnel.
This committee has to take into consideration what individuals want
to do and what society requires to be done, and marry the two
together. For example, we have a relatively old research worker who
has been investigating the origin of T'ai Chi Ch'uan. Don't laugh, be
and our modem physiotherapists will be able to get together. We
need this sort of thing at present. We need to relate our research
work to the real world. You know we have a saying in this country
of ours: " Serve the People." This is what social science must try to
do. To always take a proletarian stand and strive to serve the people,
this must be the basis of our work.
Newspaper Reports
Although not all social science activities are reported in the national
press and the following items therefore may well be untypical, never-
theless they do give an indication of the varieties of social science that
have appeared during the new period of liberalization and of the kinds
of issues with which Chinese social scientists are concerned.
The Chinese Academy of Social Services is Established. The first
major development in Chinese social science after the fall of the
"gang of four " was the setting up of an independent organization to
undertake the overall co-ordination of institutions involved in the
field.
Since the early 1950s this had been the function of the Department
of Philosophy and Social Sciences which was a comparatively small
section of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, but during 1977 the
Department changed its name to the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, broke away from its parent body, and moved its offices to a
building in the east of Peking which in recent years has been used as a
middle school. The Chinese Academy of Sciences is now solely con-
cerned with natural science.'
9. The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences' Chinese name is chung-kuo she-
hui 105-hsueb yuan. The chabge of name took effect from 7 May 1977 (Kamp
ming Daily, 22 September 1977). This seems to have been timed to precede a
report on the work of the Academy of Sciences given to the Central Committee
Social Scientists Draw up Plans for Developing Resecrrch. The future
role of social science was officially defined in February 1978 when
Chairman Hua, speaking at the Fifth National People's Congress,
told social scientists of the contribution they would be expected to
make in the drive to achieve the rapid modernization of China. He
called upon them to do research work " to make a study of the past
as well as the present state of Chinese and world politics, economics,
military affairs and ideology," and to do ideological work " to deepen
the criticism of the ' gang of four,' of revisionism and of the ideology
of the bourgeoisie and other exploiting classes, and comprehensively
and accurately expound and spread Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung
Thought as a system." Hua told them that in order to carry out these
two functions their first task must be to draw up a national develop-
ment plan for social science."
Early in March 1978 the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences held
a four-day conference at which more than a hundred social scientists
came together to work out development plan& Although much of
their time was taken up with criticizing the " gang of four," each of
the academy's 18 social science institutes presented three-year and
eight-year research plans for discussion. The contents of the plans
were not reported."
During the following months brief newspaper items indicated that
other more specialized conferences were being convened by the
academy to discuss their plans for future research.
Late in March 200 ethnologists and cadres met in Peking. They
criticized the " gang of four " and discussed the draft of an eight-year
plan for the development of ethnological research. No details of the
plan were given but it was reported to cover research into the
languages and the histories of the ethnic minorities in China, and the
study and the theory of ethnology."
At the beginning of May a conference of 160 philosophy workers
met in Peking. Their theme was that research questions have to stem
of the CCP on 30 May 1977, after which Chairman Hue gave " important
instructions " on scientific work, which may have involved the social sciences
(see Fang Yi's speech at the Fourth Chinese People's Political Consultative Confer-
ence, Kuang-ming Daily, 31 December 1977). In the interviews, in the first part of
this report, the cadres told me the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences " became
independent in September," when it moved its offices to No. S ch'ien kuo men
wai ta chieh, tung ch'eng ch'u, Peking (two miles to the east of Tien An Men
Square).
HUI Kuo-feng, " Report on the work of the gove.rnment," delivered to the
First Session of the Fifth National People's Congress, 26 February 1978. English
version in Documents of the First Se.uion of the Fifth National People's Congress
(Peking: Foreign Languages Pren, 1978), p. 71.
Kuang-ming Daily and People's Daily, 11 March 1978. For an Enalish-
language report on the conference see Mu Shih, " Research work in philosophy
and social sciences unshackled," Peking Review, No. 19, 1978.
Peopk's Daily, 27 March 1978.
from real-life problems and have to fit in with the current drive to
increase production. Concrete plans were not reported.'a
A few days later economists met at a series of regional conferences
to discuss three-year and eight year plans for research. After criticiz-
ing the " gang of four " the participants initiated around 500
economic research projects with deadlines for completion. Again no
details were given."
At about the same time more than a 100 historians, archaeologists,
and cadres met in Peking to discuss a draft plan for the development
of research into ancient Chinese history. They dealt with matters
concerning specialist and general histories, and popular and advanced-
level histories; with research into theoretical problems and research
into concrete historical problems; and with the compilation of
historical data and research sources. They also reviewed the situation
In China and abroad with reprd to research into historical geography,
Chinese economic history, the histories of the ethnic minorities of
China, the history of China's foreign relations, and the history of
natural science. They also discussed how work in these fields could be
expedited."
In mid-June 170 history workers met in Tientsin. They proposed to
publish over the next eight years a variety of advanced-level books on
general history, recent history and specialized histories. All would
take the standpoint of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought and
oppose bourgeois and revisionist views of history. The conference
resolved to publish a study of the Marxist theory of history, and to
start specialist research work on all aspects of history (giving emphasis
to recent Chinese and world history). In order to make research
easier they planned to systematically collate important data and
compile handbooks of research sources. While paying particular atten-
tion to the popularization of history and the dissemination of general
historical knowledge, they also planned to prepare a series of special-
ized conferences on historical research covering 30 topics which will
include modem Chinese history, the Ch'ing period, Mongol and
Yuan history, the history of South-east Asia, and the history of
historiography."
Their plans were taken a step further eight months later,. in March
1979. 208 delegates met in Ch'engtu, Szechwan, to discuss problems
that had arisen during the implementation of the plan. The confer-
ence decided that projects would have to be separated into urgent and
non-urgent categories, resources could then be concentrated on the
more important work. It was decided that priority would be given to
research on Marxist historical theory, Hsia history, Ch'ing history,
lbid. 24 May 1978.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., 15 July 1973.
the history of the border regions, the history of China's relations with
foreign countries, modem economic history, political history, cultural
history, military history, and work on historically important archives,
dictionaries and encyclopaedias.
The conference also discussed setting up historical research societies
to cover specific topics in Chinese history. Historical rese-arch societies
had already been established to co-ordinate research into the Taiping
Heavenly Kingdom, the 1911 Revolution, relations between China and
Russia, and the Shu (ancient Szechwan) kingdom. The conference
decided to create societies to deal with research into the Sui and T'ang
period, the Ch'ing period, the Northern Warlords, and the history of
modem Chinese Thought. During the conference delegates heard
reports on the current state of research into the history of China's
relations with foreign countries, the history of China's ethnic minor-
ities, the role of peasant rebellions in history, and military history.
There was also a discussion on theoretical questions involved in the
acceleration of China's historical development."
Meanwhile, by autumn 1978 the eight-year plan for developing
research into the social sciences had been dmwn up in draft form.
The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the Ministry of Educa-
tion jointly convened a conference in October 1978 to discuss its final
form. The 200 delegates agreed that in order to contribute to the early
realization of the four modernizations social scientists must work to
arm the cadres and the people for the struggle ahead by studying the
new situation and the new problems that arise from it and putting
forward useful ideas and opinions, and by using Marxism-Leninism-
Mao Tse-tung Thought to clarify the ideological muddles caused by
the " gang of four." Delegates agreed that social science research
work must be based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought
and the philosophies of dialectical materialism and historical material-
ism, must seek the truth from the facts, relate theory to practice,
crystallize the wisdom ttnd creativity of the people, foster socialist
democracy, and carry out the policy of letting a hundred flowers
blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend.
The conference emphasized the important function of social science
in China. If the revolution is to develop along the right lines and
achieve final victory it must necessarily be based on Marxist social
science. Only by studying the theory of revolution and the political,
economic and military sciences of revolution, and using them to work
out revolutionary strategies and policies, had the country been able to
achieve the democratic revolution and the whole series of socialist
victories of the 1950s. Recently the " gang of four " have succeeded
in blocking the course of these continuing victories by interfering
with philosophy, political economy and scientific socialism, by cor-
rupting Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought, and by clouding
17. Kuang-ming Daily,7 April 1979.
theory and confusing people's minds. But the conference resolved
that this would not last for long: delegates will quickly rid themselves
of any lingering traces of the influence of the " gang of four " and
unsparingly work for the achievement of the four modernizations.
The conference called upon social scientists to carry out a
systematic investigation of the situation in China. Scattered research
units will be brought under the leadership of the centre in order to
organize research on a comprehensive and rational basis. Priority
will be given to topics that contribute to the modernization of the
country. 'These topics include the study of the economic, political,
cultural and social situation abroad, the monitoring of social science
projects in other countries, and the collecting and translating of
foreign publications and research materials. The conference also dealt
with the recruitment and training of additional social scientists, and
with the publishing of social science teaching materials (including an
encyclopaedia to be produced in collaboration with natural
scientists)."
In early 1979, 60 leading sociology workers gathered at a national
conference in Peking to discuss the revival of sociology. While accept-
ing that the teachings of Marx on historical materialism provide
Chinese researchers studying social life, social phenomena and social
development with their basic viewpoint, theory and method, the dele-
gates argued that in fact historical materialism has not and cannot
replace every kind of social science since all social science (including
sociology) needs specialist study. Those people who had over the past
25 years denied that sociology is a science were wrong, in the view
of the delegates sociological research is an essential requirement for
the success of the current policy towards science and towards the
" four modernizations."
On this basis the conference set up a Sociological Research Society
in Peking, and announced the establishment of an In.stitute of Socio-
logical Research under the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. It
also called upon universities to set up their own sociology depart-
ments. The conference recognized that there are numerous questions
that Chinese sociology has to study, both of theory and of practice,
but at the present time the most important questions relate to practice,
and research into these questions would be given priority."
In February 1979 a conference was held in K'unming, Yunnan, to
outline the five-year plan for the development of research into
religion. Delegates discussed the scope and future tasks of theological
research in China, and action that was to be taken. They defined
Marxist theology as the science which studies the laws of the birth,
development and withering away of religious beliefs; the history and
current state of the various denominations and creeds of world
Kuanproing Daily, 4 November 1978.
Peopk's Daily, 21 March 1979.
religions; the role of religion in the history of society; and atheismand the question of a proletarian policy towards religion. The Chinese
Theological Society was set up to promote research into these ques-tions. The delegates agreed that the development of research into
religion is importiuti for China because it would help the achievementof the four modernizations by liberating thought from the theocratic
dictatorship practised by the " gang of four " and by dispelling super-stition and promoting science. It was also said that by revealing theobjective laws of the occurrence, development and disappearance ofreligion as analysed by Marxist theology, it would help the Party'spolicy towards religion which is to unite with believers among themasses and with patriotic personages in the religious field in order to
strengthen the united front and the stability of the political situation.
It would also contribute to studies of philosophy and literature in the
history of the world and to the understanding of other countries andtheir religions, thereby strengthening the unity of the world. Duringthe conference delegates heard papers on the origins of Buddhism,the similarities between Buddhism and Confucianism, the history ofIslam, on Jesus as an historical figure, the source of Christianity's
theology, the influence of Lamaism on Tibetan culture, and on the
way in which Tsarist hegemonism used the Eastern OrthodoxChurch."
At around the same time 130 delegates from higher education,
literature research units and publishing houses attended a national
conference on the plan to develop research into literature, also in
K'unming They stressed the need to develop the study of literature in
line with the four modernizations and to liberate themselves fromthe mental restrictions imposed by the " gang of four." Many
delegates thought that the most important problem facing literature
workers at the time was this question of the lingering influence of
the " gang of four." They felt it can only be overcome by implement-
ing the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred
schools of thought contend. This meant first, maintaining the system
of law and giving academics and creative writers protection from
being arbitrarily branded as criminals; second, encouraging academics
and creative writers to open up discussion and constructive criticism;
third, dispelling the idea that " leaders know best," lessening the
authority of amateurs over experts, and letting everyone have equal
voice on academic questions; fourth, by publishing more books and
journals representing different points of view. While the conference
urged that the number of books and publications in circulation be
increased, they emphasized that bookism should still be opposed,
and that theory must be based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung
Thought and should address questions that spring from reality, such
as: how can Mao Tse-tung's thoughts on literature and art be
20. Kuang-ming Daily, 22 March 1979.
systematically and accurately explained? What are the characteristics
of socialist literature and art? What are the characteristics of revision-
ism in the arts? How has literature been used to build up personality
cults and to expose them? How have revolutionary realism and
revolutionary romanticism been used? How can down-to-earth masses-
oriented popular literature be developed? "
Social Science Periodicals Reappear. During the first half of 1978
social science periodicals reappeared in bookshops and on library
shelves after an absence of more than a decade. Journals published
by the social science presses of the big universities like Peking and
Shanghai, and publications affiliated to the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences (Philosophical Research, Economic Research, Literary
Comment, Chinese Language) were revived after ceasing publication
during the Cultural Revolution. Historical Research had already
resumed publication.
It was reported that moves to republish these periodicals had been
approved by Chairman Mao and Premier Chou as early as 1973, but
the " gang of four " had successfully resisted them."
By the end of 1978 World Economics, World History, World
Literature, Chinese Historical Research, History, Minority Languages,
and Dialectics had also appeared.
A new quarterly journal The Social Science Front, which contained
colour illustrations, 350 pages and over half a million characters
in each issue, was first published on I May 1978 by the Kirin
Research Institute of Philosophy and Social Science and the Kirin
Philosophy and Social Science Research Federation. In March 1979
another provincial centre of social science, the Szechvtan Academy
of Social Science Research, launched a bi-monthly Social Science
Research.
Institute for Research Students is Set Up. In early summer 1978
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences recruited students for places
in its new Institute for Research Students. The enrolment require-
ments were published in the press."
The MaXiMUM age of candidates was 35 years. They had to have a
university degree in arts or sciences, " good political ideology,"
detailed knowledge of their speciality, reading ability in a foreign
language (English, French, Russian, German, or Japanese, in most
cases, but other languages acceptable in special cases), good research
ability, and good health. " Suitable applicants " were said to be
advanced workers, poor/lower/middle peasants, educated youth,
working researchers, teachers, and " other workers."
Ibid. 30 March 1979.
Ibid. 22 September 1977; and People's Daily, 18 December 1977.
People's Daily, 18 May 1978.
Candidates were required to sit an entrance examination. This gaveequal weight to four sections: the fundamentals of the candidate'ssubject; his or her speciality within it; a foreign language; and political
knowledge. The contents of the first three sections varied with the
candidate's speciality," but the political section was the same for all
candidates. The purpose of the political examination was said to beto test the candidate's understanding of Marxism-Leninism, Chairman
Mao's theory of the Chinese Revolution, and present day issues in
domestic and international political struggles.
The Institute for Research Students was formally opened in October1978. It had 12 departments (philosophy, economics, industrial
economics, world economics, literature, foreign literature, history,
linguistics, ethnology, law, world religions, and journalism) and 106
specialities. The first intake vias of 400 students and they will follow
a three-year course consisting of two years' class study and one year's
thesis work."
24. Reading lists on which the first sections of the examinations in economics
and world economics were to be based were published in the press (all are in
Chinese, translated titles are given here). See People's Daily, 18 March 1978.
Economics: "Capital" and "Critique of the Gotha Programme," R. Marx;
" Anti-Duhring " and " On Authority," F. Engels; "Imperialism is the Ifighest
Stage of Capitalism " and " The State and Revolution," V. I. Lenin; " Questions
on the Socialist Economy of the Soviet Union," J. Stalin; " The Selected Works
of Mao Tse-tung," Vols. 1-5; " Political Economy (Capitalism Section)," HuKuang-yun and Su Hsing; "Dialectical Materialism and Historical Materialism,"
Ai Ssu-chi (ed.); " Chinese Ifistory Papers," Kuo Mo-jo (ed.), Vol. 4; " Modern
History of China," Fan Wen-Ian (ed.), VoL 1.
World Economics: "Capital," K. Marx; " Imperialism b the Highest Stage of
Capitalism," V. I. Lenin; " Questions on the Socialist Economy of the Soviet
Union," J. Stalin; "The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung," Vols. 1-5; "Chair-
man Mao's Theory of the Differentiation of the Three Worlds is a Great Contri-
bution to Marxism-Leninism," the People's Daily editorial group; ". . . and other
world economics, international trade, and internationa/ finance publications."
25. kuang-ming Daily, 14 October 1978.
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The policy of "/etting a hundred flowers
blossom and a hundred schools of thought
contend" ("Two Hundreds" policy f or short) is
being stressed and implemented once more after
the fail of the "gang of four." Of late, there have
been lively, free discussions by people with
diverse views in Chinese academic circles.
The artide by Zhan.g Wen, a Marxist theore-
tician, gives a general idea of the poiicy and a
look into how the policy was implemented in
the past and how it is being implemented now.
The other three artic/es dea/ with some prob-
/ems current/y debated by Chinese economist.;
and historians. Ed.
THE policy of "letting a hundred flowers blos-
-L som and a hundred schools of thought con-
tend" is a basic and long-term policy of the
Party and state to develop science and .the arts.
In 1956, the socialist transformation of the
system of ownership of the means of produc-
tion was in the main completed and the large-
scale and turbulent class struggles of the masses
characteristic of the previous revolutionary pe-,
riods had in the main come to an end. The
question of how to correctly handle the con-
tradictions among the people had become a
more important issue than ever. "Our basic task
has changed from unfettering the productive
forces to protecting and expanding them in the
context of the new relations of production."
(Mao Zedong: On the Correct Handling of Con-
tradictions Among the People, 1957.) A pressing
task confronting us then was to rapidly develop
science and culture in the light of the specific
situation. Summing up historical experiences
and analysing the contradictions in socialist
society, Comrade Mao Zedong on this basis put
forth the policy of "letting a hundred flowers
blossom and a hundred schools of thought
contend." The essence of this policy was to bring
socialist democracy into full play so as to mo-
bilize all positive factors, proinote the develop-
ment of science and the arts in conformity with
their objective laws of development, so that
they better serve the cause of socialism.
Democraq and Free Discussions
Comrade Mao Zedong used "open wide" to
explain the "Two Hundreds" policy. He said:
"To 'open wide' means to let all people express
their opinions freely, so that they dare to speak,
dare to criticize and dare to debate; it means
not being afraid of wrong views or anything
poisonous; it means to encourage argument and
criticism among people holding different views,
allowing freedom both for criticism and for
counter-criticism; it means not coercing people
with wrong views into submission but convinc-
ing them by reasoning." (Speech at the Chinese
Communist Party's Nationa/ Conference on
Propaganda Work, 1957.) That is to say, under
the leadership of the proletarian political party,
socialist democracy should be brought into full
play and solutions found to various problems in
science and the arts through free discussions.
Science and culture should be developed in line
.with the objective laws of development and by
taking into consideration their special features.
Different forms and styles in the arts should
be developed freely, and in science, different
schools of thought should be allowed to contend.
Permitting only one school of thought to the
exclusion of others through administrative
measures should be opposed. This basic prin-
ciple is also applicable to philosophy and social
sciences. People should be encouraged to be
bold and creative in research to push the de-
velopment of science.
Since those who work in the scientific and
cultural spheres are engaged in intellectual
Letting a Hundred Schools of
Thought Contend
This refers to contending by different
schools in the academic field. During the
Spring and Autumn and the Warring
States Periods (5th-3rd Century B.C.), the
transition from slave society to feudal
society and the class struggle were reflect-
ed ideologically in the emergence of dif-
ferent schools of thought. Each school had
its own teachings and writings and each
had its own followers. There were lively
and heated debates among different
schools and this became known as "the
contending of a hundred schools." The
chief schools and their exponents were:
Confucianism (Confucius and Mencius).
Taoism (Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi), Mohism
(Mo Zi), Legalism (Han Fei), and School
of Names (Gongsun Long). There were
also a number of minor schools such as
the Yinyang, and Zhongheng Schools,
School of Agriculturists and Miscellaneous
School.
production and creative labour, it is particular-
ly necessary for them to do some independent
thinking, pool the wisdom of the masses, pro-
mote democracy and hold free discussions. With-
out democracy, there can be no science. Science
and culture cannot develop without free dis-
cussion. As everyone knows, when a scientist
or a cultural worker is probing, investigating
and giving expression to the inner law of de-
velopment of the objective world, he travels a
tortuous path before he finally comes to Imow
the truth, because he is limited by subjective
and objective conditions and because the ob-
jective thing can be known only after a process
of gradual exposure and gradual development.
More often than not, errors are unavoidable due
to complicated subjective and objective factors.
To decide whether an understanding is right or
wrong, a literary or art work is beneficial or
harmful to the people, the specific historical
conditions must be taken into consideration, and
judgment itself requires time. Comrade Mao
Zedong said, even under socialism, newborn
things may be smothered and a correct under-
standing may be taken as wrong through fail-
ing to see the things for what they are. There-
fore, the questions of right and wrong in sci-
ence can only be solved through free discus-
sion and practice, and should not be settled by
simple, crude methods. All attempts to use ad-
ministrative orders or "the will of superiors"
to settle questions of right and wrong in science
are not only ineffective but definitely harmful.
Implementation of the "Two Hundreds"
policy will allow people to air their views freely
and permit each to hold diverse opinions and
views in exploring and studying various sciin-
tific subjects. People will be able to make com-
parisons and distinguish right from wrong. In
science, if only one kind of opinion is allowed
to the exclusion of others, people will become
ideologically retrogressive, stereotyped and rigid.
This will definitely retard the development of
science.
Experience over the years shows that even
if some views in the academic sphere or in
some works may be wrong, most of these mis-
takes belong to the category of contradictions
among the people. Only a very few make use
of academic writings to carry on counter-
revolutionary activities. The re-writing of his-
tory to attack by innuendo employed by the
"gang of four" is one instance. Under the pre-
text of appraising a historical incident or a his-
torical personage (such as the criticism of Con-
fucius), they attacked the Party Central Com-
mittee and veteran proletarian revolutionaries
with the intention of usurping supreme
Party and state power. This re-writing of
history falls within the category of contra-
dictions between the enemy and ourselves.
A Brief Reviinv
Practice over the past 20 years shows that
the "Two Hundreds" policy has played a tremen-
dous role.
First of all, this policy enhanced the dis-
semination of Marxist philosophy and social
sciences and greatly strengthened the leading
and guiding role of Marxism in the sphere of
ideology. By providing a guideline, this pol-
icy clarified to scientific and cultural workers
the orientation of scientific and artistic develop-
ment; and through practice they acquired step
by step the ability to conduct research with a
method consonant with the law of development
of science.
This policy also led them to understand that
questions of right and wrong in science can be
settled correctly only through free discussion and
social practice, and that it is of the utmost im-
portance to give full play to socialist democ-
racy if science is to develop.
This explains the fact that, between 1966
and 1976 when Lin Biao and the "gang of four"
openly dumped the "Two Hundreds" policy
and clamped down a feudal and fascist cultural
autocracy, the masses of scientific and cultural
workers resisted and fought their perverse
measures in different ways.
Secondly, during the period from the found-
ing of New China to 1966, there were free dis-
cussions in academic circles and theoretical
problems were actively debated. Inspired by the
"Two Hundreds" policy, philosophers and
social scientists constantly discussed questions
of both immediate and theoretical significance,
questions such as: the high-speed and propor-
tionate development of the national economy,
commodity production and the law of value
under the socialist system, some fundamental
issues in philosophy, the unity and struggle of
contradictions, contradictions in socialist so-
ciety, formal logic, problems related to aesthet-
ics, division of periods in ancient Chinese his-
tory and appraisal of historical personages.
The lively debates greatly spurred academic
research, and research in philosophy and social
sciences reached new heights, thereby greatly
contributing to the building up and training of
a specialized theoretical contingent.
Thirdly, under the guidance of the "Two
Hundreds" policy, there were outstanding
achievements in philosophical and social scien-
tific research from the 1950s to the mid-1960s.
With the advocacy for academic democracy,
debates in science and culture were deep-going
and broad in scope. Many academic organiza-
tions were set up and periodicals published.
The state and local publishing houses collected,
arranged, annotated and published a number of
fine classical Chinese works, and translated a
number of important foreign works. The phi-
losophers and social scientists, applying a
Marxist stand and viewpoint, turned out a
number of academic works, most of which were
good or fairly good, or of reference value. Some
were of a fairly high standard and of great
academic value.
On the other hand, implementation of the
"Two Hundreds" policy in the past 20 years
involved complicated struggles. During these
years some negative phenomena emerged, some
of them of a very grave nature The thorough
implementation of the policy was hampered
sometimes by interference from one quarter or
another and at times by our lack of experience
and mistakes in work.
"Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a
hundred schools of thought contend" is a well-
founded proletarian policy. Truth and false-
hood, fine works and bad, are opposites of
unity and of the two contradictory aspects, one
is always the principal and the other secondary.
In a socialist country like ours, we must see to
it that fine, Marxist works dominate inside
hi
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At forum of social scientists.
the Party and in the spheres of ideology and
culture. Bad, anti-Marxist works must be
subjugated. Letting a hundred schools of
thought contend permits the criticism of
Marxism. It is our firm belief that Marxism
cannot be defeated by any criticism and that
truth develops only in the struggle against
falsehood.
In 1957. a handful of bourgeois Right-
ists cashed in on our advocating the "Two
Hundreds" policy and mounted an attack on the
Party and socialism. It was entirely necessary
for the Party to lead the people in beating back
the Rightists. The target of the counterattack,
however, was magnified owing to an over-
estimation of the gravity of the class struggle
at that time, and many innocent people were
wrongly charged and persecuted, which led to
negative consequences and many people had
doubts and misgivings about the "Two
Hundreds" policy. This adversely affected the
thorough implementation of the pblicy.
Then in 1959, Chen Boda, with an ulterior
motive, came out with "combat the Right de-
viationist trend" and called for hauling down
"the white flags of truce to the bourgeoisie" in
the scientific and cultural circles. In actual
fact, he was introducing in an unbridled way
ultra-"Leftism" and attacking the proletariat.
This, too, struck at many intellectuals and hurt
their ardour for socialism.
In 1961, in a talk to participants in a forum
on literary and art work and a conference on
scenario writing, Comrade Zhou Enlai, in ex-
pounding the consistent ideas of Comrade Mao
Zedong, emphasized the necessity of giving full
scope to democracy and of engaging in mental
production in compliance with objective laws.
The following year, Chairman Mao in his im-
portant Talk at an Enlarged
Working Conference Convened
by the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China
underscored the paramount im-
portance of giving broad scope
to socialist democracy. Inspired
by these talks and thanks to the
efforts to bring democracy into
full play and to let people speak
up, a lively atmosphere return-
ed to the Chinese scientific
and cultural world. But be-
cause of the interference and
influence of an ultra-"Left"
tendency, negative phenomena arose once again
in the academic world. People were wilfully
attacked and labelled and the big stick was used
freely in academic discussions. In the mid-
1960s there were lively debates over such con-
troversial issues as the "spirit of our times,"
general and individual characters in literature
and art and the appraisal of Li Xiucheng (one
of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom leaders).
These issues should and could have been solved
through free discussion and free inquiry. Only
thus can truth be distinguished from falsehood
and can science and culture flourish. But
for ulterior motives, Yao Wenyuan, Qi Ben-
yu and other self-styled cultural pundits
arbitrarily labelled and bludgeoned anyone who
held views different from theirs. They pur-
posely confounded academic issues with political
problems and equated political problems with
contradictions between the enemy and our-
selves, crushed academic democracy underfoot
and stifled all free airing of views. This severely
affected the implementation of the "Two
Hundreds" policy.
Academic and political problems in the
sphere of social sciences are intimately con-
nected, but the two, in the final analysis, are
not one and the same thing. The discussions on
the general and individual characters in litera-
ture and art and the appraisal of such historical
figures as Li Xiucheng, for example, are en-
tirely academic, theoretical questions in social
sciences. But Yao Wenyuan, Qi Benyu and others
accused all who spoke about individual characters
in literature and art of advocating the "theory
of human nature" and of being "revisionist,"
and they charged anyone speaking positively of
Li Xiucheng with "reversing the verdict on a
renegade" and so on. Any opinion which they
considered varied with theirs became a political
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issue and was a contradiction between the
enemy and ourselves. That made free discussion
and contention impossible.
During the Great Cultural Revolution, Lin
Biao and the "gang of four" crudely trampled
the "Two Hundreds" policy underfoot and im-
posed a fascist dictatorship on the intellectuals.
They proclaimed that everything should be done
in compliance with "what Jiang Qing says," and
forbade any mention of "letting a hundred
schools of thought contend." They went all out
to wreck socialist science and culture. They
dismantled scientific research institutes, banned
numerous books and disintegrated the con-
tingent of scientific and cultural workers. A
dreary situation prevailed over the Chinese
academic world and the flowers in the garden
of socialist literature and art withered. Lin Biao
and the gang's perversities not only drove the
national economy to the brink of collapse but
also brought disaster to socialist cultural and
scientific undertakings.
A New Beginning
With the toppling of the "gang of four," we
have completely eliminated the scourge which
had done so much to wreck the "Two Hundreds"
policy and Chinese science and culture. Through
the struggle over the last two years and more
to expose and criticize Lin Biao and the "gang
of four," we have uncovered and repudiated
their crinies and cleared up the confusion they
had created concerning the "Two Hundreds"
policy. The policy is now being stressed and
implemented anew. With both positive and
negative experience behind them, the people
now have a more profound understanding of
the "Two Hundreds" policy. A
Article 14 of the new Constitution adopted
by the Fifth National People's Congress
decrees: "The state applies the policy of 'letting
a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred
schools of thought contend' so as to promote the
development of the arts and sciences and bring
about a flourishing socialist culture." Thus it
can be seen that the "Two Hundreds" policy
forms an important part of China's fundamental
law governing all- spheres of work. The im-
portance of adhering to the materialist ideolog-
ical line and of giving full scope to democracy
is reiterated in the Communique of the Third
Plenary Session of the I Ith Party Central Com-
Prof. Yang Kan (left) of the Nationalities Re-
search Institute chatting with Prof. Li Jinghan
of the People's University of China at a meeting.
mittee and has the backing of the entire Party
membership and the people of China. This
provides an important guarantee for the im-
plementation of the "Two Hundreds" policy in
the new period.
With the promotion of socialist democracy
and the strengthening of the socialist legal sys-
tem, Chinese academic circles are stirring into
life again. Academic discussions are under way
again, with different viewpoints contending in
a normal manner. Many academic writings
making deep forages into formerly "banned
topics" have appeared. Over the past two years
people have been delighted to see scholarly as-
sociations and learned societies rapidly re-
habilitated and academic journals resume
publication after being suspended for many
years and more new ones started. A contingent
of scientific and cultural wprkers is being built
up again. It is worth noting, too, that in our
effort to attain the goal of the four moderniza-
tions and promote friendly intercourse between
the people of China and the rest of the world,
domestic and international academic inter-
changes have been started and will grow with
each passing day.
Activities carried out in recent years in the
theoretical and academic fields are inseparably
linked with the central task of realizing the four
modernizations and with the current struggle
to eliminate the noxious influence of Lin Biao
.
and the "gang of four." They are playing quite
a positive role which' can be seen in the discus-
sions on the question of practice being the sole
criterion for testing truth, on whether truth has
a class nature, on questions of economic laws
(the law of value included) and of how to
evaluate certain historical figures. Discussions
centring on practice being the sole criterion for
testing truth, in particular, were highly ap-
praised by the Third Plenary Session of the llth
Par Central Committee.
The implementation of the "Two Hundreds"
policy guaranteed by the new Constitution
has got off to a good start in academic circles.
BtIt there is still a long way to go before a re_ally
flourishing situation is brought about. As the
evil influence of the cultural autocracy imposed
by Lin Biao and the "gang of four" cannot be
eradicated overnight and the socialist democrat-
ic way of doing things has yet to be applied
on a broader scale, there still exists the
practice that some people treat scientific works
in a downright crude, simplistic manner. In
some places, the "will of the superior" is
taken as the criterion for judging whether a
work is good or bad and the masses' opinions are
ignored. More work will have to be done be-
fore problems like these can be solved. But
the biggest obstacle put up by Lin Biao and the
"gang of four" in the way of our scientific and
cultural development has been removed. On
the new Long March towards socialist modern-
ization, the Chinese people will develop an
effulgent science and culture.
The American Rural Small-Scale Industry Delegation (Dwight Perkins, Chairman),
Rural Small-Scale Industry in the People's Republic of China, University of
California, 296 pp., USS15.00.
The volume consists of a report on rural small-scale industry in China by a
delegation of American scholars and technologists working in the fields of economics,
sociology, engineering (farm machinery), chemical fertilizer, cement, and history, who
visited China for four weeks during June-july 1975. The trip was part of the exchange
program between the Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's
Republic of China and the Chinese Scientific and Technical Association. The Com-
mittee is jointly sponsored by the American Council of Learned Societies, the National
Academy of Sciences, and the Social Science Research Council.
The Rural Small-Scale Industrial Delegation was the guest of China's Scientific
and Technical Association and of the Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affairs.
Dwight Perkins, professor of economics at Harvard University, wrote the introduction
and conclusion to this volume and had overall editorial responsibility for it. Seven
of the twelve-man delegation spoke and read Chinese with varying degrees of skill.
The delegation's observations perhaps the most extensive look by Westerners
at small-scale industry in China range from analyses of the economic and engineering
efficiency of small-scale industries through worker incentives and the impact of small-
scale industry on society. Basing their observations on visits to 50 factories and 10
communes, the delegation notes that rural srriall-scale industry is regarded as an interim
step in the modernization of industrial China. These industries use more "indigenous"
than "modern" technology, are smaller in scale (from under 50 to around 600 employees),
and are largely designed to serve agricultural production.
What is clear is that these enterprises are continually in the process of change.
In many of them, for example, the scale and the ratio of modern to indigenous tech-
nologies are both steadily on the rise. Moreover, the delegation reports, even the goal
of serving agriculture has not always enjoyed the preeminence that it does today. The
day may come again when ,subcontracting for urban factories might receive a higher
priority in the program. That possibility notwithstanding, Chinese officials still express
the belief that rural, small-scale industry encourages local self-reliance better than
urban, large-scale industry and does a better job of supporting agriculture, both high
priority goals. While the volume is not the definitive statement on rural small-scale
industry in China, it provides a fairly broad base for further investigation.
Suttmeier, Richard P., Research and Revolution : Science Policy and Societal Change
in China, Lexington, 1974, 188 pp., US$15.00.
In research and development, China is relatively one of the world's big spenders
and stands in a category of her own among low-income countries. She has committed
an estimated 1.1 per cent of her gross national produce to research and development,
and perhaps as much as 15 per cent of her government expenditures to science-related
activities. These are some of the points made by Richard Suttmeier in this interpretive
surrunary of Communist Chinese science and technology policies and -programs. The
study indicates that China has given serious attention to making her economic milieu
innovation-oriented and to linking research with production.
The author examines in some detail Chinese efforts at building a differentiated
system of science-related institutions. Organizational change, he shows, is a prere-
quisite for the establishment of an indigenous research tradition by any developing
country.
Communist China has from the onset stressed the importance of science and
technology. The aim, Suttmeier notes, is not only to achieve economic and military
strength but, more importantly, to transform the Chinese society into one which is
made up of producers positively oriented towards innovation, and one in which the
methods and spirit of science would be pervasive. This the author regards as the
truly unique aspect of the Chinese experience.
Suttmeier is quick to note that Communist China has not found a magic formula
for malting science and technology relevant for her needs, but suggests that "Communist
Chinese efforts to achieve a high degree of integration of science, technology, production,
societal change, ideology, and even morality will continue to have developmental
consequences for the remainder of the twentieth century."
While some elements of the Chinese model have potential applicability elsewhere,
Suttmeier concludes that much of the Chinese experience is not readily exportable
since it is based on rather unique mobilization techniques and a series of competing
models with linkages to science-related programs.
Education
The basic problems of Chinese education have been shortage of
trained teachers and facilities, rapid population growth,
political turmoil and the need to achieve a balance between
mass and selective higher education. Educationalists pre-
vailed over ideologists in the early years, but the Great Leap
Forward in 1958 brought a reversal. The Sino-Soviet split in
1961 underlined the need for scientists and technologists but
by 1964 the ideologists again took control and their outlook
culminated in the Cultural Revolution. Teachers were criticized
for concentrating on examinations and higher education was
besmirched for being in the hands of 'bourgeois intellectuals'.
During the period from roughly 1964 up to 1978, education was
severely disrupted at all levels and for long periods no schooling
at all was available. Universities closed down, as did some
libraries for a time. The few classes that were open were
worker-peasant oriented on the part-work part-study principle.
The basis of education was to 'serve the people' and propagate
Mao's thinking. After the death of Mao and the roundup of
the 'Gang of Four' led by Chiang ching, Mao's wife, education
returned once again to the merit basis. Universities are
being remodelled, examinations have been introduced and degrees
granted. Emphasis is now on modernization and science educa-
tion. Education in China has thus swung back and forth like









Nankai University, Tianjin (Tsentsin)
Nanjing University
Wuhan University
Zhongshan University, Guangzhou (Canton)
(The following are believed to be run by provincial level
governments)
Sichuan University, Chengdu





Xiangtan University, Xangtan, Hunan
Xinjiang (Sinldang) University, Urumqi
Nei Mongol (Inner Mongolia) University, Hohhot
Polytechnic Universities
(The following are administered by the Ministry of
Education)
Qinghua (Tsinghua) University, Beijing
Xean Jiatong (Chiao-eung) University
Tianjin (Tientsin) University
Dalian (Talien) Engineering College
Nanjing Engineering College
Beijing Engineering College
South China Engineering College, Guangzhou
Central China Engineering College, Wuhan
Chongjing (Chungking) University
Tonji (Tiing-chi) University, Shanghai
(The following institutions are of uncertain affiliation)
Changsha Engineering College (Seventh Ministry of
Machine-building)
Northwest Industrial University, Xi'an (Fourth
Ministry of Machine-building)
East China Engineering College, Shanghai (Fourth
Ministry of Machine-building)
Harbin Industrial University (not known)
Chongjing (Chunglcing) Construction Engineering
College
Science Universities (Under the Chinese Academy ofSciences)
Zhejiang (Chelciang University), Hangzhou
Chinese University of Science and Technology, Hefei
Machine-building Colleges (First Ministry of Machine-
building)
(With the creation in 1979 of a separate Ministry of
Agricultural Machinery, the agricultural machinery
colleges may be under the administration of that new
ministry)
Kirin Industrial University, Changchun
Northeast Heavy Machinery College, Shenyang
Hunan University, Changsha
Zhenjiang Agricultural Machinery College
Hefei Industrial University, Hefei
North China Agricultural Mechanization College,
Beijing
Shipbuilding Colleges (Sixth Ministry of
Machine-building)
Shanghai Jiaotong (Chiao-t'ung) University
Harbin Shipbuilding College
Aeronautics Colleges (Seventh Ministry of Machine-
building)
Beijing Aeronautical Engineering College
Nanjing Aeronautical Engineering College
Electronics and Telecommunications
(Fourth Ministry of Machine-building)
Chengdu Telecommunications Engineering College
Northwest Telecommunications Engineering College,
Xi'an
(Ministry of Post arad Telecommunications)
Beijing Post and Telecommunications College
Light Industry (Ministry ofLight Industry)
Shanghai Textile Engineering College
Northwest Light Industry College, Xi'an (?)
Hubei Construction Industry College, Wuhan
Transportation (Ministry ofCommunications)
Dallen Maritime College
Northem Jiaotong (Chiao-t'ung) University,
Beijing




Beijing Iron and Steel College
Northeast Engineering College, Shenyang
Central South Mining and Metallurgical College,
Changsha
(Ministry of Coal Industry)
Sichuan Mining College, Chengdu
Fuxin Coal Mining College (liaoning Province)
Chemical and Petrolewn Engineering Colleges
(Ministry of Petroleum Industry)
East China Petroleum College, Shanghai
Beijing Chemical Engineering College
Daqing (Ta-ch'ing) Petroleum College
(Ministry of Chemical Industry)
Guangdong Chemical Engineering College, Guangzhou
Shanghai Chemical Engineering College
Electric Power (now sepazate Ministries of Water Con-
servancy and of Electric Power)
East China Water Conservancy College (Shanghai)
Wuhan Hydroelectric Power College
Hebei Electric Power College, Shijiazhuang
Geology (State Bureau of Geology)
Wuhan Geological College
Changchun Geological College
Meteorology (State Bureau of Meteorology)
Nanjing Meteorological College
Oceanography (State Bureau of Oceanogruphy)
Shandong Oceanovaphic College, Qingdao
Agricultural and Forestry Colleges (Now separare min-
istries of Agriculture and of Forestry)
North China Agricultural University,
Zhuoxian (Hebei Province)
Yunnan Forestry College, Kunming
(Kiangsi) Jiangsi Communist Labor University





Medical Colleges (Ministry of Public Health )
Beijing College of Chinese Medicine
Beijing Medical College
Shanghai No. 1 Medical College
Zhongshan (Chungshan) Medical College,
Guangzhou
Sichuan Medical College, Chengdu
Miscellaneous
Beijing Foreip Languages Institute
Wuhan Sur/eying and Cartography College
Shanghai Foreip Languages Institute
Southwest Political and Law College, Chongqing
Beijing Foreip Trade College
Central Music College, Beijing
Beijing Physical Culture College
Central Nationalities College, Beijing
The list indicates the city in which the institution is located if it
is not par: of its name. We have standardized the term xueyuan
as college and daxue as university with the exception of the two
foreign languages institutions (xueyuan) which have long been
known in English as "institutes."
Fudan University, Shanghai
Fudan is a comprehensive university which was
founded in 1905. The university's president is mathema-
tician Su Buqing, who is also Chairman of the Shanghai
branch of the Scientific and Technical Association. Pro-
fessors Tan Jiazhen, Cal Shangsi, Xie Xide, Liu Boquan,
Cai Zuquan, and Zheng Ziwen are the university's vice
presidents.
Faculty: Fudan's teaching staff currently numbers
around 2,100. Of these, 200 have full or
associate professor status; 850 are lec-
turers.
Students: Total enrollment for the 1979-80 aca-
demic year is 3,848.
library: Library holdings include approximately
1,650,000 books. Total holdings including
newspapers and periodicals are around
2,000,000 volumes.
Departments: The university has two faculties, liberal
arts with seven departments and sciences
having six departments.
Liberal Chinese Language and Literature



















Nanjing University (Nanjing Daxue or Nanda) is a
comprehensive university of arts and sciences dating
from 1902. Kuang Yarning is Nanda'spresident; univer-
sity vice presidents include Zhang De, Gao Jiyu, Zhong
Shiqin, Fan Cunzhong, and Xu Fuji.
Faculty: Nanjing's teaching staff numbers 1,651.
There are 83 full professors, 69 associate
professors, 839 lecturers, 44 instructors
and 616 assistants.
Students: In 1978, Nanjing had 4,115 students en-
rolled, including 3,683 undergraduates,
156 post graduates, 228 younger teachers,
and 45 foreign students.
Library: The library holds a total of 2,700,000
volumes. Of the 1,300,000 books in Chi-
nese, 300,000 are rare, ancient volumes.
An additional 550,000 are boolcs in for-
eign languages and there are 850,000 news-
papers and periodicals. Approximately
800,000 volumes are held in departmental
libraries.
Departments: Nanjing University has 14 departments,
5 in liberal arts and 9 in natural sciences.
Liberal Chinese Language and Literature
Arts: History and Archeology
Philosophy
Economics











Institutes: Chemistry of Complex Compounds




Nankai University, alma mater of ¡ate Premier Zhou
Enlai, is a comprehensive university which was estab-
lished in 1919. Yang Shixian is currently Nankai's
president; Cui Ximo is the university's vice president.
Nankai's faculty totals 1,465, including
44 professors, 72 associate professors
and 654 lecturers.
There are currently 3,600 students and
200 "research students" enrolled.
Library holdings total 1,100,000 volumes.
The University has nine academic de-
partments of which four are on the sci-























Qinghua (Tsinghua) University, Beijing
Qinghua was founded in 1911 and is considered the
foremost technical and engineering college in China, cor-
responding roughly with M.I.T. or a large version of Cal
Tech. Liu Da is the university president, followed by
vice presidents He Dongchang, Hu Jili, Zhang Guangdou,




There are now 180 full and associate pro-
fessors. Total teaching staff, including
lecturers and assistants is near 2,800.
6,200 undergraduate students are cur-
rently enrolled. Graduate students now
number 600, a figure which wW gradually
increase.
Library: The university library contains 1,900,000
books and subscribes to 3,000 Chinese
and foreign periodicals.
Departments: The university has 12 departments in sci-
ence and engineering.












Research Qinghua has restored and established nine
Institutes: research institutes and laboratories and
is preparing to expand this number.
Zhejiang (Chekiang) University, Hangzhou
Founded in 1897, Zhejiang University is a major en-
gineering college which has recently come under the
leadership of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS),
a distinction shared with the Universities of Science and
Technology in Hofei, Haerbin and Chengdu. Qian San-
qiang, one of the vice presidents of the CAS, is president
of the university. Since Qian's duties keep him in Beijing
most of the time, the university's administration is pri-
marily in the hands of Vice President Yang Shilin.
Faculty: Total faculty members, including full and
associate professors, lecturers and assis-
tants, number 1,819.
Students: Enrollment for the 1979-80 academic year
is 6.549. Of this total, 6,128 are under-
graduate students and 421 are graduate
students.
library: The library contains 750,000 books and
about 10,000 kinds of current journal
and newspapers in Chinese and other
languages.












Materials Science and Engineering











comes back into fashion
in -China
In the late 1950i'and..early 60s, China
began to set up ,specal-sse/ective schools
to train the nation's top technicians and
administrators, During -; -the I Cultural
Revolution... these4were-,.; denounced as
" little treasure pagodas"- and abolished.
Sow, as China forges-ahead with plans for
modernization, highlYsz.-.selective schools
'have been rsintrothicerr tinder the.name -1
of "key" schools.
In no area can thealmost full circle
undergone by. China in the years strad-
dling the Cultural Revolution be seen
more clearly-----than in education.. The
elitist tendencies- of the 50s, which gave
way to .theegalitariatr excesses of the
mid-60s and 70s.- have.-now been revived
with greater. fervour .`t and conviction,
though the Chinese theinselves resist the
term " '
Academicv and other -intellectuals are
back in fayour....For.720 . years between
1957, when Mao Iaun.ched his anti-rightist
purge, -and 1977, when.the C.,ang of Four
was finally---"smaihed"..P they suffered
terrible. indignities and tribulations. Re-'
viled as the "stinking ninth category" of
the enemies. of- the .people, they Were
humiliated, banished to work in the fields.
tortured, i:nprisoned and murdered.
Those who survived have, now been
reunited -.with -their fanvilies, their jobs
have been returned, . their universities
reopened, and their repuuttions officially-
restored when Vice-Premier Deng
Xiaoping hailed them in, 1978 as the '
"brain workers" who serve socialism "as'
a part of the working', class ". .
Universities are again -able to select
their own students. The . competitive
examination,:abolishecLduring the Cul-
tural Revolution, was 'reintroduced two
years ago. Previouslyi-Only peasants and
workers who had been nominated by their
colleagues were--.eligible for' entry to
university. %. No,. academic nualifcations
were required. The quality of university
intake was often Yery- poor, and the
ourput not much better.' .
Now, universities are fiercely selective,
particularly the "key" universities which,
like "key" schools, 'ire allocated .extra
resources and.the best teachers. Less than
one per cent of young people in China
go on to highereducanon, .compared with
12.5 per cent in Britain, and about 40
per cent in the-United States and Japan..
Only one in 20 of the 5,000,000 students
. who applied- to university, last year was -
I awarded a place. By and large, only ,the
' very brightest get tn,_though the health
and political. attitudes of candidates may
be taken into.cansideration_together with
i their examination marks. And strings can
!sometimes
be pulled. -. ... .., .
Last September, 400 students! marched
through the streets of Peking in -protest
i against the alleged admission of candi-
dates through political connexions. It was
doubtless to allay such fears that Chair-
man Hua announced that his own daughter
had failed to get a university place.
Most of the students who now get into',
1
university come from the favoured key..
schools, and most of the pupils in such
schools are the children of .professionals
ana mute Goiter workers. Key. schools
account for less than 1 per cent of primary
schools and only S per cent of secondary
. schools. They are thus far more selective.
1 and in that 'sense "elitist", than gram-
. mar -schools in Britain, which catered on
average for the top 20 per cent of the
ability ,range. -
Selection for. key Schools is by examina-
tion. Some schools are more key than
others. Among 140,000 secondary schools,
just 20 have been singled out for extraspecial treatment directly under the
Ministry of Education. (Other key schools
come under the provincial or municipal
government...; _ .." 1 ._ -
A few 'are further favoured by being
"attached" to the best key universities.
This greatly increases the pupils' chances
of success of beine 'admitted to those
universities. Of the 60 pupils in the final
class of the secondary school attached to
1Peking
University, for example, 58 have
been offered places this year.
- When the tutiversity entrance examina-
- tions were first brought back, it was
agreed ,that some 20-30 per cent of stu-
dents should be allowed to enter univer-
sity direct front secondary school without
first having to serve time in the army, in
factories. or on the land Last year, onl
two years after that decision was taken,
two-thirds of the successful applicants
came straight from school. That propor-
tion seems likely to continue to grow.
The eulf between the intellectual and
the wortler, which the Cultural Revolu-
tion sought to close, is once again yawn.
ing syide. The long rail on the little
finger, the traditional mark of the Chinese
intellectual, is creeping back ir,to fashion.
Titles for university degrees are to be
awarded next year for the first time since
the Communists came to pols-et in 1949.
The Government has just decided to
increase the salary differentials between
academics and workers.
It was sttanze for sorne 01 ur who
arrived earlier this month in China, full
of naive preconceptions about socialist
egalitarianism, to heal Profess.:,r Ni Meng
Rsuing, a deputy director of Peking Uni-
versity, speak of the "problem" of miners
earning more than some senior academics.
A miner rnight earn 1001M) yuan a
month, he saie That was double the aver-
a're wage o4. a graduate secone3ry school
teacher or the starting salary of a univer-
sity lecturer. A lecturer required more
education than a miner, and his work
was more difficult and of greater value
to society. So he should be paie more than
a miner in accordance with the good
socalist p incpe of " to eaci. according
to his work", he explained.
Top pi ofessors may earn IT v. 340 yuan
a month, however, tbe same a:: Chairman
Mud himselfanother token el the high
. status accorded tft academics. There is no
income tax in China, so grose and take.
-home nay are the same. The difference in
real salai levels in China is much greater
than in Britain -
The social and economic gulf between
the intellectual and rhe worker or peasant
is exacerbated by the huge dis_parity in
educational opportunities in the country,
where SO per cent of the Population lives,
and in the tcrwns.
Ten years of schooling is usually pro-
vided in urban areas, while in the rural
areas five years is the norm, and even
that is not yet universal. Very few children
in rural areas ever reach university.
China has so far shied away from the
' creation of elite academic schools on the
Russian model. Boarding schools are pro-
vided only for eaildren gifted in the arts,
music, dance and sport; the academic key
schools have to select pupils from those
who live within travelling distance. There
are no highly selective specialist schools
In mathematics or the sciences as in Russia
though there are a few foreign. language
schools.
Within key schools, cooperation rather
than competition is stressed. Children are
awarded marks for the frequent tests th.y
are given, but their rank order is not
normally paraded in public. Bright children
are deliberately placed with slower
learners for working in small groups.
Pupils are not "streamed" or otherwise
separated into classes according to their
ability.
Nevertheless, China does appear to be
fostering an "elitist" education system
which, it would seem, must lead to the
creation of a new intellectual elite. How
does this square with socialist egalitarian
principles ? And is there not a danger that
present policies could lead to conditions
similar to those which helped to spark off
the Cultural Revolution ?
iiiiiiiiit=1:11211i1MAINZEZ3modiag
Professor Ni explained that China needed
its intellectuals to help to build socialism.
"We recognize the danger of a split be.
tween intellectuals and workers, but we
feel that the split is one of attitude, and
not one arising from a physical seoaration.
So long as intellectuals have the right
attitude and are wcrking to build up
socialism, that is all right
'
' he said.
Mr Jiang Nanxiang, the Minister .of
Education, in an interview with British
education correspondents in Peking earlier
this month, denied that Cline was creating
an elitist education system..:The deeision
to establish key schools and universities
arose out of a study of the economic
realities in China, he said.
The 11 years of the Cultural Revelation
hacl taken a heavy toll in education. Build-ings, books and equipment .had been
destroyed; teachers had not been uained;
academics had had to abandon their srudies
and researcii. China was a long way behind
developed nations, and was anxicus tocatch up. Yet resources were severely
restricted.
That was why the Government decided
to concentrate the available resources on
a small percentage of schools, so as to runat least those well. But key schools were
not intended to be a permanent feature of
the Chinese education system, le claimed.
The Government intended to raise every
school to the level crf a key school. It
would, however, be a long process.
Diana Geddes
Education Correspondent
CHOU JUNG-HSIN AND CHINESE EDUCATION by John Gardner
On August 28, it was officially reported that a solemn meeting had been held at
the Papaoshan Cemetery for Revolutionaries in Peking to pay tribute to Chou Jung-hsin
(WM), Minister of Education from 1975 to 1976. Hua Kuo-feng (*MIR) sent a
wreath, and Teng Hsiao-p'ing (11g/4) and Li Hsien-nien (***) were among the
thousand leaders, colleagues, and friends who assembled. Deputy Premier Ku Mu
(titt) eulogized Chou as a "fine member of the Chinese Communist Party" who had
carried out "fruitful work" as minister.I
It was a moving occasion, given added poignancy by the fact that this was not
only the first official acknowledgment of Chou Jung-hsin's death, but was the first
time his name had been mentioned in the press since he attended the memorial service
for Chou En-lai (74B.31E) on January 15, 1976. Three months later, on April 13,
Chou Jung-hsin died. At that time he was in disgrace, having been accused of launching
a "right deviationist wind to reverse correct verdicts on the revolution in education,"
and his passing went unmarked.
His posthumous rehabilitation is important for more than "human interest"
reasons, for it is abundantly clear that the policies for which he fought in 1975 constitute
the basis of the educational reforms that are now being given tangible expression in
China. His political influence on educational matters is, therefore, exactly analogous
to that of Teng Hsiao-p'ing in the fields of industrial and scientific development
John Gardner is Senior Lecturer in Government at the University of Manchester ht England.
Chou's rehabilitation also puts an-
other nail in the coffin of the "gang of
four" and their supporters. They stand
accused of having fabricated the charges
against him, of hounding a sick man to
an early grave, and of attempting to
cover up their "criminal responsibility"
by falsifying reports on the cause of his
death. Ch'ih Ch'iin (iat), alleged to be
one of the supporters of the "gang of
four," has been singled out for special
attention in this regard. A Boller of
the 8341 Unit, Ch'ih entered academic
life as the head of a propaganda team
sent into Tsinghua University. As chair-
man of the university's Revolutionary
Committee, as deputy head of the Science
and Education Group (SEG) under the
State Council, and subsequently as a
leading member of the Ministry of
Education, Ch'ih was the most important
Leftist figure in educational affairs.
Reportedly arrested in October 1976,
he has since been reviled in many articles
discussing the activities of the gang's
"sinister lieutenant." Now he has been
officially named.2
In January 1975, the Fourth
National People's Congress re-established
the Ministry of Education (which had
ceased to function in 1967), and abolished
the SEG which had exercised responsi-
bility for education since 1971. In some
respects this organizational change was
of little significance, as the men who
headed SEG a mixture of veteran
educational administrators like Hu
Shou-hsin (tiMk) and radicals like Ch'ih
Chitin simply reappeared as "respon-
sible persons" in the ministry. But
Chou Jung-hsO's appointment as minis-
ter heralded ffiat changes were in the
offing.
A Party member since 1937, Chou
had considerable experience in both
I
education and administration. He served
as principal of Chekiang University from
1959-61 and was a Deputy Minister of
Education in the early 1960's. His
obvious forte for administrative work
brought him increasingly responsible
positions in the State Council Secretariat,
culminating in his formal appointment as
Secretary-General in 1965. As the man
in charge of the day-to-day adminis-
tration of the highest organ of the State
bureaucracy, he was in effect Chou
En-lai's personal assistant and it is safe
tò assume that their relations were dose
and cordia1.3
Like so many of the Premier's
associates, Chou was attacked as a
"capitalist roader" in 1967 and dis-
appeared from view. Ironically, one
charge made against him at the time was
that he had opposed the increasing in-
fluence of Chiang Ch'ing (Mik).4 By
1973, he had joined the growing band of
those "restored from obscurity" by the
Premier, and began to be identified as a
"leading member" of the Academy of
Sciences. He was, therefore, a man
likely to take a somewhat jaundiced view
of the Cultural Revolution, and his
appointment as Minister, obviously con-
nected with the Premier's final attanpt
to launch the "four modernizations,"
gave him the opportunity to initiate
policies that would correct the excesses
of the Left in educational circles.
Due to the extreme secrecy in which
Chinese officialdom conducts contro-
versial debates and to the dominance of
the media by the "gang of four," there
is little in the contemporary published
record to indicate that a major reform
drive was underway in 1975. Most of
what we know comes from the version of
events given by Chou's detractors a few
months later. In this particular instance,
however, we are fortunate in having
access to a considerable amount of
material that was never officially publish-
ed, and that goes far beyond the distorted
and brief snippets of his speeches that
found their way into the official press.
Because of this, there is no need to wait
for posthumous accounts (which are now
beginning to appear) to present a reason-
ably accurate picture of what happened in
1975, when the Minister made a number
of damning observations on the educa-
tional situation and advocated reforms.'
The Minister's Talks6
Between
May and October 1975,
Chou Jung-hsin gave formal
speeches or participated in discussions
on education on at least nine major
occasions, both in his ministry and at
educational conferences elsewhere (see
Appendix for excerpts from Chou's
speeches and remarks). In these, he
expressed great concern at the lack of
attention given to "culture" (wen-/usa),
a term probably best translated in this
context as "academic subjects" or "intel-
lectual matters." The basic problem, he
believed, was that "no one actually
studies." A situation had arisen in
which "when one speaks of education,
one could say that it isn't worth a
cigarette butt." It was, of course,
correct that students put aside the notion
"intellectual education in first place," but
the injunction "do not study culture"
must never be substituted for it. It was
absurd to talk of the "four moderni-
zations" without being willing to discuss
matters of professional competence.
The "principal deviation," he said,
was that theory was ignored. By 1975
the emphasis was on "practice-practice-
practice" and the neglect of formal
instruction had had alarming conse-
quences, especially at the tertiary level.
Chou did not reject the value of
institutions for "practical" subjects such
as the Ch'ao-yang Agricultural College or
the "July 21" University of the Shanghai
Machine Tools Plant,7 but he questioned
the general applicability of such models:
they were useful in disseminating know-
ledge, but they were unsuitable when it
came to raising standards.
In the major universities, Chou
found that standards were "really low"
actually no higher than those that had
been achieved in technical midclle schools
before 1966. On the campuses there
was "no more culture, no more theory,
no more scientific research." Overem-
phasis on practice had led to a complete
reversal in the respective positions of
pure and applied sciences, compared
with the situation before the Cultural
Revolution. Moreover, on the scientific
front, he felt, "no one bothers with
centers of excellence anymore." He
emphasized that training people in
technical skills was "not just a question
of quantity, but also of quality."
The Minister also found fault with
"open-door schooling" (kai-men pan-
heath), although his objections were
more concerned with the vray in which
the principle was applied than with the
principle itself. He ridiculed schools
that had announced the intention of
achieving self-sufficiency, and criticized
arts faculties that made their students
spend a lot of time in manual labor.
He noted that in the Leftist stronghold
in Liaoning of Mao Tse-tung's (WSI)
nephew, Mao Yiian-hsinlifi), stu-
dents had complained of the excessive
amount of time they were required to
spend in labor, pointing out that they
were not workers.°
Enrolling university students whose
"cultural level" was too low was a
further manifestation of "ultra-Left"
policy in Chou's eyes, as was the blanket
insistence that all students spend at least
two years in "productive labor" before
going to university. In the case of those
studying foreign languages and certain
sciences, such a long break, he argued,
could well be detrimental, for they would
forget everything they had learned in
middle school. Chou also recommended
that less use be made of unqualified
instructors. Peasants could certainly
"mount the rostrum" to discourse on
"politics and leeks," but for them to
speak on the "use of litmus paper" was
quite another matter.
The intrusion of politics into all
aspects of the curriculum also aroused
his anger. Too many people regarded
political and professional competence as
opposites, rather than appreciating that
they were complementary and inseparable
attributes of the socialist intellectual. He
reminded his listeners that the correct
formula was to be both "red and expert"
(yu-hung yu-chuan).
A further problem he identified was
the serious misuse of youthful talent.
Zealous rejection of the Confucian notion
of "studying to become an official" had
resulted in many students being assigned
to menial tasks on graduation. If
vaduates were to be nothing more than
laborers, what incentive did they have
to study ? For that matter, why bother
to send them to university at all ? China
had a desperate need for technical cadres
who were, of course, "officials." The
correct policy, then, was to teach students
to study in order to serve, rather than to
"study to become rich." It was the
latter that was a manifestation of capi-
talist ideology.
He also criticized the Ch'ao-yang
policy of sending graduates back to their
original work units. If generally applied
this could starve other units of skilled
manpower and, moreover, would result
in some graduates being assigned to
totally unsuitable jobs.
Chou's speeches frequently men-
tioned the intellectuals, who should have
constituted the "natural" defenders of
academic standards and rationalism in
educational work, but who had become
demoralized not only as a result of the
upheavals of the late 1960's but because
of what had happened thereafter. Despite
attempts to encourage such people in
1972, the "gang of four" had mounted a
campaign of further criticism in 1973 and
1974. Although only about 10 per cent
of all China's teachers had been trained
before 1949, many were still accused of
being "bourgeois." Thus, Ch'ih
had asserted that those who had graduated
before 1966 had "basically played the
role of subverting the economic base of
socialism."9
Chou Jung-hsin condemned the
tendency, prevalent among Leftist edu-
cational administrators, to criticize intel-
lectuals at every opportunity. This was
contrary to Mao's celebrated analysis of
1957, in which the Chairman had con-
cluded that most intellectuals could and
would serve the cause of socialism. In
a swipe at Mao Yiian-hsin, who is known
to have popularized the phrase, Chou
remarked that "Chairman Mao never
said that schools should be tools of the
dictatorship of the proletariat."" Indeed,
it was Mao who had said that the "revo-
lution in education" was primarily a
question of teachers, as Chou wryly
observed. How could, they be expected
to show initiative and enthusiasm when
they were continually subjected to abuse?
-
In attempting to identify the root
cause of these problems, Chou had to
speak very carefully the post-Cultural
Revolution policies had been laid down
at the National Conference on Edu-
cational Work in 1971" with the ap-
proval of both Mao Tse-tung and Chou
En-lai. He was, therefore, quick to
"affirm" the achievements of the "revo-
lution in education," and to place the
blame on subsequent distortions and
"interference." Although he called for
a full investigation to ascertain what had
gone wrong, Chou himself revealed that
the fault lay with "those who administer
education." Whether or not he chose
to name names is unclear, but his targets
obviously were such people as Ch'ih
Ch'iin, Hsieh Ching-i (II), a vice
chairman of Tsinghua University, and
Chou Hung-pao (M), a progapanda
team worker-member at Shanghai's
T'ungchi University who had become a
"leading member" of the Ministry of
Education.
These people were guilty of
"rampant metaphysics" (extreme one-
sidedness). In order to correct abuses in
the old educational system they had gone
too far in the opposite direction. They
refused to listen to others, claimed that
they "only wanted to hear the words of
Chairman Mao," and distorted Mao's
teachings, either because of "confusion"
or malice. Like Lin Piso (*X) before
them, they claimed that the situation
was excellent and launched "random
attacks" on any who might disagree.
Apart from being "metaphysical" they
were also ignorant, and Chou urged that
they give way to professionals.
Chou and the Printed Word
Tn the autumn, Chou wrote (or commis-
' sioned) two articles that were published
in the tenth issue in 1975 of the Bulktin
of the Revolution in Education (Chiao-yii
ko-ming t'ung-hsiin). This journal, which
is rarely available to foreigners, has been
published since at least 1973 and appears
to be the successor to People's Education
(Jen-snin chiao-yii). Fortunately, a text
of these particular articles is available.12
One of the articles dealt with the
training of "revolutionary successors"
and, amidst the usual genuflections to
the Cultural Revolution, made a strong
case for raising academic standards along
the lines discussed above. J.f matters
were not put right, it said, "we will
inevitably retard the four moderniza-
tions, pulling them by the hindlegs." In
accordance with Mao's instructions,
China needed to train an "enormous
contingent" of professors, teachers,
researchers, journalists, literary men,
artists, and Mancist theorists."
The second article was particularly
interesting as it was ostensibly a refutation
of John Dewey, the great American
pedagogue." Although the author scarce-
ly mentioned China, he was, in fact,
making a thinly disguised attack on both
the excessive emphasis given to practice
and the campaigns to undermine the
"absolute authority of the teacher,"
which were having a serious effect on
discipline in middle schools. The article
noted that capitalist societies had been
faced with a dilemma. In order to
obtain the maximum profit from the
blood and sweat of the workers, the
workers had to be taught "certain knowl-
edge and techniques." But the bou r-
geoisie knew that the workers were
"gunpowder" and knowledge was the
"spark". Dewey's contribution to capi-
talism, therefore, was to provide a
pedagogical justification for restricting
the workers' access to education.
Dewey, according to the author,
justified withholding theoretical edu-
cation from the workers by arguing that
only a minority the children of the
ruling class were capable of benefiting
from intellectual education. Since the
majority the children of the workers
could cope only with "limited practi-
calities," providing them with "pure
knowledge" presented "no advantage for
society." Hence, Dewey's concept of
"learning by doing" was nothing but
"the ideological reflection of the bour-
geois fear of science and its hatred for
the truth." It required only the acqui-
sition of experience and was "opposed
to the elevation of theoretical matters"
in educational work.
The workers, therefore, would learn
useful techniques to equip them for their
role as cogs in the industrial machine,
but they would never develop a greater
understanding of the world around them
that would serve to spark off a revolution-
ary explosion. Lenin, of course, had
seen through this from the start as a
bourgeois attempt to ensure that nothing
should disturb "their peace and idleness."
Dewey's ideas poisoned the minds
of the young by making them believe
that "usefulness is truth" and that "book
knowledge" was fundamentally opposed
to practical life. Even socialist peda-
gogues had been contaminated. Hence,
Chou was suggesting that no real socialist
society would ever behave in so contemp-
tible a manner, and his article was a
tongue-in-cheek criticism of the "gang
of four" approach, suggesting that they
wanted a docile and malleable work force
unable to resist elite manipulation.
Similarly, Dewey was charged with
departing from the "correct" position of
regarding teacher-student relations as a
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partnership in which teachers were the
senior partners and were able to operate
within a properly structured environ-
ment. His concern for "child-centered
education" led him to advocate that it was
necessary "to let the child develop freely
according to its instinct and interests."
Schools existed only. to "arrange the
atmosphere, provide the materials, and
permit the free activity of the child,
starting from the child's interests and
special needs."
To "deceive the masses," Dewey
opposed the concepts of "books at the
center" and "teacher at the center." For
him, the teacher was nothing but an
observer and assistant. He replaced the
authoritarian attitudes of earlier peda-
gogues with a spurious "lcindness," but
was equally guilty of suppression because
he denied the child access to knowledge
for which formal, structured teaching
was essential. Dewey had likened his
methods to a "Copernican Revolution"
in which the educational system revolved
around the child and, as Chou acidly
observed, "people like Lin Piao" had
used the same analogy to undermine
discipline in the classroom.
The Minister was, in fact, criticizing
developments since the autumn of 1973.
At that time, publicity- was given to
several cases in which middle school
students criticized their teachers' han-
dling of school examinations and, in
December, the Left launched Huang
Shuai (11t147) as a national model in "going
against the tide." A Peking primary
school pupil, she had been harshly treated
by her teacher for criticizing him, and
.eventually wrote to the press. Her case
was taken up by the "gang of four," who
took a rare incident and used it to justify
a general assault on the Confucian notion
of the "absolute authority of the teacher,"
claiming that such "bourgeois suppres-
sion" was widespread.
In fact, there was already a problem
of school discipline at this time. Among
the factors responsible for discipline
problems were the increased numbers of
middle school students drawn from
"good" class backgrounds, a number of
whom were cadres' children; the lack of
incentive to study academic subjects
because of both restricted opportunities
for higher education and the constant
criticism of "studying behind closed
doors"; and the unwillingness of znany
teachers to risk accusation of "bourgeois"
behavior after what they had experienced
in the Cultural Revolution." The cam-
paigns built around Huang Shuai and
similar cases worsened this situation and,
although it must not be exaggerated, in
a few schools there were cases of vandal-
ism and hooliganism. Chou's views
were, therefore, a necessary corrective.
The Minister's line on school dis-
cipline was given nationwide publicity
through his adoption of the Tachai school
as a "model," although it was never
openly stated that he was the person
responsible. An article extolling the
school's virtues made a special point of
emphasizing that the students, and
especially cadres' children, were kept
firmly in their place and that the teachers
there obeyed the old proverb "strictness
means love and leniency will bring harm."
In contrast to the praise heaped on
Huang Shuai, in Tachai it was noted
that "students are likely to be capricious
in their thinking" and were not au-
tomatically endowed with proletarian
virtues.16
A "Right Deviationist Wind"
rhou's talks and writings had a
%- marked effect on many teachers at
all levels, who were elated by the new
emphasis. A number spoke out in sup-
port and, it would appear, this inevitably
included some who were less guarded
than he had been. Chiang Nan-hsiang
(PM), a former Minister of Higher
Education, is alleged to have said that
universities might have "college edu-
cation" on their signboards, but they
followed a middle school cuiriculum for
the benefit of primary school graduates.
Others began to advocate establishment
of special schools to train scientists,
direct entry to university for a number
of students, and a return to many other
"revisionist" practices of the Liu
Shao-ch'i (11111>li) era."
Not surprisingly, the Left viewed
this trend as anathema. As early as
August 1975, Chou referred to a counter-
attack by "metaphysicians," noting that
one of them (presumably Ch'ih
wished to replace him as minister.
Matters came to a head in November,
when Mao returned two letters written to
him by a group of academic administra-
tors, headed by Liu Ping (11110:), to
Tsinghua University. These letters criti-
cized Ch'ih Ch'iin for obstructing the
introduction of much needed improve-
ments." Mao, however, returned them
without comment and called for a great
debate to resolve the issue.
The Left waited until Chou
junphsin was conveniently in Africa on
a protocol visit, and then on November
18, Ch'ih Ch'iin launched a poster aun-
paign apinst him. It began at Tsinghua
and quickly spread to other campuses
and to the media. An early victim was
the Bulletin of the Revolution in Education,
which published in its December 1975
issue a grovelling apology for the articles
it had carried in its tenth issue. On
December 20, foreign correspondents
were taken to Tsinghua to read the
writing on the wall, and on December 26,
Chang T'ieh-sheng (Met), the Liaoning
student whose "principled" resistance to
entrance examinations had earned him a
college pace and much influence, also
contributed to the attack.
In January 1976, Chou Jung-hsin's
position .was drastically weakened with
the death of his patron Chou En-lai. In
the same month commenced the cam-
paign against Teng Hsiao-p'ing, which
had a strong academic content. In the
sununer of 1975, Teng had played a
major part in attempting to reform
radically the work of the Academy- of
Sciences, and had personally supervised
the production of a highly critical "Out-
line Report" on its work, which advocated
the raising of standards." As a leading
member of the Academy, Chou had
participated in this move, and was
clearly associated with Teng. AlthoUgh
never formally removed from office, the
Minister's control over educational work
had probably ceased by the end of
January, and the ministry fell into the
hands of a "provisional leading group"
led by Ch'ih Ch'iin." The Left's attacks
on the "right deviationist wind" con-
tinued after Chou's death in April 1976,
and only ceased with the arrest of the
"gang of four."
Rehabilitation and New Directions
rh'ih Ch'iin and Hsieh Ching-i were
1h-, reportedly arrested in October 1976,
and other leading Leftists in education
also disappeared from view at that time.
In November the press began to publish
articles attadcing the "gang of four" for
their "crimes" in education and, by the
simple process of reversing the charges
made against them, one could predict
that changes were imminent and that the
new policies would be similar, if not
identical, to those advocated by Chou
Jung-hsin.
It was not, however, until the late
summer of 1977 that the Chinese press
began both to allude to the holding of
national conferences on education and to
publish detailed accounts of pon'tive
proposals for reform. This delay was
puzzling in view of the numerous and
well-publicized conferences to rectify the
situation in other policy arenas, and
particularly because of the massive cover-
age given to the reform of Chinese
science. As early as March, the press
had indicated that the "Outline Report"
was a "fragrant flower" and not a
"poisonous weed," and subsequent arti-
cles made this point in increasing detail.
At the same time, the press began to
report with approval the convening of
scientific conferences on such highly
esoteric and theoretical subjects as high
energy physics, a far cry from the "inter-
mediate technology" concerns of a year
before.2' As People's Daily pointed out
on April 3,.
Research and development in high
energy physics directly or indirectly
affects other academic developments,
and various other branches of the
national economy. Therefore, we
must make even greater efforts to
develop it... Science is dovm-to-
earth know1edge.22
A significant feature of such conferences
was the participation of many elderly
scientists who had been trained abroad
long before 1949, and who urged their
younger colleagues to become not only
"expert" but "authorities" on their
subjects.23
The long-awaited official rehabili-
tation of Teng Hsiao-p'ing in July would
seem to hold the answer to the delay in
taking action on the educational front.24
As a condition for returning to public
life Teng obviously insisted that the
policies with which he was associated in
1975 be "rehabilitated" as well. For
some months before his formal reap-
pearance, he had in fact been directing the
new drive to raise scientific standards
and, from July, had assumed special
responsibility for educational work as
well. A national conference on education
had been in progress for some time before
Teng reappeared. However, because of
the persecutions suffered by many intel-
lectuals under the "gang of four," partic-
ipants had played safe, confining their
deliberations to the strengths and weak-
nesses of educational policies before 1966.
At the time of his return, Teng
personally intervened. He addressed the
conference and criticized the participants
for their lack of courage. Pointing out
that his own frankness on previous
occasions had resulted in only temporary
personal setbacks, he urged others to
emulate it. Suitably encouraged, the
educators at the conference immediately
began to put forward positive proposals.
In August, a Red Flag article by
Lin Chin-jan (#flit) entitled "We Must
Push Education Fonvard"25 stated that
the sabotage of educational standards by
the "gang of four" had not only harmed
young people but had led to a situation
in which the number of qualified young-
sters fell far short of the State's require-
ments at the time. Instead of describing
schools as "tools of the dictatorship of
the proletariat," it described them more
prosaically as "places where qualified
people are trained" and emphasized that
the schools' job was to "perfect skills"
needed in the building of socialism as
well as to give students a "firm socialist
orientation." The younger generation
must be made "truly" red and expert,
and this meant "taking study as the main
task." Other subjects were to be learned,
but the article made it clear that the
amount of time given to nonacademic
matters was to be circumscribed.
In a similar vein, the article treated
"open-door schooling" as Chou
Jung-hsin had done it was important,
but must not be regarded as a substitute
for book knowledge. The author point-
ed out that Mao himself had recognized
this, supporting his contention with the
appropriate quotation:
All real knowledge derives from
direct experience. But it is im-
possible for one to have direct
experience of everything and, in
actual fact, most knowledge comes
from indirect experience.
An important task for the schools was,
therefore, systematically to teach students
the main points of the knowledge
accumulated by mankind within a fixed
period of time.
What this meant was more attention
to theory. Universities were to strength-
en teaching and research on basic
theory. The major universities, which
were "geared to the needs of the whole
country," were to pay full attention to
raising standards. They were to run
postgraduate courses and keep abreast of
the latest scientific developments at home
imd abroad. They were also to "quicken
the tempo" in building laboratories and
libraries. The Red Flag article stressed
that the question of scientific education
must be given priority as early as primary
school.
Although the article gave proper
praise to the role of "people-run" (mita-
pan) schools and "workers' universities,"
other accounts have indicated that it is
the formal institutions under the control
of the Ministry of Education that are
regarded as having the main role to play
in China's modernization. Thus, on
August 29, People's Daily reported that
a meeting of scientists, workers, and
young people had been convened by the
All-China Science and Technology Asso-
ciation at which middle school students
were encouraged to study mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and other basic
science courses well. This meeting
acknowledged that although some scien-
tific and technical personnel came directly
from production units, many others (and
particularly the most advanced) had been
trained in institutions of higher learning.
Moreover, whatever their backgrounds,
they were "invariably" influenced by the
middle school and primary education
they had received. Consequently,
schools at this level were to do everything
possible to awaken and develop scientific
interest among the young.26 A further
theme emphasized inr the past few months
is the development of "key schools" as
centers of academic excellence, which
presumably are to recruit their students
on the basis of high scientific ability."
The new emphasis on treating
intellectuals as valuable and valued mem-
bers of society has also received con-
siderable attention. The "png of four"
attacks on the "absolute authority of the
teacher" have been replaced by injunc-
tions that students must respect their
teachers. Teachers in turn must make
"necessary criticisms of students' wrong
words or deeds and help them correct
them." The revivil of the campaign to
emulate "Uncle" Lei Feng (MR) contains
the message that he "was attentive in
class and never up to mischief." In the
dassroom there must be "revolutionary
discipline."22
In September, Red Flag published
an article by Chou P'ei-yiian (Ring), one
of China's most distinguished scientists.
In it he discussed the 1972 drive to
improve the academic quality of univer-
sity entrants with which he was asso-
ciated. Writing of the attempt then
made to recruit more students in science,
engineering, and foreign languages direct-
ly from middle schools, he observed that
this was initiated by Premier Chou
En-lai in accordance with Mao's wishes,
and was "correct."29
Articles have since appeared on a
recently held national conference on
university enrollment work, which have
set out the new policies in some detail."
First, it is cle.ar that the net is being cast
as widely as possible. Workers., peasants,
educated youths in the countryside,
demobilized armymen, and cadres are
eligible to apply. These people have
naturally satisfied the requirement to
have work experience before going to
university, which has been a standard
feature of admissions policy since the
Cultural Revolution. But those who have
just graduated from senior middle schools
are also invited to apply as are, moreover,
outstanding school students who have
yet to graduate. Another interesting
group, specifically mentioned, is those
1966 and 1967 senior middle school
graduates who therefore received their
formal schooling in the days of the "Liu
Shao-ch'i line" (which, it is now inferred,
was in no way as bad as the "png of four"
sought to make out), and who had their
university education interrupted by the
Cultural Revolution. For these ap-
plicants, the age "ceiling" of 25 has been
raised to 30, and the requirement that
students be unmarried has been waived.
-
Second, the need for a high standard
of academic attainment is being stressed.
Applicants must have had senior middle
school education or its equivalent in
order to be considered.
Third, the power of the basic units
in screening applicants has been di-
minished in favor of a system that gives
much more influence to higher level
authorities. Candidates will file their ap-
plications with their own units, but it
appears that the latter only have the right
to screen them in terms of the general
requirements listed above. Those that
satisfy these criteria are passed to a
county- or district-level enrollment
committee for further checking, after
which candidates will take a standard
entrance examination. On satisfactorily
demonstrating academic competence, ap-
plicants will be subject to political and
physical examinations and, ultimately,
will be admitted to university.
Given the limited number of univer-
sity places, competition will be extremely
intense. A report from Inner Mongolia
indicated that 100,000 applications have
already been received for a mere 4,000
places, and the national average of
applications to places may well exceed a
ratio of over 30:1. The days when
Chang T'ieh-sheng's blank test paper WaS
viewed as an acceptable qualification are
clearly over.
At university, most students will
study science subjects, and fust-degree
courses have been extended to five years.
Provision for postgraduate studies is also
increasing, with the research institutes of
the Academy of Sciences joining the
major universities in drawing up plans
to recruit postgraduates this winter. The
Chinese University of Science and Tech-
nology, which is directly controlled by
the Academy, has set up a special research
college in Peking.3' On completing their
studies, graduates will be assigned to
jobs in accordance with the needs of the
State. It has been made dear that far
fewer will be sent back to the conununes
than was previously the case.
Conclusion
rrhe new policies, then, are those
I advocated by Chou Jung-hsin two
years ago, and his posthumous reha-
bilitation is a recognition of this. It is
possible to regard such changes as a
rejection of Mao's views on education,
but it would be premature to do so. One
problem we face is to determine which
of the many statements he made on
education should be regarded as "typical"
representations of his opinions. This is
compounded by our ignorance of the
Chairman's real role in the last years of
his life. The "gang of four" was able
to legitimize Leftist policies by recourse
to many laconic "instructions," and we
have no way of knowing if they were
lifted out of context or, for that matter,
were even genuine. As custodians of
Mao's thought, Hua Kuo-feng and his
colleagues have produced a post hoc and
posthumous version of Mao's views that
differs substantially from that presented
a couple of years ago. To what extent
the new approach deserves to be called
"Maoist" is an academic question in
more than one sense. It certainly can
be (and is being) justified by extensive
quotations from the corpus of his
writings and speeches.
The real question is how far the
change of emphasis will go. Up to now
the shift in policy can be justified as
nothing more than a necessary corrective
to the Leftist excesses of the Cultural
Revolution and a desire to ensure China
does indeed "walk on two legs" instead
of limping on one. Many of the edu-
cational policies of the past decade are,
when stripped of their political content,
based on principles that have been part










Selected statements of Chou Jung-hsin from the Tel Quel (TQ)
and Vento ckll'est (VE) collections
education for years, and were widely
regarded as being particularly suitable
for the needs of a developing country.
It will be a retrograde step if revulsion
against the "gang of four" leads China's
educators to reject completely the positive
legacy of the period.
Since the Cultural Revolution the problem of the Revolution in Education
has not been properly resolved. To say that the revisionist line has dominated
the politics of education for seventeen years because of the disorders in Liu
Shao-ch'i's line is correct. But the disorders in Lin Piao's line are not minor.
We must not neglect [dealing with] Lin Piao's excesses. In this respect
our work has been inadequate and this pernicious influence has been spread
throughout educational circles. It is not correct to speak only of the "seven-
teen years" without mentioning Lin Piao's line. (July 23, 1975)
Metaphysics [i.e. extreme one-sidedness] is rampant on the educational front.
(July 10, 1975)
At this time, when one speaks of education, one could say that it isn't worth
a cigarette butt. (May 7, 1975)
These days, the standard of our universities is no higher than that of the old
technical middle schools, either in terms of politics or professional competence.
(October 20, 1975)
In the universities now: no more culture, no more theory, no more scientific
research. (No date)
It must not be that there is no theory. The system before was "theory-
practice-theory." Now it is "practice-practice-practice." Is this right ?
(October 20, 1975)
In creating universities, one must not think only of actual [i.e. present] needs.
No one [today] is thinking of what we will need in ten years' time. (July
22, 1975)
TQ We must choose good middle school students and allow them to enter univer-
sity directly. We have not been doing this in recent years. Next year, we
must not fail to do it. (September 9, 1975).
Source
TQ The intellectuals must be treated correctly. We must not, on the one hand,
use them to teach and, on the other, treat them as stinking intellectuals.
How can they continue to teach well under such conditions? (August 13,
1975)
TQ Is it correct to treat all intellectuals as bourgeois intellectuals? There are
some people who don't take any notice of the way in which the Chairman
says certain things and who explain what he says in any way they choose.
(October 20, 1975)
TQ If one places thoughtless emphasis on the principle "from the commune, to
the commune," how will the needs of other departmcnts be satisfied? (May
7, 1975)
TQ Doesn't the principle of "open-door schooling" just mean using people as
a labor force? (July 22, 1975)
TQ Students are chosen from among the workers. Why is it necessary for them,
upon graduation, to return to being ordinary workers for several years before
being promoted to technicians ? What's the use of having been to university ?
(July 22, 1975)
VE When I speak like this there are people who attack me, saying that it is right-
wing opportunism; today there are deviations that interfere with*the revolution-
ary line of Chairman Mao. I am not afraid. The fact is that it is necessary
to have a turning point. I am not afraid if they make me destitute. I can
become an official or even a simple citizen... We must find the cause of the
problems of these last few years. During these past years there really have
been some negative influences. The danger of these years is that, in the
field of education, no one actually studies. (October 20, 1975)
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Dec. 22, 1967, in Survey o/ China Mainland
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The most detailed account of the Minister's
remarks appeared in Peking wall posters,
and was copied down by foreign students.
The fullest account is vailable only in
hallan. See Vento dell'est (East Wind,
Milan), no. 41 (1976), pp. 112-23. 1 am
indebted to David Charnbers of the Uni-
versity of Bristol for providing me with a
translation. A shorter but similar com-
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The Shanghai Machine Tools Plant's
"July 21" University became a major model
it 1968. VVhen I visited it in April 1976, it
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itineries that visitors were presented with
glossy brochures in English, colored photo-
graphs of leading workers, and so forth.
Ch'ao-yang achieved fame much later. In
December 1974, a meeting was held there
at which Ch'ih Ch'iln and Mao Yilan-hsin
made speeches, after which it achieved
'massive publicity as a "model" in 1975.
The case of the Liaoning students was
discussed in Liaoning Daily (Apr. 23, 1975)
in SWBIFE (Apr. 30, 1975).
Peopk's Daily (Feb. 22, 1977).
The phrase Ivas Lenin's.
The existence of this conference is known
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vague references in press articles and radio
broadcasts over the years. One of these
reveals that Chou En-lai was present, but
virtually nothing is known about the con-
ferentie except that it was held and that it
laid doom formal guidelines for the "revo-
lution in education." Failure to publish
details of what was obviously a vitally
important meetingts that it was a
particularly stormy illaular.s
This issue was obtained by the Italian
students and the two articles are translated
in the Vento *West collection.
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the Proletarian Revolutionary Cause," ibid.,
pp. 124-27. No author's name is given,
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the author.
"An Analysis of the Pragmatist Concept of
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Chou jung-hain.
A Chinese informant, who was working in
a university in Peking at the time, adamantly
insisted that Huarig Shuai's teacher must
have had an excellent class background, as
no one else would have dared to treat a
student harshly.
People's Daily (Aug. 7, 1975). A Chinese
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pointing out that it was well known in
Peking intellectual circles that the Minister
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Sun Yefang has made his
Mark On socialist political
economy. Early on he was
wrongly Criticized, a good
two years before the outbreak
of the Cultural Revolution.
Later, he was thrown into pri-
son and detained for as long as
seven years without a single
valid count against him. But
he did not give in. Removed
from his official post, he had no
wish to give up his views; in
jail, he continued his research
work and writing, with amaz-
ing pertinacity; rehabilitated,
he is now working harder still,
day in, day out. He is one from
the older generation of working
class intellectuals nurtured by
the Party.
Seventy-two-year-old Sun
Yefang joined the Chinese
Communist Party in 1924, was
sent to study in Moscow and
took up political economy upon
his return from the Soviet
Union. After the countrywide
liberation, he was once vice-
director of the State Statistical
Bureau and director of the
Institute of Economics.
He is at once a scholar and a
man of action. 'Through practice
and years of deliberation in the
field of theory, Sun Yefang has
brought up some fresh notions
on questions of socialist politi-
cal economy. He is of the
opinion that "planning and
statistics should be carried out
on the basis of the law of value,"
and once stated: "There may be
one thousand or even ten
thousand laws, but of all these
laws, the first one is the law of
value." He unequivocally em-
phasizes that profit should serve
Sun Tenn'.
as an overall standard for ex-
amining the success or failure
of the management of an enter-
prise. He stands for extending
more power to enterprises, and
so on and so forth. Today,
these viewpoints are being ac-
cepted by an increasing number
of researchers as well as-people
engaged in practical economic
work. But these very ideas had
in the past caused him to be
labelled as a protagonist of "put-
ting revisionist profits in com-
mand" and advocating "revi-
sionist enterprise autonomy."
"I don't care if I lose my life,
I don't mind if my name is com-
promised, but I will not aban-
don my views, and I want to
live on for the sake of the truth
which I uphold." That is what
Sun Yefang said.
A Unique Book
Published first in 1867, Marx's
Capita by 1971 was more than
a hundred years old. In those
years it was translated into
various languages and upwards
of ten million copies were print-
ed throughout the world. But
there is probably not another
copy like the one kept at Sun
Yefang's bedside in the cell. All
the more important chapters,
sections, passages and sentences
are marked with different kinds
of signs. Inside the pages there
are book-marks made of toilet
paper and candy-wrappers, in
different shapes and placed in
different positions. These mark-
ers and signs, which epitomize
his very fruitful ideas, make up
a "note book" which he alone
can decipher.
In Sun's second year in pri-
son, Lin Bian's plot was
brought to light and his plane
crashed when he tried to leave
the country and defect. After
that, life in the prison was
slightly better. Sun was even
allowed to read Marxist-Lenin-
ist works. Back in the early
1960s, he had already started
writing a book on socialist
political economy, having
worked out an outline and
made some drafts for a few
chapters. But very soon he
was under fire. When the great
cataclysm began in 1966, he
couldn't even find a quiet place
or a desk to work at. There in
prison, though a desk was no-
where in sight, he now at least
had found a place quiet enough.
So in his mind he started "writ-
ing" the book. Following the
introduction there are 22 chap-
ters and 183 sections, each one
of which underwent thorough
contemplation; every passage
was carefully measured, every
sentence precisely worded.
Economics on Both Sides
Of Om Bars
An economist was in prison,
so was Marxist economics.
Outside the prison walls the
pseudo-socialist economics of
Lin Mao and the gang of four
There Is Such An Economist
-
was at large. The time when
Sun Yefang's views on jsocialist
profit were being repudiated
again and again was also the
time when many enterprises in
the country dared not mention
pro. fit and when they were suf-
fering ever-mounting losses.
The time when his suggestions
for guiding economic work in
accordance with the law of
value were constantly under
fire was the very time when
our national economy was be-
ing penalized for violating
objective economic laws and
undermined to the verge of
collapse.
As Long as Hses Alive, He
Carnes On
In April 1975, Sun Yefang
left the prison in a car
released with no explanation,
just as he had been jailed with
no explanation.
The car took hirn to the In-
stitute of Economics and the
first thing he said to people
who carne to greet him when
he stepped out of the car was:
"One, I won't change my
mind. Two, I won't change
- 0.1
my profession. Three, I won't
change my views!" The gang
of four was still in power at
the time, Sun's friends were
concerned for his safety.
Sun Yefang was infuriated
by the distortion of Marxist
principles by the theoretical
swindlers then in control of
public opinion. So he started
reading Marxist classics even
more attentively, enumerating
the distortions Item by item
in order to expose them. He
considered it important to read
the works of Marx and Engels
in the original and with this
purpose in mind he persisted in
studying German despite his
advanced age and poor health.
Late at night when every-
thing was quiet, he .tossed in
bed, unable to sleep, concerned
as he -was with the affairs of
state and world events. As
one who joined the Party as
early as 1924, how could he
not feel worried about his
country and people when he
saw the battered national
economy?
The gang of four was toppled
in October 1976. The following
year the discussion of the cri-
terion for testing truth was
unfolded. After that, his
situation steadily improved,
enjoying once more the respect
and honour due to an econo-
mist with both insight and
backbone. The new Academy
of Social Sciences contemplated
appointing him director of the .
Institute of Economics. "Let a
younger man do it," he said,
"I'd rather be a rank and file
researcher. Give me time to
work on my book!"
Early every morning he gets
up and sits at his desk to write
down what he has worked out
in his mind. Day and night,
in winter as well as in summer,
he keeps researching and writ-
ing, with little rest. Now out-
side prison bars, this veteran
Communist is continuing the
task he began inside, dedicat-
ing the rest of his life to an
exploration of a road to so-
cialist modernization in the
Chinese way.
(Excerpts from a reportage
by Deng Jiarong, cor-
respondent of "Guangmtng
Ribao.")




romm3hv.ea1th Bureau of Agri:ult.:Jr-A rconorrdcs
THE ESTABLISHMENT of the Chinese reople's Republic in 1949
heralded a new social order in rural areas. The Agrarian
Reform Law promulgated in June 195C emphasi:'ed the redistribu-
tion of land and reorganisation of the supply of all inputs.
The first step taken by the new government was its relatively
moderate "Common Programe" of 1949, and in recember 1951 the
Central Committee issued its first directive calling for farm
co-operation.1 A formal resolution did not appear until
F,,!,ruary 1353 and until this time c.o-ni.erative vent,ires
,re cArried out in pelected Jrca; only nn ah experimental!ìi s. Tl 1,)(A:53 of co-operati,2n took ti'r furm of a multi-
staze es: mi-.; 1 lid tp-rms, elementary and
Advan,j or .onrP:atic-z, And fin3lly connunes. The
tshule p: !-3 iIinçj :1 ten ,c )r
Mutual Aid Teams
The first ..;tage in ,iL,riultoral co-uperation was promoted
through the so-nalled Mutual Aid Trls, which were designed to
compenstate for the chronic :,hortage of inputs in Chinese agri-
culture at that time, i.e. the lack uf draught animals, equip-
ment and laLour. This rudimcntary form of co-operation was the
most flexible way uf meeting the challenge of low productivity,
lack of investment and 5easona1ity, and initially each team only
operated .1;ring period of intense farming activity, i.e. in the
.,pa-,ons of so,,ing, tranol3nting and h'irvcsting, after
which the te,ams dihanded and went about their own business.
1
The "Common ProgrAmme" k.,as adopted at the Plenary Session
of the Chinese People's Cow>ultstive Conference on 29th
Septemter 1949; see Important Documents of the First Plenary
Session of the rhinese People's Political Consultative
Conferer.ce (Peking; Foreign La::Luage Press, 1949).
Each peasant household pooled what raterials they had available
plus their labour, but the means of production remained in
private hands and each remter was free to dispose of his own
produce as he saw fit. Gradually, such teams accumulated small
amounts of common property and tended to stick together all
season for their mutual benefit, but each individual fa7mer
still retained the right to engage in his own production. By
the end of 1954, over 60 per cent of all peasant households
(45,364,000) were grouped into approximately 8.3 million mutual
aid teams.2
Elementary Producer Co-operatives
In December 1953, a document was issued entitled Decision on the
Development of Agricultural Production Co-operatives which
marked the next stage in the co-operative movement in Chin3.3
It outlined the need for the pooling of all land under unified
management. Under the new arr-Ingements the farmer still retained
rights to land, tools, equipmq.nt and livestock, but part of them
was to be given over to co-operative use in the form of a share
contributed by each member on jolning the co-operative organisa-
tion.
This stage marked the beginning of the concept of common pro-
perty. Farmers were given a payrent for their share in the form
of a dividend; a payment was also made for use of their tools,
and their labour input was repaid as a wage in the form of work-
points. The keynote of this semi.socialist experiment was cen-
tralised management of private ownership.
By the autumn of 1955. 14.2 per cent of the total number of farm
households in China had joined the elementary co-operatives, of
which there were 630,000. According to reports in the official
press at that time, many were hadly organised and inefficient.
State Statistical 9ureau, Statistical Materials on Agricul-
tural Co-operativisation and the Distribution of the PrO-auct
in Co-operatives during 1955 (Peking, 1957; reprinted in
New China Semi-Monthly 94.20 (1956), 63-65.
Materials relating to the History of the Agricultural
Co-operativisation Moverent, vol. 2 (Peking, 1959), pp. 3-12.
Fec,ple's Daily, for instance, reported on 3rt August 1554 tnat
of the 95,030 elementary APCs set up in 1954, only 3: per cert
were well organised. Peasant resistance .as also reporte-1 to
be strong, sin:e many feared that tteir newly acqui.ei land
after land reform would be lost and with it any of niLher
incomes. The government, however, pressed eead dS iapidly as
possible until by the end of 1956, 96.3 per cent cf all pc3sant
households had beCome involved in the co-operative movement.
This growth continued and by 1958 some 55 million peasant house-
holds (i.e. half the total rural population) were organised into
Advanced Producer Co-cperatives.4
Advanced Co-operatives
The next stage was to propel the co-operative rovement into a
more socialist form of enterprise on the Russian lines. The
rapid surge of development up to 1955 led to the introduction
of the co-operative farm proper in the 7oviet sense, in which
all the farmer's private 13nd was transferred into collective
ownership. When the peasant joinpd the movorent, all pAyments
for land shares ceased and payments for the use of thJls 3nd
livestock were abolished. In June 1955, the %ational People's
Congress adopted the Model Regulations for Ad.3nced Agricult,Jral
Producers Co-operatives.5 The regulations laid down that land
and all other means of production were to be trirned over to
co-operative use, with members retaining the right to small
private plots so long as these did not exceed 5 per cent of the
total land of their village. The co-operative was to collect
two share funds from its members: the production expenditure
fund for the purchase of seed, feed and fertiliser; and the
common property fund for the purchase of tools and equipment.
Any remaining amount of money, after deductions for agricultural
tax and welfare payments, was distributed according to the
number of work-days. A work-point system was implemented with
one work-day equal to about ten work points. The day-to-day
running of the co-operative was carried out by a manag,:ment
committee made up of elected farm members with the help of a
supervisory committee under the direction of t a provincial
government.
Mao Tse-tung, On the question of Agricultural Co-operation
(Peking, 1962, Eng. edn), p. 28.
9th November 1955; New China Semi-Monthly 74.12 (1955).
141-49.
While the average ele7r,sntary APC consisted of atout tenty
households, the average si:e of the ad..'anced AP: Aas three tihes
that of the elementary AP: aud ten tir.es that-,Lf the form,er
since the advanced APCs were formed by amalgamating the existing
el.7sfitary APCs at village level. 9y 1956, 96 ,7,er cent of all
peosant households ,...ere organised into APCs. T`:e spread .as,
ho.,sver, uneven. Nut all passed through the three stages of
MAT, E/APC or A/APC; in some cases, a rapid advance was made
straight from MAT to A/APC.
TABLE 1 - pf Households' Participation in Co-operatives,
- 1956
Sji.JCE: State Statistical r3urelu, Ten Great Years, Statistics
of the Economic and Cultural Achievements of the
People's Republic of China (Pnking: Foreign Languages
Press, 1960), p. 35.
A major problem facing the government at this tir..e, as mentioned
earlier, was peasant suspicion of land pooling and sharing all
means of production. In addition, there was snme evilence of
pea...ant indifference to collation property, which mostly affected
livestock held communally. Traditionally, livestock were well
cbred for on private farms, but when ownership t-.as relinquished
to the .:ollective, few seemed to be willing to tAe the same
responsibility. Not surprisingly, livestock nurters showed a
decline and in traditional pastoral areas such as Shantung, for
instance, 30 per cent of draught livestock was s3id to be in a
weak or incapacitated state. This obviously dealt a severe
blow to production plans and the situation here t..as so bad that
human labour had to be used for pulling ploughs.6 In addition,
problems arose out of central management. Not only did the
6.
Collected Law and Regulations of the People's Republic of
C:Iina, vol. 7 Jant,ary-June 1958 (Peking: People's Publishing




1950 10.7 - - 10.7
1951 19.2 - - 19.2
1952 39.9 0.1 - 40.0
1953 39.3 0.2 39.5
1954 58.3 2.0 - 60.3
1955 50.7 14.2 - 64.9
1356 8.5 87.8 96.3
141,-
co-operatives lack skilled employees si.ch es accoJntants and
clerks, a severe handicap was the low 2evel of litera:y and,
therefore, basic communication of maazement objectives. Sut-
sidiary industries and crafts decli^ed and as a result the
farmer's income fell by ai much as 30-40 per cent. One side-
line severely affected wa pigs. In1.;54 there was reported
to me 101 million pigs, but in 1956 the total had fallen to
60 million.7 Not surprisingly, many farm families began to
agitate for withdrawal. The People's Daily on 22nd March 1957
stated that in Canton Province alone 160,000 households had
clamoured for withdrawal during the winter months. Peasant
hostility grew and in 1957 reform to payments went some way in
alleviating the situation. But six months later, a more radical
approach was presented following the announcement of the plans
for fuller co-operativisation of the economy in the form of
Rural Communes.
Communes
W-Ien China had finally succeeded in organising one million
highly indivi-ialistic pcasant hou3eholds into 750,000 APCs in
195, it was generally assumed that this would remain the
instititional structure for a very long time. The agricultural
crisis and peasant inertia referred to above, and the lack of
balance between industry and agriculture, generally gave an
urgency to the search for a more radical approach to China's
land problem. In August 1958, a new movement in rural areas
was announced, said to have started in Honan province in April
of that year and to have spread to other provinces. The merging
of twenty or more APCs, including 20,000 or more members, spread
over as many as 50-100 villages until a vast single 'commune'
took place. The new unit was to be an independent administra-
tive and economic unit with total control of all industry.
agriculture, health, education and defence of an area, the
administration of local branches of ministries, and supply and
rurketing co-operatives and shops and credit institutions such
as savings societies and banks. The comunes became responsible
for the day-to-day running of an area from birth to death.
7.
D. Tretiak and B.H. Kang, "An Assessment of Changes in the
Number of Livestock in China, 1952-1970", World Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts, Oxford 14.4 (1972).
p. 4.
In the second half of 1P5F, se 7,1!: co-operatives were
merged in 26,000 commJnes, ::;:sed of :apbroximately 3,0:
hoseholds.8 The overall aim ,,as self-sufficienc, and the
commune introduced new ;-etncds 3f crLanisation, mana:ement and
distribution. The new movement focused on small local indus-
tries, e.g. fertilizer plants. The arieinal concept of large
monolithic units, e.g. Federatin ,;* 7c-m-nes, was found to be
ill-conceived and as the agricultural crises of the so-called
'three bitter years' (1959-1961) deepened, partly due to bad
weather and mismanagement, the massive organi=tional structure
was split into a three-level system: commune, trigade and team.
As the sole accounting unit, the original cammune was to be the
owner of all property and products and was to t.e responsible for
food distribution and the supply of daily necLesities among its
members. This large, cumbersome system came under increasing
pressure until power was transferred first in 1959 to produc-
tion teams comprised of 200-300 farm households. This was
folloed in the winter of 1i7E0 by further decentralisation:
production teams were rn.:3-ad UriEles, with teams below this
level cprising no more than 40 houeholds. In 1961 the team
.became the accounting unit.9
After 1962 a more liLeral attitude .as taken to stimulate
production, and production patterns virtually reverted to the
design set by the old APCs. In 1963, there were approximately
74,000 comunes comprising about 70C,510 brigades and 5 million
teams,1° with seven teams in a briEJe lnd nine brigades in a
commune. The number of households and the amount of land in
use is set oJt in table 2.
G. nutt, Rural Commnes of China (London: Asia Publishing
House, 1967), p. 1.
NONA, Peking, 27th October, 1958.
7:ew China Year Book, 1964 (Tokyo: Inst. of Asian Studies.
1965), p. 319; NONA, Peking, 22nd March 1966.
TABLE 2 - Amount of Arable Land and Numbers of Households in
rF-76FeTrativeTin China:T9T3




SOURCE: C.S. Chen C.P. Ridley, Rural People's Comunes in
Lien-Chiang. Documents concerning comttJnes in Lien-
Chiang County, Fukien Province 1962-1663 (Stanford:
Hoover Inst. Press, 1969), P. 6.
(" 1 mu = 0.067 ha.)
The average Chinese ccmune was rs:hcned to be 4.7 times thdt
of a Soviet Kolkhoz in terms of Nc Ee!-Iold members, but it has
about 50 per cent less land under i:s contro1.11
T.'e post-19E2 era was char-icteri: .:Dy 3 "re uritic ppro-ich
to the problems of farm r7.3r, L27ent, an extzneive education
campaign was run in r ....al areas. The sitiation stabilised and
oontinues to the pre7ent Jnaffected by the ravages
of the Cultural Revolution (1656-1..Sc.). China's Fourth National
People's Congress, held in Peking from 13-17 January 1975,
reaffirmed this position. Article 7 of tne 1975 constitution
on the communes described them as an organisation which "inte-
grates government adndnistration and economic management". It
also confirmed that "at the present stage" the three-level
system of ownership, i.e. commune, brigade, team with the latter
designated basic accounting unit, will continue. Article 7 also
provides for private plots and "limited" household sideline
production, and the production of "small numbers" of livestock
provided that the 'development and absolute predominance of the
collective economy are ensured'.
While, however, the present comunes are different from the old
agricultural producer - -lperatives in snveral ways, in that
they are larger, more :.elf sufficient and more socialist in
nature, the differences are largely cocio-politi.;a1 ond it may
be argued that in terms of agricultural organisation and economic
11.
New China Year Book, 1964, p. J19.
management the commune is not ver:, different from the formar
cc-c;era:Ave farms. At resent there are at=ut 5C,C30
throJghout China, each one raving individual .characteristics
based on local environmental conditions.
Commune Organisation and Management
Since 1958 the main form of rural institution has been the
commune which has consolidated the lowest level of bureaucratic
management at the scale of the old marketing oommunity. It is
possible to view the commune in aeveral ways: as a monolithic
pro' 2; _nit composed of a vast number of farms; as
a simple
administrative organisation similar to the xidn (county) struc-
ture; or as a fully integrated agro-industrial system. In fact,
the commune is both one and all of t ese things. A leading
article in People's Daily in 1960 described the commune thus:
'The rural people's commune is t-- _nified organiser of produc-
tion, exchange, distribution and consumption in rural villazes.
It is an all-embracing enterprise includes farming,
forestry, animal husbandry, sidelit.es, fisheries, together with
industry, commerce and tr2nsport3tion. It is also the basic
unit which integrates government administrat:un and com-nune
management and which manages industry, agriclture, trade,
education and military affairs."12 As su,h an integrated rural
social organisation, it acts as the focal point for all agricul-
tural planning, organisation and decision-making processes in
the Chinese countryside. It is a unit small enough to be
able
to amalgamate economic and political managemant and to co-or-
dinate rural develop:it.nt work. Current agricultural planning
stresses decentralization of Jecisiun making and flexibility
at all times, and the internal struture of te commune refleets
this.
Entrepreneurial activity !ray operate at any lpvel. AEr:Irian
structure is so closely intPgrated that innovation ran he
adopted rapidly for maximum effect. The general develow,c,nt
plan for a brigade takes into account revenue potential and the
multiplier effect of each enterprise, and it is not unusual to
find pig-duck-fish combinations
operating on a complementary
basis, the pig manure being used as pond fertiliser for plankton
to feed the fish, as well as manure for the cereal crop, with
pond mud supplementing the fertiliser for the fields and pro-
viding an additional revenue when sold outside the commune.
Fish waste is utilised 'both as pig feed and fertiliser.
Pigs
12. People's Gaily, 5th Fugust, 1960, p. 1.
will also use the waste prodLceJ by grain processing and, in
turn, the grain processing plant utilises the brigade's own
grain, potatoes, leeumes, etc., tne prodicts of which are sold
part to the State er,d cert lc t'e c.-7,1nE me7ters at reduced
pri ces.
Epecific Economic activities may be organised at any level:
team, brigade or commJne: the basic criterion is efficiency of
human and material resources. The team is the basic accounting
unit at the present time, and this consists of a number of
households. Private plots are retained for self-supply of
essetial provisions. Planning is a two-way process involving
variTus levels of manaeflent decision-making, with emphasis
being placed on local initative. The general line of the
Party and Government (ideology) provides the guidelines to
decision-making (see diagram opposite p. 210 and 211).
The location in the structure of industry and any economic
activity derends to a large extent on the scale of undertaking.
Generally s; eaking, the largEr the cale of uniertaking the
higher up te institutional it will be linked, e.g.
fertiliser plants, machiiEry and teLd-ical equipment are
usually located at the cocine le-'l, smaller farm-pro-
cessing plants tend to occur at br:gade level. Small crafts
of one kind or another take place in the team, especially where
they are capable of attracting extra income. Regional varia-
tions can occur where larger capital construction projects nor-
mally undertaken by the commune will be carried out by the bri-
gade. In general, the commune exercises a supervisory and
command function, county aJ7dnistration and planning of services.
It exercises the local gevcrnent function (see diagram) and,
therefore, contains higher lc,els of education, health and
finance. For instan-e, J,ere the local government (county)
authority needs to meet state procurement plans, liaison with
units is carried out with the commune which communicates
requirements down to the designated level, providing at the
same time the technical assistance requireed to meet the res-
ponse.
The Commune Role in Farm Planning and Management
The plan for commodity circulation is a major constituent in
national economic planning. Three major categories may be dis-
tinguished: (1) major commodities-cereals (including potatoes),
cotton, essential oils, soyabeans and certain industrial pro-
ducts; (2) secondary commodities-sugar, pigmeat, vegetables,


























































































































































































































































































































































Flexi'cility of oc:ration of the State 7:an is te ey to
natioeal planning in Cnina. In crincic:e, firmer :2ntrol is
assJmad over tne first category
items, consfetirg of etaple
commodities. The r.?sponsitility c,ere lies li.rectly v.ith the
State Planning Ccm-ssion. Eadh unit r_Et work o a norm and
supply acccrcing to a quota. Scoh products receive priority
planning in the unit's production plans. There has teen, for
instance, a tendency for some units to go for cash crops for
extra in.:ame in preference to cereals. This has been severely
criticised by the government who continually stress 'cereals as
the key link in the economy'.
Crops in the second category are subject to less control and
come under the command of the Ministry of Commerce.13 Units
are allowed considerable leeway in planning their contribution
to the year's crop production plan. Suzar cane is traditionally
preferred in the south, and pigs provide a popular alternative
farm enterprise un.lar r 'ed farm renditions in cPntral China.
riltvio.Jsly, a certain A7-_;It of envirc;Imnta1 prPference
comes in, e.g. tafta. o tea io couth-ost China.
The third category inchhles a N..,riety of 107-11 !speciality
items, e.g. rnttanware,. Lrick inri tilo nanufacturing, local
brewing and native products sold nt the so-called 'third-class
products fairs'.
The overall control at lcal le,o1 rests .viLh the Revolutionary
Comc-dttoe (management cc-mittee - se the Jiagrm un page 210
and 211) who translate the plans and targets do.n from the
higher authority and the proposals from the lnwer level up to
the higher level for consideration .)nd npp:.oval. The 5ystem of
reporting ensures that the plans are rtAsonable that no
unrealistic quutas are set. The teporting system is the main
instruent available to r.ohagon.not in China for oecicion-m3king.
The flow of inflr.nntion from top down to .t:ttom requires the
delivery of analytical reports and producti,-,n results, spot
checks and model surveys. These are usually interpreted and
disseminated in the fcrm of printed bulletins. Constant moni-
toring 3nd analyses are ne of the reproti.-in (Imetment)
13.
Reinstated in 1972 after the Cultural Revolution. Generally,
it is responsible for the direction of rE.-tail trade and the
distribution of inpits to ù-all uni -::oiom enterprises (NCNA,
8 November 1972).
process in order to broafen the level 37-C.f pattern of investment
of intividual enterprises. It is 51so necessary to take into
aLcou-,t the classification of i7o,ts anf incoe s 5:cor1int; to
the p:ace of their appearance in tasic product ion units. Tne
orin7i71e is to make manage-lent carires a..are of currnt state
policy in their e:onomic unit, of Jeviations from the State
Plan and seasonal changes, etc. and to acquaint them with the
policy rationale.
It is impossible to elaborate a soientifir.ally uniform programe
of analytical or synthetic infurmation governing particular pro-
duction processes for a country such as China given the esoteric I
nature of politics and the diverse envir.tnmental conditions.
Nevertheless, the existing reporting syst,2m SE.LMS tc adequately
serve the needs of most units and farmers under the limited
options farmers are allowed ,inder the ny-,tem. The process
unges on the tmiining nd lvailahility ,f key mcinagerial staff
(cadres) and their ability to interpret -,,nd execute c.hanEes in
production. In any ase, the govcir,7,ent tries to avoid working
to a rigid schedule or r.3mplex rlans. Units are t-irred against
the dangers of 'blind proJuctiun' or 'co-.mandism'. Premiums set
at up to 20 per .-.ent are paid to units producing in excess of
the quota.14 There are no peniltias for lack of achievement.
Labour Management and Systems of Payment
At present the team is still the basic accounting unit.15 Teams
own all land, draught livestock and farm equipment. The cormune
provides the supervision and heads the overall command structure,
as well as providing its o.n enterprises. Teams operate under
the responsibility system under which teams divide into groups
and assume 'responsibility' for fulfilment of individual produc-
N. Maxwell, 'Le fu'mom Tochai', World Cevelopment 3.7/8
(1975), p. 476.
Article 7 of the Constitution set out at the Fourth National
Congress, PekinE. 13-17 lonuary. 1975. But see also dis-
cussion below on Tachai whcre the t.am has been eliminated.
on ta:Ks.16 Group -7_etings .r.sist of .a;;rsximately a dozen
7.ters, eash with 'fixed' lab:Jr assignments worked out underte terms of the prodJction plan. The plan, approved by the
:bm7.2ne and brigade, is jointly drawn up on te condition of'exch.ange with equit:, in value on a voluntary and mutually pro-fitable basis'17 to 7-Ke the best use of local conditions.
The voluntary nature is stressed in contrast to 'commandism'and earlier rigid central planning. Although team members areexpected to perform several task, there is a primary duty to
farm an assigned plot of land. In 1966, a slogan appeared inconjunction with the Tachai brigade system of labour management
called the 'three fixed, one substitution' which re-emphasizedthe principle of the importance of field tasks but at the sametime called for greater job flexibility. 18
Current practice is to follow the 'basic labcir day' under which
che peasant is oblit,:ed to L,Jmplete a specifi,d number of work-ing days. Thus eac- male is expected to put in somewhere around
26 days each nonth, and ferales 24 days each month, in collec-tive labour. Put ,,.,)oter way, it requires an individual to
accumulate a mincimum n,Jr-ter of work-points, say 2,500 a year
for a male or about 2,000 per frale. In 1956 a 'basic labour
assignment system' was introduced which requires team 60mbers
to be present at work each day, uxcept for official holidays.
Each work-day is made up of eight hours.
The general theory of remuneration will also be discussed below
under incentives, and attention is drawn here to basic concepts
adopted since 1949. The 'labour production quota' and 'piece-
'The production plans of a commune must be built upon the
production plans of the brigades.and their contracts with
the teams. The allotment of crops, targets and technical
arrangements must be decided upon between the brigade And
the teams, after consultation with each other mnd the
masses of nembers. The memhers ore "masters of the family".'
People's Daily. 21st December. 1960, p. 1.
People's Daily, 21st December 1960, p. 1.
Ibid., 22nd March 1966.
16.
work' system19 first operated --,dcr a sytem in .,hich 'work-points' could be accumulated. Ct-er ssems include '7Eritawards' and 'contracts' art the ',Jr1. d'one ,..he day' system.Under the first, indivioLal tase v.Quid be .:ompletet and pointsassigned upon evaluation by 7=/..frE:.5. The 'd..,ntlact system'enabled pedHants to contract fr 3 pal-ti-ular jJb tefie it ascompleted.20 accumulatet v.drN-p:ints, recorie dy a 'work-point
recorder' being used as the L.asis for wage distribution. Methodsof labour payment in rural arcas are complioated by the fact thatthere are variations in application of national s,stsms, as wellas different systems opErating at .my one time.
From a terminological point of view, systems of remunerationstill rely heavily on Soviet usaLe. A major problem of Marxist
theory is evaluation of skill. Therefore it is possible to findseveral methods of evaluating job deeigL..Ehts. !_nlike the indus-trial sector where a straight 'wage-gra,Je' .lyntem operotes,
agricultural wages are more diffult to naloulate due to the
wide variation of farming skills, e.g. tet.;oen Jairyman andpo-ltryman, arable hand Jnd stock7on, etc. The..efore,
brigades opted for a ,.,tright uf r.-,npu.wer according
to age, cluss of laLour, udd UnJer 6udh a schemeyouths would earn sev,:ral .ints 1.: 'an ot!.er age groupsfor similar tosks. 22 This has ien rise to such t.,:rms as 'semi-labour' or 'weak latiour' etc. Trnical mi,rit, a difficult con-cept to pure marxist ideology, !-,as h3d tu 1-Ate extra points.
Tsai Yuan-yuan Teng Tse-hui, 'An exploratory discussion on
methods of calculdting labour reauneratiun in People's
Communes - the system of recording work by piece rate', Kuang
Ming Daily, 20th May 1963; and Hsu rang, 'An rnquiry into




and latoor prntuLtive cont:ss to !od ,n ¿s 1356-1965'.
Asian Survey 13.5 (19/3), 177-81.
Southern Daily, 6th October, 1961.
People's_HanUpook (1359), p. 42.
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Domestic Sideline Production
',21scellso..2s team prTJuction is accounted for uner tris head
:.7ere it au;:-,ente te collective income. Sur.: prn.:!uctior
be 'collective' (the hork of a single team) or 'jrlint' fif it
involves ti--e co-o,:eratin of more ton )ne team, say in the case
of processing where one team in a rrigade provides the raw
material and the other the plant). The cash income from this
source of employment provides a valuable contribution to the
team economy, enabling investment in certain items of equipment
the team might not otherwise be able to afford. A team with a
small kiln, supplying bricks and tiles for its own use and able
to produce a surplus, will be able to engage the services of a
local smithy, or purchase its own drainage pump.
The basis of remuneration fcr siJeline production includes:
'work-points in absentia' monetoi-y compensation fur work-points
lost t,hen craftsmen operate outside their own village (masons,
tilers, drive: ;, ett..); vrmii;Jms ¡-..ayat:le for itcm3 raiced ond
zold fseeAlings, ti-ces, piz--;:ts and L-1-irs tr,nclorted
for LreeCing purToses to 1,,aier -,r-1; piece-rates for
craft wcrkerc; and long -term itiahtrt ir-L.es for the processing
of agricultural pl-oducts.
There is a yearly distribution of inc-me, but in addition most
brigades have a post-harvest share-out. Also, a deficit account-
ing system operates whereby peasants may (t'aw up to a given
amount of their entitlement throughout the year to meet unex-
pected events (births, marriages and deaths) and the purchase
of the odd luxury item (sewing machine, bicycle, etc.). In some
areas this is covered by bi-annual advances (spring and autumn)
with the balance settled before the New Year. This payment
represents only a portion of the peasant's total income over the
year, since account must be taken of his miscellaneous 'ncome
and the product of his private plot.23 After Jeducting taxes.
23.
Private land, which consists mainly of small family plots,
constitutes less than 5 per cent of total cultivated area.
Private farms exist in mir.orlty arPas :here the sparse popu-
lation precludes cn/lectie :,-,rc,doction. The role of private
plots in socialist agriculture is important. For instance,
In the Soviet Union, W8dekin has estimated that about 40 per
cent of total private farm outpui originates outside the
collective sector. The inr.ome from this source also accounts
for a r'gnifi7,int o!..are of the peasants' food and income.
(K.G. 1,: dekin, The Pri,,ate Sector in Soviet Agriculture
(Berkeley, 19731. K.P. Walker has aso eetimated that in
-1Sl
(2-5%), interest on loans (1-2%), prodution expenses (about
25%) etc. from gross incoms,24 total net income is distributed
throughout the entire team acuording to the total nimter of
work-points accrued.25 Each family will have a joint entitle-
ment for each working adult memher of the team.
The system as it operates in Hu-Li Brigade is described below.
' This is a residual sum derived by deducting all other items
from the total
SOURCE: Chen/Ridley, Rural People's Ccmmunes in Lien-Chidng
(Stanford, 1969), p. 29.
China private plots supplied 14 per cent of calorie intake
and as much as 34 per cent of peasants' total income (Plann-
ing in Chinese Agriculture: Socialisation and the Private
Sector (London, 1955), pp. 32 34).
'Fixed value of agricultural production' is the tcam's
total income from farming and sidelines. This is computed
from the government's annual quota multiplied by prevailing
prices for individual crops. In case of subsidiary indus-
tries, the calculation is based on the number of work-
points.
See for instance, H.C. Champeau, 'Five ro-nunes in China',
Current S:ene 14.1 (M76), p. 14; 'How Chiaoli production
team dintritutes its income', China Recc.nstructs 21.8
(1972), 2-9; and A. Nathan, 'raying the Chinese farmer',
FEER 43.9 (1964), 457-58.














Food grain 1,078.6 8.6 92,761 62.6
Economic crops 1A,078 12.2
Fruits 1,786.3 15.0 19,795 13.0
Brigade enterprise 18,160 17.2
Total 148,294 171.0
The Tabhai system is desritsd in the .following section. In
addition to this sash distribition, a payment of kind is made
of food Erains prodced. Grain is rationed in China and all
cereals are subject to stste prac,.re7ent and the 'distributed
grain', in ccrrent terminology .-alled 'tasic food' is made to
all members irrespective of their lahour contribution. Addi-
tional entitlements are mide on the basis of work-points accu-
mulated and paid for at tne 'unified market price', payment
being deducted from the peasant's annual wages. Those peasants
who do not accumulate sufficient work-points are known as 'grain
deficit households' or 'cvtrdrawn households' and must provide
a cash advance for their grain purch3ses or provide additional
rlabour
for any advanced rations in the next crop year. . _
Distribution ratios operate to a varying degree throughout the
countryside as follows; grain slirolus to State requirements,
less the amounts paid in terms of agrieultural tax and that set
aside for sed, fce'i and the teim reserve - the so-called 'three
retaired foods' - are distrin.:*cd t an agreed ratio, e.g.
70:20:10, i.e. 70 per cent 3S 't-AFsiC fJUd', 20 per Lent as
laLour paymRnt, and 10 per cent for purrhase of inputs. At the
individual level this works out it ,,ipme convenient drawing right,
plus the opportunity to purch7,ec a!ditional amounts subject to.
team conditions; for example, 7 lhs of grain per 100 work-points
in addition to a basic ration of 20 lbs per month, would not be
far from general practice. Examples are given in Table 4 on
page 219.
Division of Income and Systems of Rc.,7uneration, taking Tachai
as an ExamOe
Ore main reason why Emulation of Tachai26 is considered so
important to currLflt policy is how it licals with the system of
26.
This britdde in Hsiyang county, Shansi province, consisting
of 83 ho!fliehnlds and a total populat."an of 430, came to the
furefront at the time cf tt'.e rultural Revolution when it was
noted for its stubborn ad!r,:nce to the style of the GLF by
embarking on new labour intcrsive projects. During the 'three
bitter years' 1960-62 when crop failure plagued China, Tachai
was able to double its grain quota. Official reports currently
indicate that Tachai's creal yields are significantly higher
than other parts of China, rising frcm 101.64 tons (1.8
tons/ha) in 1953 to 385 tons (7.7 tons/ha) in 1973. See
Tachai: Standard Bearer in China's Agriculture (Peking: FLP,


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ayment and division of income. Te !".arxist ideal of 'to each
according to his need' has played 5n ephemeral role in mcst
socialist societies, and the successful reform of what still
are tasically capital systems of labour cay-ant is considerad to
be a major step in the transforration of the socialist economy.
Tachai's total income has been given for 197327 as follows:
Includes income from hiring out transport 3nd farm machinery
IRM3 55,148; grain processing 4,679; sale of bricks and tiles
from Kiln 4,505; pig manure a71 meat 1,373: smithy 1,300;
and miscellaneous items 3mounting to 2,995.
" This tax is low. In China agricultural tax is progressively
reduced as production rises. The tax used to be as much as
6 per cent; currently it fluctuates around 1 - 5 per cent
(see p. 586).
The main crop in Tachai is maize, followed by wheat and kaoliang.
Total grain harvested in 1973/74 was 385 tons, of which 150 tons
was sold to the State, made up of the state procurement quota of
80 tons plus an additional 70 tons being bought at bonus rates.
A distribution of 114.5 tons remained for brigade consumption
and reserve, the balance of 120.5 tons being used es reserve for
feed and seed. How this grain and total cash income is distri-
buted is decided annnually at a meeting of the whole village,
usually after the harvest. At this AGM each household is able
to publicly propose an assessment of its own food requirements
for the coming year, based on the previous year's consumption
and any subsequent changes in family circumstances, i.e. births.
27.
N. Maxwell. op.cit. p. 476. Maxwell's figures seem to take










deaths or ill-health. This assels-eflt is -6.,,t,ect to priticism,
comment and ratification ti all 'pther trigade 7e.-hers. If this
method SEEMS strange, it should te rememtered that lineage
relations and insnip ties ere strong in rural Cnina a-.d few
villages are etle to nide facts or canceal releti:_re-,:71 in
tradit'onal ,-ural society, 3nd although some 'teding nf the
regulations' and favouritism may occur the system is not so
startling as to be unworkable. However, the Tachai practice is
not universally applied in China, and although it is general
practice for food to be distributed as payment in kind the
method vares from Tachai to some extent.
The Tachai brigade also avoids the orthoJox work-point system
that relies on labour grading or complicated piece-work systems I
in favour of 'self-evaluation and public assessment' of a
peasant's norm. Once this norm has been established, calcula-
tion of an individual's ttitlement is arrived at by calculating
the actual amount of labour performed weekly, monthly or annually.
this assessment being the responsibility of the 'work-point
recorder'. A peasant whose norm '-as been set at 9, having worked
308 days in the year would therefore ottain 9 x 308 = 2,772
work-points.28 The total amount remaining for brigade distribu-
tion after deducation of production costs, payment of agricul-
tural tax and contributions to accimulation and welfare funds
will then te divided by the total number of collertively-earned
points, which gives a cash valve to the work-points. This cash
value is then multirlied by an individual's total to provide a
monetary sum representing the peasant's net collective income.
A family unit adds up its joint entitlement, deducting total
cash equivalent of food grains etc. drawn by the household in
the previous year. The balance is paid out in cash.
Summary
The difference between the commune and the co-operative in China
explained in this analysis has tene.ed to follow socio-political
objectives. Whilst the Agricultural Producer Co-operative was
chiefly engaged in farming, the co-Imunes, after it was established.
combined all farming operations within a local goverrc-ant func-
tion. Hence, the commune is the chief political body in a given
rural area. As such it not only carries out farming operations,
but is also responsible for education, health and local industry.
26.
N. Maxwell, op.cit., p. 480
c:O was simly a two tfc:-o: ;ar7 struct_re with co-op-
erative c:nership at only cne level; the comm'Jne, on the other
'end teing a three-tieren. organisation has a ccllectivd cwner-
si; ell three levels, v.ith the team 35 the tesic accounting
unit. Undertakings rcn by teams ecoodnt for the largest pro-
p3rtiLn of the commune's total asr.ets.
Actual structural organisation of agriculture has not changed
significantly since the advent of the comunes. Current policy
stresses, re-settlement of thE popu7ation to combat the rural-
urban drift and enhance the technology and services of rural
areas, decentralisation of industry and the eventual replace- -----r-
ment of the team by the brigade to the accounting unit. Peasant
participation is now much discussed. Sound financial management
is stressed as one of the most important factors in co-operative
undertakings. The task is to run the co-operative with thrift.
1,.ste must be eliminated and proper accounting ;.r.ocedures are
given provinence in manegcment.
At presEnt, ignificant resourues are being bummitteed to rural
InduAry is being urged to support agriculture.
Prectir:al, voatiunal training is teing expanded with emphasis
on fer. ing. Decentralisation has also applied to research
institutions which now come more under the jurisdiction of the
provincial administration with the expected hope that practical
results will be applied successfully to local areas. The
principle of 'distribution according to need' is being pushed
ahead following the lead of Tachai and farmer's incomes are
being increased with productivity.
The Chinese experiment is quite distinct from other socialist
countries and this short review of recent development has tried
to bring together the various aspects of nearly three decades of
co-operation.
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An Overview of Agriculture
There are several texts which give an adequate account of the
general agricultural situation in China (Dawson, Kuo, Perkins,
etc.), but there are no works covering the micro-level or specific
crops or cropping systems. (IRRI have produced a slim volume
following the Zandstra visit.)
The best account of forestry in China is Richardson.
Aquaculture is hardly touched on at all by writers outside of
FAO and IDRC itself, though this has been a key area in China's
food supply system for many years now. The best sources must
be the numerous trip reports, but they are of varying quality
(see list elsewhere in this guide).
Total cultivated area is estimated to be 150 million ha; of this
31 percent is considered good soil, 40 percent medium quality,
and 29 percent bad soil (alkali, sandy, etc.).
The total value of agricultural output for 1979 (output value
for farm products, forestry, livestock production, sideline
occupations, fisheries and commune-run industries) has been
given (Beijing Review, 12 May 1980) as RMB 158 400 (Cdn.$130 363),
4.2 percent above the national plan target and 8.6 percent higher
than 1978. The 1979 output (in metric tons) of some major farm
products is set out below:
With regard to forests, 4 489 000 ha were afforested in 1979
(6.2 percent more than in 1978).
China has also reported increases in livestock production in 1979
as follows:
Metric tons




Groundnuts 2 822 000
Rapeseed 2 402 000
Sesame 417 000
Sugarcane 21 508 000
Beet 3 106 000
Jute 1 089 000
Cotton 2 207 000
Tea 277 000
Silkworm cocoons 271 000
Hogs 319 705 000
Large livestock 94 591 000
of which cattle 71 346 000
Sheep and goats 183 142 000
Total output of meat (tee, pork, mutton) is currently about
10 624 000 tons. We also have a figure for aquatic products for
1979 which, at 4 305 000 tons, was reported down 7.5 percent over
1978 figures. Conservation measures were given as a reason for
this fall.
On the farm machinery front China is reported to have some 667 000
large to medium tractors (used mainly on the extensive farming
areas of the northern wheat zone) and 1 671 000 hand tractors for
the rice belt. The proportion of mechanized ploughing rose 40.9
percent in 1979. An average of 109 kg of chemical fertilizer
was applied to each ha of farm land (counted on the basis of
100 percent effectiveness).
Total electricity consumed by rural areas was 28 270 million kwh;
there are 84 000 large and small reservoirs in operation, with
a storage capacity of 400 000 million cubic metres, supplemented
by 2.1 million power-operated wells.
Utilization of Improved Varieties of Crops
Rice
Currently grown on 35 million ha, producing about 200 million tons
annually. The first HYV of rice were introduced in the early 1960s
and the first IRRI varieties in 1967. Currently about 5 million ha
are sown to HYV in Southern China. Nanking Agricultural Research
Institute plays a key role in rice improvement programs in China.
Wheat
Similarly, HYV of wheat were developed in the early sixties, and
in the North some 4 million ha are now sown. It seems the first
HYV dwarf winter wheat were only introduced in 1972. Since 1975
increasing quantities of quality Mexican seed have been introduced.
A closer relationship now exists between IRRI and CIMMYT and an
exchange of scientists is now a regular occurrence. Sorghum
hybrids and improved varieties of millets are increasing.
September is not a good month to view research problems in temperate
cereal crops such as wheat, triticale, or sorghum and millets either.
The harvest of winter varieties has been completed by June and
planting does not recommence until the end of September. Winter
varieties account for as much as 85 percent of total wheat pro-
duction. The southern limit of the winter wheat belt roughly
follows the line of the Yangtse River. Spring wheat is con-
fined to 41 - 480 N latitude, China's three Northeastern pro-
vinces and is similar to Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the only
difference beino that the heaviest rainfall occurs in late June
and July when the wheat is ripening.
-IL.L
In the Nanking - Shanghai area it is common to see sorghum grown
in small plots along the marginal land beside the railway lines
and ditches.
Vegetable production is very important in China. Although the
average Chinese consumes very little meat each day, everyone
takes a generous amount of vegetables, up to ¡ kg per caput per
day. You will often notice a brisk trade being done on street
corners when a fresh supply of a particular crop is available.
Vegetable plots spring up everywhere, even on tracts of land
in parts of the urban areas, marketing is informal and most of
the produce is grown and sold within a few minutes walk of the
seller. There is little processing. Storage does not appear
to be a problem as everything that comes on the streets is con-
sumed rapidly. Again, September is a lean month for viewing
vegetables, unless journeying to the warmer areas of the South,
where production is organized on a more natural basis. Much
of the commune-produced vegetables around Guangzhou go to feed












































































Hulse via A. McHaughton 28 July 1980
Broadbfant Files 4166-22
China trir
This is an initial response to your request to help identify
soma key persons and institutions for your forthcoming visit
to the PRC. Last wek I telexed Nyle Brady at IRRI for con-
firmation of some of their contacta, though I believe many vill
be covered by the list I have drawn up below. It is usual for
the Chinese officials responsible for such visits to draw up
a relevant itinerary, and they are pretty good at this, but,
unless you can pinpoint some name or priorities beforehand,
you might come away frustrated by not getting to speak with
key people in your field.
BEIJING
1. Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF)
General: Minister - Ruo Shihan
Vice-Minister - Xiao Fong
Director, Bureau of Foreign Affairs (PF) -
Li Yingkai
Deputy Director* - Mm Ling (see also 4 bel)
Post-harvests Director, Commune Industries Department (WAF) -
Chang Zhijai
Aquacultures Director, Bureau of Freshwater Fisheries
(MA?) -
Chang Yangchung
Deputy Director - Sun Chiaji
The MAT would be a priority visit for you in Beijing (Peking) and
I would expect from there you would get good advice for further
contacts in agriculture/aquaculture, etc.
/continued...
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2. Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CMS)
President: Jin Shanbao
Vice-President: Ro Guangwen
Pisase Dote: Lin Shicheng, rice breeder and Deputy Director
of Research at CAAS, was recently appointed to the IRRI Board,
so it might be useful to touch base with him. Within the CAAS
there are a number of specialized institutes that you may, time
permitting, wish to visit:
Crop Breeding and CUltivation Institute;
Crops Institute;
Institute of Mechanical Engineering, etc.
It is probably best to indicate your own priority area of in-
terest when requesting a visit to the CAÍAS.
Chinese Academy of Forest Sciences (cArs)
Director: HOU Zhipu
This is an offshoot of CAÍAS and, until late 1978, was combined
with (2) above, as the Chinese Academy of Agriculture and
POreStry Sciences. Two members of the new Academy attended
the recent Rattan and Bamboos Workshop in Singapore. They
are:
Deputy Chief, Bamboo Division: Shi Quantai
Deputy Chief, Division of Foreign Affairs: Chao Chingju.
Chinese Association of Agriculture
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Shanghai Branch of the CAAS
Deputy Chairman: Tang Chieyan
Shanghai Branch of Chinese Association of Agriculture
Tung -jiapon
Bureau of Aquatic Products
Director, Freshwater Division: Kao Kengchiao
Shanghai Institute of Aquatic Products Research
Director: Tao Chichis
Yar Zengfu
Director, Freshwater Division: Kao Kengchiao
/continued...
- i
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GUANGZHOU (Canton)
Aquatic Products Bureau
Deputy Director: Sun Xiaomin
Fish Breding: Guofu
Provincial Research Institute of Aquatic Products and
Fish Breeding Farm
Director, Training Department: Mao Chenhua
Manager of Farm: Zeng Vupian
Marine Division at Guangzhou
Head: Li Kemin




One could, of course, draw up a huge list of potential places
but I think visits to the Ministry, the various Academies and
Societies listed here will provide very fruitful contacts. I
would expect that, in any case, visits to one or two production
brigades/teams will form part of the tour.
I will produce a more detailed briefing guide before the date
of your departure but, in the meantime, picase get back to me






CHINA'S NEW AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS
Beijing's readjustment program, making agriculture the basis of the
economy and calling for an increase in state investment to 19 percent,
compared with 10.7 percent in 1978, has been coupled with the creation
of an extensive organizational structure to formulate and implement
agricultural policy. Over the past few months, six new ministries have
been established to keep China's food production ahead of its growing
population.
In addition, a new scientific society, the Chinese Atomic Energy Agri-
cultural Society, has been added (June) to China's long list of academic
organizations. It will be chaired by an expert in radiation genetic
breeding, Xu Guanren. The society's charter calls for the promotion of
atomic energy science and technology in the specialized fields of agri-
culture.
The State Agricultural Commission, a high-ranking body under the
State Council, and headed by Vice Premier Wang Renzhong, was estab-
lished in February to draw up agricultural plans in conjunction with





Agricultural Machinery 2 Yang Ligong
Water Conservancy 3 Qian Zhengying
State Farms and Land Gao Yangmin
Reclamation
Ministry of Food Chen Guodong
Other cabinet level changes include:
Reinstitution of the State Agricultural Bank (March).
Establishment of a "national commission to survey natural resources
and for agricultural zoning- (April), also diaired by Wang Renzhong.
This is probably an ad hoc agency formed to complete land surveys,
investigate resource utilization, and map out zones for specialized pro-
duction and agricultural medianization.
Inauguration of a Scientific and Technical Committee (May),
diaired by Jin Shanbao and responsible to the Ministry of Agriculture.
Composed of more than 70 members, it will review agricultural policy
in terms of its science and tedmology implications.
Formerly part of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.
Formerly part of the First Ministry of Machine Building.
Recently divided from the Ministry of Water Conservancy and Power Industry. The
new Ministry of Power Industry is under Liu Lanbo.
4 Transferred in June from the All-China Federation of Supply Marketing Coopera-




The most populous nation appears to hace achieced the objective
of producing enough .food for all its people. It has (lone so
largely by the adoption of improced strains of rice and wheat
Visitors
to China in recent years
consistently report that the popu-
lation appears to be healthy and
adequately nourished. In the light of
China's reputation as a country where
hunger has been no stranger for cen-
turies and catastrophic regional famines
used to be almost annual events, many
Western agriculturalists have reacted to
these reports with skepticism. Last year
I served as chairman of a group of 12
visitors from the U.S., including some of
our faemost agricultural scientists, who
were able to judge for themselves how
matters stood. Wc traveled in China for
28 days in August and September.
One major puTose of the x isit was to
arrange an exchange of germ p/asin of
Western and Chincse strains of plants.
At the same time the group looked for-
ward to learning what it could about
4.-ontemporary Chinese agricultural prac-
tices and to testing by observation the
official government position that agricul-
tural prodliction in China is ilOW ade-
quate to the task of feeding the nation's
grow-ill g pnpulation.
In the course of its travels the group
met with a number of Chinese agricul-
tura scientists and technicians repre-
,euting various government agricu/hiral
org.inizations. We visited agricultural
coniii,:Ics in the provinces of Kwang-
tung. Shensi and Kirin and also on the
uutskiits of two uf the three principal
cities in China: Peking and Shanghai.
We filst traveled to Kirin in China's vast
svheat .;1 e*. lug n,,rtl,ca,t !....bere sor-
by Sterling Wortman
ghum, soybeans, millet and maize are
also important crops). We flew from
there to Sian, the capital of Shensi prov-
ince in China's western vbeat belt, and
then traveled by train to Nanking in
Kiangsu province, passing through some
600 miles of agricultural land devoted to
wheat and rice farming. M'e ended our
visit touring the vicinity of Canton, in
the heart of China's multiple-cropping
rice country. Wherever we went we
found that, compared with farming in
other developing nations, Chinese farm-
ing generally was going well.
ti apprt.ciation of agicultural prac-
. tices in China is enhanced by the
comparison of some equivalent Chinese
and U.S. statistical data. The total land
area of China (some 973 million hec-
tares, or roughly 2.3 billion acres) Ù
larger than that of the 48 states of the
continental U.S. Much of China, how-
ever, is too mountainous or too dry for
agriculture. Arable land represents only
a little mule than 15 percent of China's
territory, whereas the arable land in the
48 states makes up more than 20 percent
of the U.S. total.
When the compaiison between the
two nations is put in terrns of arable land
actually, under cultivation, it is quite an-
other mattcr. For example, the estimate
of arable hectares actually planted in the
U.S. in 1964 is 116 million out oía total
of 156 million. That same year China,
with a total of only 107 million hectares
of arable land, raked vrops Oil 150 mil-
lion hectares. This seemingly Impossible
statistic reflects the traditional Chinese
practice of multiple cropping: raising
two or mote crops per year on the same
land.
Another significant comparison is the
proportion of the total population of
China and of the U.S. that engages in
agriculture. The population of China is
currently estimated at between 850 and
900 million. The nuinber of Chinese en-
gaged in one or another kind of agricul-
tural activity is generally agreed to be
from 80 to 85 percent of the total popu-
lation. Thus estimates of the agricultural
labor force in China range from a mini-
mum of 680 million to a miudinum of
765 million. (The difference behveen the
high estimate and the low ocie is greater
than the populations of France, Holland
and Belgium combined.) In comparison
the U.S. agricultural labor force is quite
small. It consists of only 2 percent of the
total U.S. population of 210 million, or
4.2 million workers.
China's agricultural activities are not
distnbuted evenly across the nation. A
substantial part of all fanning is donc in
the plains and deltas of three great river
systems: the Yellow River in the no, th
and northwest, the Yangtze in eastern
and central China and the Pearl River
in the south. The Manchurian plain in
the northeast, which includes the three
provinces of Kirin, Liaoning and Nei-
lungkiang, is also a major production
area. Indeed, most food and fiber pro-
duction would fall within the region
,inde,' ', s and 4S r
,1 ' deg( es c I !on-
1,,, ani3 ater i,art of the farm-
' )ed tu the eastern two-thir ds
r ;his vi me nortli-sauth band [St e
on /it'At two pages]. In terms of
.,i it of cliinatic zones and of crops
ited to local conditions this geographi-
al r Inge resembles that found in the
..S. between northern Minnesota and
brida.
A worldNLide agricultural practice that
applied in China to an extent un-
paled elsewhere is irrigation. About a
lird of all cultivated cropland in China,
r some 33.5 million hectares, is irrigat-
.1. By way of comparison fewer than 16
iillion hectares of the arable land in the
.S., or little more than 10 percent, are
rigated.
China's arable land is a small per-
Emtage of the whole: 15.3 percent. Land
)at is too arid, too high or too poor in
)il to be suitable for either grazing or
.)restry accounts for 18 percent more.
:rasslands occupy another 28 percent
id forests 8 percent. The missing 30
ercent or so in this accounting is land
lat vas once cultivated but has since
cen abandoned. Originally forest or
illy rangeland, it was farmed piecemeal
t various times in the past and then
ft to erode. Whether many of these lost
00 million hectares can be reclaimed
)r agriculhire or even for high-quality
,restry is quite doubtful. Reforestation
.ould, however, at least halt further
rosion, runoff and silting, thereby help-
1g to stabilize stream and river flow.
uch a reforestation program is report-
dly in progress but our group gathered
o data on it
Mina's principal food grain, in terms
not only of area sown but also of
ms harvested, is rice. In terms of area
vn %%heat comes next. Because rice is
ften double-cropped and almost no
-Fa at land yields two wheat crops a
the harvest tonnages of the two
rains are quite different. Benedict
f vis of Cornell University estimates
,at in 1971 the Chinese planted 34.2
tillion hectares to rice atid 27.5 million
ectares to wheat. According to his esti-
.ite, the 1971 paddy-rice harvest (that
, the tonnage before milling removes
te husk) was I II million metric tons
el tTe. . v.-at harvest was only 42 mil-
o 1)14 /lie tUl1S.
Other food grains are also important
Chinese agriculture. Estimates of
reas SON 11 and tonnages harvested,
A ever, are bard to obtain. Principal
,),mg the lesser grains are sorghum
se Laulia ng), millet and Ina ize;
,t11-
barley , oats, rve and buckwheat arc also
grown. Finally, the Chinese raise such
tubers as thc white potato, the sweet pc..)-
tato and the vam. Harvest data for the
tubers are often .1 mped with the st.ttis-
tics on food-grain Foduction by reckon-
ing a fourth of the tubers' fresh weight
as being equal to the same weight in
grain. For example, estimates for 1971
indicate that 51 to 59 million hectares
were sown to grains other than rice and
wheat and that another 10 to 15 million
hectares were planted to tubers. Be-
tween 70 and 75 million metric tons of
miscellaneous grains and from 24 to 36
million tons of tubers were harvested.
The 1971 estimates give observers of
Chinese agriculture a kind of baseline
for later statistics. It was after tabula-
tion of the 1971 harvest that the Chinese
government announced attainment of
agricultural self-sufficiency. The govern-
ment reported a total 1971 yield of 250
million metric tons of food grains. Esti-
mates by Stavis and by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations arrive at inuch the satne figure:
247 and 249 million metric tons respec-
tively.
It is colurnon to find conflicting statis-
tics regarding Chinese agricultural pro-
duction. It is not surpri.ing; most of the
available statistics are frankly presented
as estimates. Nex ertheless, Chinese ag-
ricultural activity has unquestionably
advanced since the People's Republic
came to power in 1919.. Much of the in.
crease seems to have been achieved be-
tween 1957 and 1971, a period that wit-
nessed a rise of some (35 million metric
tons in the production of food grains.
The use of modern high-yield agricul-
tural methods, although applied to only
some 20 percent of China's cultivated
land, seems to have been responsible for
more than two-fifths of the 1957-1971
gain. How did this increase in produc-
tivity come about? Extrapolating back-
ward from what we observed in 1974, we
find it possible to suggest some (although
not all) of the answers to the question.
The 12 members of our group jointly
drafted a report of our visit, and this ar-
ticle is largely based on that report. In-
dividual members also observed and
reported on their particular ¡kids of in-
terest, and s'o primary credit for specific
comments should be apportioned as fol-
lows: rice and the problems of organiz-
ing research, Nyle C. Brady, director of
the International Rice Research Insti-
tute; wheat, forestry and the current
status of agriculture, Norman E. Bor-
laug, director of the International Wheat
Iinprovement Program; soybeans, Rich-
ard L. Pa nard of the Nsi ¡cultural Re-
sea; Servic-e LI the U.S 13,r .1,..ent
kw,: rrnivi. -aid sorer.u.of Agri,
George F. prierie erl jack R. H.0.1 A)
of the University of Illinois; tract "ad
forage gra.ses, Glcim W. 13urton of the
Agricultural Reseal ch Service; plant pa-
thology, Arthur Kclinan of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin; segetable crops, Hen-
ry M. Nfunger of Cornell University, and
exchan:4e of genetic resources, Harlan,
John L. Creech, director of the U.S.
National Arboretum, and the author.
During our has els Philip A. Kuhn of
the Uni et5ity of Chicago, a historian
whose interest is in China from the 17th
century to the present, provided us all
with valuable insights, as did Alexander
P. DeAngelis, a China specialist with
the organization that sponsored our visit,
tbe National Academy of Sciences of the
United St.ttes.
Agood
starting place for our review
is the Chinese program to improve
rice yields. Internationally the key
green revolution" advances have buen
the development of high-yield dwarf
strains of the two principal types of rice:
"japonica" for temperate climates and
"indica" for tropical ones. For example,
the indica dwarf known as IR 8 was de-
veloped at the International Rice Re-
search Institute in the Philippines. We
learned that similar dwarf indica va-
rieties had been developed in China by
means of local breeding programs that
were initiated in 1956. These Chinese
indica dwarfs were put into commercial
production in southern China early in
the 1960s. Chinese japonica dwarfs had
been planted widely in northern China
some years earlier. The Chinese use
of independently developed varic ties of
high-yield rice does not mean that Chi-
na's agricultural scientists are ignoring
Western advances in the field. For exam-
ple, IR 8 was first released by the Inter-
national Rice Research Institute in 1966.
IR 8 seed 'vas brought to China the next
year and Las now been widely tested (as
have many others, including IR 26, the
dwarf variety most recently released by
the institute).
We were told that by 1965 high-yield
indica dwarfs were grown on 3.3 million
hectares of southern rice land. By 1973
the area devoted to the high-yield dwarfs
had increased to 6.7 million hectares..
That is roughly a fifth of all the land
sown to rice in China. Moreover, the fig-
ure does not include the area sown to
high-yield japonica dwarfs in northern
China. Vherever we traveled we saW
only dwarf varieties of rice, except for
some waalL Arf plants growing in plots
at (Ape' ¡M. lit sta tirms.
'
Las
d fl,;.n . LI ari, ties.
7.1. it IL ma-
t,li e. Iloavie apj)1;,. .ttions of feitiliLer
have also in..rea.,.d flllCti% v. We
funnd, howevci, tl.at triple crop-
ping w as practiced it was not customary
to pl lilt rice all three ti nes. Instead, par-
tu. ;lady in arcas where only two Lrops
a year had been raised in the r. st, the
pa'ttern was rice-rice-whcat or rice-rice-
barley. Raising of the alternative crop
was confined to the months least suited
to rice culture.
On balance, we credit the combina-
tion of t %tended irrigation, increased ap-
plication of fertilizer and the introduc-
tion of high-yield varieties of rice as be-
ing instrumental in making China by far
the largest producer of rice in the world
today.
Wheat is China's second most impor-
tant food grain. New high-yielding va-
rieties of winter wheat have been de-
veloped locally, beginning in the early
1960's. The first of the new Wheats to be
gLocrally sown WaS a tall-strawed type;
by 1965 it was glowing on as many as
2.5 million hectares. A variety of dwarf
winter wheat with atout tu ke the yield
potential of the tall-strawed wheat was
first planted in 1972; now two or three
other locally bred dwarf \ aiieties are
also available. As \\ith TiCO, the Chinese
have not ignored the pi ogress that has
been made by Western agricultural sci-
entists. Quantities of seed from several
varieties of dwarf spring wheat, devel-
oped by Mexican scientists and by the
International Wheat Impro\ ement Pro-
gram staff in Mexico, have been pur-
chased by the Chinese. In 1973 5,000
tons of Mexican seed were imported. In
1974 the total was 15,000 tons.
Late August and early September is
not the time to survey wheat crops; we
,ase no wheat (nor inty barley, oats or
rye) growing during ourvisit. The 1974
\\into- and spting wheat had already
been han-ested, and the planting of \in-
ter wheat does not begin until the end of
September and early October.
To increase wheat yields the Chinese
not only are introducing new varieties
Lilt also are extending southward the
zones where both winter wheat and
spring wheat are raised. In some of the
new areas winter wheat is grown in the
;.:tcr al following harvest uf the late rice
cJ op and preceding the planting of the
early rice crop. The success of the pro-
gram in these arcas will depend on the
use of quick-maturing varieties of rice
and v. inter wheat and the application of
.11!uf re, tilizer. Tn push-
- VI%e
sr:ing ..vhcat culture south:v.1.rd the
Chi at-e sew 'mg spring whe4s in the
fall Iii 1( ts where little Of 110 sheat was
rot L Ily grow n. The use of c arly-
matt ting, high yielding varieties of
sprinz wheat from Mexico has made pos-
ible this cxpansion.
In the noitheastern provinces the
spring-u heat harvest comes too late to
allow ..ny but \ cry modest cfrorts to fol-
low it \eith a second crop, such as vege-
tal les or buckwheat. Most of the wheat
land lies fallow until the next spring.
Doring the past two years, however,
promising experimental results have
come from planting rows of maize be-
tween rows of spring wheat about a
month after the wheat has been planted.
Mechanical wheat harvesting is not pos-
sible when that is done, but for the Chi-
nese, with their labor-intensive approach
to agriculture, it is not a serious obstacle.
Soybeans are grown throughout China
but arc considered a major commer-
cial crop only in the three provinces of
the northeast. There they are planted
in late April or May and liars ested in
September and October. Because of
the shol tness of the northeastern grow-
ing season, soybeans are not double-
d, iped. In the fields ve observed in
Kirin, however, the plantings consisted
of alternate strips of soybeans, six to
k.ight sows \\ ¡de, and much wider strips
of maize. Irrigation was rarely in evi-
dence, harvesting was done with hand
sickles and machines served only for
threshing. Most of the harvest is sold to
the state and is used to make the tradi-
tional soy productsbean curd and soy
saucethat represent an important high-
protein part of the Chinese diet
Elsewhere in China soybeans serve
a fill-in function, being seeded on the
banks of ditches and streams, roadsides,
railroad rights of way, field margins and
any odd piece of ground too small or too
steep for a commercial crop. They are
also intderopped in orchards and are
the predominant species in many farm-
ers' indk idual gardens. Some soybeans
go to ii,alket as green pods :..id some
setve as livestock feed, but most of the
fill-in crop is consumed by the growers
the!nsclves.
We observed soyheatt-brcccling pro-
grams bcing undertaken both at the
Kirin .kcademy of Agricultural Sciences
and at the Northwest College of Agri-
culture near Sian. Some 80 percent of
the soybi_ans grow n in Kirin are im-
pro\ cd sai icties that were developed by
the academy. At the Northwest College
of Agric,loire a five-year breeding pro-
rìui culminatrA in tic ,/c., clop-
ment of a new soybean s. :LA). )11 1970.
The improved strain mathred in It5 to
110 days and thus could be succeiFfully
grown as a second crop following the
winter-wheat harvest in mid-June. This




AGRICULTURE in China it almost entirely
confined to the rectangle (corur) hen AA
=0.-/VIOZ.OVPIArie.,, Al
.4 bNI)rid varieties of ITAiZC
r.(1 o has eontriltuted
intV t the inercasing yields of these
crups chi ing recent y, trs. For exnruple,
we tt ere tctld that in Kirin betwccn 60
and 70 pt-rcent of the area used to grow
maize vas sown to hybrid varieties.
r.n the N.eq by 100 a. reer. edtt. lonCtmle. 7'4°4 of the comitry's
-I in tte t,.rn t*,e, nf the Ter: rv.m
Mi7ei, by nn means a newcomer to
China, 1-..t Ning fir,t bem ;,itrolticed scrric
ccottnies ago Hybrid maize noN, pre-
dominates, r._rticnlarly in northern and
central Chii : ; some of the hybrids are
derived from lIder U.S. inbred lines.




N...sting is by I -nd. The stalks ar
Lt at gr,r, nel lewl; Or as arr.
and hayled tu a d.; Mg floor, ...K1 tbe
stalks are stored for winter feed. After
partial d1;:.ng tia tars are shelled and
the grain is fin thcr dried until its mois-
ture wntctit drops to a level suitable for
!Ku th to tooth the climatic zones in China ..te ton;ltly cqui.a/tnt
to the 70tiltinn from northern Minne-'ta to nut-ma in the U.S.
n !i.
f-b, ;i1 .
.1. thc winters are
of 11.i' (Top is used
1,:g
Sorghum, a grass that was first do-
ink :ticated in .kfrica, entered China long
enough ago to evolve several subraces
that are not found elsewhere except in
Japan and Korea. Today these original
sougliiims have been ahnost completely
ic-plat..ed by hybrids. The hyblidi under
cultivation in Kirin were different from
those in Shensi and had been des-eloped
1)s- local agiicultural experimenters. In
K.irin sorghum is eaten more or less like
lice. The seed is "pearled" to remove its
brown coat, the bran is fed to pigs and
the pearled grain is boiled until it is
tender. In Shensi, where the cereal tra-
dition is based on wheat, the whole sor-
ghum seed is ground into flour and
baked. Although the northeast is the tra-
ditional sorghum belt, both there and in
Shensi the crop is steadily being replaced
by maize; in the 11,,rtheast today sor-
ghum and maize occupy about equal
amounts of arable land.
Millet vas the first food grain to be
g, oss n in China; beginning more than
(3,000 years ago. Its original wild pro-
gL can still be found in Shensi, and
the species of millet that is grown wide-
ly in China today, Setaria italica, may
well have evolved in Shensi. A grain
high in protein (12 percent of dry
weight), it makes an excellent golden
porridge when it is boiled; it is easy to
understand why millet is the prefcrred
cereal in Kirin even though rice, wheat,
sorghum and maize are available.
The principal advantage of millet as a






ni semiarid refions whpre oe(
;,.fai. is the only st.a.ave of water .ad
other grains will not thrise. Moil over,
its ,traw is rated ahead nf other cereal
;traws as a feed for livestock. As a result
millet is often sown broadcast and is cut
'oefore it reaches inattnit)' to produce a
high-quality fodder. In semiarid parts of
northern and no, theastern China, where
irrigation is not feasible at least for the
present, and where some cattle, sheep
and goats are raised, the future of millet
as a food and forage grass seems assured.
With respect to domestic animals, the
distribution of livestock other than pigs
and poultry in China is significantly re-
gional. For example, almost all sheep
and goats are found only in the moun-
tainous areas of China's western prov-
inces and in the extensive grasslands of
Inner Mongolia to the north and Sinld-
ang to the northwest. Except for a few
dairy herds in the suburbs of major ur-
ban arcas, cattle are similarly confined
to the west an.I the frontier. Horses,
mules, donkeys and water buffaloes, all
maintained almost exclusively as draft
animals, are virtually the only large
mammals found in agricultural China
[scc illit8f ration on ¡ ,ige 211.
A doinc,ticated animal that is of
pal amount 'olput t anee throughout Chi-
na, howeser, is the pig. In 1972, accord-
ing to a conservative U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimate, there wcre nearly
260 million pigs in China. This is ap-
proximately four times the number in the
U.S., a nation that prides itself on its
pork production. A comparison of the
two countries' production methods is il-
luminating. In the U.S. the objective is
to produce a 100-kilogram pig in the




LAND AltE4S mailable for agriculture in China (color) and the U.S. (gro)) are roughly
comparable. The 48 contiguous states of the U.S. are smaller in arca than China by some
200 million hectares (top bars), but the U.S. arca includes nearly 50 million more hectares
uf arable land (naidille bars). Not all U.S. arable land is cropped each 'car, hmsever,
reas borne Cliineie arable land Odds two or three crops per par. As a result nearly
33 milliun mute lict later are liar.e-ted in China each 3ear than in the 11.S. (bonum bars).
SI, 1,1;11g ,,,t !,Jr- Ainsa irrigated land: 33.5 hectares ar irrizated in China.
;ix months. The yo,mg pig i:.
ar.;ed ration of maii, and sovb,..,/, :I
plemented with minerals, vital ,.
antibiotics. In China pigs are ft d mn. in] \
the by-products of agriculture: th
weeds and water plants co1le4:ted by
farmers, the pods and leaves of soy-
beans, peanuts and rape, cornhusks,
corncobs, cabbage and sweet-potato
leas-es and the bran from rice, wheat,
sorghum and millet. Since many of these
plant products are fibrous and difficult
to digest they are usually chopped up,
soaked and fermented before being used
as feed. Needless to say, pigs gain weight
more slowly on this kind of diet. The
usnally come to market at eight to 12
months of age, weighing between 70
and 100 kilograms; the state will not buy
pigs that weigh less than 50 kilograms.
Swine husbanciry is mainly an indi-
vidual enterprise. The breeding stock is
maintained by the conunune, and the
piglets are provided to individual house-
holds, generally hvo to a family. Hand-
raising a pig or two not only guarantees
the farmer some pork in bis diet but also
adds to the family income. Perhaps
above all, the pigs are valued for the
manure they produce; it is one of the
key ingredients in the organic comp.),t




crops and noted the pins in pro-
ductivity that are attributable to the in-
troduction of higher-yielding varieties uf
plants, it is now appropriate to examine
other factors that have affected and will
affect agricultural output Perhaps fore-
most among these factors k an increase
in the use of fertilizers. The amount rof
fertilicer applied in China today is small
by American standards. By Chincw
standards, however, recent increases ill
use uf fertilizer have been substantial.
The value of organic fertilizers has
been recognized in China for cenhiriec.
Crop svastes such as the straw fruin ric
and wheat and the stalks from sorghum
and maize are combined with animal
feces (particularly pig and human fc
and urine in pits or compost pnes and
allowed to ferment and decompose. Be-
fore 1960 soil fertility in China was al-
most entirely dependent on the rein!» of
this organic manure to the fields, on Ihe
sowing of nitrogenous (-green mailuie-)
crops and, where conditions allowed, im
spreading the fields with silt ch L.,1geo
from lakes and waterways.
Over the past several years the Chi-
nese have supplemented the use uf tra-
ditional organic fel tilizers ss ith time :,p-
plication of increasing gliantilit ..f
Ammonium bicarbonate is a com-
>ound that is rarely if ever used as fer-
ilizer in the U.S. Nonetheless, Stavis
.stimates that in 1971 some 7.2 million
netiie tons out of a total of 1e.9 million
netric tons of fertilizer manufactured in
Thina was ammonium bicarbonate. In
t972 the proportion was 9.9 million
netric tons out of a total of 19.9 million.
Brady and Borlaug visited an ammo-
lium bicarbonate plant near Shanghai.
Dperations had begun in 1959, and
innual production was then some 800
:ons of ammonia. At the time of their vis-
.t 15 years later the plant was producing
20,000 tons per year; SO percent of the
putput was being con' erted to ammo-
nium bicarbonate, a fine white powder.
remailaler was distrilmtecl as a fluid,
lqua ammonia, with a nitrogen content
pf 42.5 percent. The aqua ammonia is
transpoi led by river and canal in boats
fitted with concrete t.mks; it is applied
directly to the soil by adding it to irri-
gation water.
Other fertilizers manufactured in
China include phosphates (made in both
large and small factories) ancl additional
nitrogenous fertilizers made in plants
much larger in scale than the one in
Shanghai. Comparing the total domestic
production from all sources in 1972 (just
short of 20 million metric tons) with es-
timates of production in 1964 (5.9 mil-
lion metric tons), it is evident that in the
'ght-ycar period the supply of domestic
chernica/ fertilizers has increased more
than threefold.
The Chinese government has recently
signed contracts for the installation of
: t; or more plants designed to produce
:a.1,)clrous ammonia; each plant has
a daily capacity of 1,000 tons. That
amounts to a potential annual produc-
tion of at least 3.5 million tons. Each of
the ammonia plants will be tied into a
,.:(.a plant, where most of the anhydrous
.I.1111011i1 %%ill be converted into solid
nitrogc nuns fcrtilizer. It is p.o;ccted tliat
by 1978 thc complex will )ield 2.7 mil-
lion tons of nutrient nitrogen; the feed-
stocks will come primarily from China's
OVil SI ;p) of cunde oil .,0,1 natural gas.
.110.:-.1.,;11 !he cai,ital me,,t, iclud-
ing the cost of pipelines and rolling
stock, may go as high as the equivalent
of $1 billion, China will have effectively
insulated itself from the rising cost of
fertilizer imports.
nother facto. that has contributed to
China's expanded agricultural out-
put is the improvement and enlarge-
ment of irrigation systems. As I have
mentioned, China has long been known
for the high proportion of its arable land
that is irrigated. Recent years have seen
construction of many new diversion
canals, catchment basins and wells
equipped with mechanical pumps. We
were given no official data on the extent
of the increase in irrigated lands. One
informal estimate, however, is that since
1965 five million hectares of irrigated
land have been added to the previous
total of sorne 33 million. Much of the
effort to improve and enlarge existing
systerns is reportedly expended during
winter months, when the demand for
agricultural field labor is relatively slack.
One additional technological factor
(which I have mentioned in passing with
respect to individual crops) deserves
summary heme. That is the contribution
made to increased productivity by the
practice of multiple cropping. It is rare
to see land 1) ing fallow in any part of
China %acre temperature and rainfall
allow plant growth. In many areas that
pi cviously grew only two annual crops
there are now three, for example rice-
rice-whcat and rice-rice-barlcy. In other
areas two crops are now raised where
only one grew before, for example
wheat-maize, wheat-sorghum and wheat-
cotton. Furthermore, in:-.ny cfnAina-
Cons of intc,Lrui,i,iig and ,,iNed ti0p-
...
ping are under evaluation, and at the
same time that larger amounts of fer-
tilizer are being applied the density of
plintings is being increased. The overall
rise in intensive cropping has been made
possible by the development and plant-
ing of high-yielding, quick-matui ing va-
rieties. With time increased application of
fertilizers additional progress can be an-
ticipated.
Another key clement in China's agri-
cultural endeavors is the human factor.
It seemed to our group that, concern-
ing both China's agricultural technicians
and China's farmers, tWO separate ques-
tions arise. The first is just how effective-
ly the government bureaucracy influ-
ences the activities of the 80 to 85 per-
cent of the population who are engaged
in agriculture. The second is a question
that is quite as pressing elsewhere in the
world as it is in China: Can the national
birthrate be lowered before population
growth cancels out the benefits of in-
creased agricultural production?
On the question of bureaucratic COD-
trol, in former times the lowest-level pro-
vincial officials directly answerable to
the central government were the lisien
magistrates (in our (erms county admin-
istrators). Today the network of central
control descends below the county level
to the level of the traditional Chinese
rural marketing community: the small
town and its satellite villages. This unit;
in current terminology, is the commune.
Commune administrators are national
cadres, that is, they arc on the state pdy-
roll. Each commune includes a number
of production brigades, which may be
considered equivalent to groups of vil-
lages, each production brigade includes
a nun.ber of production teams and each
rn, .P1C
C, !' r: 11:k Cd in
' I . 1,11 ,ni ted.
if (T1, (1, na 11.1% n ntiv becnine the
.,,,ld's lizgf-st importer of nitrogo.nous
rtiliz, rs: purchases abroad in 1973
.,ine to 1.S million tons. Of the nitrog-
-ms fertilizer produced at home near-
50 percent comes from small facto-
ies that make ammonium bicarbonate,
hin h is 17 percent nitrogen, from lig-
,ite, Or brown coal.
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PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL AREA
LAND LT1LIZATION in China includes endea.ors other than agriculture. Grasslands
alone are almost to ice the size of the arable land. Onl) some 20 percent of the land is so
dry or mountainous as to support no significant plant life. Forests cover some 8 percent of
the land. The largest land category, more than 30 percent of the total, is old grassland or
forest that uas stripped of timber and is now eroded. Some reforeztation is in progress.
These figures, based on estimates for 1963, are taken from a 1972 study by Chao Shih.ying.
i. f,./1. in( Vt. ...I
3 VI'
f V! f t!.. ,1): tt,11,
It N. P.t i*ifiarnt.e
z,\ r ti i,- Lid :.1 1 farm, r's life. 'Me
pr..(h), tion t, .1:11 is the),n,f:tig unit
that c tes the "\.urk pints" e.t)ned
by cach individual and thus determines
his share of annual income. At the same
time provision of basic services at the
brigacie level, such as pi ::nary schonling
and health care, means that each f;irmer
and farm-family member interacts with
this wider community almost on a daily
basis. In the same way brigade leaders
regularly interact with the local repre-
sentative of central authority: the com-
mune adm listra tor.
\There agriculture is concerned this
network of communication and account-
ability is an efficient instrument for the
introduction and adoption of new tech-
nology. For example, each provincial
agricultural research unit is integrated
with the provincial farm population by
3neans of what are called basic points.
These are small agricultural experiment
stations attached to selected production
brigades throughout a pro\ ince. Bri-
gades selected under the system exem-
plify some typical'environinental aspect
of the province: a given kind of soil, a
(It art)) or abundance of rainfall and so
on. Each such station is manned by sci-
entists and technicians "sent down" from
their provincial research center and by
farmers drafted from brigade production
teams for training in experimental work;









CROP AREA (MILLIONS OF HECTARES)
SELF.SUFFICIENCY in agricultural production was announced
by the Chinese with the harvest of 1971 ( gray), uhen total grain
production approached 250 million metric tons. E-tim.ites of the
,r. ,u,n to ¡lions .jor (lops and tile JlalljUnib har%crted are
v... ts. sbserved the net-
., d-poiy-a. . 1 ;1 Altura,- \ pA . nent
tl,o(1 worl. t.. pro\ inces, Kit in
In flit pro\ iticial .1,-1(1-my of
S, ;clices of Agliculture an,1 Forestry has
a staff of 253 scientific and teehnic21
vorkirs, Acadcmy personnel n ork at ex-
perimc.,t stations ittached to 29 provin-
cial pr,duction brigades. At my one
time perhaps SO members of the acad-
emy staff are manning the pros incial net-
work of Lrm-1, \ el experiment stations
ancl another SO ..re engaged in extension
work invobing communes that do not
have experiment stations. Similarly, in
Shcnsi personnel of the provincial agri-
culhaal ing-itute reportedly work at 100
locations in 75 counties of the province.
The main theme of the experimental
work at the brigade level is to develop
improved systems of crop or livestock
production suited to each particular en-
vironment. In addition some of the ac-
tivity is not experimental but what we
would call demonstrational. For exam-
ple, impro ed practices are displayed in
prallel with traditional ones.
The academicians who take hulls par-
ticipating in these brigade-level agricul-
tural experiments are careful to stay in
the background. (So are the other sent-
down intellectuals, who devote the time
they are required to spend in the coun-
tryside to promoting literacy among the
farmers, posting wall newspapers and
guiding political discussions.) Nonethe-
less, the academic agriculturists play a
major role in introducing the farmers to
(NO ESTIMATE)
progressh c pract;ms, just as Ames ¡can
county arrnts did in the earlier decades
of this rentury.
One ,:annot quarrel with the short-
rin practi, ality of this combination
of applied research and demonstration
work in China. It has obviously been ef-
fective in raising crop yields in all the
areas we visited. The approach is not,
however, free of long-term hazaids. The
intemiption of basic research and the
decentralization of experimental studies
imposed by such a system cannot help
but weaken the potential for future sci-
entific advances in agriculture. Whether
the Chinese will support their farm-level
efforts m ith more basic research remains
to be seen.
PChina's present living standards are
merely to be maintained, let alone
improved further, the nation must avoid
continuous population 'myth. An an-
nual increase of no more than 2 percent
means at least 18 million new mouths to
feed, which requires an extra five million
tons of food grains. There is good evi-
dence that the biithrate in China's urban
areas is beginning to decline sharply in
response to government pressures (see
"The Delivery of Health Care in China,"
by Victor W. and Ruth Sidel; ScrEyrirtc
AMERICAN, April, 1974). The size of
China's urban pcpulation, however, is
trivial compared with the size of the
rural population. The key group that
must be won over to a prompt and effec-
tive stabilization program is the farm
labor force. That may already have been
ot!..
:a...4AI
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PRODUCTION (MILLIONS OF METRIC TONS)
compared here with similar estimates for 1957 (color). Mitre!.
lancous category includes mi/let, sorghum, maize, barley, buck.
%%heat, oats :aid rye. Tubers are mainly potatoes. Most data are
from the ftudy by Benedict St a ViS of Cornell University in 1974.
- e rkmr7,- ."'"
*tee .
Visv.ed as a ics,dt of O Jab-
' n:t I+ of C crt a in iin% 1.. ' os.
Ilì fist of 01(.se is Iola ted tO h.stse-
1(1 econ)mi(s at the prodoction team
el. Individual hou,t hold members re-
i' e a share (in money and produce) of
,e animal earnings .4 their team; the
:are is proportional to the number of
irk points each has earned during the
For example, a 70-year-old grand-
other in a suburban Shanghai corn-
one told me that she and nine of the
her 10 members of the household
orked regularly in the fields. The only
,nproducer was a five-year-old child.
he family received a monthly advance
the equivale»t of SSO against its joint
,:mal earnings. In 1973 its share of the
locome after operating expenses
)d taxes were deducted was $2,100, or
>out $200 per person.
Withholding for taxes and expenses
ld to provide funds for reinvestment
_::orbs about half of the gross income
a commune. For example, the man-
;er of the suburban Rainbow Bridge
oininune in Shanghai told us that 30
,rcent of the coninnine's gross income
as required to meet the cost of its agri-
iltural endeavors. Another 11 percent
ot into a fund for capital reinvest-
ent, 4 percent was paid to the govern-
cut as tax and 3 percent went into a
elfare fund for the support of new
others and the elderly. That left 52
-reent of the gross income for distribu-
J11 to individuals in proportion to the
ork points earned.
Such a work-point system simulta-
amsly accomplishes two objectives. It
rovides a strong incentive for increased
.-erall output in order to maximize the
nount that is divided among the indi-
dual.i in a household. At the same time
enomrages householders and produc-
-m teams alike to keep their numbers
mil increasing, so that the maximum
.h divided into the fewest pos-
ble sliarcs. The latter constraint, of
mi-se, places the disadvantages of pop-
ation growth squarely before each in-
viduol. This economic consideration
ate substantial social pressure
fas or of srnall families.
Other growth-limiting factors are at
k. ns one example, it is said that im-
v( d licalth care has greatly reduced
rant mortality, thus undercutting the
()i thC traditional view that many
aled to ensure the sunival
even one offspring to maturity. An-
her is the current program of
roviding care for the aged, one of the
¡cct is cl M the 3 percent welfare with-
!ding reported by the Shanghai corn-
.. we. We .isited 011e SIICII residence for
463
I ARGE ANIMALS -- '
SHEEP AND GOATS
PIGS
the elderly, maintained by a commune
near Peking. Normally, we were told,
each family cared for its Own elders.
Nonetheless, some inch\ iduals inevitably
lost their families or became separated
from them; that was the case with the 75
residents we saw. They were encouraged
to engage in handicrafts; meanwhile
they were housed, clothed and fed at
commune expense, a»d a clinic attached
to the residence looked after their health
needs. Custodial care of this kind, if it
were widely practiced, would diminish
the validity of anothcr traditional view
that favors multiple bi, ths: the view that
one needs to have many children in or-
der to ensure one's welfare in old age.
A third growth-limiting factor that
may even now be undergoing a crucial
test is the continued existence of private
landholdings throughout rural China.
Ve were told that when the commune
system was established in the late
1950's, between 5 and 7 percent of the
arable land in each commune was set
aside for private use. The lancl was par-
celed out at a fixed rate: each adult in a
household was assigned one 150th of
a hectare. The household children re-
ceived private land too, but only the two
eldest children in each household were
eligible. If a household liad more than
two children at the time of time land
assignment, or if more children arrived
later, those Children received no share.
In such a family there would simply be
less private land per person. In its early
days the allocation system probably had
relatively little effect on rural family
planning. Today, nearly a generation
later, the system must act as a poweiful
social force favoring small families.
In summary, with reTect to agi ;cul-




LIVESTOCK IN CHINA are compared according to calegories; estimates, made by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, are for 1949 (L.70 ) and 1972 ( color). Sheep and goats are
large/y confined to graisLinds and mount.iins in the co% and norttn,est. That is also true
of range cattle, lumped together here t ith Liro: draft animal,: horses, mules, donkeys and
water buffaloes. Pigs are by far the mo,4 numerous of all the domestic mammals in China.
near future our group was inclined to ac-
cept the government's assertion that self-
sufficiency was achieved in 1971, Mien
some 250 million metric tons of rice,
wheat and other major foodstuffs were
harvested. Furthermore, given a contin-
uation of the pi esent aggressive and co-
ordi»atecl effort it seems that China will
be able to achieve substantial increases
in agricullutal production over the tu.At
decade. \\Ictlier the increase for any
particular crop will be as little as 20 per-
cent or as much as 50 percent will prob-
ably prove to be a function of present
yields. For example, rice yields are al-
ready high, so that an increase of 50 per-
cent in the annual harvest will be much
harder to achieve than a 50 percent in-.
crease in the maize or sorghum harvest 1
rhina nonetheless faces serious long-
'--4 term problems. If the country's re- .
markable agricultural advance is to con-
tinue, two of these problems must soon
be resolved. The first problem lies in the
current Chillese policy that emphasizes
applied and decentralized agricultural
rusearch for the sake of immediate in-
creases it food production. Although the
short terM benefits of this policy are ob-
viously important, the policy. must be
et Ili iplei . q't ited in the near future by sim-
ilar e, .1)1,..sis on more basic scientific in-
vestigation.
The second problem has to do with
the govcrnment's remarkably compre-
hcnsive efforts to retard the growth of
China's population. Only if this policy
meets with success will the Chinese peo-
ple continue tu receive thc 1)enefits of in-
creased agricultural production and the
accompanying advances in living stan-
lards that so many of China's people
r,-,".. se(t:, t.) e \pcet.
FOOD ENERGY EN THE PRC by Vaclav Sndl
Almost without exception, visitors on a short sojourn to the -People's Republic
of China (PRC) are impressed by the abundancy of food in evidence. Their obser-
vations on the food situation have generally been based on exposure to perhaps half
a dozen of the country's largest cities and a handful of cornmunes open to foreigners.
In the light of what is a considerable consensus among travelers of widely varied
backgrounds and professional expertise, a longitudinal quantitative evaluation of China's
food energy availability and its comparison with likely requirements may be of interest
Food Balance Sheets
The essential task in evaluating a country's nutritional situation is the construction
of national food balance sheets which present a comprehensive, though generalized,
picture of the pattern of food supply and utilization.' A food balance sheet must
account for output, trzde, and stock changes of all important vegetal and animal
products; it must exclude non-food uses of these products (seed, feed, industrial
manufacture) as well as losses which occur during storage and transportation. Finally,
the sheet must incorporate appropriate extraction rates in all cases where some processing
must be done before the product is ready for consumption. The resulting totals
indicate the availability of individual foods as they enter the household and do not
account for any subsequent and difficult to trace losses and distribution patterns.
Vaclav Saul is an associate professor in the Department of Geogrsphy, University of Manitoba.
Construction of food balance sheets
for the PRC is not easy even for the
1950's, a decade of relative statistical
abundance. Liu and Yeh have incon-
trovertibly demonstrated that agricultural
output figures for 1949-1955 were gross
underestimates,2 while the data from the
period of the Great Leap Fonvard
represented enthusiastic but dubious
overestimates. Thus, only the years
1956-1957 can provide the basis for a
more detailed evaluation of food energy
in the 1950's, and the year 1957, which
ended the First Five-Year Plan, was
chosen for a construction of an iternized
food balance sheet. For the 1960's such
an exercise is exceedingly difficult due to
the scarcity of any systematic statistics,
food or otherwise. For the 1970's, how-
ever, sufficient information has become
available or can be inferred to allow
construction of a food energy sheet which
would probably. not be grossly erroneous.
An attempt was made to do so for 1974,
the twenty-fifth year of the PRC's
existence.
Vegetal and Animal Production
ereals, tubers and legumes, supple-
mented by vegetables, fruits and
vegetal oils, are as elsewhere in the
developing world the principal sources
of food energy in China. Disaggregated
1957 output figures are available from
official sources for most of the grain crops,
for tubers, soybeans, oil seeds, sugar
cane and beets and fruits.3 No dis-
aggregated statistics on principal crops
have been recently released by Peking ;
however, at least two official figures are
available for total 1974 "grain" output,
the Chinese umbrella term for most food
crops.4 Chou En-lai's claim at the
National People's Congress in January
1975 that grain output increased by 140
per cent between 1949 and 1974 trans-
lates into a total of at least 259 million
metric tons (mmt). In November 1975,
Vice Minister of Agriculture and Forestry
Yang Li-kung (4113/*) put the 1974
harvest at 274.9 mmt. The latter figure
has become widely accepted and is
perhaps best interpreted as basically
identical with Chou's claim, except that
it included the soybean crop to increase
the total.s
Starting with a rounded 275-mmt
figure, the best available disaggregated
estimates were used to construct a
plausible breakdown of the 1974 cereal,
tuber and legume harvest: the resulting
1974 values used as inputs in the food
balance sheet are higher than the U.S.
Department of Agriculture estimates and
lower than those of the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FA0).6
For all important seeds used for oil
extraction (rape, sesame, sunflower, cot-
ton), rounded FAO estimates were
accepted for 1974; however, the FAO
estimates of vegetable and fruit output
were raised significantly because they do
not include products cultivated in kitchen
plots and small family vegetable and
fruit gardens.
With the exception of poultry,
complete 1957 official totals are available
for important domestic animals ;3 in
contrast, very little is known about the
current numbers of Chinese livestock
and fowl. However, recent FAO esti-
mates seem acceptable and were used,
with the exception of the estimate for
pip, as a basis for calculating China's
meat production.° Official statistics for
aquatic products are available for 1949-
1958; the 1974 figure was derived from
the latest FAO estimates.9 Milk and
egg output was estimated by applying
appropriate average production shares
and average yields to cattle, sheep, goat
and fowl counts.'°
Domestic Utilization
rro establish gross domestic availa-
bility of food crops and animal
products, only essential large-scale trade
transactions - imports of wheat, corn,
sugar and soybeans, and exports of rice,
sugar, soybeans and pig meat - were
taken into account. Fairly good statistics
are available for these imports and
TABLE I
Principal Crop Totals and Assumptions for Food Balance Sheets
exports," but other factors that must be
taken into account in preparing the food
balance sheet may easily be the source
of major errors.
While it is not too difficult to deter-
mine the amount of harvested crops used
for seed, there is considerable disagree-
ment over the extent to which animal
feeding in the PRC relies on grain.12
Usage of crops for industrial manufac-
turing is of lesser importance in food
calculation as it cannot account for more
than 2 per cent of the grain total.
Sources: (a) Nai-ruenn Chen, Ckinese Economic Statistics, Aldine Publishing, 1967, Table 5.64,
pp. 338-339; author's estimates based on FAO, U.S. Department of Agriculture and B.
Stavis, "A Preliminary Model for Grain Production in China," The China Quortedy,
No. 65 (March 1976), Table 2, p. 91.
(b), (c), (e) Food Balance Sheeu 1964-66 Average, Rome, FAO, 1971, p. 134.
(d) Author's estimates.
Extraction
Crops Total Productiorz a Seed b Feede Wasted Rate°
(mmt) (kg/ha) (per cent of production) (per cent)
1957 1974
Rice 86.8 115.0 75 4 67
VVheat 23.7 37.0 105 1 4 75
Corn 21.4 31.0 70 12 4 80
Other Cereals 31.2 38.5 35 - 105 10 - 35 3-4 60 - 80
Sweet Potatoes 70.3 82.0 - 25 10 100
White Potatoes 13.5 28.0 760 20 10 100



































Very significant errors can occur in
estimating crop wastage after harvesting.
Losses during storage and transportation
have been studied in different countries
around the world13 and, depending upon
the specific crop and length of storage,
they range from as little as 1 per cent to
as much as 20 per cent, with most of the
values for cereals between 3 to 4 per cent.
The most important production
totals and utilization assumptions under-
lying the calculation of food balance
sheets for 1957 and 1974 are listed for
vegetal matter in Table I and for animal
products in Table II. Complete food
balance sheets give the country some 200
mmt of plant and 13 mmt of animal food
in 1957; in 1974 these totals increased to
just over 300 mmt and to 25 mmt
respectively.
Food Energy Availability
onversion of these tonnages into
energy equivalents is a fairly straight-
TABLE II
Animal Totals and Assumptions for Food Balance Sheets
Animals Total Heads' Take-off Rate b Carcass Weightc
Source: (a) Nai-ruenn Chen, op. cit., Table 5.65, p. 340; FAO, Production YearAcoolt 1974, Rome,
FAO, 1975, Tables 102-104, pp. 208-216.
(b), (c) FAO, Food Balance Sheets 1964-66 Average, op. cit., p. 134.
forward procedure. All the main plant
and animal foods have been multiplied
by appropriate calorie contents taken
from the best available listings of nu-
tritional values, while for food categories
consisting of a wide variety of items
(vegetables, fruit, fish) the conversion
factors were established by averaging the
values of the most abundant foodstuffs
within each group.14
The results of these conversions are
given for all major food groups in Table
III: they add up to nearly 485 trillion
kilocalories (kcal) of food energy in 1957
and to almost 700 trillion kcal in 1974.
Depending on which set of consistent
population estimates (L.A. Orleans or
J.S. Aird) is used," these aggregates
translate into 2,073 to 2,102 kcal per
day per capita in 1957 and 2,070 to
2,256 kcal in 1974.
These differences in per capita
consumption grow even larger when the
food energy availability is considered in
(millions) (per cent) (kg/animal)
1957 1974
Cattle 50.5 63.5 15 150.0
Buffaloes 13.1 29.9 10 170.0
Sheep 45.1 72.9 30 15.0
Goats 53.4 59.2 30 15.0
Pigs 145.9 250.0 70 55.0
Poultry 425.0 1,280.0 200 1.1
Availability of Food Energy in China, 1957 and 1974
terms of a range, rather than u a single
figure: given the inadequacies of pro-
duction data and utilization and ex-
traction estimates it is, of course, im-
possible that any figures resulting from
the construction of food balance sheets
for the PRC could be error-free. Perhaps
the best range is bracketed by values -1-5
per cent around the calculated figures.
This would mean that the highest possi-
ble consumption, which combines high
energy availability and low population, is
12 per cent higher than the worst com-
bination in 1957, which pairs low energy
TABLE
availability and high population. In
1974, the differential between the highest
and lowest consumption estimates is 20
per cent (Table IV).
International comparisons illustrate
well the dimensions of this plausible
uncertainty: the lowest consumption
figure for 1957 would give an average
Chinese marginally fewer kilocalories
than an average Pakistani, while the
highest value would be identical with
per capita Japanese usage; in 1974 the
lowest average would put the PRC
1957
Total Food Total Calories
(103 mt) (1012 kcal)
1974
Total Food Total Calories
(103 mt) (1012 kcal)
Cereal Products 98,100 349.5 138,700 492.0
Tubers 48,700 46.5 69,400 64.5
Legumes 10,400 36.5 14,100 48.5
Sugar 1,500 5.5 3,400 12.5
Vegetables 37,800 7.5 69,700 14.0
Fruits 3,000 1.5 5,500 3.0
Vegetal Oils 1,250 11.5 1,800 15.5
Meat 7,000 18.0 11,300 27.5
Poultry 900 1.0 2,900 4.0
Fish 2,200 1.5 5,400 4.0
Milk 1,900 1.5 3,400 2.5
Eggs 500 1.0 1,500 2.5
Animal Fats 400 3.5 750 5.5
Vegetal Foods 200,750 458.5 302,600 650.0
Animal Foods 12,900 26.5 25,250 46.0
Total 213,650 485.0 327,850 696.0
TABLE IV
Total and Per Capita Food Availability
in the PRC, 1957 and 1974
among the poorest developing nations,
but the highest figure. would bring it
much closer to those large populous
Third World countries which have, on
the average, a relatively high food
supply.16 In view of this uncomfortably
large but very real uncertainty, no
unequivocal judgement can be passed on
the nutritional status of the Chinese
population.
Energy Requirements
r r he magnitude of average per capita
calorie availability is not, in itself,
sufficient to evaluate a country's food
energy situation. Food supply must be
compared with energy needs which are
the function of age, sex, weight and
physical activity." Consequently, the
average caloric requirements in the
developing nations whose populations
have invariably much younger age struc-
tures and often lighter body weights than
those of the'developed countries might
be considerably below the typical Euro-
pean or North American requirements."
None of the information necessary
to calculate. caloric intakes (data on age-
sex distribution, average age-specific
body weights and activity levels) is
readily available for the PRC. There is
only a single official age-sex pyramid
based on the 1953 census. J. S. Aird
- 14,N. e
has converted it to approximate absolute
figures and has aLso constructed a series
of alternative future age-sex dis-
tributions ;19 no original Chinese in-
formation has been published on this
subject since 1959. Adjusted 1953 dis-
tribution was thus used for the 1957
calculation and the same age proportions
were used for 1974, but the overall sex
ratio was reduced to 102.0 from 107.7
in 1953.2°
No age-specific weight tables based
on statistically significant samples of
China's rural and urban population are
currently available." However, typical
adult weights in China 60 kilograms
(kg) for men and 50 kg for women22
are about 10 per cent lower than those of
North American adults. Thus, reason-
ably representative values for the Chinese
population can be derived by reducing
the figures in the Harvard-Iowa age-
weight distribution tables by 10 per cent
and then dividing them into age groups
relevant for energy requirement calcu-
lations."
Finally, because basic energy re-
quirements refer to moderately active
populations at a given age and weight,24
adjustments must be made for activities
other than nioderate: a multiplier of
0.90 is used for light activities, 1.17 for
very active populations and 1.34 for
exceptionally active groups. The cor-
rected per capita requirements are then
applied to an appropriate percentage of
people in a given group who are not
moderately active.25
Estimates of these percentages can
be no more than very rough approxi-
mations. The assumption of FAO
and the World Health Organization
(WHO) that virtually all children and
young adolescents (0-15 years) are moder-
1957 1974
Total Food Energy 485 695







ately active is reasonable as is the
assumption that at least 50 per cent of
both male and female populations above
60 years of age can engage in only light
activities. The main source of possible
error is the economically active popu-
lation between 16 and 59 years of age.
A joint FAO/WHO informal
gathering of nutrition experts concluded
that traditional rural male populations
should be considered at leas: moderately
active and that moderate activity is
probably the average for female peasant
populations as wel1.26 Energy expendi-
tures in urban activities can vary con-
siderably and it is impossible to suggest
a meaningful average. However, as most
of China's population some 80 per
cent27 is rural, and most of Chinese
agriculture at least 75 per cent is
still traditional28 and rests on human and
animal metabolism, there is very little
doubt that a large proportion of rural
activities falls into the heavy energy
expenditure category.
Durnin and Passmore in their
comprehensive work on energy needs put
moderate work requirements between
5 to 7.4 kcal per minute (kcal/min)
for men and 3.5 to 5.4 kcal/min for
women, while heavy work demands 7.5
to 9.9 kcal/min and 5.5 to 7.4 kcal/min
respectively." VVhen these ranges are
compared with typical energy expendi-
tures in traditional agriculture (Table V)
it is apparent that many of the routine
activities especially when performed
by women fall into the heavy work
category. So do other tasks which have
become prominent in many Chinese
villages since 1949: forestry (6.8 to 15.9
kcal/min), coal mining (4.2 to 8.0 kcal/





Source: J.V.G.A. Durnin and R. Passmore,
Energy, Work and Leirure, London,
Heinemann Educational Books, 1967,
Table 4.10, p. 66, and Table 4.11, p. 67.
Moreover, large numbers of Chinese
peasants are mobilized in the off-season
months to repair or build irrigation
systems and extend cultivable lands.
These projects, depending as they do
on massed human labor for deep digging,
ridging, lifting and moving heavy loads,
also demand exceptionally active popu-
lations.
Numerous regional and county re-
ports on field levelling, terracing, canal
building and irrigation projects have
now become regularly available. During
the winter of 1973-1974, such reports31
mentioned the participation of 40 to 91
(average about 65) per cent of the work
force. Eleven provincial totahi adding
up to 62 million people were available
for water control works in the winter
months of 1974-1975,32 and a summary
report on farmland capital construction
claimed that at least 100 million people
have been engaged in river regulation and
earthwork every winter and spring 'unce










it would not seem unreasonable to
conclude that about half of China's
economically active population should
be classified as very active.
Total caloric requirements based on
population distribution, average body
weights and activity levels described
above add up to about 513 trillion kcal
for a population of 632 million Chinese
in 1957 and to some 683 trillion kcal
for 844 million Chinese in 1974 (Table
VI). If J. S. Aird's totals are used, the
aggregate requirements rise only slightly
'
TAl3LE VI
Calculation of Annual Food Energy Requirements for the Chinese
Population, 1957 and 1974
for 1957, to about 520 trillion kcal, but
the difference is quite significant for
1974: 745 instead of 683 trillion kcal.
On the other hand, there is very little
difference in total requirements if it is
assumed that only 25 per cent of the
adult Chinese population is very active:
the totals are less than 2.5 per cent
smaller.
Availability and Requirements
romparisons of availability and re-
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Total 632.0 513.1 844.0 683.4
the 1957 food supply to be at worst more
than 10 per cent below the needed
energy level and at best equal to it; the
most likely situation would probably be
a slight deficit of about 5 per cent. In
1974 the situation was either one of
greater surplus or of basically unchanged
deficit, depending on the population, food
supply and food requirement data used
in the process.
Possible deficits of this magnitude
do not imply nationwide chronic mal-
nutrition. However, because the fore-
going calculations and comparisons all
have been based on the theoretical uni-
formity of food consumption throughout
the nation an assumption which is
obviously unrealistic in spite of the
equalization efforts of the central govern-
ment such deficits would be strong
indicators of regional problems. Even
with a system of ideal distribution that
leaves an energy surplus, it is difficult
not to envisage the picture as a mosaic
composed of some regions where the
people are fairly well off, consuming
more than their essential energetic
balance requirements, and other areas of
either chronic or recurrent shortages,
where the food intake is, at best, suf-
ficient to provide for basic metabolic and
work needs but is not compatible with
vigorous and healthy life or where, at
worst, widespread malnutrition or
chronic periods of hunger are not
inconceivable.
TABLE vn
Comparison of Caloric Availability and
Requirements in the PRC, 1957 and 1974
Although the lack of information
prevents a detailed evaluation of regional
food supply disparities, it is possible to
identify the poorest areas by comparing
population and grain production shares.
The provinces whose total 1957 grain
output was proportionately smaller than
their populations include Honan, Hopei,
Shansi and Shantung (i.e., the whole
North), Shensi, Liaoning, Kiangsu and
Kwangsi ; on the basis of available esti-
mates it would seem that the 1974
pattern was very similar."
Conclusions
Between
1957 and 1974 the PRC's
population and its caloric require-
ments grew by a minimum of 34 per
cent or by a maximum of 44 per cent,
while the available food supply increased
by about 43-44 per cent. In per capita
terms these figures define a range from
no improvement at all to a modest, but
significant, 7 per cent increment. Because
a comparison of food energy supply and
needs strongly suggests a caloric deficit in
1957, the slightly better nutritional
situation by 1974 was probably just
sufficient to cover energetic demand.
The composition of the average diet
(vegetal vs. animal origin) does not seem
to have altered significantly.
Too much is unknown and uncertain
to offer any definitive judgement. How-
ever, unless the evidence presented is
grossly erroneous, it must be concluded
that China's per capita food energy
supply in the mid-1970's was, at best,
only marginally better than two decades
ago. On the average, this is sufficient
to satisfy energy growth, maintenance
and work needs, but regional deficiencies
1957 1974
Food availability 460-510 660-730
(1012 kcal)
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The Decision .on Some Questions Concern-
ing the Acceleration of Agricultural Develop-
ment approved in September 1979 by the
Fourth Plenary Session of the llth Centra/ Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of China is a
programmatic document. A guide to our agri-
cultural development in the new period of so-
cialist construction, it has been nuzzle known to
the whole country for implementation. Many
readers have sent in letters asking what it is all
about. Here is the gist of the decision. Ed.
1. Towards a Unified Understanding of
Agricultural Issues
Achievements. The socialist transformation of
agriculture has been realized. Between 1949
and 1978:
Grain output increased 2.7-fold;
That of cash crops, forestry, animal hus-
bandry, sideline occupations, fishery and rural
industry increased to varying degrees;
A large number of water conservancy proj-
ects, big, medium-sized and small, were built;
This sluice gate on the 'Isola' River in Shandong Prov-
ince has a flow that irrigates over 75,000 mu of farmland.
. .
AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT
A large acreage of farmland was trans-
formed;
And there has been a substantial increase
in the use of chemical fertilizers, farm ma-
chinery, drainage and irrigation equipment
and electricity in the countryside.
Problems. Acute contradictions have arisen in
the last 20 years between agricultural develop-
ment on the one hand and the needs of the peo-
ple and the four modernizations on the other.
Between 1957 and 1978 our population reg-
istered an increase of 300 million whereas the
area of cultivated land diminished due to ex-
pansion of the land area taken up by
capital construction;
In 1978 the average per-capita
share of food grain was only on A par
with that of 1957;
The average per-capita income of
the 800 million rural population was
only a little more than 70 yuan per
ann um
The collective property of a pro-
duction brigade is valued at an aver-
age of less than 10,000 yuan; in some
places the amount is not even enough
for simple reproduction.
Twists ad Turns. The course of
agricultural development since the
founding of the People's Republic has
.been torlabous.
Products thus 1949 1979
7gran 10,000 tons 11,333 31,250
cotton 10,000 torus 44.45 MO
sugar 10,000 tons go 230
pigs 10,000 head 5,775 31,383
A
11.
In the three-year period of restoration
(1950-52) and the First Five-Year Plan (195e-
57), the country-N*5de land reform was com-
pleted, the iocialist transformation of agricul-
ture realized and large-scale economic construc-
tion carried out; agriculture made notable prog-
ress. In those eight years, the average annual
increase in the output of grain was 7. per
cent. In 1958, which saw the establishment of
the people's communes and the big leap forward,
the masses, by emancipating their minds,
dared to think and act; this revolutionary spirit
of theirs was commendable. But due to lack of
experience and failure to stay level-headed on
the part of the leadership, we made the mistakes
of giving orders blindly and doing things in a
rash, haphazard-way. l'his, plus natural disas-
ters and the breach of contracts and withdrawal
of experts by the Soviet Government, led to
seriotu; setbacks in agriculture towards the end
of the 50s and in the early 60s.
Hcrwever, thanks to efforts made by the
whole Party and nation, we managed to over-
come our shortcomings and mistakes in work
and succeeded in tiding over the difficulties by
1962, thereby bringing about a rapid recovery
and new development in agriculture.
During the ten years of Cultural Revolu-
tion initiated in 1966, Lin Biao and the gang
of four pushed an ultra-Left line, subverted the
various Party policies and the rural economy,
thus dampening the initiative of the peasant
masses. It was due to the resistance to the
erroneous line put up by our cadres and masses
that it was. possible for agriculture to make
some progress in the 70s.
Lessons. 'IV speed up the recovery of agricul-
tural production and its further development,
we should draw certain lessons. In the main
these relate to the following seven factors.
We must maintain a political situation
of stability and unity for a long time to come.
This is a prerequisite for the four moderniza-
tions.
We must understand and deal with
class struggle properly. We must be firm in
dealing blows at the class enemies who are still
around in the countryside, who are hostile to
socialism and are trying to sabotage it. But
these constitute only a small number. It is
impermissible to confound the two types
of contradictions, which are different in
nature contradictions between ourselves and




(Based on 1978 statistics)
selves. Nor is it permissible to enlarge the
scope of class struggle according to whim; this
can only damage unity and harrn the innocent.
Efforts must be concentrated on the
transformation of agricultural techrrique and
the developmerit of the agricultural productive
forces on the basis of collective farming. This
is the Party's basic line on the question of agri-
culture. We must develop capital construction
in agriculture (including water conservancy,
cropland, grassland, forestry, fishery and live-
stock breeding) and industrial enterprises in
rural areas with a view to transforming the con-
ditions of agricultural production and enhancing
the peasants' material means for expanded re-
production.
We must persist in carrying out the
Party's rural policies for the present stage in a
steady way.
We must firmly carry out the policy
of taking agriculture as the foundation of the
national economy. In our national economic
planning, we must make arrangements in the
order of agriculture, light industry and heavy
industry, and maintain a balance between agri-
culture and industry. All trades in the country
must give further material and techriological
support to agriculture.
We must correctly carry out the follow-
ing principles, namely, "simultaneous develop-
ment of farming, forestry, animal htasbandry,
sideline occupations and fishery" and "taking
grain production as the key link, ensuring an
all-round development, suiting measures to
local conditions and concentrating on a certain
line of production when appropriate." We must
'
Total power of agricultural
machinery
150 million h p.
Number of large and medium-
sized tractors
557,000
Ntunber of walking tractors 1,370,000
Ntunber of big and medium-
sized reservoirs holding
170,000 million cubic metres
over 80,000
Area of land under irrigation 46:011;00° hect-
Chemical fertilizer used per-
hectare 525 kilogrammes
gradually change the structure of agriculture
and the composition of our diet.
(7) We must conduc-. agricultural produc-
tion according to natural .and economic laws,
respect the democratic rights of the grass-roots
cadres and the masses, and never give blind
orders through administrative channels.
2. Twenty-Five Policies and Measures
In working out agricultural policies and
measures, our starting point should be giving
full scope to the superiority of the socialist
system and arousing the initiative of the
800 million peasants. We must intensify social-
ist education among the peasants, be concerned
about their material interests and safeguard
their democratic rights.
The agricultural policy, the economic policy
for the countryside and the measures for in-
creasing production ' at the present are as
follows :
(1) 'the ownership of the people's com-
munes, production brigades and production
teams and their power of self-management are
to be protected by state laws. As long as they
Members of the Chengnan Commune, Fengyang
County, selling surplus grain to the state.
keep to the socialist orientation, carry out gov-
ernment policies, observe the laws and decrees
of the state, and accept the guidance of state
planning, all the basic accounting units under
a people's commune have the right to cultivate
whatever is suited to the season and to local
conditions, to determine measures for increased
production, to decide on the methods of man-
agement and to distribute their own products
and cash income.
The requisition or use of the labour
power, land, draught animals, machinery,
funds, products and other materials of a pro-
duction team without compensation is not
allowed.
The economic organizations at all
leveLs in a people's corzunune must carry out
the principles "to each according to his work"
and equal pay .for equal work between men and
women. The system of fixed quotas in produc-
tion is to be strengthened, remuneration is to
be paid according to the amount and quality
of work done, a system of awards and penaliza-
tion should be established and absolute equali-
tarianism is to be firmly corrected. With the
development of the collective economy, more
collective welfare undertakings should be set up
and this work must be improved step by step so
that the aged, the weak, orphans and those
advanced in age who are living alone, disabled
commune members, disabled ex-servicemen
and dependents of armymen killed in active ser-
vice will all be better ensured of decent living
conditions.
Land plats alloted to Commune mem-
bers for personal use, livestock for personal
needs, household sideline -occupations and
rural trade fairs are supplementary and acces-
sory to the socialist economy. Peasants ,are to
be encouraged and helped to engage in house-
hold sideline production to increase personal
income and activate the rural economy.
The people's comrnunes are tO con-
tinue to stick to the system of three-level
ownership with the production team as the
basic accounting unit.* Transition from the pro-
ducdon team to the production brigade as the
basic accounting unit is not glowed unless con-
The present three-level system of ownership
of the means of production in a people's commune
denotes the commune level, the production brigade
level and the production team leveL In most
communes, the production te-am Is the basic
accounting unit; it directly organizes production





The Qianjin Commune in Danxian County,
Guangdong, develops coffee trees and other
tropical cash crops.
ditions are ripe and the majority of the team
members agree.
In the next three to five years, the
share for agriculture in the entire capital con-
striction investment by the state will gradually
be upped to around 18 per cent. The share of
expenditures on agricultural undertakings and
appropriations in support of the communes,
production brigades and teams will be raised
step by step to about 8 per cent of the state's
total expenditure. Local revenues should be
used mainly to finance agriculture or in
dustries serving agricultural production.
Agricultural loans, from this year till
/Pk will be more than doubled. The state is
in a planned way long-term special-pur-
pose loans at a minimal or very low rate of
interest, to be paid back in 10 or 15 years or
even at the end of the century.
oft) The unified purchasing prices for grains
be up by 20 per cent when the summer
harvest in 1979 is put on the market. The
purchasing prices for extra grains outside the
plan will be increased by another 50 per cent.
The purchasing prices for cotton, oil- and
31,r-i»?Aring crops, and animal, aquatic and
forest products will be increased corresponding-
ly. The ex factory prices and marketing prices
for farm machinery, chemical fertilizers, insecti-
cides, plastics used in farming and other in-
dustrial goods for fanning purpose should be
lowered gradually. The prices for grains sold
to the public will remain unchanged despite the
increase in the purchasing prices of the farm
produce; the prices of other farm produce in-
dispensable to the masses in their daily life too
will basically remain stable. When certain
products must be raised in price, the consumers
will receive proper subsidy.
For a fairly long period from now on,
the amount of state purchases of grain from the
peasants will remain stable; moreover, there
will be a reduction of 5,000 million
jin (one jin=0.5 kilogramme) beginning from
1979.
We must continue to do a good job
of the capital construction necessary for the pro-
duction, storage, transportation and processing
of the products of farming, forestry, animal hus-
bandry, sideline occupations and fishery. By
1985, the area of irrigated farmland and the
acreage of farmland giving stable, high yields
will be greatly expanded. The state is to build
more giant water conservancy projects while
the various localities will mainly take up the
construction of small and medium-sized water
works along with projects supporting the main
ones.
Planned land reclamation, No state
purchases will be made of what is grown on
land newly opened up by communes, prdduction
brigades or teams for five years beginning from
the first year of harvest. All industrial enter-
prises and mines should take measures to pre-
vent contamination of the natural resources such
as watef resources and the atmosphere, or
damage of agricultural production. No govern-
ment organ, organization, armed force unit,
enterprise, school or university is allowed to
trespass on or make illegal use of cultivated
land, grass and pasture land or forest land be-
longing to a commune or state farm. A land
law should be made and enacted as soon as pos-
sible.
Efforts should be made to run state
farms well so that they will provide the state
with more marketable grain, as well as more
cash crops and other farm and sideline produce.
Up to 1985, state farms are not required to hand
over their profit, which is to be used for ex-
panded reproduction ancl'for transforming them-
(12)
selves into amalgamated enterprises combining
farming, industry and commerce
We must quickly increase the produc-
tion of chemical fertilizers, insecticides, plastics
for farm use and various herbicides and guaran-
tee their quality. Large quantities of peasant.
household manure should be collected and
stored, more green manure grown and organic
manure accumulated.
Actively select and breed, import and
popularize improved seeds. Quickly set up pro-
vincial, prefectural and county bases for seed
cultivation and a network of seed companies.
Develop mechanization in farming,
forestry, livestock breeding, sideline occupation
and fishery, as well as in rural transportation
and loading and unloading. The supply of ac-
cessories and spare parts for farm implements
and machinery should be well ensured.
Develop food and cash crops simul-
taneously; develop farming, forestry, animal
husbandry, sideline occupations and fishery
simultaneously.
Plant trees for afforestation. Con-
centrate efforts on building a shelter-belt
stretching from northwest China to north and
northeast China. Emphasize tree-planting
around farmland, along roadsides, around
houses and along riverbanks in north China,
on the central plains and in northeast China,
concentrate on quic.k-growing timber in the ten
provinces south of the Changjiang, as well as
on econiimic forest bases in the south and the
north and the forest limas in the northeast.
The Forestry Law should be enforced to protect
our forests.
Enlarge the .proportion of animal hus-
bandry in agriculture. Pay special attention to
developing the breeding of cattle, sheep, goats,
rabbits and other grass-eating animals. Peasant
households in the communes should be en-
couraged to raise pigs, cattle, sheep and goats,
while livestock breeding by the collective should
be developed. A number of modern ranches,
poultry farms, slaughter-houses, deep-freeze
plants, and factories processing animal products
should be built in a planned way in China's
pastoral areas and suburbs of big and medium-
sized cities.
Speed up fishery production and boost
the output of aquatic products. Exploit water
areas and lowlands along the coast and develop
fresh-water and marine fish culture; readjust
off-shore fishing and actively open up fishing
grounds out at sea. Use advanced technology
and equipment to modernize fishing and fish
culture, processing, storage and transportation.
Develop aquatic products culture on city
outskirts and popularize fish and shrimp culture.
In Anfu County, Jianirxl Province, one In every four
rural households now raises an animal.
Bring about a big development of
enterprises run by communes and production
brigades*, gradually raising the proportion of the
income from these enterprises in the total in-
come of the communes, production brigades and
teams. Farm and sideline produce which lend
themselves to processing in the countryside
should be gradually transferred to these en-
terprises for processing. Factories lit the cities
should in a planned way turn the manufacturing
of a part of their products or parts to these
enterprises, supplying them with equipment and
giving technical help. A policy of low tax or
tax exemption is adopted by the state towards
these enterprises.
(21) Exchange commodities at equal value;
facilitate exchange of goods between city and
countryside., in purchasing farm and sideline
products, prices should be geared to quality /the
means of production and the means of subsist-
ence needed in the countryside should be
supplied promptly at reasonable prices, quality
Many people's communes and production
brigades now have their own factories and enter-
prises, such as farm machinery plants, cement
works, brick and tile works and food processing
mills. In many communes, revenues from these
factories and enterprises now make up more than




guaranteed. Contracts should be
signed for the purchase of grain,
cotton, edible oil and other farm and
sideline produce.
Efforts should be made to
develop the production of goods for
export. The state has decided to allot
a special sum in foreign exchange to
finance the development of cash
crops, native and special products,
livestock breeding, sideline occupa-
tions, fishery and related processing
industries in the provinces, munic-
ipalities and autonomous regions.
For many years in some
areas in the northwest and south-
west, in a number of old revolu-
tionary base areas, in remote mountainous
regions, in areas peopled by national minoritie.s,
and in frontier regions, the yield has been low,
there has been a shortage of grain and the peo-
ple are poor. A special commission under the
State Council is to be set up to give priority to
these areas in financial, technical and material
assistance.
Continue efforts to carry out family
planning, supported by publicity, education,
medical service and supply of contraceptives.
More effective measures and policies, mainly
economic measures, will be adopted to bring
down the nation's annual rate of population
growth to around five per thousand by 1985.
To protect and arouse the initiative of
the cadres at the grass-roots level in the country-
side is a highly important link in accelerating
agricultural development. The wage problem
and welfare of commune cadres and agro-
technicians should be solved step by step. Cadre_s
who do their work well should be commended
and given material awards. Cadres at the
commune, production brigade and production
team levels must all be elected by either a meet-
ing of the commune members' representatives
or a general meeting of the commune members;
they should be subject to supervision by the
TII ass eS
3. Steps to Modernize Agriculture
(1) A large number of specialists with a
grasp of modern agricultural science and
technique, agricultural technicians and manage-
rial personnel should be trained within several
to a dozen or more years, while at the same
time scientific, technical and cultural level of
'
Al a rural fair where there la fresh pork galore.
the peasant masses should also be elevated. The
central authorities should be responsible for
the proper functioning of the Chinese Academy
of Agricultural Science and the Beijing Agricul-
tural University; the provincial, municipal and
autonomous regional authorities are to run
well a number of agricultural research institutes,
agricultural colleges and secondary agricultural
technical schools.
Promote agricultural mechanization in
a planned way. Import, manufacture and popu-
larize advanced farm machinery suited to
China's special features to raise labour produc-
tivity. Build rural small hydro- and thermal-
power stations; popularize the use of methane
gas and utilize wind and solar energy. Provide
irrigation and drainage for farmland and grass-
land by building water conservancy projects, so
as to ensure high and stable yields. Speed up
the development of chemical fertilizers, in-
secticides, herbicides and other chemicals for
farm use and increase production of plastic
sheets. In 1980 the departments concerned
under the State Council will work out a long-
term plan for agricultural modernization to-
gether with year-by-year plans for its imple-
mentation.
Agricultural production must have a
rational distribution and specialized production
should be introduced step by step. In different
regions, take measures suited to local condi-
tions to bring about an even development of
farming, forestry and animal husbandry. Or-
ganize a force to complete within three years a
national survey of the natural conditions and
resources and social conditions and work out
plans for specialized production in various areas





Ding Zbenya, a seed-breeding specialist of blengeheng
County, Anhui Province..
Set up a number of key bases for
marketable grain production, cash crops, live-
stock breeding, fishery and forestry. These bases
will use advanced machinery and equipment,
introduce scientific methods of production and
management to become giant, modern, agricul-
tt.u.al enterprises with high labour productivity
and marketability. Some of them will aLso run
industry and commerce and gradually expand
into amalgamated enterprises combining farm-
ing, industry and commerce.
Readjust the distribution of the nation's
industry in suppOrt of agriculture in two to
three years. The Ministry of Agricultural Ma-
chinery and the Ministry of Chemical Industry
will set up a number of specialized companies
and service companies to put the supply of farm
machinery and chemicals, maintenance, hiring
service and dissemination of technical know-how
under unified management. Build highways
linking urban and rural areas so that by 1985
motor traffic is accessible to every commune.
In farm and animal produce centres,
modern processing industries will be set up
to facilitate supply and marketing in cities and
the countryside.
Planned construction of small towns in
the nation's 2,000-odd county seats, and more
economically developed towns or conunune
seats. Big cities should render stronger support
to agriculture and build a number of satèllite
towns in their surrounding rural areas.
Concentrate efforts on the construction
of key projects. Farm machinery, money and
materials for agriculture should go to key areas.
In the first fey, years, if things are done success-
fully in areas comprising one-fifth of the pop-
ulation to bring about a marked increase in
production and a 'rapid increale in the peasants'
income, they will serve as an example for the
rest of the country to follow and help promote
agricultural production elsewhere.
4. Stronger Leadership
Party committees and governments at all
levels from the central level down must give
first place to agriculture, and really implement
the Party's line, principles and policies. The
Party branches in the countryside must be
strengthened and they must see, that Party
members play -an exemplary vanguard role.
Agricultural production and construction con-
nected with it should be managed independently
by the administrative and vocational organs; the
Party must not take over in this field.
The State Agricultural Commission is re-
sponsible for studying the principles and policies
for the nation's agricultural production and,
together with the State Planning Commission,
gives leadership to the drawing up of long-term
and -yearly plans for agriculture, and makes
arrangements for agricultural funds and the
distribution of materials.
In working out plans, the planners must
follow the mass line, make thorough investiga-
tions and maintain an overall balance. Except
for what has been prescribed by law, administra-
tive orders should not be issued to compel com-
munes and production brigades to comply.
The style and method of work on the part
of leadership must be radically improved. We
must overcome such bad styles of wdrk as ap-
proaching matters unrealistically, disregarding
economic results, ignoring science and refusing
to follow the mass line.
Cadres at all levels must not only study
Marxist-Leninist theories but aLso acquire scien-
tific, technical and economic knowledge, learn





CHINA'S 10-YEAR PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
AGRICULTURE AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY (1976-85)
Chinese Premier Hua Kuo-feng
(*Ea) delivered a wide-ranging Govern-
ment Work Report on February 26 to
the National People's Congress (NPC).
Published eight days later, the report
acknowledged agriculture as the "foun-
dation of the national economy" that
without accelerated growth wóuld stymie
the "upswing" in industry and the whole
economy.
Hua's report disclosed that a 1975
conference met to draft a 10-year
Program for the Development of the
National Economy (1976-85) on the
basis of large-scale investigations and
research that had been made for that
purpose. The program, however, was
sabotaged by the "gang of four." After
their downfall, further studies of the
draft program were made, appropriate
changes were incorporated, and the
revised draft was submitted to the NPC.
Except for two items grain and steel-
none of the other targets were disclosed.
The highlights of the program's plan for
agriculture and those in Hua's report
that are related to agriculture are pre-
sented with analysis in the discus-
sion that follows.
The program's grain target for 1985
is 800 billion catties, that is, 400 million
metric tons (mmt). The average annual
growth rate of the gross value of agricul-
tural production between 1978 and 1985
is targeted at 4% to 5%. Grain is the
bulk of agricultural production in China.
Thus, the average annual rate of increase
in grain production would be, by and
large, in the same range as that set for
the gross value of agricultural production.
At the targeted annual increase, the total
increase in grain by 1985 would be be-
tween 36.86% and 47.75% compared
with 1977. On this basis, grain pro-
duction for 1977 can be derived at be-
tween 270.7 mmt and 292.3 mmt; the
mean would be 281.5 nunt. Last
December's China Reconstruas pve a
figure for grain production in 1949:
113.2 mmt. This obviously includes
soybeans. From this it follovvs that the
targeted 400 mmt for 1985 and, for that
matter, the derived figure for 1977 should
both include soybeans.
In the 11 years from 1966 to 1976,
despite "gang of four" interference, one-
third of the provinces, municipalities, and
autonomous regions managed to achieve
an average annual 4.3% rate of increase
in grain output; some achieved a 5.5%
growth rate. Now, Hua reasoned in
his report, freed from the "gang of four"
the country as a whole should be able to
achieve a 4%-5% increase each year
during the next eight years.
Hua's comment is a clear indication
that grain production is taken in China
as a parallel to the gross value of agricul-
tural production. The annual rate of
increase he called for is admittedly a
cautious target compared with ones set
during the Great Leap Forward or even
during the more sober years of the early
1970s. What will probably occur is that
as more inputs (more pumps and ma-
chinery, fertilizer, and improved seeds)
become available in the early 1980s, the
targeted 4% to 5% annual increase will
begin to be achieved.
According to Hua, by 1985, the area
of stable, high yield land would be equal
to one mu* per person in the rural
population; by 1980, one-third of China's
counties will be Tachai-type ones.
While the number of Tachai-type
counties by 1980 is the same as the one
in Hua's report at the First National
Conference on Learning from Tachai in
1975, the target year for the building of
stable, high yield land per mou per
capita of the agricultural population has
apparently been pushed forward to 1985
one mou a= 1/6 of an acre, or 7,260 sq. ft.
from the 1980 declared by Ch'en
Yung-kuei (Mict) in 1976 at the Second
National Conference on Learning from
Tachai. Deferring the goal is perhaps
a change introduced into the revised draft
program and as such would appear to
illustrate cautiousness and pragmatism on
the plat of Chinese planners.
Hua said in his report that China
would strive to keep its natural rate of
population increase within 1% in the
next three years. Should this low rate
of increase be reached by 1980, the
deferment of the target year would
involve only a maximum of 5% increase
in the absolute acreage of stable, high
yield land targeted for 1980. This, then,
will allow builders of stable, high yield
land to reach a slightly higher goal in
eight instead of the originally scheduled
three years.
In his report Hua stipulated that by
1985 the 12 large grain-producing base
areas together with the state farms should
double or triple the volume of grain
available for marketing. Assuming that
30% of the grain produced in these areas
has generally been sold to the state in
the past, doubling or tripling that amount
by 1985 would mean fug 60% and 90%
respectively must be marketed, taking
the prpsent level of production as 100%.
If the propulation in those areas increases
10% by 1985, they must raise grain
production by 40% by 1985 to double
their grain sales to the state. The annual
rate of increase would then be somewhat
less than 4%. To triple their sales, they
will have to push up production by 70%
by 1985, an average annual rate of
increase of more than 8% a much
more difficult goal to attain annually for
eight years. From these targets for the
major grain producers, Chinese au-
thorities appear to be reverting to the
'
policy of the early 1960s that concentrated
state aid and supply of inputs on the
major bases where the yield levels are
high and the conditions are more res-
ponsive to increased inputs.
The low-yield, grain-deficit areas
should strive to achieve self-sufficiency or
a surplus in the next two or three years.
judging from this target, all the areas in
the country should achieve self-
sufficiency by 1980. Poor areas like Kwei-
chow and Tsinghai may have a difficult
row to hoe if they are to achieve grain
self-reliance in the next two or three
years. On the other hand, a rich area
like Chekiang, which is heavily burdened
with a large population, may easily lose
its grain self-sufficiency should unusually
poor weather conditions occur in any
particular year. Unless substantial yield
increases are achieved in the next two or
three years in the marginal areas, self-
sufficiency in grain in these areas can
hardly be sustained.
The ten-year program seeks to
establish base areas for the production of
cotton, oilseed, and sugar crops, which
will become the major source of these
commodities for state procurement. This
plan to set up base areas for industrial
crops would seem to spell a degree of
regional specialization despite a policy of
regional self-sufficiency in basic needs.
It would be difficult, however, for these
areas to achieve significant success as
major industrial crop suppliers unless
they are assured the state will meet
their grain needs. Growing grain suf-
ficient for their own needs would weaken
their capacity to increase production of
industrial crops. How the state intends
coping with this dilemma is unclear.
A number ctf other measures to
increase farm production in general were
also mentioned in Hua's report Among
them is land reclamation. New state
farms are to be opened (which would
mean reclamation on a large scale). Land
reclamation will also be done at lower
levels (provincial, prefectural, county,
and commune levels) in a planned way so
as not to interfere with soil conservation
goals. Putting new land under culti-
vation is one way for China to inc-rease
farm production, but it is very expensive
and in some cases could result in in-
creased erosion. These two problems
must presumably be solved before large-
scale land reclamation can be carried out.
More state investment in large-scale
water conservation programs is slated
over the next eight years. A major goal
is to bring more water from the south
to the north, and amelioration of the
soils in low-yield areas will be given
attention. So far, the PRC has been
successful in bringing water from the
Yangtze to limited areas in the lower
reaches of the Huai River Valley. Nothing
has been done in the middle or the upper
reaches due to the magnitude of the
engineering involved. The improvement
of low-yielding soils takes time eight
years may not be enough.
Agricultural research will be streng-
thened, particularly the breeding of
superior crop varieties, searching for
more sources of organic fertilizer, and
studying rational ways of applying chemi-
cal fertilizer. As Chinese scientists spend
more time on research without having
to labor for long periods in the country-
side, more and better results will be
achieved. Nevertheless, it takes several
years to develop a new variety. The
stress on organic fertilizer appears to
mean that China will continue to rely on
organic fertilizer as the major source of
plant nutrients.
More farm machines are to be made
available in the next eight years. By
1985 then, some 85% of major farm
operations are scheduled to be mech-
anized. Chemical fertilizer and agri-
cultural chemicals are to be increased.
The mechanization of 85% of im-
portant farm tasks compares interestingly
to the 70% that are to be done by
machine by 1980. With five more years
allowed, the former figure appears a more
pragmatic goal than the 70% one. The
association of chemical fertilizer and
agricultural chemicals with farm machines
again indicates that in the Chinese con-
ception of farm mechanization fertilizer
and pesticides are included.
To attain its agricultural goals, the
government will increase appropriations
and material and equipment allocations.
The state also is aware uf the importance
of high peasant morale, without which
agricultural output increases cannot be
achieved.
Measures to boost the morale of the
peasants include encouragement of side-
line production and brigade- and
commune-run enterprises. Income from
these sources will account for an increasing
proportion of the peasants' total income.
As a result of disrupted sideline pro-
duction over the past several years; cash
income was substantially reduced. State
aid will be given to the poor bripdes so
that they can improve their financial
status within a short period of tizne.
Moreover, commune members are allowed
to keep their private plots and run
family sideline businesses, and rural free
rnarkets are permitted. These latter
measures are a return to pre-Cultural
Revolution practice.
The state-fixed purchase price for
farm products will be appropriately in-
1..C.1-
creased, and parity between the price of
agricultural products and that of indus-
trial goods will be studied and further
adjustments made. If farm prices rise
and the price of industrial products,
especially those needed in agricultural
production, fall, commune income will
gradually increase while the costs of
farm production will be reduced. Even-
tually the rural-urban gap in standard of
living will be narrowed.
According to Hua, the principle "to
each according to his labor" should be
further enforced, workpoints registered
in accordance with the labor done, and
"equal pay for equal work" applied with-
out prejudice to women. The work-
quota system should be reinforced. The
government hopes that under normal
conditions 90 per cent of the commune
members will have an increase in income
every year.
While commune officials are prevent-
ed from getting workpoints without
actually working, the greatest advantage
accrues to those families with a large
work force. A family with only one
farm laborer may find it difficult to make
ends meet, even though he has completed
his labor quota. Furthermore, if an
increase is allowed for members' income
in an average year, the collective, i.e., the
commune or bripde, will be short of the
money needed for further investment in
production.
Other morale boosters slated to be
in effect by 1985 are an eight-year edu-
cation for rural children (10 years for
urban ones) and improved rural (and
urban) housing.
In the coming years, large numbers
of youths will be sent to the countryside.
How welcome on the communes these
additional mouths will be is unclear, but
too many additions could be perceived by
the peasants as eroding newly won
economic gains. Thus, their presence
may not be much of a boost to commune
morale. The youths' morale, however,
should benefit from spare-time education
that is to be provided in the rural areas
so that they can further their education
during leisure hours. Examinations will
be given to see if any of them are qualified
for a higher post. Due promotion will
be given to those who have proved them-
selves thus qualified.
In sum, the target set for grain
in 1985, while ambitious, is attain-
able. Although the measures planned to
implement the program are not new,
morale in the countryside apparently
is greatly improved. Should China's
weather be normal or better than normal
in most years between 1978 and 1985, the
targeted 400 mmt of grain in 1985
stands a good chance of attairunent.
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FAO-PRC COOPERATION
FAO. the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, has over the past few years established
a well-developed program of exchanges with China.
Since 1973, when the PRC renewed its membership in
FAO, collaboration has taken place in a number of dif-
ferent areas. China is now a major contributor to the
FAO and has shown an eagerness to panic:pate in FAO
technical seminars and training programs and to par-
ticipate in technical assistance activities.
FAO programs in China consist of three main types
including technical missions; study tours, worIcshops,
and training programs; and fellowships in China. Tech-
nical missions to China, which actually began in 1972,
have been conducted in such diverse areas as water buf-
faloes in China, freshwater fisheries and aquaculture,
forestry, grain post-harvest tecluiology, and commune
management.
Study tours, workshops, and training activities spon-
sored by the FAO in China have been largely financed
by the UN Development Program (UNDP) and have in-
cluded participants from up ;o 14 FAO member coun-
tries in a given tour as well as FAO technical personnel.
Since 1977 several such tours have taken place, some
emphasizing regional interests and others stressing com-
mon inter-regional problems. Among the topics explored
have been a variety of agriculture, forestry, and aqua-
culture related subjects, soil and water conservation and
management, biogas production and use, and agricultural
processing technology. In 1980 the provam will include
12 study tours, workshops, and training courses involving
some 240 participants from developing countries in
Asian, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East.
Topics covered will be in areas similar to those men-
tioned above. In addition to these groups, a number of
single-country delegations have also visited China under
FAO and UNDP sponsorship. These have so far been
dominated by groups from Nepal, although Ethiopia and
the Philippines have also participated, and have focused
on such areas as hill irrigation, soil and water conserva-
tion, and multiple-use mountain forestry development.
Additional groups of this type will travel to China in
1980.
The FAO fellowships prograrn for training in Ch:
was confined until 1970 to freshwater fisheries. Sin'
1975 it has provided training for more than 100 fis;
eries technicians from more than a dozen countries i;
Asia, although more recently it has primarily benefite..
fellows from Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. Discussions arc
underway for major UNDP/FAO assistance for develop
ment of a new permanent training center in China in
freshwater fisheries and possibly in sericulture.
Chinese participation in other FAO progams takes
several forms, the rust of which being participation in
FAO's governing bodies and technical meetings. The
vice chairman of the FAO council is Chinese and in
1979 Chinese representatives attended the World Fish-
eries Congress and the World Conference on Agrarian
Refcrm and Rural Development. China this also sent
technical missions abroad which were organized and
financed by FAO. In 1978 Chinese technical missions
covered the areas of olive production and processing ar
seed processing. In 1979 China sent a study tour to ex-
amine drying equipment for cereals.
Finally, cooperation between China and the FAO ha
included visits by Chinese experts to FAO Headquarter:
in Rome. Five senior Chinese soil scientists spent a weel
with FAO technical staff in Italy during 1978. In 1979
four Chinese specialists arrived for discussions on food
policy and nutrition. Permanent representatives from
China included a fisheries specialist who joined the FAO
professional staff in Rome in October 1979 and a plant
protection expert who is now on the FAO staff at its
Regional Office in Bangkok.
It is envisaged by both sides that FAO-Chinese col-
laboration will expand greatly over the next few years
as increased funding becomes available.

FIRST FAO PROFLSSIONAL STUDY FISSION TO 1/
CHINA: SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
The Chinese approach to aExicultmral development today bears a
unique stamp.
A revolutionary leadership seeks to marshall the resources and
the talents of a frugal, hardworking people to raise, within a telescoped
span of time, both productivity and output, in a land seared by a h.story
of extreme deprivation.
The approach that has been designed reflects a response to the
need to produce additional food. But they also show the leadership's
perception and decision that, in China today, priority be given to
agrioulture as the foundation for all development.
"Azriculture is the foundation, industry the leading factor,"
states the Constitution.
To implement this approach, the policies of a6ricultural resources
mobilization that have been drawn up are so allencompassing that the only
comparable image that comes to mind is that of a war. The Chinese
approach constitutes a total war for a6ricultural production --- against
backwardness, underdevelopment and poverty. "Every crop is a battle-
field," one commune leader told us.
A closer analysis of the Chinese approach reveals that it apparently
consists of three basic elements. These are!
SelfReliance: This is t;le basic philosophy that permeate all
aspects of life. Basic food supplies are to be met from domestic resources,
using all available indigenous techLology.
Priority Attention for Basic Needs: The basic drive seeks to
eliminate poverty, mobilize the mases and organize the countryside more
efficiently to absorb the shocks of natural calamities.
Agricultural Growth: Policies are to ensure that the momentum
of agricultural growth is maintained and increased. Production targets are
set but there is a history of these targets being exceeded constantly.
Chairman Fax) sums this up by saying; "'le cannot just take the
beaten track traversed by other countries ... and trail behind them at
a snail's pace."
It is within this context that many of China's priorities and
techniques can be understood andperhaps appreciated better.
As seen by our team, these are some of the significant components
of the Chinese approach.
1/ Team Members: Dr. D.L. Umali, Dr. R.A. AlJibouri, Mr. C.C. Clark,
Miss M. Crowley, nr. C. de Fonseka, Mr. T. Lehti,
Mr. P. Mengin, Dr. O.P. Pillai, Mr. Thei Zin
Duration of Missinn: 8 September to 7 October 1975
AgFiculture --- The Priority.?
China' r agrit)ultural developm-nt priorities are sharply defined.
"Agriculture is the foundaticn of aéxioulTure." Unremitting use of the
txtensive commanication system has madeevery citizen aware of these
priorities --- often expressed in short, pithy slogans."
To the casual visitor, these slogans written in idecgraphn and
broadcast everywhere, present a bewildering spectacle. But there is a
sound communication principle behind all these: TLe axioms are concise
presentation of policy. They are eas;- to convey --- and to remember,
We have the definite impression that slogans in China do not have the
connotation of gimmickry; they are accepted means for communicating
the party line or policies.
Resource Utilization;
Cina is a land of no waste. Every available resource is carefully
conserved and used. Waste runs a6ainst the ethical grain. This approach
covers land use, water, manpower, organio residues, industrial plant
capacity, etc.
Each available sliver of land is cropped. Uew arable land is being
created through terracing, levellingof hills, etc. Even :ooftop plots are
used. In many provinces, a cropping index of 2.85 has been attained.
What cannot be used for agriculture is reafforested, "Cover the country
with trees," people are exhorted.
China today is not "creating jobs" as is often stated. The country's
employment policy stems from its overall policy of resource utilization:
Every available pair of hands is used for produotion. The team, for
instance, saw children picKing straw to be used for fodder and compost
after school hours. rowever, littlu une may contribute, the reasoning
goes, will increase the size of the cake. Every citizen is entitled,
under the system, to a slice of this cake.
The soil is carefully nurtured. Yearly, enormous amounts of
compost and organic material are returned to the soil. Availability of
chemioal fertilizers is etill limited. Use of the organic manure, therefore,
may constitute an important "buffer" against shortages in the battle for
higher yields. It is our impression that the.quality of the soil is improv-
ing due to thia care. "There seems to be a love affair between the Chinese
farmer and the land" is the way one of our team members put it.
In all areas visited by the team, bodies of water were either
controlled (irrigation, drainage), conserved (rainwater ponds and reservoirs)
and/or utilized (fishponds and fertilizers source).
There is sustained emphasis on water ocnservation,and use. Rain-
fed farming is abandoned as soon as irrigation becomes available. China
seeks produotion patterns that reduce nature's whims.
River Harvest=
The Chinese seem to have perfected the art of utilizing rivers and
irrigation canals for purposes other than transport and water supply. ThesE
are now being systematically tapped for reising food, organic matter, feed
soil amelioratin, fisn, ducks and geese.
'later chestnuts are used for food¡ water hyacinth and water lettuce
converted into pie food and compost, ducks, geese and fish are raised while
the silt and mIld fl'om canals are uses as manure to build up the land for
growing upland cron_.s.
These "river harvests" have made possible impressive yields
through the diligent application of simple technology.
Self-Reliance;
This is one of the cornerstones of China's development policy.
Insistence cn relying on national and local resources, initiatives
and talents runs through the whole system. This polioy is manifested in all
spheres. This ranges from finance to engineerinb and efforts by every
rural prnduction unit --- be it people's communes, state farm or research
institute --- to produce its own food grain, fiber, edible oil, build its
silos or wells, etc.
Development Administration:
Partly as a corrollary to this all-pervasive principle of self-reliance
Chinese development administration is decentralized to the lowest level.
There is a unified national prograrn-e: but considerabl.y leeway is given
to local units to plan and manage within that framework.
The state has thereby divested itself of a vast amount of adminis-
trative and fina7cial burdens. It has encouraged local problem solving.
The tendency, common in many countries, for people to lean on central govern
ment as a crutch is sharply minimized as state power and responsibility
passes into the smaller production units at the lower level.
Planning Methods:
Under te rural administrative structure, the basic unit --- the
production team --- is very small 10 to 30 families. For all purposes,
it iE an extended family and farm. Planning methods tend to be flexible
and realistic. The organization of the people's commune into Brigades
and Teams provides a workable mechanism for securing the full participation
of farmers in the planning --- and implementation.
The two-way planning dia]ogue, specially within the range of the
production team to the county level, is vigorous. This makes possible
realistic, flexible and pragmatic micro-planning.
From the state's point of view, this decentralization is facilitated
by the presence of the Party Committee at all levels down to the production
team. This ensures that the correct line is grasped.
The "three-in-one" princip.,e provides linkages in all planning and
trohlem-sol7nj; activities. The "t'lree-in-one" link7'ge operates in two-
dimensions; (a) th cl, t die-a6ed and the yount;¡ and (b) the
rty cadres, technician!3 alíd peas:.:nts/vbrkers. These seem to produce
-atisfactor:,- results,
This structure rests on the concert of relyine, on "the wisdom of
the masses.' it reflects a belief in te ability ad capacity of ordinary
people te plan and im-2)1elnent.
Communes and inttgrated Rural Develcpment
The team no-Led that t e communes significz.ntly mesh both management
3116 production functions. This has, therefore, permitted an effective
blendinc of av,ricultural and industrial growth tailored to the different
resources of each localitzi. The syste is based on comprehensive area
development. It has buttressed, with positive economic incentives, the
existing policies to discourage the flow cf people into urban areas and
hold them instead on the land.
Chinese development tends to be pragmatic. When mistakes are made,
they are openly reocgnized and quickly rectified. The decentralized nature
of the communes enables the system to respond quickly to practical needs
and immediate problems where. they arise.
The communes are not an overniLht creation. They are the result of
lengthy experimentation with various forms of collectives. During this
period, the countryside moved, partly for ideological reasons, and partly
in response to immediate problems, through the stages of Mutual Aid Teams,
Primary Cooperatives, Advanced Cooperatives, and in 1958, to People's
Communes. The communes afE still undergoing refinements.
Food Security?
Great emphasis is pliiced on the need to store grain, in preparation.
of natural calamities or t:he event cf war. "Dig tunnels deep, store grain
everywhere, and never seek hegemony."
Grain in the Chinese view is of crucial impertance. mrake grain as
the key link and ensure all ,..round development." Yet, its stockpiling
is not an exclusive government function but is decentralized and dispersed.
Grain is e.ored by families, by Teams, by 3rigades, by Communes and from
uounty to state levels.
There is also effecAve state control over sale and distribution of
food grains. AlonE with edible oil and cotton, erain is a controlled item,
iastage is minimal. SpecuLAive hoarding of grains does not exist.
"Taming Nature"_Liaroach
Two of the major arproaches the Chinese use on the issue of crop
output and productivity are attempts to modify nature through mobilization
of the masses and applications cf available technology.
They have drilled wells in rocky.places, larved out mountain tops to
cate4h rainwater, levelled hills to full ravines and terraces, hand-carried
soils long distances, buih multi-purpose reservoirs, reclaimed tidal or
saline and watrloged land, etc. --- practices far too costly under
'
conventional project evaluation criteria or banking practices. But
these have cften revolutionized the lives cf the people involved.
Crop Technolof:y and Extension:
Productivity and yields, over the past 25 years, have registered
steady increases. Compared with other developing countries, yields per
hectare are high. This has been accomplished throush genetic improve-
ment, intensive land use and excellent field management. Triple cropping
has beenadopted over larEe areas, producing yields from 16 to 18 tons
of food grains per hectare and in some cases up to 22 tons. EXperimental
quadruT)le cropping has been reporte-d.
Part of this achievement also seems due to the very close link
between research and extension. Research is problem oriented. At
each level of the commune, peasants are involved in experiments and
investigation. Production decisions are taken only after trails are full
disoussion of new practices are conducted. This reliance on local insights
psychologically encourages coordination of research and extension --- and
pays off in productivity.
Researoh!
Current research is decentralized and problemoriented. The
linkages are adequate and brinE results of research promptly to bear on
production. There is no divorce of research from actual field problems,
practical production and the masses. Trained manpower is fully utilized.
China's diseases and pest forecasting system appears excellent.
There is stress on prevention of outbreaks. Continued reliance on chemical
means to curb diseases and pests ought to be minimized over the long run.
Breeding for pest and disease resistance should probably be given high
priority now.
Mechanization!
Many industrial plants producing farm inputs or processing
agricultural products have been built up as part of the communes. This
funnels modern tools into agrioalture. It also reflects one of Chairman
Mao's sayings: "The fundamental way out fcr agriculture lies in
mechanization."
The ultimate goal is to raise peasant living standards to equal those
of city workers. The policy also seeks to build up an industriallyskilled
labour force and construct a rurally located industry.
The Chinese are sensitive to the drudcry that farm labour implies.
They point out that mechanization also seeks to eliminate the "three bendings
involved in pulling, and transplanting seedlings and harvesting. China is,
therefore, pressing ahead vith mechanization. By 1980, farm operations
will be substantially mechanized. This will,, in turn, release manpower for
other activities.
Grain losses in post-harvst operedons may be minimized_ if the
arca- a.r 2,-v;:fl by mebil threAlcro. Iü.e21.occssing
particular:ly z. tem one brizad,, levels still low 'cut imoroving.
The technology te resolve .C-lese problems, however; i ecoming available.
Animal Husbandry:
The pressihg problems of raising grein Rncl other food crops has
led to lower priority iven 'zo animal husbandry.
Communal ownership of the lend and "big" animals has resulted
in effecti,re control cf contagious diseases, viz. rinderpest, food-and-
mouth diseases, etc. "Slf-relianoe" approache6 have secured msdcst
increases in the number of animals ana animal products.
There is an on-going campeign to raise one pig fcr every No
(1/15 of a hectare) of land. The objective is to increase supplies of animal
protein end organic manure. In China not much grain is fed to pigs. As
our guides repeatedly tole us: Figs can survive on four greens: "Grow
greens; collect greens; store greens; feed greens."
Animal disease trE-tment is cheep, effective and available
everywhere.
Demand for milk, specially in cities and industrial centres, is
increasing.
Draught cattle, buffaloes and mules play an important role in
agriculture, specially in upland areas. Genetic improvement; management
and feeding of these animals have cons_derable potential. Inclusion of
livestock in the eight point charter would be worthwhile.
Agrialltural Education:
All agricultural schools and colleges have been re-oriented to serve
the needs cf the peasents, Experienced "veteran peasants" are brought in
as regular staff members to ensure that theory and practice are meaning-
fully related. Educational investment is made only in those educated youth
who have worked for at least two years in a commune, and who have the
respect and yupport of the poorer peasants and who desire to return to
serve his commune. Students and teachers engage jointly in research,
extension and food production, spending three to four months por year with
the peasants at commune level.
Mass Education:
--- end famous --- example of using comunes
messes is offered by the Tachai commune. "Learn
:la° has Urged since then. Over six million
In fact, Cabinet ministers and other high-level
officials, we were bold, were having e seminar on thc Tachai
at the of our visit.
The techniques that were developed at Tachai came from people
at the farm level. Since then, the principles of this development experience
have been worked out, formulated and preached in China.
The most striking





It is a unique mcthcd of teoching a ratio:.
Incentives:__
A broad ran& of iraentives --- organizational, financial and
idealogical bc.cn brow,ht into ply.y tc ensure risinE farm
output.
The major incentive in all areas is politial consciousnas.
The tax on agriculture is low and fixed. Even more significant
is the way China has reversed the trEditional role of agriculture as a
supporter fcr the industrial sector. Twenty-three per cent more of funds
is pumpedjilto agriculture by the State than is extractee through the
fiscal system. Industry, including agri-industry, is expected to under-
write the deficits and Fnerally to sur.Dort agriculture.
Thus, the standard of living is rising more quickly in the rural
areas than in the industrial/urban sector.
Purchase prices are guaranteed. Furthermore, the State pays
30% more for grain (and cotton, etc.) delivered in excess of the planned
delivery target. Targets are adjusted upwards only at fivei-year intervals.
Price stability encourages savings.
Above all, economic transactions involving basic needs -- food,
clothing, housing, health, eduation, have been pulled cut from
the markrt place. What emerges is the econcmics of use
and not of profit.
The State's ability to control and direct market and economic forces for
fundamental needs of the people provides an effective mechanism for meeting
basic needs and spurring production.
The production team roughly correspcnds to 20 to 30 families.
It is small enough for the individual to sec end feel thc
impact of its
successes and. failures on their own welfare. This gives the team a
collective income incentive.
Thc effort of individual is also promoted by the fact that the
team member's income level depends also on the type, quality and quantity
of his work.
Equally important are the non-material incentives. These range
from recognition for peasants who achieve high productivity
to sessions to
sharpen politial consciousness. "Grasp the line amd everytAng
will fall
into place," the farmers ere constantly reminded.
There is, too, "socialist
between individuals teams and
for the outstanding is quickly
emulation." Performance records
communes ere compared. Recognition
conferred.
There is a palapable pride in local and national achievements.
Farmers are proud of the accomplishments which thcy insist were
carved
out with their own hands, methods and indigenous materials.
Above all, there is the orample set by the leadership. The nation's
leaders practice what they preach. There is no ostentation.
Leaders
are reputed to be men of integrity.
The cadres participate in the productive
labour. All these fostcr the spread
of egalitarian attitudes and give substan(
to the slogan: "Serve thc people."
Thc stcnCeree of homes in rural arces ney, in the oyes cf outside
c'eservers, cm inrdequate in ceekine ar:e, heatinc etc. But these
facilitics muet be seen in conte..nt of the extreme noverty thet prevailed
prior to 3.949. Seen in this light, theee ore substentieel improvements.
The ctendard of living is markedly risinE. This is still a poor country,
your hosts will frankly say But it is tlso a country thet is progressing.
Contrary to what earlier reports have claimed, China is not
"sharing poverty." The members of our Mieeion believe the Chinese
people are sharing in real progress.
v:omen ana Children
China is outstanding in its all-out effort to implement a programme
of equality of men and women in all spheres of activities on the farms.
Economic independence Eivcs the Chinese women of today e voice in family
affairs that would have been unthinkable a fe;' decades back.
Nursery schools, primary cd,ecation are available to all. Health
services, emphasize preventiva medicine. They adequately cover the
countryside. Mothers aro allowed time off frcm work schedules to feed
their infcnts. Recreation facilities --- perks, lakes, places of amusement,
etc- --- aro growing in number. Women and children seemed to balance,
on e delicate scale, in order tc free the women for manual labour and industrial
77ork.
The New Man, Tlac New Order
China is clearly in a campaign to create E "new man" who is
brouEht up to work fez' the welfare of the collective.
The value system that is eroclaimea is egalitarian ana anti-elitist.
The system, therefore, goes to considerable effort to prevent the re-emergence
ef elitist grcups.
This led the team to wonder if China does not already elabody, in
some form, the kind of new economic order which the United Nations ---
in the light of a quarter of century of maldevelopment --- now calls for.
EVidence thct this is not merely e New Economic Order but a gpod
one was amply provided as much by what the Teem did not sea es by what
the members dia.sec.
1;:c saw no signs of the economic crisis that is endemic in nearly
every other part of the world.
We naw no inflation, no shortages (except of the inessentials),
no high prices.
,Je saw no beggary, poverty, misery, stervation, malnutrition.
Basic to the New Economic Order is a New Political Order which
somehow blends centralized Power and the enlightened standards of
and social ethios, the content, pace and tono of which arc set
by thc pcople's own leaaers. The overwhelminzly imnreseive result is of
eevelopment practice that has simultaneously --- anC more authentically
than anyhere else --- both qualitctive and quantitetive dimensions.
Thc memners of th,e nsF;ion discussed, in a preliminary manner,
th complex issue of rer:lica'oilitzT.
There arc no pat answers.
We have tried to determine which aspects of the Chinese model ere
transferable, as viewed from four broad perspectives, namely:
These that can be replicated only ns part of a secialpolitial
system similar to that of Chinr's:
Those that could bc transferred irrespective of thE socialpolitial
system:
Thosc that rey be replicatee with adjustments te specific
local conditions in the recipient countries: ane
Those that can be transferred irrespoctive of specific local
conditions.
At this early stage, we are nol-- in process of analysing end
categorizing a list of iteras, which pripc facie, appear to be replicable.
The time constraints do not allov :list list down Our detailed





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UNDP/FAO STUDY TOURS TO CHINA
A. Interregional
1977 (28 April - 24 May) Organic Recycling in Agriculture
Participants - FAO: Hauck (Team Leader), Lusanandana, Sant-Anna
Others From: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Cameroun,
Egypt (2), Ethiopia, Chana, India (2),
Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan (2), Philippines,
Sri Lanka, Tanzania.
Report - "Recycling Organic Wastes in Agriculture",
FAO Soils Bulletin No. 40 dated 1977.
(11 August - 13 September) Forestry Support for Agriculture
Participants - FAO: Eren (Team Leader), Nao, Stevens;
Others from: Bangladesh (2), Burma, India (2), Kenya,
Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Somalia, Sudan,
Tanzania.
Report - N/A
(8 September - 4 October) Soil and Water Conservation and Management
Participants - FAO: Dudal (Team Leader), Takamiya, Viertmann;
Others from: Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, India (2), Iraq,
Mexico, Nepal (2), Nigeria, Pakistan (2),
Peru, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Tanzania,
Venezuela.
Report - N/A
1978 (2 May - 1 June) Freshwater Fisheries and Aquaculture
(21 May - 11 June) Azolla and Biogas
(7 June - 5 July) Irrigation, Drainage and Water Use
(17 Aug. - 15 Sept) Integrated Wood Processing Industries
(September) Agricultural and Rural Training in
Rural Areas
(28 Sept - 27 Oct) Processing Technology to Serve
Agriculture
'
(5) Multiple Cropping Systems
Appropriate Crop Production Technology
Rural Technology and Human Resources Development
Comunes and Agricultural Productivity
Animal Production and Health
B. Country
1978 (May) Soil and Water Conservation/Hill Irrigations - Nepal
Participants - FAO: (1)
Others from: Nepal (6)
1978 Hill Irrigation - Nepal
Participants - Nepal: (2)
1978 (May) Rural Development - Philippines
Participants - FAO: (1)
Others from: Philippines (3)
1979 Multiple Use Mountain Forestry Development - Nepal
Participants - FAO: (1)
Others from: Nepal (6)
1979 Burma - Crop Production and Protection (BUR/72/003)
Pakistan - Rural Poultry Development (PAK/74/067)
Philippines - IRRI Germ Plasm Seed Collecting Tour
FAO FELLOWSHIPS IN CHINA
1975 Fisheries (Aquaculture) - 12 from Sri Lanka; period 6 months
- "Report to FAO on the Tour of Jayamaha
(and other participants) in the People's
Republic of China on Fisheries Management
and Culture - 1 April - 24 Sept. 1975".
1978 Fisheries (Aquaculture) - 50 fellows in 2 classes of each from
Bangladesh for 4 months each, financed
May - August by FAO/TCP (6/BGD/04/T) to be trained
in Guangdong (Canton) area.
FAO TECHNICAL MISSIONS TO CHINA
1974 (26 April - 26 May) Buffaloes of China
Dr. W. Ross Cockrill
"The Buffaloes of China", 1976, FAO, 98 pp.
and "Report on a Visit to China"
1975 (9 Sept. - 5 Oct.) Agricultural Productivity and Study of
People's Comunes
Participants - Umali (Leader), Al-Jibouri, Clark, Crowley,
de Fonseka, Lehti, Mengin, Pillai, Thet-Zin
"First FAO Professional Study Missions to China:
Some Observations", 9 pp., 13 October 1975.
"Learning from China" - A report on Agriculture
and the Chinese People's Comunes 1977, 112 pp.,
Bangkok, Nov. 1977 11
1976 (21 April - 12 May) Fisheries (Aquaculture)
Participants - Tapiador (Team Leader), Delmonde, Henderson, Tgutsui
"Freshwater Fisheries and Aquaculture in China"
FAO Fisheries Technical Paper No. 168; Report of the
FAO Fisheries (Aquaculture) Mission to China,
21 April - 12 May 1976, dated June 1977.
(9 Sept. - 10 Oct.) Forestry
Participants - King (Team Leader), Chandrasekhara, Polycarpou,
Prakoso, Swiderski, Turbang
1977 (21 Sept. - 13 Oct) - Post-Harvest Food Loss Reduction of Sta le
Participants - Aribisala (Team Leader), Asselbergs, Corbett,
Huysmans, Thet Zin, Shuyler, Reddy
1/ Report in Spanish and French in preparation
OFFICIAL FAO %ISITS TO CHINA
1973 (20 - 28 February)
Participants - Boerma (Director-General), Umali, Aziz, Westeby
"Report on the Director-General 's Visit to China".
(PPAB/73/22 (PP)), dated 27 March 1973
(12 - 22 May)
Participants - Handefield (Director, Publications Division)
GIP: Misc. Report 73/20, cir. on 24 May 1973;
also PPAB summary Record, 20 May 1973 (PPAB/73/42 (SR),
2 July 1973, pp. 4-5)
1974 (10 - 15 September)
Participants - West (Assistant Director-General, Programe and
Budget), with Gonzalo Bula Hoyos, Independent
Chairman, FAO Council.
- No formal report.
1975 (1 - 3 May)
Participants - Jackson (Deputy Director-General), West
- No formal report.
(28 May - 3 June)
Participants - Umali (Assistant Director-General, Bangkok), Mengin
Report - Letter to Director-General of 10 June 1975
(FA 8.11 DP 2/6 PRC)
(14 - 17 July)
Participants - Boerma (Director-General), Umali, de Vajda,
Sillari-Medina
Report - "Notes on Duty Trip to Mongolia, China and Pakistan"
7-22 July 1975, by A. de Vajda. "FAO Director-
General Boerma's Visit to the Red Flag Canal"
16 July 1975.
1977 (17 - 24 May)
Participants - Edouard Saouma (Director-General), B.R. Sen, V. Shah
Report - "Report of the Director-General on Duty Travel"
PPAB Summary Record, Meeting 1146, 31 May 1977
(PPAB/77/17 (SR)), 13 June 1977, pp. 1-4.
FAO PARTICIPATION IN MISSIONS OF OTHER AGENCIES
1974 (22 Nov. - 9 Dec.) Canadian Fisheries Mission
Participants - Payne, Woodward
- "Summary Record of Report of Mr. Payne on his
visit to China, Accompanying the Canadian Mission"
(PR 12/2 China), dated 20 December 1974.
"Final Report - Visit of the Canadian Fisheries
Mission to the People's Republic of China,
22 November - 9 December 1974, dated January 1976,




List of FAO Publications on China
Report on China's Agriculture. By H. V. Henle, Regional Informa-
tion Adviser. Rome. 272 pp.
The Buffaloes of China. By W. Ross Cockrill. Rome. 96 pp.
Learning from China: A Report on Agriculture and the Chinese
People's Comunes, by an FAO Study Mission, 9 September - 5 October
1975. Bangkok. 112 pp.
Freshwater Fisheries and Aquaculture in China. A Report of
the FAO Fisheries (Aquaculture) Mission to China, 21 April - 12
May 1976. FAO Fisheries Technical Paper No. 168. Rome. 84 pp.
China: Recycling of Organic Wastes in Agriculture. Report on
an FAO/UNDP Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 28 April
24 May 1977. FAO Soils Bulletin No. 40. Rome. 107 pp.
China: Forestry Support for Agriculture. Report on an FAO/UNDP
Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 11 August - 30
September 1977. FAO Forestry Paper No. 12. Rome. 103 pp.
China: Azolla Propagation and Small-scale Biogas Technology.
Report on an FAO/UNDP Study Tour to the People's Republic of
China, 21 May - 11 June 1978. FAO Soils Bulletin No. 41.
Rome. 81 pp.
Aquaculture Development in China. Report on an FAO/UNDP Aqua-
culture Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 2 May -
1 June 1978. Rome. 65 pp.
China: Integrated Wood Processing Industries. Report on an
FAO/UNDP Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 20 August
17 September 1978. FAO Forestry Paper No. 16. Rome. 69 pp.
China: Rural Processing Technology; The Role of Country, Commune
and Brigade Enterprises in China's Rural Development. By the
FAO/UNDP Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 28 September
27 October 1978. FAO Agricultural Services Bulletin No. 36.
Rome. 63 pp.
Nepal: Multiple-use Mountain Forest Development (TCP/8/NEP/01/T).
Report on a Study Tour to the People's Republic of China, 26
November - 11 December 1979. Rome. 32 pp.
China: La contribution des activités forestitres au développe-
ment rural. Rapport sur un Voyage d'étude PNUD/FAO, ler mai -
2 juin 1979. Rome. 49 pp.
Artificial Propagation of Chinese Carps. Filmstrip Commentary.
By F. A. Pagan-Font, J. Zimet and F. Botts. Rome. 75 pp.
China: The Agricultural Trainina System. FAO Economic and




1 copy of the following:
IDRC-115e - Fisheries and aquaculture in the People's RepubZic
of China
3 copies of the following:
Sorghum and the Millets (Academic Press)
IDRC-021e - Nutritive value of triticaZe protein
of the following:
- Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences Division:
the first five years
Trees for people
- Caqueza: living rural development
Caqueza: experiencias en desarrollo rural
Fish farming: an account of the aquaculture research
program supported by the International Develop-
ment Research Centre
Give us the tools: science and technology for the
Third World
Standardization of analytical methodology for feeds:
proceedings of a workshop heZd in Ottawa, Canada,
12 - 14 Mhrch 1979
Food or famine: an account of the crop science program
supported by the International Development Research
Centre
Food systems: an account of the postproduction systems
program supported by the International Development
Research Centre
PoZyphenols in cereals and Zegumes: proceedings of a
symposium heZd during the 36th annual meeting of
the Institute of Food Technologists, St. Louis,















Two-thirds of China's health care system relies on traditional
methods, including the countries own drugs, herbal cures and treatments
(acupuncture, etc.). Preventative medicine is stressed. The system
is closely linked to the political beliefs and, basic as much of it is,
it works fairly well for most of the population. The chinese are
particularly good pharmacists and their herbal remedies have a lot to
offer, but they recognize that in labelling and formulation techniques
used in modern drug production elsewhere they are probably 20 years or
so behind. Some drugs are prescribed more readily in China than they
are in Canada e.g. Chloramphenicol, whilst others often are not.
At the base of the system are the clinics manned by so-called
"barefoot doctors". The term "barefoot doctor" first appeared in conjunction
with the Chiang Chen commune near Shanghai when, in 1965, it began to
dispatch medical auxilliaries to the countryside outside to treat the sick.
It became a mass movement in 1968 following publicity in People's Daily
(14 September 1968). "Barefoot doctors" began to spring up in all rural
areas of China. An official description appeared in Peking Review
1973 16 (21) 15-18. The basic document is the "Training Manual for Barefoot
Doctors" published in Peking in 1970 and now available outside in translated
form. The vogue spread to other professions, e.g. "barefoot teachers",
"barefoot vetinarians", etc. An important feature of the service is
dissemination of health information among the lower classes. In addition
mobile medical teams provide a back up service. The chinese often prefer
to play down the rural health care system because it operates on a shoestring,
in favour of the more spectacular surgical feats for which China has become
famous, such as re-joining severed limbs, operations carried out with
acupuncture and without the need for anaesthetic, etc. There are
1.9 hospital beds per 1 000 population and 2.6 professional medical
workers per 1 000 head of population.
Population Policy
Historically population has been limited by disease and famine.
Later after the revolutionsocialist theory was opposed to Malthusian doctrine
and it was held for a long time that China was capable of feeding any increase
in population and that the large birth rate, far from being a weakness, was
a national asset ("we have a population of 600 million and that is our asset"
Mao Zedong "On the correct handling of contradictions among the people
Peking 1956 p.27). From 1949 to roughly 1953 then, China officially followed
the so-called "populationism" policy, a path roughly following Marx's
proposition that numerical size of population is merely an aspect of a
maladjusted social system. China, therefore, stressed the productive power
of a large population. After 1962, a gradual swing away from this position
became apparent because of the growing disparity between food supply and
population growth. Late marriage was stressed but it was not until 1965
that a massive birth control program was introduced. A revised schedule of
import duties in 1962 first permitted free importation of contraceptives
which marked the beginnings of a national campaign incorporating various devices.
According to a New China News Agency Report on 7 December 1965, over 1,000 mobile
health teams were touring the countryside publicizing birth control measures
including IUD's. Birth control measures are now more actively pursued in China.
The current birth rate is estimated to be 24 per 1,000 and the date rate 9 per
1,000 with a life expectancy of about 73 years. As one would expect there are
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Service)




Question: Minister Qian, can
you say something about the
goal of medical and health serv-
ice in the modernization prog-
ramme, the new Long March
the whole nation has set out on?
Answer: Well, to put it in a
nutshell, our goal is to elevate
medical science and technology
in our country to the world's
advanced levels, to provide our
hospitals and clinics in both
urban and rural areas with
modern technology and equip-
ment and run them in a scien-
tific way; also we must build
up a huge professional con-
tingent with a good grasp of
modern medical science and
technology. The ultimate aim
Qian Xinzhong, 89, is an ex-
pert on public health. He was a
surgeon in the Eighth Route
Army and a leader of health work
in the 1930s and 1940s. As Vice-
Minister of Public Health, he put
forward in 1965 a programme for
the training of paramedics in the
countryside in the hope of trans-
forming within ten years the look
of the Chinese countryside in
public health. He is contributing
his share to making marked im-
provements in public health in
the rural areas in this decade.
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Medical and Health Service
by Our Correspondent Lin Yang
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What about medical and health service in China after
the ten years of turmoil which began in 1966? Is
there a basic change in the policy of the state in
this field? A "Beijing Review" correspondent
interviewed Minister of Public Health Clian Xinzhongs
and visited some Places in urban and suburban
Shanghai to find out the answer. Her report follows.
Public Health Minister on
Modernization
Public Health Minister Qua.
is, of course, to raise the general
health level of the whole na-
tion to a considerable extent.
Q: What is the guideline for
the modernization of medicine
and public health?
A: Our principle is to keep to
the socialist orientation, import
advanced technology while
maintaining self-reliance and
make progress step by step on
the basis of what we have
achieved thus far.
Before the founding of the
People's Republic in 1949, life
for the people in our country
was hard and sanitary condi-
tions were extremely poor; the
working people both in town
and the countryside did not
have access to minimum med-
ical care. In 30 years' time, we
have managed to set up a na-
tionwide medical and health
service network and build up a
number of bases for training
medical personnel and research-
ers as well as for producing
medicines and medical ap-
pliances. Regular mass move-
ments have been launched to
improve sanitary conditions
both in town and the coun-
tryside; this has lowered the
incidence of many diseases. A
new medical science incorporat-
ing both Western medicine and
traditional Chinese medicine,
which are two different medical
schools each with its own
merits, has developed steadily
and produced some advanced
achievements.
By modern standards, medical
science in our country is, of
course, still not highly develop-
ed, its equipment is outdated
and its development in various
regions, in town and the coun-
tryside, is very uneven. We'll
have to work hard for a long
time to come before this situa-
tion can be changed. To speed
up this change we need to learn
the more advanced science in
foreign countries and their ex-
perience in management and,
whenever it is possible, we
should import some advanced
technology and equipment.
Self-conceit and closed-door
policy have nothing in common
with the policy of self-reliance.
As to our guideline, I think
the fotir main principles laid
.
down by the Party Central
Committee and the late Chair-
man Mao in the early years of
the People's Republic fit condi-
tions in our country quite well
and we should continue to
follow these principles in
our modernization programme.
These principles are: Be gearetl
to the needs of the workers,
peasants and soldiers who form
the main body of the working
people; put prevention first;
unite medical doctors of the
traditional Chinese and Western
schools; combine health work
with a mass movement. What
we are to throw overboard are
the ultra-Left, harmful practices
sponsored by the gang of four
in the name of "revolution in
health work."
Q: Can you give some exam-
ples of the practices you just
mentioned?
A: Why, of course. You've
probably heard of the film
Chun Mico, said to be "a true
picture of the revolution in
health work." In it the head of
a commune clinic was uglified
as a "capitalist roader" who was
ir,dliferent to the sufferings of
the working people and a doctor
discredited as a counter-revolu-
1-;-1
A needle in the patient's right forearm is all that is needed
for acupuncture anaesthesia during a pneumonectomy.
tionary with bitter hatred for
the working people. It is a film
about a girl in the countryside
named Chun Miao who "re-
belled against them" and "seiz-
ed power from their hands."
Were happenings like this all
fictitious? No, this is what the
gang of four actually did dur-
ing the Cultural Revolution.
Thousands of leaders of medical
and health institutions, who had
saved many lives and helped
the wounded in the revolu-
tionary wars, and who con-
tinued to serve the people
wholeheartedly in the time of
peaceful construction, were top-
pled; at the same time, doctors
and experts of renown were
branded "bourgeois authorities"
and persecuted. This was fol-
lowed by turmoil hidden under
super-revolutionary slogans.
For instance, under the
slogan of putting the stress on
the rural areas, medical and
health work in cities, factories
and mines was weakened and
thrown into disorder. This in
turn held back progress in
medical work in the countryside.
Under the slogan of criticiz-
ing "bourgeois intellectuals,"
large numbers of professionals
were deprived of the right to
engage in day-to-day work and
scientific research. Under the
slogan of doing away with
"revisionist rules and regula-
tions," the normal order in
many hospitals was disturbed:
even such a basic requirement
as filling out a patient's case
history and keeping it on file
was dubbed an "obsolete usage"
and abolished.
Under the slogan of tackling
common diseases and fre-
quently occurring diseases, re-
search work in sophisticated
medical science and technology
and basic theoretical studies
were criticized or discriminated
against and dismissed as "theo-
ries divorced from practice."
The slogan of self-reliance
was misinterpreted to mean any
reference to the experience of
foreign countries was tanta-
mount to "worshipping and
having blind faith in foreign
"Look at mamma at
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things"; our medical personnel,
as a result, had little access to
foreign medical literature and
data.
Q: Does this imply that it was
not proper to raise the slogan
of putting the stress on the
rural areas?
A: Oh no. I was pointing out
how the gang of four distorted
the slogan. Health work in the
countryside is our main job;
this is beyond question. You
see, ours is a big country with
four-fifths of the population
living in the countryside; after
years of effort, the rural areas
Chiropractic massage along the
spinal column to cure children's
digestive troubles, an efficacious way
of treatment in traditional Chi-
nese medicine.
are still lagging far behind the
cities in respect to sanitary con-
ditions and medical attention.
For some years in the past we
devoted a great deal of energy
to popularizing medical and
health services in the rural
areas. Now they need to be con-
solidated and improved only
on this basis can we talk about
further progress. Therefore, in
medical and health work to put
stress on the rural areas re-
mains an issue that affects the
whole process of modernization.
The gang of four counter-
posed health work in the rural
areas to that in cities. Anyone
who showed an interest in
working in the city was accused
of overlooking work in the
rural areas or of "serving urban
overlords." The aftermath, for
quite a long time, was that
health undertakings in cities
failed to make progress or were
undermined.
To set things right, both
urban and rural areas should be
taken into account under an
overall plan. This means that
we should duly strengthen med-
ical and health work in cities,
factories and mines. This will
in turn help train medical per-
sonnel for the countryside in
a more effective way, supply
more medicines and equipment,
popularize the achievements of
scientific research work and
resolve some knotty problems.
Only in this way can health
work in the rural areas be
steadily elevated on the basis of
popularization and further pop-
ularized under the guidarice of
elevation, thereby gradually
narrowing the differences be-
tween rural and urban health
work.
Q: How do you appraise the
training of barefoot doctors
[paramedics, peasants as part-
time medics] and the co-opera-
tive medicare hailed as the
main achievements of the "rev-
olution in public health"?
A: Both are the right things to
do; they are being developed
and raised to a higher level.
But when the gang of four
bragged that the two were
"newborn things" which they
had discovered, they were
simply trying to take credit
which didn't belong to them.
These two things appeared long
before the Cultural Revolution
and developed later on because
they are what the people need
and because they are what we
can afford at this stage of
development.
Q: what is the determinant
in the modernization of our
medical and health under-
takings?
A: Our problem now is we
cannot renovate our equipment
fast enough and, what is more,
the vocational level and skills
of our medical personnel are
rather low. So is the level of
management. There is a gap
between the well qualified ones
and their successors. Investiga-
tion shows that about 40 per
cent of the nation's health
workers have not had a sound
professional training; their
basic knowledge in this field is
very poor. Therefore, the train-
ing of professionals at a faster
tempo has become an urgent
task and the key factor.
Q: In recent years, there has
been emphasis on the establish-
ment of a new medical science
by combining traditional Chi-
nese medicine with Western.
What significance does this
have for speeding up moderni-
zation?
A: It is our aim to establish a
new type of medical science
which is highly modernized and
has national characteristics of
our own. We have a treasure
trove in traditional medicine
which is of long standing and is
very popular among the masses.
New China encourages the com-
bination of traditional Chinese
medicine with Western med-
icine. This means carrying
forward the special advantages
of the former under the guid-
ance of modern, scientific
methods a quick and effec-
tive way to developing a
modern medical science in our
country. So far it has proved to
be highly successful in treating
acute abdominal diseases. bone
fractures, tertain cardiovascular
,..:J/-7,.
diseases and other non-surgical
ailments, as Well as in the use




China was known as
"the sick man of Asia," a
political epithet pointing out
the plight of a country haunted
by poverty, hunger and pes-
tilence. Much of this has been
done away with in the last 30
years.
The whole country now
boasts 65,000 hospitals, 25 times
as many as in 1949 at the found-
ing of the People's Republic.
There is at least one
general hospital in each of the
nation's 2,000-odd counties; all
55,000 people's communes have
their own clinics; and prac-
tically every production brigade
(each embracing one or several
villages) which numbers 600,000,
has its own medical station.
Before liberation medical in-
stitutions in the Chinese coun-
tryside were few and far
between.
By the end of last year,




child care centres, 1,066 centres
preventing and treating special
diseases, and 295 academies
(institutes) of medical science.
In addition, there were 3,047
sanitation and quarantine
stations.
The whole country has
1,932,000 hospital beds, 24.2
times the 1949 figure. This
includes a 5.9-fold increase in
the number of beds in maternity
and child care wards and e
35.7-fold increase in beds in
children's hospitaLs.
The proportion of the num-
ber of hospital beds in urban
and rural areas was 74.8 : 25.2
in 1949 and 38.3 : 61.7 in 1979.
There are now 2,642,000
doctors, phamacists, nurses and
other technicians; the highly
qualified ones among them
number 436,000; medical per-
sons of intermediate qualifica-
tion number 1,108,000.
Graduates from medlcal
colleges in the last 30 years
number 388,000, 40.8 times as
many as the aggregate total be-
tween 1928 and 1948; those
from middle schools of medicine
number 800,000, over 19 times
Gamma-ray machine trial-produced in Shanghai, a kind
of radioactive isotope scanner to examine visceral
tumours. When connected with video tape, television set
and electronic computer, it also handles data-processing to
study ailments and functions of visceral organs.
as many as the total in the two
decades preceding 1949. There
are also all kinds of courses for
training barefoot doctors and
health workers.
Peasants trained as bare-
foot doctors number 1,575,000
(about one-third of them are
women), as health workers
2,819,000 and as midwives
709,000.
China is now more or less
self-sufficient in medicines and
medical appliances, the supply
of which before liberation had
to be imported; it is also ex-
porting them in small quanti-
ties. The slate has adopted a
policy of low prices for med-
icines. The production of
medicines is a non-profit en-
deavour. After six nationwide
price reductions, medicines are
now 80 per cent cheaper than
in 1950.
Among the infectious
diseases comMon in the old
society in our country, smallpox
has long been wiped out; the
plague, cholera, Icala-azar and
venereal diseases have been
basically eliminated; typhus and
recurrent fever are occasionally
found in some places; polio is
also under control; the in-
cidence ..of measles is mark-
edly low; that of - tubercu-
losis, too, has been greatly re-
duced. Over 80 per cent of peo-
ple . infested with schistoso-
miasis, a disease which once
prevailed in the nation's 11
southern provinces, one auto-
nomous region and one munic-
ipality, and which threatened
the health of 100 million, have
been cured. With infectious
diseases gradually brought
under control, cardiovascular
disease and cancer have become
the main fatal diseases in many
parts of the country.
CHINA'S POPULATION GROWTH: ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE
by Leo A. Orleans
China's accomplishments in public health and family planning have captured theimagination of many specialists around the world. While other Third World countries,all with much smaller populations and presumably with lesser problems, are still
struggling to improve the health and well-being of their citizens, China, in a relativelyshort period of time, has managed to feed and clothe its people, provide them with
medical care, and at the same time achieve a significant reduction in the country's rateof population growth.
While there is no question about the accomplishments themselves, disagreements
do emerge in assessing the level of these achievements. In the case of vital rates, the
problem, of course, is not that we contest Chinese claims, but that they have not madeany claims to contest. In the last two decades, Peking has not released a single national
figure for the country's birth rate, death rate, or rate of natural increase that evenpretends to have any demographic basis. And yet, although the question of vital
rates cannot compete with the publicity provoked by China's attention-getting domesticand international politics, the level of these rates is not a trivial matter. Each tenthof a percentage point in the assumed natural increase represents almost one million
people and over a period of years can imply relative well-being or a potential crisisfor China and its people.
Leo A. Orleans is China Research Specialist at the U.S. Library of Constr... This inicie wasoriginally prepared for the Cornmittee on International Relations of the US. 1House of Representuives(July 1977).
As someone who for many years has
been documenting China's impressive
progress in population control, public
health, and medicine, I feel no com-
punction in stating my belief that since
1972 there has been a widespread ten-
dency to place excessive reliance on
vital statistics that are unrepresentative
in coverage and often questionable in
accuracy, resulting in estimates that
exaggerate China's accomplishments in
lowering the nation's levels of fertility
and mortality. As a backdrop to the
discussion, consider one set of rather
extreme estimates by a casual observer of
the China scene, estimates that are
currently receiving considerable atten-
tion: birth rate, 14/1,000; death rate,
6/1,000; and a natural increase of
811,000.1 Indeed, it is very tempting to
take Peking's verbal commitment to
family planning, recognize the improve-
ments in health and the efficient distri-
bution of free contraceptives, review the
unequivocal successes in family planning
reported by visitors to China, assemble
the published figures for local areas
selected by the Chinese for national or
regional emulation, consider Peking's
skills in control and organization, and
then conclude that China has basically
solved its population problem. I would
argue, however, that the picture that
emerges is not representative of the
overwhelmingly rural nation with its
900 million people. China's achieve-
ments in the introduction of the birth
planning program warrant admiration,
but the criteria for success should not be
set too high.
This article is not so much an
argument for or against any specific set
of figures, as it is an attempt to add
perspective to the subject. Over 10
years ago, the late Premier Chou En-lai
(AMA) told Edgar Snow that "when we
encourage the good and criticize the bad,
it means that bad things surely still exist
and good ones are not yet perfect."2 The
Chinese are still encouraging the good
and criticizing the bad, and in planned
parenthood and health, as in other fields,





is no need to rehash the paucity
and the tenuousness of Chinese
population statistics. Historically rich
in population data, China has both
fascinated and frustrated generations of
demographers attempting to reconstruct
the population picture and to make sense
of intriguing but capricious series of
figures that go back (in fits and starts)
thousands of years. Various counts and
estimates attempted during the first half
of this century by Chinese governments
and institutions as well as by Western
specialists have never produced an accept-
able figure that would even temporarily
pacify the serious users of such data.
At the same time, no one seemed terribly
concerned that the published figures
were likely to be off by 25 million or
more in either direction: given the level
of China's development and the size of
its population, the margin of error
seemed quite realistic to both the Chinese
authorities and outside users.
During a brief period in the mid-
1950s, however, the size of China's
population seemed to be at least tem-
porarily resolved to almost everyone's
satisfaction. In 1953-54 the Chinese
took a reasonably conscientious nose
count and reported that in the middle of
1953 the country's population stood at
582.6 million and that, based on a 30-
million-person sample, it was growing at
2% a year.' Although the 1953 figure
still constitutes the base of all estimates
and projections of China's population,
the relative harmony it produced was
short-lived. In 1957 and 1959 the
Chinese published some questionable
and internally inconsistent series of
population and growth rates that were
presumably based on a registration
system that was admittedly deficient and
on samples that were poorly selected.
Other scattered demographic data
published in the 1950s were similarly
inconsistent. In 1966 and 1967 during
the Cultural Revolution and again in
1976 following the death of Mao Tse-tung
(VZ A), individual provinces reported
rounded populations that added up to
about 811 million and 860 million,
respectively. These data precipitated a
new flurry of speculation, but once again
internal inconsistencies and the vagueness
of the year to which they might refer
raised more questions than the data
answered.4 Perhaps the ultimate in the
casual use of population data was pro-
vincial population figures published in
a world atlas in 1972. The sum of the
figures 1A-as 685.6 million, an incredibly
low figure that was repeated in two
subsequent editions of the atlas in 1973
and 1974.
In general, as the gap between the
1953 census and current estimates ex-
panded and became satiated with a
variety of consequential events, estimates
of China's population began to show
striking divergences. Thus, for the past
decade, demographers have been wran-
gling over figures that differ by as much
as 100 million.s Since the Chinese
have done nothing to minimize the
population dilemma, the high and low
population estimates are perhaps the
clearest illustration of the extent to which
China's analysts differ in their inter-
pretations of nondemographic develop-
ments and events in China over the past
quarter of a century and their effect on
that country's vital rates and consequent
population growth.
Since the opening of China to
selective travel, Chinese officials have
responded to visitors' queries with quali-
fications and approximations, as did
Chou En-lai when he said that "we tend
to believe that it is more than 700 million,
but not yet close to 800 million," or Li
Hsien-nien (***) who lamented, "un-
fortunately there are no accurate statis-
tics" on population. Hsieh Hua (NM)
in 1973 regretted that "figures are not
yet available on birth and death rates in
China."6 Whether in direct terms or by
implication, the Chinese are frankly
admitting "we don't know the rate at
which the country's population is grow-
ing" --- something very difficult for
foreigners to accept.
The reason the authorities in Peking
have only an approximation of the
nation's total population is that they
have not set a high enough priority on
obtaining such figures. A discrepancy
of plus or minus 25 million, for example,
would have virtually no effect on China's
national plans and policies. On the
other hand, cadres responsible for econ-
omic planning and social services at
the local levels have a much greater need
for more accurate figures. Thus, local
population figures especially those for
total population are much more likely
to be reasonably reliable. The question
is whether the growth rate of China's
total population can be determined on
the basis of these local figures. This
article will, for the most part, ignore the
developments in the urban areas and
focus on the population data for and
descriptive materials about the four-
fifths of China's inhabitants who reside
in the countryside.7
The Nature of Vital Rates
from Local Areas
Statistics
on total population, growth
rates, birth rates, and, only
occasionally, death rates for small ad-
ministrative rural units are a relatively
recent phenomenon that seems to have
been precipitated, at least in part, by the
need for hard data as China pressed its
intensive campaign for planned births.
Since 1972 a large number of such
figures have been available through two
basic channels: directly from Chinese
sources or indirectly from reports by
visitors.
Chinese Sources
More and more local-level figures
showing low birth and death rates have
been reported in Chinese publications
and transmitted over provincial radio
stations over the past few years. These
statistics of success are not simply the
characteristic best-foot-forward approach
used by propagandists around the world;
in China, they are part of the widely
used method that by the use of models,
heroes, or good examples seeks to inspire
the masses to increase production, to
"serve the people," or to accept other
values (such as a small family) that are
deemed important to the socialist con-
struction of the motherland.8 Peking
does not even pretend that these local
vital rates from widely dispersed parts of
China are typical of the country at large,
or even of the province, adjacent county,
or commune. The aim is to "publicize
the experience of the advanced districts
and units" and to "popularize the ad-
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vanced models and advanced experi-
ences" so that others will want to emulate
them. Local competition is encouraged
by searching out successes within each
province or region of a province and
describing in detail how success was
achieved.
First Hand Reports
Visitors seldom see much more than
some dozen of China's cities and about
as many communes usually in the
proximity of Peking, Shanghai, and
Kwangchow. These conununes, simply
by virtue of their locations and China's
willingness to show them off to foreigners,
are known to be anything but typical.
More modernized and richer, they can
boast of better medical and public health
facilities and higher average-education
levels among the people. It follows that
they are more likely to have a lower level
of mortality and be more receptive to
mass campaigns aimed at reduchig fer-
tility.
From 1972 to perhaps as late as
1975, visitors could not easily obtain
local population data (below the provin-
cial level). A round figure for a brigade
or commune might be cited, but ques-
tions about vital rates and natural
increase would usually initiate a minor
conference among the hosts, followed by
a statement that the population was
growing at a rate of 2% a year the
almost standard figure in those days for
all parts of China. In the last couple
of years, two changes in this procedure
have been noticed. Through experience,
Chinese hosts in rural localities accessible
to foreign visitors have come to expect
questions about population size and rate
of growth. Consequently, they are now
prepared to answer them.
The other change came about be-
cause Peking's emphasis on reducing
family size has made rural cadres more
conscious of population data in general
and birth rates in particular. The
cumulative effects of the planned births
campaign were, in fact, beginning to pay
off in a downturn of fertility, and the
local authorities realized that it was
necessary for them to have statistics that
reflected these achievements. Not only
did they stop giving visitors the standard
2% growth rate for population, but they
started providing very precise figures
often carried out to two decimal points.
Although most visitors are cautious in
their reporting, introducing statistics
with "we were told that...," no amount
of warning seems to destroy the precision
implied by such figures. For example,
if a returning traveler states that the
commune visited had 37,465 people and
that the birth rate in 1975 was 14.66 per
thousand, the death rate 5.28 per thou-
sand, and the natural increase therefore
9.38 per thousand, there is a strong
tendency not only to accept these figures
at face value, but to generalize from
these statistics to the country as a whole.
This, of course, is very risky. The
division that produced the above figures
may have been very accurate, but the
accuracy of the numerators (the number
of births and deaths) and the denominator
(the total population) is another matter.
It is not difficult to understand how
the combination of figures from visitors'
reports and from model communities
published in Chinese sources might
distort one's objectivity and cause unreal-
istically low estimates of China's fer-
tility. It should be remembered, how-
ever, that the Chinese themselves are
careful not to suggest that local figures
are typical of the whole country; on the
contrary, when asked, they are likely
to say quite frankly that the statistics
refer to the more progressive localities.
Planning of Births and
the Birth Rate
Summary of Accomplishments
Conclusions with regard to any
aspect of Chinese developments are
almost inevitably controversial. VVhile
most observers will agree that the birth
rate has dropped and is continuing to
drop, they disagree about when the
downward trend first became apparent
and the speed with which fertility is
declining. China's successes in this
area have been widely publicized in both
Chinese and Western publications
especially during the 1970s9 so that a
brief summary of the relevant policies
and apparent accomplishments (measure-
ments aside) should suffice.
The tug-of-war between advocates
of family planning and those who saw a
rapidly growing population as a strength
rather than a weakness started in the
early 1950s. During the years that
followed, the persistence of behind-the-
scenes debate was more apparent from
the fluctuating policies than from any
official announcements from Pelting. The
first birth control campaign was started
in the mid-1950s, and abandoned during
the Great Leap Forward late in 1958. A
second was introduced in the early 1960s,
then ignored during the Cultural Revo-
lution. The third campaign has been
actively pursued in the 1970s. Each
campaign had its own special characteris-
tics and reflected the very different
political, economic, and social conditions
of the period. In general, however,
neither of the first two campaigns
resulted in drastic changes in China's
rural fertility, although the very gradual
descent in the birth rate probably started
in the 1960s. Despite only limited
success, the educational value of the
first two programs should not be mini-
mized: these campaigns exposed large
numbers of people to the generally taboo
subject of sex and birth control, made
the people aware of family planning
methods, and provided the leadership
with a much better understanding of the
difficulties to be overcome if the program
of planned births was to be successfully
implemented.
The changes in the social, cultural,
and economic environment of the Chinese
countryside have made rural people much
more amenable to family planning than
they were 20 or even 10 years ago.
Problems relating to traditions persist,
but in general the young people of rural
China are much better educated and
indoctrinated and therefore much more
prone to accept even unpopular policies
that are said to benefit socialist con-
struction. This is especially important
in relation to the young women of China.
They are not only more literate, but
almost surely participate in production
and in a variety of nonfamilial community
activities. As contributors to the family
income and with the peer-support they
presumably gain through frequent "dis-
cussion, analysis, and exchange of ex-
perience," the "new Chinese women"
are likely to have a greater say in the
number and spacing of their children.
And while attempting to change men's
attitudes toward women, the Chinese
have also made some progress in con-
vincing the rural population that old-age
security no longer must depend on
having many sons.
Since the Cultural Revolution, the
planning of births has become a mass
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campaign. This means that China is
attempting to motivate smaller families
not simply by focusing all the available
resources and means of persuasion on the
women in the reproductive ages, but, in
a sense, by "going over their heads" and
making the planning of births the
responsibility of local governments, pro-
duction units, residential communities,
birth control committees, public health
personnel, and almost every other seg-
ment of the society.
Finally, the Chinese now have the
prerequisites both the means and the
superstructure to implement the policy
of planned births. By all accounts China
is now producing a variety of con-
traceptives in adequate quantities while
at the same time significant research is
continuing in all facets of contraceptive
technology.'° Since the Cultural Revo-
lution, China's health system, with its
large numbers of paramedical personnel,
has been much more equitably distributed
in the countryside. Whereas the pres-
sure for limiting family size comes from
within the community itself, health
personnel are responsible for educating
the population, distributing the free and
readily available contraceptives, and over-
seeing their use on a much more
personal basis than is possible in almost
any other society. All these factors
make a strong case for a decline in
China's fertility.
Lingering Problenu
Nevertheless, problems still face the
authorities in their efforts to reduce the
size of the Chinese family. Basically,
they grow out of a predicament char-
acteristic of all developing nations: it
takes time to change centuries-old tradi-
tions and attitudes in peasant societies.
Even a mind-molder like Mao Tse-tung
recognized this obstacle. In discussing
the prevalence of superstitions in China,
he once said that "it is often more dif-
ficult to combat the enemies inside the
people's minds than to fight Japanese
imperialism." Indeed, after years of
indoctrination, most of the people who
live in rural China still prefer to get
married early, have a strong sense that
children (and especially boy babies) are
a joy and a blessing rather than a burden,
and are reluctant to give up many of the
customs, superstitions, and attendant
festivities that brighten their lives.
Cultural Revolution publications
carried frank criticisms of conditions in
China during the 1960s. The persistence
of rural traditions was a popular subject,
not only for the publications and posters
produced by the radical Red Guards but
also for some of the more orthodox
publications.
Actually, it is not really surprising
that "capitalist and feudal customs and
habits" were still present in the 1960s;
as already pointed out, centuries of
traditions are not easily eradicated. Even
when they are not in evidence, they
seem to be in a dormant state, emerging
whenever there is the slightest breakdown
of authority, as occurred during the
Cultural Revolution. There is ample
evidence of the "reappearance" of tradi-
tions in areas where "revolutionary mass
criticism" had presumably "solved" the
problem. Continuous efforts to break
raditions are periodically intensified into
major national drives, such as the 1973-74
campaign to criticize Confucius (and
Lin Piao titg). The direct correlation
between the elimination of old traditions
and the potential success of late marriage
and planned parenthood is no doubt
clear, but should become even more
obvious when the specific components of
the relationship are discussed.
The Role of TVomen
A direct correlation exists between
successful implementation of family plan-
ning programs and the position of women
in the society. Although Chinese urban
women occupy greatly enhanced political
and economic roles, they and their rural
sisters are a long way from "holding up
half the sky." Neither the victory of
the proletariat, the progressive 1950
Marriage Law that attempted to fix the
rights and duties of husband and wife,
nor the Constitution, which stated that
women shall enjoy equal rights with men,
automatically emancipated women. The
government did set up the necessary
framework for change, however, and
with varying degrees of enthusiasm and
success it has attempted to overcome
deeply implanted traditions regarding
male and female roles and duties. The
only marginal success in "reforming the
existing customs and habits" and "elimi-
nating the concepts of the exploiting
class in slighting women" is evident from
the continuing campaigns against these
"evil winds."
Peking's insistence that "agricultural
production is a right and duty of rural
women" has resulted in an extremely
high participation of women in the rural
labor force, but it did litde to relieve
them of their traditional domestic duties.
Thus, in practice, the rural woman must
not only satisfy the feudal concept of
"virtuous wife and good mother" but
she must be a revolutionary producer as
well. Although campaigns to assure
equal pay for equal work are still carried
on, only model communes report that
greater equity has been achieved, and in
most of rural China males' greater
physical strength continues to dictate a
separate work-point scale for men and
women. Efforts to get rural parents
equally to send daughters as well as sons
to primary schools are also still being
made, but a 40-60 ratio is not uncommon :
girls are more likely to be kept at home
to take care of younger siblings while the
mother is working in the fields.
Still, women are better educated,
involved in production, active in mass
organizations, and much more likely now
than in the past to hold leadership
positions within the production unit or
the community. Thus, it would not be
surprising to see a significant change
occur in the next generation. For the
present, however, Chinese propaganda
organs have good reason to continue to
"criticize vehemently the class and his-
toric origin of the fallacy, 'predominance
of man over woman,' which obstructs the
unfolding of the birth control work...."
A most incisive obsemtion by an Indian
scholar provides an appropriate sum-
mation: "Women's status in China has
remarkably changed without essentially
changing the man-woman equation."
Filial Piety and Commercial Transactions
The effectiveness of the drive for
late marriage and planned births is also
handicapped by the persistence of filial
piety in much of rural China. Constant
attacks are made against parental and
family bonds in general and more
specifically against the pressures parents
exert in urging early marriage and
numerous grandchildren. The general
approach to dealing with parents is
suggested to youth in the following
example:
A proletarian revolutionary must
apply the method of class analysis
to his parents and seniors. He must
first determine to what class they
belong and what class interest they
represent, and then decide upon the
attitude to adopt toward them; and
must never subject himself to the
restrictions of the so-called "filial
piety" of feudalism."
The implied fallacy in such statements
is, however, that the overwhelming
majority of the people in the rural areas
belong to the acceptable but most
tradition-bound lower or middle peasant
classes; if they express unsanctioned
attitudes it is not because they are of the
exploiting class. Furthermore, attacking
filial piety while maintaining a disciplined
youth within a system that continues to
value the basic family unit is an obvious
problem. The warnings against blind
obedience to parents and the traditional
belief that "parents are always right"
are, therefore, often moderated by a
counterbalancing statement:
...while opposing "filial piety" as
the feudal morality, we do not by
any means say that we may disobey
everything that our elders say. We
must respect the elders among the
laboring people. We should listen
attentively to their correct opinions."
The importance of parents in
marriage in the rural areas is easy to
appreciate. Notwithstanding the free-
dom of choice guaranteed by the 1950
Marriage Law, factors such as social
patterns and customs, housing conditions,
density of population, and the economic
and political demands on the time of
China's youth make it difficult for young
people to meet, to court, and to decide
that they want to enter matrimony."
The combination of pressures by parents,
desire of young people to get married,
and the difficulty of establishing inde-
pendent male-female relationships that
might lead to marriage makes it extreme-
ly difficult to change the traditional
role of parents and go-betweens who
carry out negotiations between families
of eligible young men and women. The
attacks against the idea that "parents are
more important than the sky" and that
"you must marry the one they pick
for you and you have no right to
choose,"" are too widespread to put the
blame on "a handful of class enemies
lurking in dark corners."
From careful and intensive inter-
views conducted in Hong Kong among
refugees from Kwangtung province,
Nlartin Whyte and William Parrish con-
clude that uneven progress has been
made in attacking family ceremonials,
that the present nature of these cere-
monials is closer to the traditional forms
than to the idealized forms presented in
the press, and that "as long as the new,
officially espoused ceremonies are so
devoid of gaiety and a holiday atmos-
phere, and as long as the family remains
such a crucial focus of individual lives
and community activity...the desire to
engage in elaborate life cycle ceremonials
will continue to be expressed.'17
Although efforts in the cities to raise
the marriage age seem to have been
reasonably successful, the average
marriage age in the rural areas has not
been raised anywhere near the level sug-
gested by the leadership. Among peasant
folk, the following attitude toward un-
married women appears to be still very
much in evidence: "Their hair is turning
grey and they are still stuck with the
family; they must be inferior goods
which nobody wants.""
Desire for Large Families and Boys
The desire of the Chinese to have
large families is a trait they share with
most agrarian societies. Blaming the
Confucian doctrine that the most serious
of the unfilial acts is not to have de-
scendants is a convenient oversimplifi-
cation. The structure of the social
system is such that children are a valuable
economic asset, for China's rural economy
is not all that different from other
traditional societies in which the net flow
is from child to parent. Children do
numerous chores in and around the
house; as they get older they earn work
points; and in later life, they do, in fact,
care for their aged parents, although
institutional facilities are available for
childless old people.
The Chinese have not been able to
even out the economic value of boy and
girl children in the countryside. The
older they grow, the greater the disparity
of their contribution to the well-being of
the family. Even today a daughter is
considered a transitory asset: "a daughter
who has been given away in marriage is
like spilt water" she will move in with
the family of the husband and "belong
to other people." Thus, the economic
plight of a peasant couple having only
daughters can be quite serious. To
counteract the custom of the bride
moving in with her in-laws, "Party
committees actively encourage and en-
thusiastically support any man who
chooses to settle in his wife's family after
marriage"20 a most serious break with
tradition. Although men who comply
with this advice are singled out as model
revolutionary citizens, it is doubtful that
the practice has gained any measurable
popularity in rural China. Thus, for
peasants, the present son, rather than the
absent daughter, is most likely to provide
old-age security and keep them out of
so-called "happiness homes." In other
words, while the authorities attempt to
convince the peasants that they will be
no worse off with fewer children, even
if they are girls, and the nation will be
better off as a result, the old Chinese
saying, "the more sons the more fortune,"
is still not outmoded.
A recent newspaper item based on
a little-noticed artide in the official
Chinese Medical Journal was all too
revealing. Chinese doctors in the steel
city of Anshan developed an almost fool-
proof way of determining the sex of the
fetus in order to "help women who desire
family planning." Of the 30 women
who received abortions following this
test, 29 had been told that they would
have girls.21
Effects of Traditions on Planning of Births
To stress the idea that the planning
of births should not be considered a "soft
task" and therefore appropriate only
for women comrades the central
leadership has been calling on "industry,
agriculture, commerce, education, the
army and all departments" to "grasp
birth control as an important task." The
most recent series of provincial family
planning conferences took place in early
1977, at the height of the attacks apinst
the "png of four." Did "the gang of
frur and its sworn followers" sabotage
the planned parenthood program, as
repeated at each of the conferences ? Is
n true that Chiang Ching (tEllt) Mao's
widow and the leader of the gang did
not believe in birth control, claiming that
"it would be alright if women gave birth
many children" ?22 It is difficult to
say how seriously one should take these
obviously exaggerated statements made
at the height of a mass campaign to
discredit a group of leaders. Scapegoats
have often been used for policies and
programs that floundered or failed to
achieve the hoped-for results. The
smoke-fire aphorism may well be appli-
cable in this case, for if the people respon-
sible for the reduction of China's birth
rate needed an excuse for snags and
delays in the program, the "gang of
four" could not have surfaced at a more
ideal time.
China dearly has experienced not
only some of the well-publicized achieve-
ments in its program of delayed marriage
and planned births, but also some set-
backs. If performance has not always
matched Peking's expectations, the ne-
glect of the local cadres and the black
deeds of the "png of four" provide only
part of the answer. For the rest, we
must come full circle. Considering the
intensity of the program and the wide-
spread availability of free and effective
contraceptives and surgical services, the
blame must be placed squarely on the
difficulties encountered in changing tradi-
tional attitudes and customs of China's
peasant population. In this connection
one gets the impression (and only an
impression) that, while Peking has a
general picture of the obstacles that
tradition presents, the central authorities
most of them urban born and bred
still do not appreciate the tnagnitude of
the problem nearly as well as some of
the observers looking on from outside,
who have the added advantage of





comparison with the divergent
estimates of China's birth rate
ranging from a low of 14/1,000 population
to 30/1,000 or higher the differences in
estimates of crude death rate may appear
insignificant. In relative terms, how-
ever, they are just as great, ranging from
approximately 6/1,000 to 12/1,000 for the
mid-1970s. One of the reasons for the
discrepancy can be quickly disposed of,
for it stems from the crudity of the
measure itself. Because the crude death
rate is a simple division of the total
number of deaths by the total population,
it is naturally very dependent on the age
structure of the population. In other
words, a young population represented
by a population pyramid with a large
base due to relatively high birth rates
is likely to have fewer deaths than a
population that has proportionately larger
numbers of old people. Ideally, the
expectation of life at birth, which elimi-
nates the biases of the age structure by
using age-specific mortality rates, is a
much preferred measure. It is virtually
certain, however, that such data are not
collected in China. What this means,
then, is that whether one builds hypo-
thetical population models to arrive at
life expectancy or attempts to deduce
the level of the crude death rate, the
biases and preconceptions regarding
China's past demographic experience
when considered in the analysis emerge
at the other end as estimates. On
balance, the crude death rate perhaps
requires less specious reasoning.
No one disputes that China has a
young population and therefore a relative-
ly low crude death rate, so the differences
in the death rate estimates quoted above
hinge essentially on how one interprets
the health policies, programs, and facili-
ties that have developed in the country
over the past quarter of a century. Since
China's accomplishments in public health
and medicine have probably received
more publicity than any other sector of
development, they will only be sum-
marized here. The discussion will focus
on the continuing problems in health
care that get virtually no publicity in
part because, with such striking achieve-
ments, it seems almost unfair to call
attention to some of the deficiencies that
continue to plague China's health system.
In attempting to comment on the level
of mortality, however, it is obviously such
problems that must be discussed.
Review of Progress in Public Health
(1949-66)
In line with Chairman Mao's belief
that "when the body is strong, then one
can advance speedily in knowledge and
morality,"23 the new leaders of China
placed the highest priority on the im-
provement of the incredibly poor health
conditions they inherited in 1949. The
attack on disease and poor health was
multifaceted, but several major princi-
ples or approaches can be identified
all of them reflecting practical consid-
erations that matched China's goals
and resources.
The first decision made by Peking
was an essential and obvious first step:
the major emphasis was to be placed on
preventive rather than curative medicine.
Literally hundreds of millions of people
were organized and motivated to desui
up the country, learn about elementary
sanitation and personal habits of clean-
liness, and participate in massive inocu-
lation drives and other health- and
environment-related activities. The em-
phasis on prevention has not diminished
with improved health conditions. The
slogan "prevention is predominant" is
just as popular now as it was 20 years
ago, and every locality in China continues
to have at least one general clean-up
campaign every year.
Another basic factor in Chinese
health is the role of Chinese traditional
medicine. Over the years efforts have
persisted to raise the stature of traditional
medicine, integrate it with Western
medicine, and fully utilize it in the
national health program. Once again,
this was a very practical move. Mao
Tse-tung was well aware that the time
and cost involved in providing a popula-
tion of over 600 million with Western
medical services and facilities would be
beyond China's capabilities. On the other
hand, the half a million or so medical
practitioners and herbalists of various
degrees of competence could continue
to serve people as they always had and
at a minimal cost to the central govern-
ment. The problem was to organize
these heterogeneous and scattered indi-
viduals within a viable delivery system,
improve their competence, and have
skeptical Western-trained physicians
accept them as colleagues. To break
down the resistance of the medical
professionals, add to the stature of
native medicine, and force integration, a
requirement was introduced in the mid-
1950s that all doctors of Western medi-
cine study Chinese traditional medicine.
The enthusiasm with which this and
other measures designed to facilitate the
integration of the two medical systems
were pursued has fluctuated over the
years.
To increase health manpower as
rapidly as possible, China adopted a
varied approach to medical education.
While during most of the 1950s and
through the middle 1960s Chinese medi-
cal colleges were offering a more or less
traditional Western medical education,
large numbers of paramedics of different
levels of competence were being trained
in medical middle schools and in a
variety of part-time and spare-time
medical courses. Thus, it is estimated
that between 1950 and 1966 China
graduated over 180,000 persons with
higher medical education, about 400,000
persons trained in secondary medical
education, and perhaps several million
"health workers" who received basic
training in public health and preventive
medicine by attending half-farm, half-
study medical schools and a variety of
other short courses in public health.24 In
this way China trained a large body of
personnel capable of providing the people
with primary health care.
China's health policies have had
their ups and downs, but the verdict is
undisputable: with limited resources and
innovative approaches, the Chinese have
managed to overcome some staggering
health problems and, in the process, to
show the world how much can be
accomplished in the health field through
self-reliance, mass mobilization, and
determination. But this is only one
side of China's health picture.
Criticism of Rural Health Before the
Cultural Revolution
It is not difficult to understand how
China got its reputation, even before
the Cultural Revolution, for having
basically solved its health problems. The
elimination of most cornmunicable dis-
eases and the implementation of policies
that improved health and sanitation
resulted in an uncritical acceptance of the
intensive propaganda that stressed the
present by pointing to the ills of the past.
It took the Cultural Revolution and
criticism by the Chinese themselves to
bring into the open what should have
been recognized all along the widely
scattered health and vaccination stations,
health clinics, and health rooms, staffed
by paramedics and part-time health
personnel, could not provide the
hundreds of millions of people in rural
China with much more than preventive
care and information about environ-
mental sanitation and personal hygiene.
Curative services in rural China ranged
from minimal to nonexistent.
The Red Guard press often attacked
rural health care. Moreover, the Esta-
blishment sources were no less critical of
the health conditions in the rural areas,
publishing numerous articles on the
subject.25
The disparity between rural and
urban health conditions was clearly
recognized by Mao Tse-tung and ex-
pressed in his now famous June 26, 1965,
directive that did not receive publicity
until it was published in the Red Guard
media to commemorate its third annivers-
ary in 1968. Mao's directive stated:
Tell the Ministry of Public Health
that it works for only 15% of the
total population of the country and
that this 15% is mainly composed of
gentlemen, while the broad masses
of the peasants do not get any
medical treatment. First they don't
have any doctors; second they don't
have any medicine. The Ministry
of Public Health is not a Ministry
of Public Health for the people, so
why not change its name to the
Ministry of Urban Health, the
Ministry of Gentlemen's Health, or
even to the Ministry of Urban
Gentlemen's Health ?26
Picking up on this theme, the Red
Guards contended that, during the early
1960s when China was undergoing eco-
nomic difficulties, health facilities availa-
ble to the peasants actually declined.
According to their statistics, between
1960 and 1963 the number of commune
health centers declined from 290,000 to
70,000, the number of urban clinics rose
from 43,000 to 84,000, and the number
of doctors not working in government
facilities (presumably reverting to pri-
vate practice) increased from 16,000 to
86,000." Furthermore, the Ministry of
Public Health was accused of setting up
model rural health centers in the prox-
imity of large cities that were used to
accommodate high-level bureaucrats.
Considering the advances that have
been made in rural health, primarily
through preventive measures, Mao's at-
tack on the Ministry of Public Health
may seem unfair. Still, the health
system was urban oriented and health
personnel preferred the amenities and
the much more advanced medical facili-
ties and equipment of the cities.
There is no reason to dispute
Chinese allegations of deficiencies in
rural health care. While the high mortal-
ity diseases were, for the most part,
eliminated, the poorly trained and widely
dispersed medical personnel in the coun-
tryside were hard put to "cure disease
without spending money." It seems
reasonable, therefore, to suggest that
during the first two decades of the
communist regime, the crude death rate
in rural China was probably not much
different than it was in many other Third
World countries in Asia and Latin
America.
Progress and Problems in Rural Health
Care Since the Cultural Revolution
The violent Cultural Revolution
attacks on the Ministry of Public Health,
Western-trained health personnel, and
the health delivery system in general
forced some drastic reforms in every
facet of China's health delivery system
but especially in an effort to correct the
rural-urban imbalance in health care.
The reforms were essentially launched on
four interrelated (but not necessarily
integrated) fronts : an effort to shift
medical manpower into the countryside,
an increase in the rural health budget, a
major reorganization and reorientation of
medical education, and a strong drive to
introduce cooperative medicine into the
rural areas.
Shifting Medical Manpower and
Resources. The Cultural Revolution's
most immediate effect on the health front
was the transfer of hundreds of thousands
of medical personnel, from paramedics
to doctors, to the countryside. Although
medical professionals were reluctant to
leave the cities, by 1973 many had done
so "300,000 city medical workers and
medical school graduates went to live
and work in the countryside, and almost
400,000 medical personnel made tours of
the rural areas in mobile medical
teams."28 These figures were up-dated
in an April 1977 article in People's Daily,
which reported that by the end of 1975
1.1 million medical workers from the
cities had joined medical teams to tour
the countryside and that 100,000 more
had settled down in the rural areas.29
The two reports just cited serve as
a good point of departure for a few
comments on this subject. The obvious
discrepancy between the 1973 statement
that "300,000 city medical workers and
medical school graduates" settled in the
countryside and the 1977 one that
"100,000 medical workers settled in rural
areas" by the end of 1975 is difficult to
rationalize. It is possible that the in-
clusion of "medical school graduates" in
the earlier statement means that this
larger figure comprises not only trans-
ferees but also graduates of medical
schools betwecn 1970 and 1973. This,
however, could hardly account for the
200,000 discrepancy, since there were
not nearly that many medical school
graduates during those years. More
likely, the discrepancy stems from the
question of how permanent were the
transfers during and immediately after
the Cultural Revolution. Undoubtedly
many of the transferees and almost all
of the Western-trained doctors who
(according to the radicals) were in
greatest need of reeducation returned
to urban hospitals, which is not very
surprising since not only would their
knowledge and skills be wasted in the
primitive environment of much of rural
China but, above all, their services were
needed in the much better equipped
urban hospitals. Furthermore, although
all medical personnel are still required
to spend about one third of their time in
the rural areas, in practice the annual
stint is not strictly adhered to because, as
one Chinese doctor volunteered, their
heavy work schedules make it difficult
for them to leave their permanent
assignments.
The meaning of the statement that
1.1 million medical workers toured the
countryside in mobile medical teams also
depends on the perspective from which
it is viewed. A positive interpretation
would suggest that it reflects a serious
commitment to rural health on the part
of the authorities. A more critical look
raises some doubts about how rapidly
China is managing to improve the
shortage of medical manpower in the
countryside. "By the end of 1975" tells
us that the 1.1 million figure covers at
least six years between 1969 and 1976
and may even go back to the initiation
of mobile medical teams in the mid-1960s.
How far into the hinterland did the
mobile medical teams go and how long
did they stay there ? We do not lmow
specifically, but we do know that many
of them leave the cities for just a few
weeks and concentrate on areas that are
not too distant from their home bases."
How many of the "1.1 million medical
workers" were doctors? Again, we don't
know. But considering the known reluc-
tance of medical doctors to leave their
urban facilities and patients, it would
seem reasonable to assume that their
representation on mobile medical teams
is small and more often limited to the
shorter and closer tours. There is no
intent, however, to minimize the role of
the mobile medical teams in the rural
health services they do indeed provide
an important service in health care and
the education of rural staffs. The
question is whether the urban medical
personnel would be more effective if they
were based in the countryside on a full-
time basis.
Increasing the Health Budget. Almost
all of the available information on the
increase in state investment in rural
health work is descriptive rather than
quantitative. We do know, however,
that prior to the Cultural Revolution the
central government spent 70% to 80%
of the national health budget (an un-
known quantity) in urban areas and that
in the early 1970s these figures were
almost reversed, with 60% of national
health expenditures going to the rural
areas.31
In 1977 this figure rose to 65%.32
That the above figures are still consider-
ably below the proportion of the popu-
lation living in rural areas (estimated at
bets; een 80% and 85%) is quite reason-
able. Not only are the medical facilities
and equipment in the urban areas much
more sophisticated and costly and the
salaries (as opposed to work points
received by most rural health personnel)
much higher, but the nonrural allocation
of the national health budget probably
includes the Academy of Medical Sci-
ences and the cost of medical research.
Furthermore, urban hospitals do serve a
small proportion of peasants who require
special attention and manage to obtain
the necessary medical referrals.
Exactly how the state health funds
are disbursed in the rural areas is not
altogether clear, but most of them go
into capital construction. They prob-
ably also pay the salaries of full-time
medical personnel down to the lisien
(county) level and perhaps even cover
full-time medical personnel in commune
hospitals. The cost of health care to the
individual, however, comes for the most
part from the family budget and from
the .medical fund of the accumulated
public funds of the brigade and the
commune.
Revising Medical Education. One of
the most important changes made by
the Cultural Revolution was to revise
radically the content and duration of
higher education in this instance,
medical education. In the past, said the
People's Daily, "the students would study
nothing relative to medicine the first year,
go nowhere near a hospital the second
year, do nothing in connection with a
patient in the third year and fourth
years, and come close to a patient merely
to view him in the fifth year."33 To
correct this situation, medical colleges (as
was the case with all schools) were
closed for over three years. In the
interim, time was spent discussing just
how to implement the main points of the
recommended changes, such as the
reduction of the curriculum from five to
three years, the renewed emphasis on
integration of Western and traditional
medicine in education, and the inte-
gration of theory and practice in the
study of medicine.
It was easy enough to make the
basic decisions, but the transition was
undoubtedly more traumatic than had
been anticipated. When the first univer-
sities opened up in 1970 and in following
years, the new entrants from worker,
peasant, and soldier backgrounds were
several years removed from their second-
ary education and were simply not
prepared to undertake even the sim-
plified medical curriculum. Further-
more, there were unanswered questions
about the use of examinations and grades,
how to integrate courses in traditional
medicine into the new curriculum, and
how to modify and revise medical text-
books for the new students. Raising the
status and authority of professors who,
as bourgeois intellectuals, had suffered
considerable abuse at the hands of the
students during the Cultural Revolution
was another problem. The shakedown
period lasted several years.
Gradually, as more educational insti-
tutions began to reopen, some of the
more radical demands of the proponents
of the Cultural Revolution began to be
modified, but the compromises did not
affect the basic changes that were brought
about in the educational system.
Thus, until recently medical schools
were of three-year duration; they accept-
ed students with anywhere from eight to
10 years of primary-secondary education
(albeit mostly from the ranks of barefoot
doctors and other lower medical per-
sonnel). The streamlined curriculum
eliminated all courses considered irrele-
vant or duplicative and, from the very
first year, it was combined with practice.
Medical schools no longer trained special-
ists, the Chinese stated with pride, but
produced generalists who could handle
the everyday problems of the people.34
The new push to upgrade science
and education initiated in the latter part
of 1977 will undoubtedly improve the
quality of higher education in China, but
it is still too early to tell whether or not
this policy will have a similar effect on
medical education. It seems very likely
that in the medical field China will once
again resort to "walking on two legs" :
while additional emphasis will be given
to the selective training of advanced
medical specialists, the post-Cultural
Revolution policy that entrusted three-
year graduates with providing primary
health care for the peasants will continue.
The focus on pre-college level
medical education, evident before the
Cultural Revolution, has been further
emphasized and innumerable courses are
now being offered to train people for the
public health system. Major responsi-
bility for the training of paramedics and
for upgrading the qualifications of people
already working in the health field is
placed on medical colleges (many of
which have established rural teaching
centers), on county and commune medi-
cal facilities, and on the mobile medical
teams. Inéluded among the paramedics
are, of course, the highly publicized bare-
foot doctors. These young peasants,
with at least a primary level education,
receive three to six months of training
and then go on to provide the basic
health care to the hundreds of millions
of peasants at the team and brigade levels.
They do, however, upgrade their quali-
fications both through experience and
through short annual courses.
What does all this mean in terms of
the total medical manpower that serves
the Chinese people ; Statistics are scarce
and estimates precarious. Ball-park
figures, how ever, would suggest that as
of mid-1977 there were in China approxi-
mately 300,000 doctors with higher
education (including dentists and senior
pharmacists), ranging from Western-
trained specialists to graduates of the
present-day three-year medical schools.
There were, perhaps, 700,000 to 800,000
middle-level medical personnel, most of
whom are graduates of secondary level
medical schools or equivalents." There
were also 1.5 million barefoot doctors and
3.9 million part-time health workers."
It is probably safe to assume that
since the overwhelming proportion of
graduates of medical colleges (even since
the Cultural Revolution) work in hospi-
tals, most of the estimated 300,000
doctors with higher education are either
in the cities or at the lisien (county) level
hospitals in smaller towns around the
country. Assuming that there are at
least two middle-level medical personnel
for every physician in a hospital, then
perhaps three-quarters of the 700,000 to
800,000 medical workers of this level of
education are also located in urban areas.
Since hospital care is available to the
average peasant only through a series of
referrals, he relies for basic medical care
on part-time barefoot doctors and part-
time health workers.
It is estimated that there are about
5 million production teams (usually
natural villages) in China," and health
authorities maintain that they would like
to see a part-time health worker in each
of them. Since in 1977 it was reported
that there were only 3.9 million health
workers in the country and since some
of them undoubtedly work at the brigade
or commune levels, there is probably no
more than an average of one part-time
health worker for every two teams. With
the most limited training, these part-
time health workers (usually women
w hose main responsibility is midwifery)
can probably do little more than provide
simple advice, dispense some common
medications, and oversee the basic sani-
tary requirements of the community. All
but the most common problems would
be referred to the brigade health room
or commune clinic (whichever is closer),
where the patient would get to see a
barefoot doctor a sort of jack-of-many-
medical-specialties but certainly not a
master of any of them. Although there
are probably more than 1.5 million
barefoot doctors in China, the figure
becomes much less impressive when seen
in the context of rural needs. China
claims that each of the 750,000 brigades
has a health room or clinic staffed by at
least one barefoot doctor; we also know
that some larger suburban brigades
report as many as 15 barefoot doctors.
Clearly, there is no excess here and it is
not surprising that health officials have
recently been reprimanded for claiming
that they are "unable to do health work
well because of personnel shortages.""
In a way, the very survival of the
barefoot doctors is a feat of sorts; the
political flip-flops over the past few years
created a climate in which paramedics
were attacked from both the right and
left. During the height of the campaip
against him, Teng Hsiao-p'ing (X/PIE),
"this arch unrepentant party capitalist-
roader," was accused of opposing the
whole concept of barefoot doctors and
the cooperative health-care system." A
year later, the "png of four" pre-
sumably Teng's bitterest opponents
were also being charged with wanting to
"strangle and destroy" the barefoot
doctors and the cooperative health-care
system.° Despite these formidable op-
ponents, the barefoot doctors seem to be
reasonably effective in fulfilling their
functions and continue to comprise the
foundation of China's rural health care.
Rural Cooperative Medicine. China
had no rural medical insurance until the
Cultural Revolution, which meant that a
serious illness could deplete what little
savings a Chinese peasant family had
been able to accumulate. Scattered health
stations and clinics essentially concen-
trated on providing free or low-cost
preventive care.
As part of the move to improve rural
health care services during and after the
Cultural Revolution and aware that the
central government could not afford to
underwrite an insurance program to
cover 650 million or more people in rural
China, Peking launched a nationwide
campaign to encourage rural production
units to voluntarily organize cooperative
medical services. Under the pressure of
national and provincial health cadres,
the number of brigades organizing such
services grew rapidly during the early
1970s. Since the burden of organizing
and running the medical cooperative
system was placed on the local production
units and the stress was on self-reliance,
there evolved a great variation in the
health facilities, manpower, and costs
associated with individual cooperatives.
In general, however, there is an annual
membership fee of between one and two
yuan per person, plus a minimal regis-
tration fee of five to 10 fen for every
visit to the clinic. Other funds for this
health insurance system are allocated
from the commune's public welfare funds
and vary significantly depending on
whether the particular commune is "rich"
-ir "poor." This factor undoubtedly
also determines whether the treatrnent of
s specific illness will require some supple-
mentary payments by the patient.
By the end of 1973 it was reported
that about 70% of the production
brigades under the people's corrununes
had set up cooperative medical care.'" In
1977 the proportion of brigades belonging
to a cooperative medical system increased
to 85%, but only covered 80% of the
population living in rural areas.42 As-
suming that the 5% discrepancy repre-
sents the rural nonagricultural population
(perhaps covered by some other form of
medical care), there are still well over
100 million people in rural China not
covered by health insurance a number
almost equivalent to the populations of
both France and Germany.
Two basic reasons why cooperative
medical services are not universally
available in rural China are the resistance
of the population and the resistance of
the local leadership. Chinese peasants
often are not enthusiastic about coopera-
tive health care because of cost. One or
two yuan a year per person (including
children), plus a small registration fee
for every visit to the clinic, plus occasional
other small fees may seem like a bargain,
but for a husband, wife, and three
children, the annual expenditure for
health cart can be a significant proportion
of the family's cash. The basic idea of
insurance of paying a small amount
now in order to get possible benefits later
is foreign to the Chinese peasant, and
many of them are willing to take a chance
on their health and save the money.
Enthusiasm is also less than uni-
versal among local cadres responsible for
organizing and running cooperative health
care. Very often they would prefer to
spend the commune's accumulated public
funds on equipment and facilities that
would result in increased production.
Their motto is often : "When sickness
comes, cure it ; if no sickness arises,
114,'
forget it." Furthermore, overruns have
occurred in the program. Thus, regis-
tration fees are now charged by the
brigade clinics because, when visits were
free, there was an overuse of the facilities,
resulting not only in serious deficits but
also in much wasted production time. In
some instances, the excessive costs of a
cooperative health program caused its
abandonment. For example, after rais-
ing the necessary funds and purchasing
the equipment, one unit in Kwangtung
province discovered that the barefoot
doctor "extravagantly wasted the funds
of cooperative medicine" and caused the
program to collapse in less than two
months.'" Many complaints have been
raised about the "random and un-
authorized spending" of collective medi-
cal funds. Another common problem
apparently arises in relations between the
administrators of the brigade cooperative
medical service and the urban hospitals.
If the patient manages to enter the county
hospital, the cooperative is billed for the
expenses. Because of nonpayment of
these charges, however, some hospitals
refuse to accept peasants and others will
admit them only if they pay in advance.
Improvement in the quality or the
popularity of cooperative medical services
will be slight until and unless the central
government sees fit to relax the policy
of self-sufficiency and inject some funds
to further subsidize rural health care.
Recent Confessions
Just as the "gang of four" was
charged with disrupting China's planned
birth program, a flood of reports accused
them of sabotaging the health system.
Although the recent rhetoric referring to
"the gang" is as difficult to accept at face
value in the case of health as it is in the
case of family planning, there is no
reason to doubt the conditions described
in the official Chinese media. Innumer-
able reports point out that because of the
activities of the "gang of four," health
work suffered considerable sabotage in
recent years and "efforts to develop the
patriotic health campaign slackened."44
The references to troubles in maintaining
the public enthusiasm for yet another
patriotic health campaign are especially
frequent, and "the gang" is blamed for
the fact that these campaigns have been
"ignored by the people." Sanitation has
suffered as has the perpetual battle
against "the four pests" (not to be con-
fused with the "gang of four"). Reports
indicate that the setback in environ-
mental hygiene has been especially evi-
dent in drinking and eating establishments
where inspection is often cursory or
totally absent. It was also in the spring
of 1977, by the way, that reports from
Hong Kong and from foreign visitors
began telling of some serious outbreaks
of meningitis, hepatitis, and other in-
fectious diseases."
Many of the provinces followed suit
with their local complaints. For exam-
ple, in Yunnan "the confidant of the
gang of four and those several people
who closely followed them in doing evil
things" are said to have seriously inter-
fered in and damaged the public health
system." In another example, the person
in charge of the battle against schistoso-
miasis in China's southern province was
accused of following "the gang" and
totally neglecting his work "under the
pretext of `no tizne to attend to it" in
Kiangsu province alone 30,000 patients
had to be treated for snail fever."
These conditions are neither sur-
prising nor unusual when one remembers
that only 25 years ago the Chinese
peasants were almost oblivious of sani-
tation and divorced from medical atten-
tion. They also should not be over-
emphasized there is no doubt that
many of the current difficulties will be
corrected. They are worth comment
only to counteract the all too common
and erroneous notion that China has
"solved" the people's health and medical
problems.
Summary and Speculation
?The parameters of this paper, stated
I initially, included the promise not to
lean toward any specific set of vital rates
for China, but rather to attempt to
provide perspective on some of that
country's persistent problems in the areas
of fertility control and public health.
What follows then is not an argument but
a brief summary of what has preceded,
supplemented by a scattering of personal
observations and opinions.
First, the birth rate. Neither the
Chinese figures for local birth rates nor
those brought back by visitors are
characteristic of China as a whole, and
all indications are that they are repre-
sentative of model areas that have ex-
perienced unusual successes and have
therefore been singled out for public
display. Peking is not modest in its
claims so there is no reason to believe
that any precipitous drop in the birth
rate would be kept a secret. Chinese
media do not claim a drastic drop in the
nation's birth rate. Moreover, they have
been quite frank in discussing the prob-
lems encountered in implementing the
planned birth policies. For years now
China has waged a campaign to rid the
peasants of traditional attitudes that
favor early marriage, support large fami-
lies, value male children, and preserve
filial piety which, in its own right,
ordains many children and grandchildren.
Furthermore, the seasonal nature of the
peasants' work and the looser organization
in the countryside (supervised by peasant
cadres with a similar heritage) make it
more difficult to adhere to family planning
and late marriage practices as prescribed
by the leadership in disLant cities. Finally,
because of the reduced infant mortality
during the first decade after the creation
of the People's Republic of China, large
cohorts of young, fertile people are now
entering the reproductive ages and creat-
ing a population structure that will tend
to counteract the trend of increased
acceptance of family planning. In other
words, while the number of children
born to each 1,000 women in the repro-
ductive ages may continue to decline
slowly, there will be more women within
these age groups to have the children.
The Chinese seldom report the
levels of the crude death rate, even for
local areas. The relatively few reported
figures are either for urban localities or,
as in the case of the birth rate, for model
rural communities. Neither are typical
of the country at large. Over the years,
impressive progress has been achieved in
preventive medicine, but for the over-
whelming. proportion of China's peasants,
medical attention was both expensive (in
terms of their ability or inclination t,o
pay) and difficult to come by. With the
post-Cultural Revolution emphasis on
rural areas and the creation of cooperative
medical care the situation improved, but
problems remain. Although in theory
the system works on a referral basis, the
rural population still basically must rely on
paramedics and on Chinese traditional
drugs. Thus, the average Chinese peas-
ant never gets beyond the still quite
primitive facilities of the countryside and
the diagnosis and care of the middle-
level medical practitioners. This con-
dition must surely be reflected in a level
of morbidity that is significantly higher
than in the advanced countries.
Another factor usually neglected in
any discussion of China's health care is
that, according to the Chinese them-
selves, over 1100 million peasants do not
choose to pay the annual fees and join
the cooperative health system. To this
figure must be added the "under 5%" of
the population that constitutes the "four
bad elements" ("landlords, kulaks, coun-
terrevolutionaries, and bad elements")
who, from birth, are said to be excluded
from nationally instituted health pro-
grams." In all, there are therefore as
many as 150 million people in China for
whom medical attention is even less
adequate and, when the need arises,
more expensive.
There are, however, factors that
work for a lower death rate. It is well
known that a reasonably low level of
mortality can be achieved by assuring
people's hygiene and adequate nutrition.
Despite some slippage in the national
sanitation campaigns and the difficulty
of maintaining personal hygiene under
extremely crowded living conditions,
Chinese authorities have managed to
create a reasonably healthy environment
for most of the country's people. Despite
occasional local food shortages, the
Chinese people are adequately fed. Also,
China has a young population an
important factor that would depress the
crude death rate.
Translating all the relevant factors
into figures for China's crude birth and
death rates is a very subjective exercise,
which in no way reduces the convictions
of those who attempt such estimates.
Accepting the general presumptions that
by the end of the 1950s China's birth
rate was still about 40/1,000 and that by
the end of the 1960s it was in the vicinity
of 35/1,000 and considering both the
intensity of the campaign to reduce
fertility and the countervailing persistence
of the many traditional forces against
such a change, I believe the crude birth
rate in China in mid-1977 was in the
22-25/1,000 range. The crude death
rate, I would estimate, was at about 9 or
10/1,000. Consequently, the range of
China's natural increase is from 1.2% to
1.6%. The mid-point, or 1.4%, appeals
to me most (see appendix for population
estimates).
There is no reason to doubt China's
commitment to reducing population
growth, and the persistent pressure on
the peasants must result in a continued
slow decline of the crude birth rate. I
would not be surprised if, by the middle
of the 1980s, China's crude birth rate
would drop to perhaps 15/1,000, a truly
fantastic achievement for a country with
China's population and level of develop-
ment. China's death rate may also drop
a couple of points during the next few
years, but with a reduced birth rate and
a population that will be growing older,
it is not likely to go below 7 or 8/1,000.
I am convinced that the Chinese
have neither the vital rates for the country
nor the data necessary to judge the
weight of all the various factors that go
into estimating crude birth and death
rates. Furthermore, I do not believe
that this situation will improve for a
long time to come. Thus, while we can
disagree with the various estimates and
even sneer at some of the figures proposed
by others, in the final analysis there is
no way to prove anyone right or wrong.
In a way, it is an enviable position for a
crystal ball gazer to be in.
APPENDIX
Revising estimates of China's population on the basis of new evidence and changing
intuitions is inherent in the profession. The figures in the table below represent aminor revision of my earlier estimates that appeared in "China's Population: Can theContradictions be Resolved ?" China : A Reassessment of the Economy, Joint EconomicCommittee of the U.S. Congress (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,July 1975), p. 77. Specifically, the revision consists of an across-the-board one pointdecrease in the crude death rate, resulting in a 20-million increase in the 1977 populationover the 1975 estimate.
POPULATION ESTIMATES AND VITAL RATES OF CHINA: 1954-1980








1954 43 21 22 588
1955 42 20 22 601
1956 41 19 22 614
1957 40 18 22 627
1958 39 18 21 642
1959 38 19 19 655
1960 38 20 18 667
1961 38 20 18 679
1962 38 19 19 692
1963 37 18 19 705
1964 36 17 19. 718
1965 35 16 19 732
1966 34 16 18 746
1967 34 16 18 759
1968 34 16 18 773
1969 33 15 18 787
1970 32 15 17 801
1971 31 14 17 815
1972 30 14 16 828
1973 29 13 16 841
1974 28 12 16 855
1975 27 11 16 869
1976 26 11 15 883
1977 25 10 15 896
1978 24 10 14 909
1979 23 9 14 922
1980 22 9 13 934
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elsewhere.
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undertaken (and the evidence is not neces-
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overwhelming effect on the nation's vital
retes.
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B. CON'TRAlmrilvE Trcrptomor rif CHINA
in China, as in so many other third world countries, the second stage
of the demographic tran. sition occurred over a period of less than a
decade. The various measures introduced by the new regime after
1949sanitation campaigns, mass inoculations, extermination of
disease-carrying pests, et ceterarapidly improved health conditions
and just as quickly dropped the country's mortality, although perhaps
not so quickly as it would have in a small country with massive west-
ern assistance. This reduced death rate. combined with a continuing
high hirth rate, resulted in a natural increase of over 2 percent in the
mid-1950's and brought about (after a few years of debate) China's
first birth control campaign. The campaign peaked in 1957 and grad-
ually dissipated with the Great Leap Forward in 1958. For some 3
irs all disciiion of family planninr dicappeared from C.hina's press
and radio, until another campaign was mounted in early 1962, only to
,wallowed tip by the Cultural Revolution in 1966. After another 3
"",;
years of silence, the Chinese gradually initiated yet another major
campaign for planned birthsa campaign that seems to be still gain-
ing in momentum and that is not as likely to be affected by political or
leadership changes.'
Although in China it is impossible to excise politics from any ac-
tivity or goal. the focus of this paper is not politics and policies rele-
vant to family planningabout which information is relatively
plentiful, but on research and production of contraceptivesabout
which information ranges from minimal to nonexistent. This uneven-
ness in data becomes evident in the following review of developments
in contraceptive technology in the People's Republic of China.
1. THE FIRST DECADE
In the mid-1950's. when China launched her first birth control cam-
paign, the obstacles were literally insurmountable. The rural, largely
illiterate population steeped in Confucian tradition that gloiifies the
big family (with many sons) ideal was not yet prepared even to listen
to birth control propagandamuch less practice it; the urban popula-
tion of some 80 to 90 million was only slightly more prepared to accept
family planning practices. But although the number of potential ac-
ceptors was relatively small, so was the supplv of domestic and im-
ported contraceptives available in China. A few excerpts from
methods to practice contraception," published in a 1955 issue of
Crh;na Touth.1" are revealing, a- to the overall level of contraceptive
technology and practices at that time :
Diaphragm. Very effective * *a doctor must be consulted
to find the right size * * rim of diaphragm must be covered
with about a teasponfull of c,ontraceptive ointment * *
should not be removed for 8 hours after intercourse.
Condom. Before using, the cap should first be blown up to
ascertain that there is no leakage * * * after use it should be
washed, rubbed dry and next clay sprinkled with talcum
powder and placed back into the box for future use.
Contraceptive drug. Cone-shaped substance about the size
of a peanut S should be inserted deep into the vagina * *
will take 7 or 8 minutes to dissolve * * will kill
spermatozoa.
Sponge foam powder. Cut piece of -sponge (the artificial
sponge used in banks for counting bankmg notes) into a size
slightly larger than that of a silver coin, and soak it in water
* * sprinkle the foam powder on both sides and insert deep
in the vagina * * * foam will prevent spermatozoa from en-
tering uterus and at the same time kill the spermatozoa * * *
to insure the easy removal of the sponge, a thread may be
tied to it with one end left outside the vagina.
Contraceptive ointment top should be removed from tube
which should be connected to 11 specially made long tube
* * about one and a half teaspoonsful of ointment should
'Por a more detailed diseolsion of China's birtb control eamnsirns. i.e Leo A. Orlen,,
Brere Fifth Child: The Population of Chino (Stanford : Stanford University Prams. 1972).
Pp. SR-SO.
Chung-kite Ch'ing-Men (China Torfa). No. 4, Feb. 16, 1955.
be sqlieezed out from the tube should best be used
in conjunct ion Nvith the diaphragm.
"Manipulation of the ovum etnitting period." The best way
to have the body temperature tested is with a clinical ther-
mometer every Mornim, * Durine, the 7 or 8 days inside
the ovum emitting period (including 4 days befo.re and 3
days after the ovary emits the ovum), sexual intercourse
be avoided.
The article concludes by informing the reader that all tbe above-men-
tioned "contraceptive instruments and drup...e' could be bought from
the China Medical Co.nt prices. incidentally, that were quite pro-hibitive even for the average urban wo:ker.
As the first birth control campaign gained momentum. the questionof cost and availability of contrnceptives naturally became an im-
portant issue. In a 1057 !Teed) to the Chinese Peopfe's Political Con-sultnt ive Conference (CPPCC), the superintendent of Peking's Peo-
ple's Hospital complained that "the contraceptive diaphragm is too
expensive, costs more than 1 ynan each nncl is beyond the means of most
people." " He placed the Many for the liiron cost of contraceptives on"the profiteering of the China Medica) Co." Less than 2 weeks later. in
response to this and other criticisms. a New China News Agency dis-
patch niinounced that "beginninn. April 1 (1957) the prices of con-
traceptives made in China will be reduced approximately 30 to GO per-cent. and the Chinese pharmaceutical company is planning lo market
times lime ounnt it ies supplied I:14 yea The prices were reduced asproniised. but it is doubtful if Ohina*,-, pharmaceutical enterprises
were able to achieve a sixfold increase in .contraceptive production. forin less Iban 1 year Peking reversed is poliev with respect to fertility
cow rol and lannelied the Great T.,cap ForwatA which det,ied the need to
reduce population growth.
TilPrfl does not appear to be any inforinntion nbont bonnfide con-
traceptive researeh in the 1950's in China nnd probably very little, if
any. look place. We en imot lenve this period. however, without at leastbrief discussion of the very net ive "ron( rnceptive research" that Nrascomhieted by the practitioners of traditional Chinese medicine."
Chinese recipes that were intended as contraceptives or as aborti-
facients go back thousands of years. In Aletfifyil lliatnry cf emi-t ;Weipt;on. Norninn Hines quotes St-oni the most ancient medical work
in the Chinese language that was put together almos-t 3.000 years be-
fore the birth of Christ. "Simi yin tastes bitter. is of eold nature, and
contains poison. It is n specific for ',leers. Nrhite itching sores on the
scalp, will kill pnrasitical worms'in the skin nnd flesh. cause abortion,
and cure fevers ." Other enrly prescriptions for oral contra-
ceptives include the use of paper on which silkworm ergs have been
hatched, n concoction referred to AS "four ingredients broth." a com-
bination of oil nnd quicksilver fried for a whole day, and so forth.
33 .1.s.opin .1fh-poo (People's Dollol. Iterch IT. 1937, horPaftor referrod to J.VJP:trattintod In ertereot Background. No. 445, April 5. 1957. hereafter referred to as Cl." New Chins News A reney. %larch :IL 1957. hereafter reforred to na NCNA." To gain Rome appreciation for tbe Important role plaTod by Chinese traditional mollcineand it* numerous and diverse practitioners in the health Doliclot of Chins. sow Ralob C.('rol-lar. Traditional Meilietne fa Modern Chino (Cambridge: Harvard TinbreraifY 7'ress.19SQ) ; also. Lon A. Orleans. "Flealth Pnud.. and Services In China. 1974." report to theSubcommittee on Health. V.S. Senate, March 1974.
Many of the prescriptions claim that they "will forever prevent one
from becoming pregnant." 24
To the Western mind, the curious aspect of these recipes is not that
they were prescribed several thousands of years ago, but that as re-
cently as the 1950'sand even since thenpractitioners of Chinese
traditional medicine were actively experimenting with and prescrib-
in7 contraceptive formulas that seem no less fantastic. In addition to
the scores of oral contraceptive recipes that were published in the
mid-1950's, considerable attention was giren to reports that infertility
could be achieved through the use of acupuncture. But some of the con-
tradictions that surfaced as a result of China's policy to rehabilitate
traditional medicine are best illustrated by the tadpole controversy.
Because of the nature of the method and because of its endorsement bv
Slim) Li-tzu at the First National People's Congress in June 1956, th-e
designation of tadpoles as an inexpensive, safe and 95 percent effective
method of contraception, receivid worldwide publicity. To achieve
total sterility for 5 years, women were instructed to swallow 14 live
tadpoles on the thirli dny after inenstruation and follow it up with
10 more tadpoles on the fourth day." Since this was a period when the
regime mounted an all-out campaign to exalt the value of traditional
medicine and oondemn Western medicine as being bourgeois. few peo-
pie dared to criticize the contraceptive potions prescribed by the her-
balists until the "hundred flowers campaign in the spring of 1957.
One of those who spoke out during this "blooming and contending"
period, when the party encouraged free political discussion and criti-
cism, was Chung Hui-nan. the Superintendent of Peking's People's
Hospital. In addressing the Second National Conunittee of the
CPPCC in March 1957 he said :
As regards the contraceptive methods which are 'without
scientific foundation and those which are still immature like
the use of tadpoles and acupuncture they remain to be aca-
demic problems which have vet to be studied and examined,
and should not be publicized with exaggeration at too early
adate * * ." 16
In 1958, herbal concoctions and specifically tadpoles were officially
exorcised from the society but obviously not forgotten, as the follow-
ing postscript suggests. As late as 1965 a journal of traditional medi-
cine carried an article disputing the reject4m of "birth control by
eating tadpoles" and insisting that further research is needed before
judging the validity of the method." Further cines also suggest that
testing herbs for contraceptive use was not completely terminated after
1958. When periodic emphasis on traditional medicine coincided with
the.periodic campaigns to reduce fertility, herbs, roots, bones and a
variety of other vegetable, mineral and animal ingredients were boiled,
grouna, cooked and mixed, hopefully to produce a compound that
would cause temporary or permanent infertility.
A good summary of the whole decade of the 1950's with regard to
" Nimes. np. 1t.. po. 108-112.
18 WNA, Inn, 2d. 1it5a : CR. No. 405. Inte 26. 1956.
.1)/JP. March 17, 1957 : Cl. April 5. 1957.
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contraceptives was supplied by Shao Li-tzu, once again during the
period when it was permissible to "bloom and contend":
Contraceptive medicines are urgently needed by the
masses, but we are unable to have the general need met in
time. Such medicines have to be manufactured on a large scale
and part of them have to be imported. The masses are also in
need of contraceptive medicines which are more simple and
effective but less expensive and can be taken orally. We are as
yet unable to supply such medicines, and active research in
this field has yet to be carried out by the medical experts."
The 58-member birth control 1 research committee, established in 1957
ostensibly to coordinate experience and research in contraception,"
was priniarily responsible for "spreading scientific knowledge on birth
control" rather than coordinating the virtually nonexistent "research
on contraception." Besides, it had little time to do anything, since it
became defunct in 1958a casualty of the Great Leap. So there seems
to be no reason to dispute Shan's statement. Despite the rather inten-
sive birth control propaganda in the middle 1950's, the supply of con-
traceptives never met the limited demand and virtually no significant
research was carried on in contraceptive technology during those
years.
2. DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 19G0
The second birth control campaign started in 1962 with a harrnge of
articles urging the population to delav marriage and lasted until the
initiation nf the cultural revolution in 1966. One of the priman, dis-
tinctimis between it and the earlier campaign was the reg,ime's admis-
sion that adequate supplies of contraceptives and progress in contra-
ceptive technology were indispensable if China were to realize the
desired reduction in the crude birth rate. Criticisms were voiced about
the need to overcome the "shortage and incompleteness of contra-
ceptive medicines and articles" and to improve the quality of the con-
ra 1)1 ives that were nutrketed. While the popular press in 1962 and
191;3 emitintied to encourage the mases to place primary reliance on
the emidoni. the diaphragm, the "safety period" and the spermicides.
medical journals began to publish numerons articles that discus-ed
ront racciii ¡ve research that was being carried on. Based strictly on t he
volume of professional articles that appeared between 1962 and 1966,
one wonlil eonclude that this research focused almost entirely on in-
trauturine devices. abortion and sterilization. with only limited work
on oral contraceptives. Reference.: to traditional Chinese formulas
almost completely disappeared (-hiring this period. Let us consider the
de vvlopn tents in each of these fields.
a. Abort ion
Willie there ic no rencon to ilonl)t China' offieinl eontention that the
r( T doe, not rely on abortion to reduce popillation growth. abor-
tion, are readily available throughont the country on request. are free
of rliar. and are undoubtedly inernasing in ninnher. Easy accessi-
bility to abortion has not always been the case, however, and the pres-
I../ !fir. Mirrh fl 1nn7 CB, No. 445. April 5, 1557.
" N CNA 31nreh 31. 1937.
ent official position evolved following years of heated public and
private debates.
During the 1950's, when the Chinese press discussed the pros and
cons of population growth and argued about the need for fertility
controls, the subject of abortion was frequently included. There is
no doubt that during those years the overwhelming proportion of the
official opinionincluding that of the medical professionwas op-
posed to abortion-on-request. There seemed to be a broad consensus
that abortion should never become a means for family planning, but
should only be resorted to in cases where the health of the mother or
the child was in danger. At the height of the first birth control cam-
paign, however, the Minister of Health suddenly announced a relax-
ation in the criteria to be used in obtaining abortions. The reaction
.was strong indeed. One of the most vigorous objections was raised by
the influential Chinese Medical Association. In a letter addressed to
the Ministry of Public Health, the specialists listed seven reasons
why abortion was inappropriate from the medical point of view and
expressed the hope that the Ministry would reconsider its direc-
tive on artificial expulsion. It further suggested that abortion be
separated from the general subject of birth control, that requests for
abortion be channeled through the Association for approval and that
the Ministry of Health clarify its stand?'" There was some backtrack-
ing by the Ministry to pacifithe doctors, but the basic decision stood
and since 1957,1f both the husband and wife agree, if the woman is not
more than 10 weeks pregnant, and if the couple live in one of the larger
urban areas. an abortion can be obtained with minimum effort.
During the 1960's abortion was no longer considered to be a "dan-
gerous and harmf-ul procedure." It is not clear whether there was a
ge,nuine change of heart on the part of some of the more important op-
ponents to abortion or simply a reaction to a more forceful stand on
this issue by Peking. The appearance of a number of articles on abor-
tion in Chinese medical journals and especially in the Chinese Journo2
of Gynecology and Obstetrics clearly indicated a change in approach.
By no means did abortion become an accepted method for controlling
fertility, but the incidence of abortion certainly increasedto a large
extent because of the development of the much publicized "fire-suction
bottle" or, more precisely, the vacuum aspirator. Described as "a
treasure béqueathed to us by our traditional medicine," the fire- suction
bottle was especially touted for its suitability in rural areas where it
could be used without electricity and operated b7 specially trained
paramedics. It was said to be completely reliable, inexpensive, almost
painless and causing minimal loss of blood."
Titers are two basic reasons to assume that the number of abortions
performed in China has steadily.increased in the 1970's: the procedure
is simple and free and there 19 considerable pressure to abort an
unscheduled baby, especially if the mother already has two or three
children. The vacuum aspirator is in wide use throughout China. Ac-
cording to Faundes and Luukkainen, physicians who visited China as
members of the International Committee for Contraception Research
of the Population Council, early abortions are done in the basic health
NCNA, May 29. 1957: translated in Survey of China Mainland Proa, No. 1546, June T.
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units, usually by specially trained nurses, barefoot doctors or mid-
wives, nnd almost 100 percent of these abortions are done by vacuum
aspiration." But although the present techniques seem to satisfy
Chinas needs, research is going on in the hope of finding new aborti-
facients nmon,,,,a. the herbs used in traditional medicine and developing
an injection that will induce abortion.
b. Sterilization
The reaction to the official sanction for sterilization, announced in
the mid-1950's, was not nearly so vocal as the reactions against abor-
tion. It presented no ethical or moral problem for the Chinese, and the
demand for sterilization was so insignificant that discussions relating
to it seemed almost hypothetical. No one stood in line toget sterilized,
and sterilizations which were performed were limited mainly to women
in urban hospitals.
As in the case of abortions, there was a definite increase in the num-
ber of sterilizations performed during the 1960's, but it probably was
not significant enough to become an important factor in reducing
Chinese fertility. Chinese medical journals published dozens of articles
discussing various aspects of vasectomies and tubal ligationsmost
of them communicating specific techniques, problems and experiences
that would be helpful to loçal medical personnel. At the same time.
the mass media continued to encourage sterilization for couples with
three, four or more children, making every effort to help both men and
women overcome the universal fear of surgery and to convince the
average male that vasectomy is not castration and that he will not
experience nny loss of sexuality.
There is little doubt that during the past half-dozen Years there has
been an even further increase in the number of sterilizations--pri-
mnrily tubnl ligations on women over 35 years of age--performed an-
nually in China but, as usual, national statistics are nonexistent. Some
local figures are occasionally made available to visitors, but areas open
to foreigners are in no way typical of China. Faundes and Luukkainen,
for example, reported that "tubal sterilization has been used so widelv
that in some places its number re-aches the level of rum insertions." "
Considering the widespread use of IUD's, the above statement is not
likely to apply to China as a whole.
Occasional reports suggest that some research relating to steriliza-
tion is continuing in China. Of wecial interest are a number of articles
that nppenred in medical journals in 1975 discussing new one-man
teelliques of fallopinn tube ligation under acupuncture anesthesia. A
Ilare font Parlor Journal. for example.. reports that either ear
nciipunctiire, nose neupuncture. or body ncupuncture has been found
to be tensible nnesthesm for ligntion of fallopinn tubes by one "sur-
geon" without an nssistnnt." This is an example of innovation in the
hest Chinese tradition. The innovators, in this cnse with relatively
limited medien1 edueation, are nttempting to adnpt existing knowledze
to meet specific nnd prartieal requirements. Here, a barefoot doctor
with relatively limited medieal training, traveling alone in the more
An1h11 r.nnoine ono, Tannn1 tnnIrkutnen. "Ronith and IP.TnIlr rInnillnz In tho
Trnwe'e 90polair." Rtoutira in Family Pranaina, Vol. 3. No. 7. Supplement. :1111!
-"naoTh1;1..in73/77.
cha, rhino 1.shroo Taa.ohih (Barefoot Doctor Journal). No. 1. January 30, 1975.
remote rural areas, becomes not only a family doctor (with a portable
office). but nlso an anesthesiologist, a surgeon and a sex therapist. Too
many hats for one person to wear? Perhaps--but it seems to work.
C. Intrauterine Devices ( IUD's)
In the 19G0's China seemed to be looking, at the IT_TD as the most
promisinf . contraceptive device for its needs. The device was said to
be simple. effective. suitable to the requirements of rural women and
therefore "most welcome by these women." Departments of gynecology
and obstetrics all over the Country experimented with IUD's, and from
1964 through mid-1966 there wet.e at least two dozen articles in medi-
cal journals reporting on the work being done. The titles of the
articles ranged from "Observations on Short-Range Efficiency of
Birth Control Loop Utilization in 1.091 Rural Women" to "Me.thod
of Using a Fork-like Rubber Devise to Insert the Stainless Steel Con-
traceptiVe Ring" to more. personal comments such as "My Experience
in Installing the Intrauterine Contraceptive Device."
The emphasis that was placed on developing a cheap and effective
IUD and the widespread use of the device were reported on by many
visitors to China. After a 1965 visit to China. Dr. Tamoyoshi Katagiri,
regional secretary of the International Planned Parenthood Federa-
tion. conchiclea that "the IUD is the most popular contraceptive in
the country. surpassing even the condom." 25 Although this statement
may well be an overgeneralizntion of what he was shown on the trip,
Han Suvin, physician. novelist and frequent China visitor and
booster. also reported nfter a 1969 visit that "the intrauterine device
is probably still the most commonly used" method of contraception."
As late ns 1972, Faundes and Lunkkainen reported that the intra-
uterine device was "the first" contraceptive method introduced in
China on a large scale. They also list the types of IUD's that were in
use in China in the spring ot 1972:
We found seven types of IUD's currently used: a
shaped device made of silver; a ring of coiled stainless steel
made in four different diameters ranging from approxi-
mately 12 to 20-millimeters; a ring made of coiled stainless
steel around a flexible polyethylene rim with or without cen-
terpiece: the all-plastic version of this device (Ota ring) :
a modified Margulies spiral; an original device designed in
Canton called the "Flower of Canton"; and the Copper T
(TCu 200) ."
Simply from the information that these two scientists were able to
glenn nbout expulsion rates. pregnancy rates and other details on the
use of IUD's, it would appear that at least in the early 1970's con-
siderable research on these devices WRS still being carried on by
Chinese doctor.
All this raises n number of interesting questions. Does China still
believe that primary reliance in reducing fertility should be placed
on IUD's ? How valid is the statement that "the use of IUD's appears
Entagir1, ''The Seeond Report on Family Planning in Chinn." July 1903.
(Unpublished)21Iui Suvin. "Family Plannine in Chink" Japan Quarterly, OetoberDeeember 1970.
Faundei and Lunkkainen, op. cit., p. 173.
to be dropping dramatically in favor of oral contraceptives"! ea If it
is correct, then was there a conscious shift in emphasis on the part of
the authorities--from the ITJD's to oral contraceptivesor simply a
"market reaction" to advances made in contraceptive steroids an- d
their current widespread availability I Or, as in so many other ways,
will China "walk on several legs" and encourage the People to use
whatever suits them best,
d. Chemical Contraceptives
As of this writing, the person who returned from China with the
greatest amount of information about China's oral contraceptives is
Dr. Carl Djerassi, a chemist who played an important role in the
development of the steroid pill in the enited States, and many of the
details included in this section are based on the data he published
upon his return." More recent information will become available in
the spring of 1977, with the publication of a report by the Steroid
Chemistry and Biochemistry Delegation. which went to China in
October 1976 under the auspices of the Committee on Scholarly Com-
munications with the People's Republic of ChinaNational Academy
of Sciences. Preliminary indications suggest, however, that the in-
formation picked up by this latest delegation will supplement but not
subvert the discussion that follows.
According to Djerassi. China has several Western-trained highly
competent steroid chemists, under whose leadership serious chemical
work aimed nt the production of all medicinallv important steroids
began in 1958 at the Institute of Organic Che'inistry in Shanghai
(('hiriese Arai lemy of Sciences) and at the Institute of Materia Medica
in Peking (Chinese Academy of Medicinal Sciences). This Great
Leal) year and a few years immediately following were not ideal
for any wrions ami intensive scientific researche.specially in the
field of fertility Nan rolso it is not surprising thnt advanced levels
of research on oral contraeeptives were not reached until 1964, well
after the initiation of the second birth control campaign. Testing of
the pills apparently was started in Shanghai in the 1965-66 time
period. and rapid promotion of the low-dose pill was not initiated
tint il 1969.
In his population council publication Djera.ssi provides al) the clin-
ical data minting. to China's steroid contraceptives, as well as the
reirimens and instructions that are included in the package inserts.
Siam it to say here that. basieally, the Chinese rely on two types of
pills, pill No. and pill No. 2. Wpat distingnishes these pills from
flew manufactured in time West is that the Chinese developed the first
low-dose oral contraceptive to be produeed anywhere in the world.
Despite 'orne problems with side effects and primitive quality control,
Djerassi believes that the quality of the pills falls within the limits
used in the United States. He eitimates that perhaps as many as 16
million women in China were using the pill in 1973. Recognizing the
problems the Chinese liad to overcome. Djerassi considers that this
was a "remarkable achievement- and that "taking 1963 as a reference
point, the Chinese accomplishments during the 10-year period are
Carl DJerassi, 'TertilIty Limttatinn Through Contraeeptive Rterolde In The People's
Republic- of China." Studies fa Family Planning, rol. 5. No. 1. January 1974. p. 13.
10t.7arl Diorama. "Some ObeerratInna an Current Fertility Control In China," China
Quarterly, January4.1arca 1974, pp. 40-02.
unsurpased in terms of magnitude, intensity, and total self-
sufiiciency."
There are, however, a few curious aspects of China's development
of steroid pills during the 1960's. Throughout that decade, when
Chinese steroid chemists were apparently, doing most of their clinical
research on contraceptive pills, medical journals--while printing nu-
merous articles on IUD's abortions, and sterilizationspublished at
most perhaps half-a-dozen articles relating to the work that was done
on pills. In 1965, when Katagiri asked whether the oral pill was being
used in China, a physician who was also vice chairman of the Peking
Maternity Hospital replied that it had not been used yet but that it
was being studied." This would suggest that either the work was
being kept secret or that all the testing was conducted in specific com-
munities, probably in the vicinity of the institutes conducting., the re-
search, and that even administrators of maternity hospitals were not
fully aware of the developments. Although Katagiri ápparently did
not see any pills on his visit to Peking, Shanghai, and Canton, during
the same year American newspapers reported that birth control pilFs
were prominently displayed. in these specific cities." Since in 1965
no one knew that the Chinese had developed an oral contraceptive,
some observers speculatederroneously, I'm surethat the displayed
pills were of American or European origin. Two years later. but still
prior to the widespread distribution of pills in China, a Reuters re-
port from Kuala Lumpur states that "Malaysian women were today
warned not to buy birth control pills from China" because they could
be harmful." This raises the obvious question that will be left dan-
gling: Were the Chinese testing their pills in other countries before
approving them for mass use in their own country?
Undoubtedly the most innovative development in chemic.al con-
traception is China's manufacture of "Sheet Type Oral Birth Control
Pills,' variously referred to by vistors as "stamp contraceptives," "per-
forated blotting paper," "edible sheets of paper with perforations like
miniature postage stamps," and so forth. Once again Djerassi, who
was able to observe the manufacture of the "paper
formulations'
" re-
turned with some of the most detailed information. In short, a sheet
of water-soluble paper is impregnatid with an appropriate amount of
progesterone and estrogen and is perforated into 22 stamp-like squares
which are to be taken daily by dissolving them in the mouth. Con-
sidering the obvious advantages of this method of dispensing oral con-
traceptives (cost, storage, transport. etc.), it would seem reasonable
for the Chinese to give top priority to "paper formulations." This is
not the case, however; they are rarely mentioned in Chinese publica-
tions. The pills, on the other hand, are mass produced and widely
available. Probably, difficulties have been encountered : perhaps the
paper sheets are not as effective as the pills or have unfortunate side
effects. In any event, the enthusiastic conclusion of one visitor that "the
a. Mensal. op. cit.. p. 25.
Katagiri, op. cit.
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rural populace should soon enjoy access to 'paper pills*" 34 was ap-
parently premature.
Chinese publications also seem to be silent about the once-a-month
pill and injections. and yet it is widely reported by visitors that both
types of contraceptives are being tested and used in various parts of
the country. Fatuities and Luukkainen report that in 1972 they saw
the once-a-month steroid contraceptive injeotions being tested and used
in a number of clinics, each following different plans of treatment.
They also reported a once-a-month pill under trial in Wuhan. Both
types of contraceptives were reported to be effective in preventing
pregriancies but to have some undesirable side effects. 11 lien asked
about the details, such as the number of patients involved and the dura-
tion of the experiments. the Chinese hedged, describing the trials AS
preliminary, too early for results or analyses. Work on once-a-month
and once-n-week pills vas also reported 61. Djerassi. At the Institute
of Materia Medica, Victor and Iltith idel were told that the Chinese
had already produced a once-a-month pill and were working on once-
in-t !tree-months and once-a-year pill. Pi-cliao Chen mentions that 10
percent of the married women wit hin the reproductive ages in a Peking
production brigade were using an injeetablo contraceptive.':6 Katagiri
111)011 s. that research was. twin!, conducted on a contracept i ve ill ii'Cf i011
for males. but that a safe and effect i ve formulation liad not yet been
dex eloped."' .\ fter a 1975 visit. Professor 1Villiam Parish brought back-
:t "Family Plamiill!, investigation Form" that he had picked up at
one of the communes. Under the livadiw, -Presently I7sed Planned
Birth Metlio<1." the form carrivs an entry for "shot." "6 One report
even stated that China is whiciv usim, injections which are effective
for 3 months and ca ii lie adjiil musi eyed lo either husband or wife !
ClICIOUS1 V, none of these first-hand observations seems to be verified
in any Olinese writings on family planning. The one exception is a
-visiting family" or "vacation" pill. which is to be used when a hus-
band or wife (separated because of work assignments) comes home
for a visit. When taken immediately after coitus, the pill is judged
to be convenient, safe and highly effective. l'he "vacation" pill, which
consists of a lieW contraceptive drug culled .Anordrin, was not only
mentioned hy some visitor,. but was written up in SOIlle detail by a
group of stientists from the Shanghai institute of Materia Medica."
3. COMMENTS AND I'DOSPECTS
y, China's seiéntists lake seriously the constant ex-
hortation at regional family planning conferences that "medical as
Awn as scientific research dePartments must continue to search for ever
S Norman 5lyer., "Of MI Things People Are the 3iost Precious," Mete Seientiet, Jan. 9.
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safer, cheaper and more effective birth control medications." '1 They
are. therefore, conducting, significant work on contraceptive technology
in research institutes and medical facilities. There is very little infor-
mation, however. on which to judge how far along the ehinese are in
this research and no national data at all on how widespread the use of
lonmterm pills, injectables and other newly developed contmceptives
might be. As a ma,tter of fact, regarding general availability of the
new chemical contraceptives, observations of local use are very likely
not even representative of the locality, much less of the country as a
whole. All sightings" were made in or near large cities with im-
portant rese.arch facilities and in communities which could Very well
have been selected to test a given formulation. It is my opinion that
long-term pills and injectables are not yet in general use in China,
and I base this judgment on an analogy with the way the Chinese
handled the development of contraceptive pills.
It has already been _pointed out that while many articles in the
1960's were written on the use of the more conventional contraceptives
(as well as on abortion and sterilization), only a very few were pub-
lished on contraceptive steroids. And yet we now know that this is
the period when most of the clinical work was conducted. Assuming
that secrecy, per se, was not an objective (why would it be?), a reason-
able explanation could be that virtually all the work was carried out
in just two institutes (just as reported by Dierassi) which had on
their staffs the few foreittn-trained steroid chemists. Necessary or
desirable communication, then, would have been localized and inter-
personalized, eliminating the need to disseminate on-going research
data throuf4h professional journals. While articles on IUD's, abor-
tion and sterilization were attemnting to disseminate information to
practicing physicians and other medical personnel, until the oral pill
was finally developed, clinically tested and mass-produced, there was
no reason to write about it and no one with whom to communicate.
When production was finally set in motion, the distribution of the
pill and the relevant information about its use was handled quite
naturally thmugh the public health system itself, rather than by
means of articles published in scientific journals which were not likely
to reach the people in rural areas. The option to publish disappeared
completely from 1967 until the early 1970's when the publication of
all scientific (and other) journals was terminated by the Cultural
Revolution.
A similar situation probably exists in conniiction with China's cur-
rent research on contmceptives: it is carried on in just a few centers
by relatively few highly trained specialists and therefore does not
require the normal scientific cross-pollintition through the publication
of papers. When a particular method has been adequately tested and
is ready for wide clistribution, we will see references to it, not in
medical or chemical journals, but in reports to action-oriented birth
control conferences and in articles in public health and barefoot doctor
journals. This is the practical vehicle to let people in the field luiow
how n particular pill or injection should be used and what the possible
side effects might be. Until then, it seems safe to assume that clinical
work is still in progress and that the use of these contraceptives is
evident only in test populations.
a NCNA, NoT. 26, 1974.
At the same time, there are a number of reasons to believe that the
Chinese are very likely to come up with some iinportant breakthroughs
in the field of contrac'eption. They have the necessary Imow-how, the
facilities and, considering the size of their population, a need (an
incentive) that is unsurpassed anywhere else in the world. They also
have some important advantages over researchers in the West. Chinese
scientists are much freer to conduct clinical testing of various formula-
tions directly on women, saving much time in the process and respond-
ing to clearly visible and stated problems. The Chinese peasant woman
is conditioned to endure more discomfort than the average American
woman, so that work on reducing the possible side effects can be pur-
sued while the contraceptive is in actual use.
To summarize, then, it would seem that China's research in con-
traceptive technology is not as diverse and not yet as advanced as it
is in the West. However, this does not mean that her scientists are
less likely to come up with at least some of the answers that everyone
is seeking. In this connection it is well to keep in mind Djerassi's
evaluation tlint "in the area of fertility control, Chinese participants
are much too modest and foreigners are likely to be greatly misled by
their reticence. The actual and potential comietence is high and should
not be underestimated." 42





the pet name given to
peasant-doctors in China when
they are likened to peasants in
south China who used to farm
the paddy-fields in their bare
feet. At first they received only
a brief medical training before
taking on work as part-time
doctors, part-time peasants, now
they have developed into the
main force on the preventive
and curative front in the rural
areas. In China, where most of
the people live in the vast coun-
tryside, this has blazed. a new
trail in popularizing medical
service.
In 1975 when Comrade Deng
Xiaoping was in charge of the
work of the State Council, he re-
marked graphically that barefoot
doctors should eventually wear
shoes. In saying this he was
not only confirming the achieve-
ments made by barefoot doctor,
but also expressing the hope
that they would increase their
medical knowledge and rat.s4.
their professional proficiency.
The gang of four, however, at-
tacked this statement as an at-
tempt to put barefoot doctors on
a level with bourgeois intellec-
tuals politically, and therefore.
in essence, as a puff of "Right
deviationist wind."
This correspondent paid a
visit to Chuarisha and Nanhto
Counties on the outskirts of
Shanghai to become acquainted
with the work of the barefoot
doctors there. They were still
essentially ordinary peasants.
and have struck deep roots
among the people as paramedics
who dispense prompt and inex-
pensive medical treatment. In
the course of their work they
are steadily improving their
skill.
I set out by'car from the city
proper via an underground tun-
nel beneath the Huangpu River
and, after a dozen minutes'
drive, reached Chuansha in the
east of Shanghai.
From the Peasants and for the
Peasants. Before the mid-50s,
there were in this county only
several small clinics jointly run
by a few general practitioners in
the towns. In 1958, when peo-
ple's communes were establish-
ed throughout the countryside,
each rural commune set up
its own health centre to
train the first batch of health
workers from among the peas-
ants for the production brigades.
After three months' study, the
trainees each returned with a
small medical kit for treating
minor illnesses among their fel-
lcw-peasants. They were pre-
decessors of the barefoot doc-
tors.
In 1965, altogether 90,000
"peasant-doctors" were trained
throughout the country accord-
ing to a unified programme
drawn up by the Ministry of
Public Health. In Chuansha
County over 300 people, averag-
ing one per brigade, took part
in a four-month training course.
Members of this contingent later
Zinn, Jingxin who
comes from a long






came to be tailed barefoot doc-
tors and their numbers were
greatly increased.
Barefoot doctors work in the
clinics of their own brigades.
Besides providing treatment to
people in the vicinity, they also
organize mass environmental
sanitation campaigns, distribute
medicine supplied by the state
to prevent infectious diseases,
and administer vaccines and
prophylactic inoculations. They
are also responsible for the
work of family planning and
popularizing hygienic knowl-
edge among the masses.
In Chuansha, of the 570,000
agricultural population 1,032 are
barefoot doctors. In other
words, each barefoot doctor is
roughly in charge of 550 peas-
ants.
Things are better in the ad-
joining county of Nanhui with
an agricultural population of
630,000. It has one barefoot
doctor for 420 peasants.
When this correspondent
arrived at the clinic of the Xin-
chang Production Brigade of
Nanhui County, woman bare-
foot doctor Zhang Jingxin was
busy giving an injection to a
four-month-old baby just back
from the hospital. The patient
had been diagnosed here as a
case of toxemic pneumonia one
month ago and transferred to
the Shanghai Children's Hos-
pital for treatment. Zhang told
me that the clinic had doctors
on duty around the clock to give
treatment to about 60 outpa-
tients every day on an average.
All common diseases could be
treated here, she said.
Dr. Zhang, 26, began serving
as a barefoot doctor seven years
ago after four months' training
in the commune medical centre.
Later on, she had chances to
further her education for a total
of one and a hall years at a tra-
ditional Chinese medical college
and a public health school. All
her three colleagues have had
much the same experience. In
addition to their rotation of
duties at the outpatient depart-
ment, each one is in charge
either of maternity, pediatrics or
health protection.
At present, the four of them
are attending in turn a two-year
course of weekly lectures on
basic medical knowledge and
clinical practice at the com-
mune health centre. The com-
mune plans to give all its bare-
foot doctors an opportunity for
inservice training within five
years starting .from 1980.
Most of the barefoot doctors
in the two counties lacked
basic training years before,
and efforts were far from
enough to help them raise their
level. For instance, although
one-third of the barefoot doc-
tors of Chuansha have done
medical work for more than ten
Barefoot doctors studying in the
Chuansha Public Health School.
years, only one-fifth of them
have received as much as a
year's training.
Retraining. The retraining now
under way must, therefore,
proCeed from basic knowledge
and technique. They study how
to diagnose over 100 common
diseases, how to treat them
using traditional Chinese and
Western medicines and how to
prevent them. They learn the
use and properties of over 100
kinds of medicines, and are
taught how to collect, plant,
process and use 130 kinds of
medicinal herbs. Besides, they
are expected to master about 30
diagnostic skills and 80 acu-
points, and to acquire com-
petence in guiding mass sanita-
tion campaigns and family plan-
ning. Examinations based on
these aims will be held and
those who pass will be given a
paramedic's certificate.
In Chuansha, a special course
sponsored by the county's public
health school for barefoot doc-
tors has just begun. All 60
trainees have had at least five
years of practical experience.
According to the plan, they are
expected to reach the level of a
paramedic after the scheduled
one-year study. The school also
runs a three-year training
course for paramedics, with
trainees from junior middle
school graduates. The two
courses include about the same
basic knowledge, but less time is
spent for the former. It is hard
to foretell now which course is
the faster and better way to
train medical workers. At any
rate, the two methods will
certainly help improve medical
work in the rural areas.
On the outskirts of Shanghai,
every person this correspondent
spoke to, from commune mem-
bers to leading cadres of the
county health bureau, told me
that the days when peasants
could not afford medicines and
had no medical attention what-
ever are gone for ever. Now
peasants have their own doctors
and medicine, but they wish to
have higher quality health care.
Much effort has to be made for
the nation's vast countryside to
achieve such favourable con-
ditions prevailing on the
outskirts of a big city.
When Peasants Are Sick
China has a system of co-
operative medical service in,
the rural communes. It is a col-
lective welfare measure which
emerged in the 50s to early
60s and developed later. In
units where the system is
in effect, commune members
are welcome to join of their own
accord. After a centuries-long
history of poverty and illness,
peasants now receive guaranteed
medical care for the first time
by relying on their own collec-
tive strength.
Co-operative medical service
was popularized in 1969 in pro-
duction brigades (generally each
with hundreds of peasant house-
holds) on the outskirts of
Shanghai. Every commune
member who joins pays one or
two yuan a year to the clinic.
The production brigade also
finances it with money earmark-
ed from public funds at the rate
of one or two yuan per capita




the brigade runs its own clinic.
Those who have joined, when
ill, have only to pay a registra-
tion fee and, if called for, an in-
jection fee (5 cents each). The
clinic bears all other medical
expenses.
When the case turns out to be
beyond the ability of the clinic
and the patient has to be sent
to the commune hospital or even
to the county or city hospital,
the clinic, in the light of its
financial situation, answers for
a certain portion of the patient's
medical expenses.
In recent years, co-operative
medical service on the outskirts
of Shanghai has made great
headway. Health centres run by
a commune (embracing several
brigade's) or run jointly by the
commune and production bri-
gades have appeared. Set up
on a larger scale and with more
funds, the health centres
are in a better position to
do more for the peasants. In
some places, all medical ex-
penses are paid by the health
centres for those who join. The
above-mentioned baby who
suffered from toxemic pneu-
monia was hospitalized in the
Shanghai Children's Hospital
for 28 days. Expenses reached
a total of 133.63 yuan for medi-
cines, X-rays and blood tests, as
well as oxygen for emergency






6 copies of the following:
IDRC-077e - Tsetse: the future for biological methods in integrated
control
IDRC-102e - Low-cost technology options for sanitation
IDRC-103e - Biogas technology in the Third World: a multidisciplinary
review
IDRC-056e - The delivery of health services in the People's Republic
of China
IDRC-153e - SALUS: Zow-cost rural health care and health manpower
training
IDRC-043e - Doctors and heaZers





The political events which led to the establishment of the
Peoples's Republic of China in 1949 hindered the development
of information services at a time when the demand for more
accurate information resources was growing. At present, the
growing reality of the need for greater communication to
advance thP pace of modernization is creating a new emphasis
on the development of information services. In China, in the
area of science and technology, information dissemination
relates both to bibliographic data as well as raw data, and
the collection of general purpose scientific and technical
information is considered to be an important function.
Another interesting characteristic of the information function
is the role of supplying equipment. Finally, the overall
responsibility for supplying mass knowledge or innovations is
an integral part of the information function.
The development of information services is a relatively new
undertaking in China. The All China Association for Dissemina-
tion of Scientific and Technical Knowledge was established in
1950 to help disseminate current information and increase
communication between scientists. At the same time, the
Institute of Scientific and Technical Information was founded
in 1956 to act as a clearinghouse for scientific information
and serve user needs on a nationwide basis. It had also, as
a novel side role, the responsibility for supplying itemt of
technical equipment. Both organizations came under the pinese
Academy of Sciences which, in turn, answered directly tolthe
State Council. The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) itielf
was formed out of a merger of the Academica Sinica and t e
Beijing Academy of Sciences. The main original tasks oC the
CAS were stated as follows: To define the direction of cientific
research; to administer programs; to recruit and train w rkers;
to reorganize and consolidate programs; and to engage in disse-
mination research.
The major source of dissemination of foreip literature bas
beeh the Institute of Scientific and Technical InformatiOn,
recently renamed the Institute of Scientific and Technical
Information of China (ISTIC). Initially, its role seemeAl to
be to act chiefly in collaboration with Guozi Shudian tO:
acquire and distribute foreign literature within China, , ut
individual societies and associations also maintain an i4 de-
pendent information function, e.g. the Agricultural Assoation
of China disseminates agricultural information. Prior tO 1960
and the Sino-Soviet split, this function was largely aiméd at
exchanges with Soviet scientific institutions and bulk
purchases through bookstores in Hongkong and Tokyo. It started
out with a small staff of about 200 personnel, some of whom
'
were engaged on documentation of foreign literature. In 1960
it opened a branch office in Chongqing. In 1955 it founded a
current awareness journal, Kexue Xinwen ÇScience Newsl. In
1961, an index to Chinese scientific periodicals was issued
in twenty-eight monthly parts covering 7,000 scientific serial
publications in several languages, rather like Referativny
Zhurnal in the U.S.S.R. In 1962, the Annotated List of
Scientific and Technical Periodicals was issued, which contained
1..y.teen abstracting journals covering different branches of
science. A large proportion of the abstracts were translations
from Referativny Zhurnal or extracts from Chemical Abstracts,
(CAB) journals, etc. In fact, English lanpage sources were
most numerous. Translations were handled in the Translation
Bureau and involved a great deal of work. During the early
period of ISTIC (1956-1966), over 50 000 foreign texts were
said to have been translated. The large amount of Russian
translations has declined steadily since 1960. Up to that date
approximately 50% of all texts translated were Russian. By
1970, the amount was said to be negligible, a mere 2%. ISTIC
also acts as a publisher of scientific texts, which account for
the largest share of published material in China at present.
Scientific bookshops are popular and always full. Scientific
and technical texts presently account for 63% of all publications.
T- 1966 the Cultural Revolution severely impaired information
and documentation. Publication of scientific and scholarly
journals was brought to a halt and only political texts of a
crude informative nature were permitted. At this time, Chinese
scholarly journals sent abroad on exchange ceased altogether
and in some cases were substituted with propaganda texts
extolling certain features of the Cultural Revolution in terms
of advances in agriculture of industry, etc. Many foreign
libraries faced with such a situation simply gave up sending
materials in exchange. Since China relied to a large extent
Rxchanges,library resources bgan to stagnate. Nevertheless,
kailina did make purchases of certain books and reference tools.
CAB journals continued to be taken regularly by Guozi Shudian,
for instance, for the whole period from 1966 to the present
time. There was some disruption at ISTIC and within the CAS
_--ucture, however, which impaired the work of documentation,
d it is evident that abstracting and indexing slowed down or
was severely curtailed as a result of the May 7th Movement
dispersal to the countryside. Foreign literature was
viewed with suspicion and information dissemination received
a new emphasis on indigenous knowledge. Production of the
Indexes became erratic and ceased distribution for a while.
The international interests of ISTIC are now considerable. 1978
acquisitions included: 35,000 research reports, 1,400 conference
proceedings, 7,200 science and technology journals, 760,000
items on patents, 28,000 references to standards, 120,000 samples
and brochures of manufacturers and equipment, and 203 film strips.
The total domestic and international collection can be summarized
as follows: 9,700 journals on science and technology, 600,000
monographs, doctoral dissertations and research reports,
6,000,000 abstracts of patents, and 300,000 materials on standards.
ISTIC presently maintains exchanges with 63 countries, 53 inter-
national organizations and 2,000 individual institutions. The
following catalogues are provided: general catalogue; Western
subject catalogue; Japanese subject catalogue; Russian subject
catalogue; catalogue of Western institutes and organizations
with brief description; and catalogue of conference proceedings.
In 1978 ISTIC compiled and published some 10,000,000 tritles, mainly
in its indexing and abstracting journals, and conducted litera-
ture searches in some 90 special subject areas. In addition,
over 1.880,000 items were translated covering some 50 subject
categories. Research reports covering nine major subject areas
were also published, totalling 6,730,000 items.
The current policy of ISTIC is to stress document availability
and it is operating a current awareness list backed up with
journal circulation and photocopy services; a microfiche
service; and patent searches.
In 1978 ISTIC responded to some 11,000 mail enguiries with the
circulation of 3,500,000 copies of journal articles and
4,400,000 microfiche page copies. An additional activity is
the Institute'srole as conference organizer . For instance,
between 1977-1979 it organized several national conferences on
microbiologyi laser applications, information processing and
control of wild oats. ISTIC receives hard copies of foreign
data bases,e.g. Chemical Abstracts, Agrindex, but are not
contemplating running foreign data bases at the present time
because of technical difficulties. However, China is studying
the possibility of introducing such services in the future.
Chemical Abstracts has received its first order for computer
readable information files for China. The Chinese Society
for Chemical Industry. in Beijing requested, and has been
granted, licences to use five Chemical Abstracts computer
files. The licences were arranged through the China National
Publication Import Corporation of Beijing.'
1. National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services
(NFAIS) Newsletter, 1979, 21 (2), p.
There is an apparent need in China for the transfer of large
quantities of Scientific information. Translation of foreign
text is inadequate to the task and the Chinese appear to be
aware of the danger of poor quality in massive translation
attempts. They seem to have chosen the dual approach of trans-
lation of foreign text and the selection of one foreign language
(English) for the information transfer. This is reflected in
the large investment in foreign language teaching, especially
English. The present intensity of English-language learning
is without precedent and it is not uncommon to find laborers,
peasants and artisans assiduously learning English for at
least half an hour a day.2
At present information storage and retrieval is by manual
methods. Both Chinese and English language material, which
now makes up about 70% of the foreign language material, are
handled separately because of the translation problem. A dual
service operates because a large number of scientist read
English. ISTIC is, therefore, interested in developing a
separate computer system for its English language materials.
As their computer capability is extended over the next few
years, it is hoped to be able to operate SDI services in
selected subject areas. In this respect, we were told, it is
hoped that ISTIC staff will be able to go abroad for training
to foreign information analysis centres to study modern
documentation techniques.
Research into methodology is currently very important. We
were told that Vice-Premier and Minister-in-Charge of the
State Scientific and Technology Commission Fang Yi had stated
at the recent National Science Conference in Beijing that by
1985 China will set up data banks and information analysis
centers for various disciplines. China could join, through
Unesco and FAO, international systems like NATIS and AGRIS
that would benefit the development of scientific knowledge in
China and help the modernization drive. It was also possible
that China would implement some foreign systems, e.g. MARC.
Software compatibility was a major drawback. ISTIC considers
the large commercial data bases expensive to lease, own and
operate, e.g. the CAB data base, CA Condensates, etc., and
does not see DIALOG as an alternative either because even with
the possibility of a satellite link-up, costs will be a major
consideration and China has to consider the other cost-bonefit
of utilizing ouch a system. International cooporative systems
seem Lo ofler Lite most satisfactory method of obtaining informa-
tion in the long term.
2. our group wah cooiifloally hoiog tiitypod lo g ivo proollociuLion
10:41401ni t o MIlinnnin in phrkh, uhop tinhihtfloth, hod pooph,
tho 6trool,
Other institutions conducting stules into information storage
and retrieval are the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the
Beijing Institute of Computer Technology (BICT) which is
developing a library information system for the CAS library.
The Academy is a major library resource in China as well as
the greater Beijing area. In 1959, it had about 2 million
volumes, which had grown from a nucleus of 250,000 under the
old pre-1949 Academica Sinica. Presently it holds close on
5 million volumes and nearly 25,000 periodicals. This does
not include individual branch, province and institute.
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STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
State Council
I Science and Technology Commission
I Chinese Academy Association of
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State Science and Technology Commission
Minister: Fang yi
The Commission has overall jurisdiction on policy and
planning matters relating to documentation and informa-
tion.
Scientific and Technica/ Association
A major component in the dissemination of foreign and
indigenous information throughout China, especially to
various sectors.
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
a. (Beijing) Institute of Computer Technology
Director: Yang Gangwu
Deputy Director: Li Runwen
Within this Institute is the 9th Research Department whose
/continued...
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Herewith a list of priority institutions for your fortkcontaajON
visit. A more detailed background on these places, as well
as China itself, will be presented prior to your visit.
responsibilities include research into Chinese character
input and storage and retrieval of information. This
Institute is taking some of the UNDP HP series. It has
specifically requested ID RC assistance. The CAS has one
of the largest specialized libraries in China and you may
wish to visit it.
Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of
China (ISTIC)
Director: Nie Zhongyong
This is the major institution for information matters.
It is the main recipient of the UNDP grant. In particular,
you will be interested to meet Mr. lao weifan, Director of
Methodology, who is developing software for bibliographic
purposes. He has asked for IDRC support and MINISIS.
Beijing (National) Library
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
Institute of Scientific Information (for DEVSIS). Ms DM M. Me ,M1, M. Mr DM MD mo
Chinese Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Science (CAAFS)
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CANS)
Both the above have information functions but I have not
visited either myself. If interested, I suggest you ask
for the relevant person to discuss information needs.
Beijing University
/continued...
J. Woolston. -2- 17 July 1980
IL,
J. Woolston. -3- 17 July 1980
NANJING
Nanjing University
Experimenting with machine-readable format in the library.
It has a large Computer Science Department which is co-
ordinating this.
HOFEI, Anhui Province (near Nanjing)





All three have Computer Departments which are involved in
developing information systems. Fudan has an OCR experi-
ment. Shanghai Normal has its own computer factory, etc.
Qian Feng is the person to see in this Department.
Shanghai Electrical Instruments Institute
Director: Zhi Bingyi
He is developing a Chinese character input system and is
interested in assistance. It is the only interactive
method we saw in China at the time of my visit.
/continued...
Southern Institute of Technology
Whilst in Beijing you will probably visit, in conjunction with
the rest of the party, the Ministry for Economic Relations with
Foreign Countries. If this is not on the general itinerary,
you should certainly press for it to be included, because the
Ministry is responsible for the provision of economic and
technical assistance to developing countries as well as
ratifying agreements which other countries have with China,
especially all U.N. agencies.
Incidentally, UNDP now have a permanent office in Beijing and
you should arrange to see the representative while you are there
as he will be the most likely person with up-to-date informa-
tion on the UNDP information package. He is Mr. Nessim
Shallom, a U.S. citizen.
Since I was in the PRC I have heard that UNDP will be providing
the Chinese People's University (No. 39 Hai Dianlu (Western
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I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for allowing
Mr. Woolston and I to spend last Wednesday evening with you and your
colleagues. We both enjoyed discussing MINISIS and its potential
applications with you. I hope that your studies at Hewlett-Packard
are continuing to proceed well.
As I promised you I am enclosing more information concerning
MINISIS. The documents are:-
"MINISIS" which gives a very general overview of the MINISIS
software package
"An Introduction to MINISIS" which provides more detailed
specification of the applications and functions of MINISIS
"Information Retrieval and Library Management: An Interactive
Minicomputer System" which provides a technical description of
the theoretical foundations of MINISIS.
"The design and implementation of a data base system for biblio-
graphic applications on a minicomputer" - the thesis paper
prepared by Ms Faye Daneliuk, the designer of the MINISIS system.
One hard copy and four microfiche copies are enclosed.
"MINISIS Newsletter" which is the newsletter of the MINISIS
Users Group - a group composed of organizations that have signed
MINISIS licensing agreements with IDRC.
The MINIS'S user documentation consists of over 400 pages.
Therefore, rather than sending printed copies in the mail, which would
probably take a very long time, I am sending a magnetic tape separately.
...2
Head Office / Siege social. 60 Queen Street, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada K 1C 3H9
Telephone (613) 936-23218 Cable RECENTRE Telex. 053-3753
CANADA
3-N-80-7411
Part 32 19 August 1980
2
This tape will contain the documentation files and a job to print the
manuals on the line printer. You will then be able to print as many
copies of the manuals as you wish.
I trust that the enclosed information will be useful. If you
have any questions concerning MINISIS or its application, please do not
hesitate to contact me. I hope that the remainder of your stay in North
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MEMORANDUM
TO 'A: DATE: August 15, 1980.
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: Icon Computer Marketing Manager
: HP-3000 Marketing Representative
: CSD Sales Manager, Computer Support Div.
: CSD Marketing Manager
: CSD (Asia)
: CSD (Latin America)
: Assistant Director of Hewlett-Packard Foundati-...n.
James Pfeifer : (IDRC)
John '.:oolston : (IDRC)
Terry Gavin (IDRC)
We .ere iven a cordial re:'eption; the Hewlett-Packard
Corporation does give the impression of being interested in what we
are doing; Mr. Naggiar spent the previous evening with us; Mr. Ely
gave us more time than he had scheduled; Mr. Warmington and his
associates stayed with us until 18:00 hrs.
We explained about 'CPC, about the IS orogram and about
our MIdSIS activities. ',awlett-Packard explained about its world-
wide co772rcial activities in relation to its computer products
(particularly 3000 series). We learned about the "corporate-giving"
activity, %;hich amounts to 15 of pre-tax profits, and the Hewlett-
F.,.okard Fouration.
However, there were no generous offers.
We steered the discussions on to three main topics:
What are H-P's plans for entering new countries? What
can be done to reduce the cost to a purchaser buyins
the first machine in a new country? (at present the
first ourchaser has to bear the cost of establishing
a service organizatioNmairtenance kits and spare
parts).
What are the possibilit'es of H-P being generous in
respect to oroanizations - particularly UN organizations -
that are managing information networks? We had hoped
that the company might see an investment at this point
as having a cascade potential - resulting in purchases
for the other centres in the network.
What is H-P going to do to Amprove its technical
capacity to handle character sets for (a) languages
which employ diacriticals, particularly French and
Spanish, and (b) languages that have entirely different
character sets, particularly Arabic.
Clearly H-P is not prepared to make front-end investments
(new countries, UN agencies) merely in the hope of securing future
sales based on MINISIS applications. Its principal target customer
community is the malufacturing industry, especially the multinationals.
These industries are the ones that are most likely to make quantity
purchases of computers. MINISIS applications would be seen only as
a minor increment in assessing the potential market in a given country
or region.
It ,as agreed, hewTher, that there should be closer
consultation': When we s e IISIS opportunities in a country .here
H-P is not now active, we can inform H-P so that they can advise
us of their present plans and so that they can incorporate our
advice into their future plans. These consultations are likely
to be or a country-by-country basis, and we s:Int a good part of
the afternoon reviewing the pr2sent situation in the developing
regions:
Latin A-erica
H-P considers that it is well established i 'exico,
Guato7ala and Vonezuela; it has S072 activity in Argentina. It
is considering the possibility of opening into Chile, with Colombia
a possible next on the list. It has no plans to enter Costa Rica,
Peru or Ecuaor.
H-P (California) does not have full documentation of its
proo¡Jcts in ST:anish. Since, however, it has a very effective
organization working in Spain, it will find out whether the docu::.:ent
has been translated there.
H-P has activity in the Sao Paulo-Rio de Janeiro area of
Erazil, but this s now rJch irpeded by Brazilian i-port restrictions.
PRO0'; Engineering is an OEM, but dealing mostly with :iP-1000 series.
We spent a lot of time talking about the possibility of
putting a machine into Trinidad. Unless there is an organization that
is prepared to take the risk of establishing a capacity to do computer
maintenance and servicing (unlikely), the best chance might be to get
a H-P person in Port-of-Spain for 6 months, during which he could
train Trinidian staff directly associated with the computer. But
there would still be the cost of the kits and the spare parts - as
well as the salary, etc. of the H-P person. H-P is working on the
production of "Self-Support" manuals and training programs which -
when available - could facilitate such a solution; it is expected
that H-P will be in a position to be more positive about "Self-Support"
from mid-1981.
Africa
H-P is only in South Africa. They have been impressed with
SERIC's ingenuity and effectiveness in supporting hard'6are in other
countries.
We talked particularly about Tunisia (location of our
MINISIS application, but also the oresa.nt hcadquarters of the Arab
League) and Egypt (which now enjoys very substantial American aid).
H-P is planning to make an early study of the market potential in
Egypt, but does not appear to be interested in Tunisia.
* Mr. Olen Morain was identified by Mr. Paul Ely as our most
appropriate contact for future consultations.
. .4
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H-J: is very active in the Arabian peninsula and, with
s,_)!--e difficulty, r.aintains 25 HP3000's in Baghdad, Iraq. While there
is as yet only ors of these rachines in India (not a H-P sale), th:'2
cc7pany has an efFective distribuLor (Blue Star) for its other
prp,TL:cts in this country. In preparation for the future, Indians
have b??n trained on the HP3000 series, and should be able to provide
service ir 5ay, Delhi and Fancalore. Ho2ver, India rules will
rot rte.-lit Blue Star to stock pe;:ts, so each installation needs
its ov.n. :uch care will te needed to ensure adec.uate air-conditioning
and po,er su-plies at all installations.
The company considers itself to be in good positions in
Singapore, Malaysia (enang and KL), Hong Kong and 'orea. It has a
reasonably effective distributor in the Philippines. As yet, the
HP3000 is not a.iailable in Thailand and Indonesia, but these countries





Srvice is provided; there are two HP-3000's already in
Pu7ania. To date, in countries that have H-P's installed, the
maintenance has been done by government agencies, trained by H-P.
The "Corporate-Giving" Possibilities
The corporate gifts are aimed primarily at educational
institutions, but can also go to hospitals, voluntary agencies, etc.
The possibility of gifts to United Nations agencies exists, but
generally is not strong.
The decision on a gift is taken jointly by the H-P manage-
ment in the particular territory and by corporate headquarters
in
Palo Alto. Hence requests should be addressed to both.
Gifts can,
and often do, take the form of H-P products rather than cash.
The Foundatson was admitted to be a rechanism for
storing
rporate-giving funds that remain unspent at the end of a financial
year. But, once committed to the Foundation, they can
only be spent
in the United States.
The HP-3000 at the University of Singapore (where MINISIS
is to be installed) was a gift from the company.
The company would




We explainec; about the interest of the United Nations
University (Tokyo) in Given the rather significant leve-
of Lisiness that H-P has in Japan (through a joint venture), there
is perhaps a prospect of it giving favorable consideration to a
request from, this University. We were told that we could encourage
the University to put in an application. Addresses:
Mr. Ken Sassaoka
President and Gcleral Manager
Yokoqawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
29-21 Takaido Higashi 3-chome
Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168
Mr. Sy Corensen
Marketing and Communications Manager
3495 Ceer Creek Poad
Palo Alto, California 94304
Character Ss
We really did not see the people who would be technically
qualified to peak on this subject. However, we were encouraged to
arrange a visit by Faye Caneliuk who would then be able to meet
appropriate people in the R&D departments. Certainly there is some
heightening of H-P's awareness of the need to improve its products
in this respect. Mr. Andrusco had recently been in Bangkok and [-ad
been impressed by the fact that any entry into the Thai market
would depend on having a capacity to handle Thai characters.
The China Situation
At H-P, we were told about the very high-level activity
(Mr. Packard himself) that is going into the company's China proço m.
A team was currently in Beijing, and some 30 Chinese were undergoing
training at Palo Alto. If the export licenses come through, the
five HP3000's ordered by the UNDP could be installed by the end of
November 1980 (other predictions were less optimistic).
We spent the evening of, our second day with representatives
of the UNDP's consultant, Phoenix Associates (Mr. Tom Follett and
Mr. Larry ?) as well as with some eight or so Chinese students.
According to Phoenix Associates, the UNDP has sent the
MINISIS model licensing agreement to Beijing to get the Chinese
Government's concurrence. The Chinese students expressed much interest
in acquiring these programs and offered to write to Beijing to speed
the process.
..6
The five UNDP-provided hP3DDO's will Le installed at:
The Ministry of Economic Relations
with DevelcOng Countries
The People's University of F3eijing
The Beijing Institute for CaT,puting Te-Anology
The Doc.:-2ntatic,-, 7entre of the-Mechanical
Engineering Society
The Beijing Int::rnational Information Centre
MINISIS will certainly be reeded at 4; probably also at 2 and 5.
The 9roup exiessed a preference for MINISIS training in
Beijing rather than Ott7.wa.
Individually, several of the Chinese group JgfestA
I rake particular contacts during my visit to Beijing in Septe75er.
Those recorzended
Mr. Chang Xi





(the above contact recorimended by Mr. Luo Yong-Wu who,
obviously, ,r,ay te our prime contact after MINIS'S
is installed)
Professor Gean Zuo
Dept. of Data Processing
People's University of Beijing
Telephone: 28-1998
Mr. RDng Xing Qan
Ministry for Economic Relations with
Foreign Countries
Fifth Department, Computer Centre
Telephone: 44-5678
Separately, the representatives of Phoenix Associates told us that
Mr. Rong Xing Qan is a very pok,erful man in a very powerful Ministry.
Also that he is very capable. They felt that he would be a very
useful contact for the IDRC delegation as a whole.
Broadbent/
ern Jorssen
7aul McConnell (for Ivan Head)
1980 07 22 File: 4166-22
Dr. Wang Wei
Deputy Director
Institute of Scientific and
Technical Information of China
P. O. Box 640
Beijing
People's Republic of China
Dear Dr. Wang Wei:
I was delighted to receive your letter of 7 July,
1980 and to learn of your interest in establishing a closer
relationship with IDRC in the field of information scieoce.
We would certainly welcome this.
There are two things going on at this time which may
lead to specific opportunities:
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
has requested us to make available our MINISIS
programs for installation on Hewlett Packard
computers that the UNDP is providing to your
country. We are expecting trainees from China
to be in Ottawa for about three weeks starting
8 September, 1930 and we will need - in co-
operation with UNDP - to negotiate appropriate
agreements for the installation and maintenance
of the programa.
The State Scientific and Technology Commission
has invited IDRC to send a mission to China in
the month of September. It is expected that
this mission will be led by our President, Mr.
Ivan Head, and that I will be a member of his
delegation. I certainly hope that, while in
your country, I will have an opportunity to
visit ISTIC and to pursue the possibilities
that are raised in your letter.
...2
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Hence I welcome the contact that you have made,









INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OF CHINA
(ISTIC)
.Telegrarns: ISTIC 43 1P A IX #k*1 131 P. 0. Box 640, Beijing
-Telephone: 46 47 46 4t3;(i:1510, IA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
July 7, 1980
Dr. John E. Woolston
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Last i;ovember, when I led the Survey Delegation of Rational
S&-.1-' Information Centre of China to visit United States of
America, I discussed, with Prof. Ching-chih Chen, Associate
Dean of the Graduate School of Library and Information Science,
Simmons College, Boston, the project of organizing a train-
ing program for senior staff of information centres and li-
braries in China which would be lectured by the information
experts from United States and Canada. Dr. Ching-chih Chen
fully appreciated this project and advised me to come into
direct contact with you to explore the possibility of co-
operation with IDRC on this project.
The Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of
China '(ISTIC), under the leadership of the State Scientific
and Technological Commission of the People's Republic of
China, is the national information centre for science and
technology. Representing the People's Republic of China,
IL,TIC is a member of the Intergovernnent Council of UNESCO/
PGI and the national member of FUD. With the cooperation
of UN.E.,--_,C0 and the former ENIST, ISTIC successfully held the
Training Course on Automated Information and On-line Re-
trieval for 40 information and library workers from all over
China in September 1979.
AS you may know, our country is now going all out to realize
her modernization. Being an information expert, you cer-
tainly could understand how important the role information
services play in this process. In a developing country like




China, training of personnel is one of the decisive factors
to achieve her modernisation in the information and library
fields. We wish very much to cooperate with foreign friends
and organizations and receive support and assistance from
them in this respect. Therefore, I would like to consult
with you the feasibility of a cooperation between IDRC and
this institute in Providing financial assistance for a
training Program for Chinese information and library spe-
cialists.
We have learned that ILRC has made a greater contribution
to the development of the regional information system of
south-eastern Asia. Since last year, this institute has
established some friendly connections with IDRC. Mr. hieran
P. Broadbent frcn I1410 visited this institute last year with
the group of Chinese-Enrlish Translation Assistance (CETA),
and from then on a corresponding relation has been estab-
lished between hr. Yao Weifan, Director of the Division of
Information hethodology in I0TIC, and hr. hieran P. Broadbent,
hr. Gisele horin-Labatut and hr. ',A.G. Gavin in IDC, who
have sent uz; r-my valuable materials. On the recuest fron
the Asian Centre of IDRC, this institute has also sent them
some materials on Chinese character encoding. We wish with
confidence that the existing friendly relations of cooperation
will be further enlarged and developed.
I am looking forward to hearing from you and would be very
grateful to you if IDRC could kindly offer her consideration
and cooperation to the wishes showed above.








UNITED NATIONS ve, du
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
OFFICE FOR PROJECTS EXECUTION
ONE UNITED NATIONS PLAZA
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
TalaPHOME: 11441197 CIPLII 9999999 UWDIVSO INEW VC.1.8
wearEntmce CPR/79/002 25 April 1980
Dear Dr. Woolston,
Subject: CPR/79/002 - Information Processing and Training
Centre for International Economic Co-operation
Please refer to your telephone conversation 22 April 1980 with
Mr. Bjorgung.
I am writing to confirm the strong interest of the national
project authorities, as well as this office, in arranging the use of
MINISIS on the Hewlett-Packard 3000 III computers soon to be delivered
to China under the auspices of the above project.
The MINISIS would be used by the Documentation Centre and the
Ministry of Economic Relations with Foreign Countries in the first ins-
tance. Later, it is anticipated that among the 24 other end users of
the computing equipment in this project, numerous other end users would
be found; however, the requirement now is to plan for a manageable
beginning. Further details on the end users may be found in the attached
list - please regard it as confidential.
Two project personnel are pursuing graduate studies, non-degree,
at Stanford University, and they would benefit from participating in one
of the three-week MINISIS courses. If possible, they should attend the
next course, in mid-August 1980. Anything later would be very difficult.
Please let me know the IDRC response to granting a free license for
the UN, on behalf of China, for use M1N7SIS under this project, and to train
two persons as mentioned above.
Looking forward to the favour of your early reply. If you have
the need for answers to technical questions, contact Mr. Tom Follett at
Tel. 415 - 654-9100.
Dr. J. Woolston























Part 32 28 March 1980
Mr. Yao Wei-fan
Director of the Division of
Methodology
Institute of Scientific and Technical
Information of China (ISTIC)
Peking
People's Republic of China
Dear Mr. Yao
Thank you very much for your recent letter requesting information
about MINIS'S. As your questions were of a technical nature, Ms Gisèle
Morin-Lahatut has asked me to reply. I have enclosed with this letter
several documents which describe the functions of the MINISIS software
system in some detail, therefore I will just briefly discuss the questions
you raised.
Let me begin by giving a very brief history of IDRC's involvement
with computerize information management systems. When IDRC was established
in 1970, one of the program divisions created was Information Sciences.
A function of this Division is to develop some expertise in comouterized
orocessinl, storage and retrieval of bibliographic information. The
purpose of this is to provide a service to the Centre's own staff and
to develop experience in order to advise and aid institutions involved
in international development research.
In 1973, the Information Sciences Division implemented the ISIS
(Integrated Set of Information Systems) software package which was
developed by the International Labour Office in Geneva. Using this
package, Information Sciences created a data base of the holdings of
the IDRC library and provided access tethe data bases of various inter-
national organizations, such as ILO and FAO. IDRC became an active
member of the ISIS family of. users. We participated in making enhancements
and modifications to one of the versions of ISIS. IDRC helped establish
ISIS resource centres such as the ISIS Resource Centre in Islamabad,
Pakistan, and the Instituto Tecnologico de Costa Rica, both of which
are still active.
ISIS proved to be an adeouate package for the purposes for which
IDRC was using it. However, ISIS reouires an IBM computer and was being
run at a comercial service bureau. This proved to be very expensive and
...3
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did not permit tight control over the operation of the system. Also,
an increasing number of institutions that wanted to initiate biblio-
graphic information retrieval services either could not afford A larrr
IBM computer to run ISIS, or could not arrange to share the use of a
suitable computer.
In 197q, at the time that smaller computers were becoming more
easily available, IrAC instituted a project to implement an information
retrieval package on a relatively inexpensive minicomputer. A small
project team evaluated the minicomputer hardware and software available
at the time and eventually decided upon the HP 300C) as a suitable machine.
A new information management system called MINISIS was designee by
Ms Faye Danelia. Tvo of her documents, "The Jesign and imrlerentation
of a data base svste::. for biiliographic aprlications on a minicomputer'
and "Information ;:etrieval and Library ilanager.ent: Pn Interactive
Minicomputer System" are enclosed with this letter.
The design of "IIISIS benan ir early 17' 1th i-,hlerientation
of the setware startinr. in June 1D7t. Bv Deceoger rf 1;77 the data
bases of the I'r,C he been transferrel fror the connertial
service bureau to r-C's ovn computer usino 1NI:IS. Since that time
the IDU. ifihlinrraohic a7.1licatiour have use'; "IISIS exclusively. The
Software is continuall ;q2ing enhance to add nr ;eaturrs that ar,,
required ty our local users at InC and our licntrcs -rnuni thr4
"1.Iqr, if fuctionallv sir-ilar to rI(;. 7:.at is, it irtmr-
actively allo-s the us2r to store, modiry, rf!triev^. cor, rinf
bibliographic or textual data. qINIrIS, nct/cvr-, ar'vantar? nf
the friendliness Pni no!erful features of the fic..lett-Thclard software.
MIASIS has sone features, such ms ability to nerfcrm arithmetic
functions and nreduce sirnle financial renorts. do nnt exist in
ISIS. late bases creltee, usino ISIS or vIAIFIS !e exchanned
generating naonetic tarps in the ISO 27fn exchanr2 for;let. The enclosed
document "An Introductinn to MIlISIS" descritlas 4.4e raior functions ane
range of apnlications nf the MINISIS nackarm in oere detail.
Since ';as been innlerintee at,T7N2, thPrr.' hPF 1-eer
consideraMe interest eyhressed by many erganirltirne: -orld
the institutions, currently using INISIe are the .'entre latinnal
Documentation Agricola in Tunisia, the Seritca Pr/'silentiel de l'Informatique
In Zaire, the Information Systems Unit of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs of the United Nations in New York, the Agricultural College
of The !ietherlands in Wageningen, and the Intdenational Labour Office in
Geneva. All of these organizations have signed licensing a9reements with
IDRC to use MINISIS. Licensees become menhers of tLe I1T Users' Group
that pools information on new applications and common problems. The Users'
mr. Yao Wei-fan 28 march 1980
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Group also advises IORC on future developments of the software. For a
foreign institution such as yours, a licensing agreement for the MINISIS
software package would be available free of charge.
As for the HP 3000 hardware, our comments can only be favourable.
The HP 3000 computer and associated peripherals have been very reliable,
with a minimum number of failures since it was installkd in August 1976.
The Hewlett-Packard operating system and software sub-systems have also
been dependable. The ease of use and powefful capabilities of the HP
software were two of the factors that allowed MINISIS to be developed
so quickly. Since the HP 3000 is a general purpose computer system,
it is being used at IDRC for administrative data processing tasks, a
mailing list system and small word processing applications as well as
the MINISIS information management system.
The enclosed information provides a general overvtew of MINISIS
functions and its application as well as the thenretical foundations of
MINISIS. I would be pleased to provide you and your colleagues with any







Copied to President's Office
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CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL
MEMORANDUM
John Woolston, Jim Pfeifer DATE: March 6th, 1980
Ivan L. Head
MINISIS - China
Attached is a copy of my letter to the People's
Republic of China Ambassador. Should one be sent to
Hewlett-Packard?
I.L.H.
ct.A.,t-e e S' se-Jil
ilotA.
tv'eRn_. h eahed 24k/k
C o fr6N,I)27,
LA,c,e_e_r








OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
CABINET DU PRÉSIDENT
His Excellency Wang Tung,
Ambassador of the People's
Republic of China,




Several days ago Mr. Ku of your Embassytelephoned to inform me that information had been receivedfrom Peking to the effect that Mr. Vern Jorssen of IDRCmight be travelling to China in the near future. Mr. Kuhas subsequently been informed that this information isincorrect. Nevertheless, I thought you might wish to learnmore of the background to this incident.
When last I spoke to you, I believe Imentioned that IDRC had developed a computer software
system that has proved to be highly efficient and in greatdemand by a number of countries. The system is designedfor use on a Hewlett-packard mini-computer. Your governmenthas arranged with the UNDP for the supply of such a computerand UNDP, in turn, has apptoached IDRC to ensure that thesoftware system - called MINISIS - can be supplied at thesame time. IDRC has indicated to UNDP its willingness tocooperate fully in this respect.
In the meantime, and quite separately fromthe above, the American manufacturer of this particular
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computer is engaged in the sale of several additional
computers to China on a comercial basis. A sales team
from the manufacturer will be visiting China in the near
future. The manufacturer is aware of the advantage to
any purchaser of the acquisition of the IDRC MINISIS
software system and had therefore intimated to the Chinese
authorities that an IDRC representative, Mr. Jorssen, would
join their sales team. Such is not the case.
Should any Chinese purchasers of computer
products wish to speak to IDRC about the possible acquisition
of the MINISIS software system, we shall be more than pleased
to respond. At the same time, we continue to work closely
with UNDP as it moves toward the installation of the
computer for which it is responsible. The Centre is not,
however, in any way related to or connected with the Hewlett-
Packard Corporation and I am happy to have this opportunity
to clarify any confusion that may have arisen as a
result
øf that company's intimation to the Chinese authorities
that Mr. Jorssen would be travelling to China with company
personnel.
Please accept, Your Excellency, these
assurances of my highest consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Head Off ice / Siège social: 60 Queen Street, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada K1G 3H9
Telephone. (613) 996-2321 Cable: RECENTRE Telex: 053-3753
Ivan L. Head,
President.
INTERNATIONAL Itv'ELOPMENT RESEARCH CEN1




Embassy of the People's Republic of China,




Since our conversation last week, the Centre
received a direct cable from China (copy
attached) conveying
an invitation for Mr. Jorssen of the
Centre to visit China.
We have yesterday replied to the cable and
I enclose a copy
of our response for your information.
I should add that further to the interest
expressed in the IDRC, Mr. Head is currently
preparing a









c.c. J.E. Woolston - I.S.
N. Kappagoda - VPP
Head Office / Siège social 60 Queen Street, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa,
Canada K1G 3H9
Telephone (613) 9962321 Cable: RECENTRE Telex: 053-3753
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P.O. 4415-17
FEBRUARY 26, 1980.
BEIJING, CHINA INSTRIMPEX F20248
REGRET THAT THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE
(IDRC) IS NOT NOW ABLE TO ACCEPT THE INVITATION ADDRESSED
TO MR. JORSSEN. WE ARE IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE UNITED NATIONS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP) ABOUT PROVIDING OUR COMPUTER
PROGRAMS (MINISIS) AND LOOK FORWARD TO COOPERATING WITH YOU




IvAN L. HEAD - PRESIDE:7
c.c. J.E. Woolston,






3-P-77-1151 Part 0, 13 February 1911
V.G. Jorssen
MINIS'S in China
I have been contacted by Mr. Vince Mancuso of Hewlett-Packard in Pali)
Alto, California. Mr. 4ancuso is responsible for the sale of an Hr
configuration 3000, Series 3, consisting of 15 terminals, 1 million
bytes, E 7925 disks, 2 tape drives - one non and one 1E00, 1 line
Printer and 1 paoer tape reader. This configuration was purchased by
the People's Republic of China by the Institute of Computing Technology,
the contact being Madame Lu Rong-Hua.
sly-. Mancuso was the person who recently sent a cable to China requesting
that Mfr. be contacted directly for assistance with INIFIF.
This installation in China has absolutely nothing to do with the IMP
Project and has come about throuph the direct efforts of Mr. David
Packard who, after a visit to China, committed his company to assist
the People's Repeqic of China to develor computer science technology.
Ir. 4ancuso will be leaving for Peking on 3 March and was hopino that
the People's Republic of China would send IDRC an invitation to
accompany him on this trio.
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Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China (ISTIC),
Peking,
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Dear Mr. Yao:
It was a great pleasure to receive your letter dated 29 December
and to learn of your interest in MINISIS. I am also pleased to
hear that the literature we sent you has been useful.
My colleagues here at IDRC will be replying to some of your specific
questions concerning the HP series and software applications, so I
will not attempt to duplicate what they will have to say.
I will be very happy to continue to send pertinent literature on
bibliographic systems to your institute and cooperate in any way
that is possible. I am, therefore, enclosing a photocopy of an
item on machine translation.
We note that UNDP is undertaking to assist ISTIC in up-grading its
information systems and that HP computers will form part of their
package. The protocol arrangements mean that we can provide MINISIS,
but only under UNDP auspices. I understand various approaches have
been made through UNDP to get IDRC involved. I, therefore, sincerely
hope that very shortly we will be able to provide positive assistance
in this matter.
It is my personal wish that we can continue to cooperate and I have
every expectation that we will be able to do so. Please be assured
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On the happy occasion of the eve lof the new year 1980,p?D-
may I wish you a happy new year and that the coming year
will bring about a still closer friendly relations between
US.
Since my letter of July 12, 1979 in reply to your writing,
we have received two packages of materials sent by you in
July and October for which we thank you very much.
Now our institute is considering to import a HP 3000 series
computer to carry out scientific and technical information
storage, processing and retrieval, build up bibliographic
data base and provide SDI and on-line retrieval services.
I have learned, from the documents sent by you and Mr.
horin-Labatut, that a HP 3000 series computer has been
installed in your Centre and you have successfully deve-
loped hI.NISIS software on the basis of your experience
with ISIS system. We are very interested in these two
software systems and the rich experience of IDRC. I an
also sending a letter to Mr. Morin-Labatut asking for his
Iftijeffv%
Yao Wei-fan
Director of the Division of
Eethodology
ISTIC




assistance to provide the related information.
heanwhile
I really wish you to show your
kindness and thank you in
advance for any help you will give us.
I believe that the
friendly cooperation between us,
which is pioneered by your
visit to this institute, will be further
developed with
broader vistas.
Thank you again for your
friendshiP and look forward to
hearing from you.
Yours sincerely







INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC AND





Lear hr. Morin-Labatut , 4 Akf 4447'ZI/r.'"-7 /CI - 0,;. -o Z.,
On July 12, 1979 I sent you a letter in reply tc/);c4;.--,-P.
letter of June 4, 1979.
On the happy occasion of the eve of the new year 1980, may
I wish you and your colleagues in IDRC a happy new year ann
that the cooperation between us will be further developed.
,ow our institute is considering to import a HP 3000 series
computer to carry out scientific and technical information
storage, processing and retrieval, build up bibliographic
data base and provide SDI and on-line retrieval services.
Vie understand that IDRC is richly experienced in the ap-
plication of HP 3000 series computer and the development
of EINISIS soft-ware. We would like very much to have your
cooperation and learn the technical details. If possible
and convenient, we wish to receive the following information:
the major functions of MINISIS software and its
range of application;
the course and experience in the development of
hINISIS software;
the main differences between MINISIS and ISIS
systems;
the characteristics of ISIS system and your









5) your evaluation and comments on PH 3000 series
computer.
We would also be very grateful to you if you could inform
us whether MINISIS can be provided to foreign institutions
and the condition for this provision.
Thanking you for .your kind cooperation and looking forward













Information Processing and Trainine
Center for Economic Cooperation
140 Xi-Zhi-Min-t!ai Street
Beisine
People's Repu5lic of China
Dear Sir
The International Development Posearch Centre is an autonomouspuhlic cornoration establ1O)P1 by the Parliament of Canada. Its purposeis to stimulate and sunport research for the benefit of develoninecountries. The IDPC activities are carried out by four nroorar divisions.These are: Agricultural, rood ane Uutrition Sciences: Health Sciences;Social Sciences: and Information Sciences. I am writirn to you in mvcapacity as the Associate Director of the Information Sciences Division,responsitle for Computing SciPnces.
oart of the Information Sciences program, IDPC coonerateswith Hi agencies and institutions to establish worldfide informationsystems and assist developing countries to participate in such syster;s.Ve support the creation of specialized information centres on subjectsof interest for development (e.g. particular crops, irrigation techno-logy, social and economic development). We also supnort improvementsto industrial extension services and improvement of library services.We have an internal library and computerized
information service whichexists to serve IDPC and the Canadian development community. Thecomputerized information service exists as a result of our developmentof the MISTS software packane which is designed to operate on the
Oewlett-Packard Series 3000 minicomputer.
I am taking tne liberty of writing to you in response to thenews of the instaliatfon of five Hewlett-Packard 3000 minicomputersIn Peking. I have been contacted by 1r. Chi-Nine Lui of the Hewlett-Packard organization in California, who informed us of the plans toinstall the five minicomnuters in various inEtitutions in Peking. Someof these institutions, e.g. the Institute of Computing Technolngv, havebeen in touch with ric to obtain information on our MINISIS data base
managemPnt system. In a ciwmunication with the uunr in New York, I was
r. Diana Oikur 19 December 1977
informed that you were the national project director for dealing with
the Hewlett-Packard installations, and I therefore feel it anpronriate
to provide you with the MINISIS information.
Over the past few months, WP have nrovided information on the
MINIS'S software system to a number of neonle in institutions in
Peking. These include Mr. Cheng Hu of the Institute of Computinn
Technology, Mr. Shao Changyu anca Mr. Bao 7henxi of the National
Library, Mr. Chen Sin-fan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Miss
Pan Jinping of the Computer Denartment of Fudan University, and Mr.
Yao Yeifan of the Institute for Scientific and Technical Information
In China.
MIMS is a data base management system for the storage and
retrieval of bibliographic information. IDRC, as part of its mandate,
has been making the package available to institutions in developin7,'
countries, as well as U% agencies. In these cases, we have provided
for the training nf staff as well as the imolementatinn of the software
on the Hr installation. For each installation we have negotiated an
agreement for the conditions under which FiRC would provide the
necessary assistance.
MIEISIF is nresently beinp used with the Centre National de
Documentation Agricole in Tunisia, and is being nlanned for irnlementatior
In Morocco, Zaire, Ethionia (11!: Economic Commission for Africa, Addis
Ababa) and Korea. MINISIS has also been imnlemented by the International
Labour Office in Geneva, as well as the Information Systems Unit of the
Department of Econoric aril Social Affairs at the United Nations in Vv.!
York. This group is headed by Mrs. Beth Miller. As part of its
services, the Department of Economic and Social Affairs provides
information produced throuoh MINISIS to Mr. Jilong Bi, Undersecretary
General for Technological Cooperation for Development.
For your information, I am enclosing some literature on INC
and the MINISIS data base management package. I trust you will find
it interesting and useful. I would welcome your writing to me should
you have any ouestinns. In particular, I should be happy to explain
how we may be of assistance and the conditions under which MINIS'S















FROM / DE: T. Gavin--
SUBJECT / OBJET: HP & Republic of China
Today I received a phone call from:
Mr. Chi-Ning Lui
Marketing Manager for
People's Republic of China
Hewlett-Packard




He informed me that Hewlett Packard are installing, through UNDP,
5 HP3000's in Peking. Two of the organizations he mentioned
were the Institute of Computer Technology, and the Institute
of Technology Information of the Academy of Science. Both of
these institutions indicated to him that they are interested
in MINISIS. I told Mr. Lui that IDRC was already dealing
directly with several organizations in China. (I could not
remember the names at the time). Mr. Lui requested that we
send him some information about MINISIS so that he could better
appreciate the requests of his customers. I suggest we send
him the standard "introduction package".
TAGG/sc
-1-1
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL













Thank vou for your letter datee 3 November in which you reouest
more information on MINISIS. I note that we have sent you the
"Introduction to MIAISIS" which exnlains its oneration and apnlication
for the nrocessinn of bibliogranhic information.
IDRC will be very happy to make our software svster- avRilahle
to your institution. Ve will provide training to
two members of your
staff (two weeks in lttawa) as well as implementation of the software
in Peking. However, this software is
machine-dependent and can only
run on Hewlett-Packard 3110 Series hardware.
Therefore, it is imnortant
tgat before IDRC can provide anv assistance for the transfer
of the
software to your organization, that you have acouired or have
plans to
acouire the appropriate hardware. In the meantime, I am
enclosing a
copy of the Hewlett-Packard 3000 publication which you
have reouested.
It describes the workings of the SPL programming language.



















Thank youlfor your letter dated 19 Sept. 1979 and " An
Introductiorr to MINIMS".
Por this I extend to you my cordial gratitude.
I am interested in learning more about MINISIS and the
programming language SPL, please give me some information
about SPL and MINIM,.
Thsnk you very much!
Send my reg..-erds to you.
Wish you the new achievements in your work. !S:




f). S. can vc ate_ tik cop y of tatc fv.rszs
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Further to your letter of September 18, 1979,
and our recent telephone conversations concerning UNDP's project
for the development of information processing and training
in China. I had the opportunity to speak to Mr. A. Bjorgung,
Office for Projects Execution. Ms. A. Dilauro had been in
touch with Mr. Bjorgung and his comments to me were positive.
As you are aware, Mr. Bjorgung leaves Friday for
China in order to review the mini computer proposals which UNDP
has received on this project. Based on the joint OPE/China
evaluation of these proposals, a contract will be awarded
subject to approval by the Contracts Comittee, UNDP, in mid
November. To a very large extent, your opportunities to participate
in this project are dependent on the successful proposal of
Hewlett Packard.
The timing of our exchange of correspondence was
fortunate. Mr. Bjorgung is impressed with the MINISIS software
package and will include it in his presentation to the Chinese
authorities.
Mr. John Woolston, Director,
Information Sciences,
International Development Research Centre,
60 Queen Street,
P. 0. Box 8500,
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3H9
rtt Aiseion Vermantrat bu Cunabat
aupris bre ":Xutions Winite
866 UN Plaza,
Suite 250,







While rushed, there does not appear to have been
any additional information which could have be3n supplied if
more time had been available.
I will advise as soon as I have contacted






Part 2 19 September 1979
Mr. Cheng Hu






Thank you for your letter dated June 29, 1979, in which you
renuest information on the MINISIS software package.
MINISIS is a bibliographic system, a total library manage-
ment package qhich was developed by IDRC and implemented in early
1973. This package was written to run on a Hewlett-Packard 3000
Series computer, the programming language being SPL.
At present it has been imolemented in a number of institutions
in both developed and developing countries ani it is my pleasure to
make available to you the attached literature entitled "An Introduction
to MINISIS".
Should it be of any interest to you, I would gladly answer
any further Questions that you might have on the subject.















It'IIt * tri AN is: nil 20 1979
INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL INFORMATION OF CHINA I A CT IO N
FILE
Dear Mr. Morin-Labatut,
We have received with thanks your letter of June 4 and
the valuable materials under separate cover.
As colleazues in the field of STI, we are more than
happy to have the opportunity to establish relations
with the friends in your centre and learn from yaur
advanced experiences. We wish the friendly relation
between us will be further developed.




















Tour letter and a copy of some of the
literature which would
explain to me its application in the area
of library science have
been received with pleasure.
For this I extend to you and Mr. K.Broadbent my cordial
gratitude.
I am interested in learning more
about MINISIS, please give me
more imformation about it.
Awaiting your reply and the material. s,%\
Thank you very much.
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We were pleased to receive your letter dated 23 May and
enclosures. These will be of use to us in understanding the MINISIS
system and we are very grateful for your help in this respect. I
hope from now on we can step up our efforts so the materials will be
a definite help.
Please thank Mr. Broadbent.
Yours
.4t4; ( 7 ) Zitifi 7-!'-2-
IS: ,1111. 4 1919

"IN1(1..
File: 4161-15 (XIV-D) June 4, 1979
Mr. Wang Shou-wan,
Director,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Institute of Scientific and
Technology Information for China (ISTIC),
Peking,
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Dear Sir:
Mr. Kerry Broadbent, who visited your Institute recently,
has asked me to send you some information on the history and develop-
ment of the DEVSIS project.
The idea of setting up a cooperative international inform-
azion system for socio-economic development in the Third World was
7-noosed in 1974. It grew out of the realization that a great number
of documents (reports, project reports, policy statements, programs
and plans) were often very little known outside the institution or
department producing them. Many of them are never formally published
and are not recorded in any library or information system. Due to
lack of knowledge of the existing experience, many studies are
repeated and valuable resources are wasted.
A Study Team - sponsored by the International Labour
Office, the United Nations Development Program, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, the United Nations Department
of Economic and Social Affairs, Unesco and IDRC, - met for several
months in Geneva in 1975 to examind the need for, and the feasibility
of, an economic and social development information system.
I am sending you under separate cover the report of this
Study Team - DEVSIS: preliminary design of an international inform-*
ation system for the development sciences, as well as a brochure on
the system, entitled Sharing Knowledge. The report proposed a
decentralized cooperative system with national institutions identifying
.../2
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and processing the information generated within their own borders
and an international intergovernmental organization merging the
information and providing the complete international file to each
participating country. Thus each country establishes its own national
memory and thereby gains access to the information collected and
processed elsewhere. It is a model that greatly reduces the cost
of obtaining information produced by other countries. The validity
of the model has been demonstrated by two existing international
information systems: AGRIS (the International Information System
for the Agricultural Sciences and Technology coordinated by the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN) and INIS (the Inter-
national Nuclear Information System coordinated by the International
Atomic Energy Agency).
Following the recommendations of the Study Team, several
institutions have identified the literature on socio-economic develop-
rent produced in their own countries and have prepared records of
bibliographic and subject information. These efforts have resulted
in the publication of Devindexes for Pakistan, the Philippines,
the Federal Republic of Germany and Canada. IDRC, on an experimental
basis, is processing records in Ottawa and producing a computer filee Information from those countries which wish to participate in
tme system. In Asia, these include Indonesia, Thailand and Bangladesh.
The jSSR, the Netherlands and OECD are also committed to providing
records for input to the file this year. At IDRC we have developed
a library management and information retrieval software system (MINISIS)
for a Hewlett-Packard mini-computer to process DEVSIS records and
produce indexes. Our file now contains 1500 records. The last -
issue of Devindex (covering Canadian and German 1977 development
literature) was produced on computer and we are currently preparing
Devindex 1978 which will have a wider range of input.
In Latin America DEVSIS-related activities are centered
firmly on the Economic Commission for Latin America (CEPAL) in
Santiago and in Port-of-Spain. The Santiago program-is called
"INFOPLAN". Its purpose is to create a network linking ministries
of planning in Latin America. Two'CEPAL groups are involved in this
project: ILPES (Latin American Institute for Economic and Social
Planning) and GLADES (Latin American Centre for Economic and Social
Documentation). CEPAL's computer will be used to.process information
received from the ten countries participating in the pilot phase of
the project. Emphasis will be placed on unpublished literature
generated by the planning process itself. CEPAL will organize a
seminar where participants will process samples of documents produced
In their own ministries. We expect to see results of this pilot
project within two or three months: these results will then be
presented to the planning ministers of the region in order to determine
whether the system will become fully operational. There is a similar
project in the Caribbean which attempts to encourage the information
units in government ministries to use the same methodologies as are
In place in CEPAL so that the Caribbean countries will be prepared
to participate in INFOPLAN if and when it is extended to the whole
region.
In Latin America and the Caribbean, the approach to DEVSIS-
type program is a regional one. In Africa, a similar program - DEVSIS/
Africa - is being proposed by the Economic Commission for Africa; in
addition, Tunisia and Norocco have already begun national DEVSIS
programs. In Asia, as mentioned earlier, the approach is national-and
ESCAP is, as yet, not involved.
Finally, the Information Services Unit of the United Nations
Department of International Economic and Social Affairs has a small
data base of about 1000 UN documents processed using DEVSIS methodo-
%oles and the NINISIS software. Apart from the publications already
re....-tIoned, I am sending you a copy of Devindex Pakistan 1976 and
Ee'lio6ex 1;77, as well as some pneral information about the project
ano the computer software used to process the records. I hope that
you will find these documents useful.
You may know that IDRC has a regional office for Asia in
Singapore. The address is: Tanglin P.O. Box 101, Singapore 10,
Republic of Singapore. As of October 1, the Information Sciences
Division will be represented there by Ms. Kate Wild. She has been
involved with the DEVSIS program since its inception and would welcome
an opportunity to discuss the program with you further once she is in
Singapore. 'In the meantime, if I can be of further assistance to you










INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCh ,ENTRE
;
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL
MEMORANDUM
TO/A: J. Wool on DATE: 14 May 1979
FROM / DE: K. Broadbent 1@rp4-1)/ File: 4161 -15(XIV-D)
SUBJECT/ °WET: DEVEIS
The Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Scientific and
Technology Information of China (ISTIC) showed considerable
interest in international cooperative information systems.
Although they regularly receive Agrindex, it is obvious that
they do not comprehend its history, organization or function,
and I will be writing to FAO on this.
Of course, it is early days still as far as China's venture
into international cooperation is concerned (they admit there
were 'difficulties' in the past decade), but they now appear
to show a genuine interest. In this regard they were also
very interested in my description of DEVSIS. Could we, there-
fore, send them relevant documents and, perhaps, outline the
zresent position regarding Devindes?
The person to write to is:
MX. Wang Shou -wan,
Director,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Institute of Scientific and Technology Information
for China (ISTIC),
Peking,









INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL
MEMORANDUM
TO/A: V. Jorssen DATE 14 May 1979
A considerable interest in IDRC was shown wherever I went in
China. I was only able to talk in general terms about our
activities here. Could you, therefore, please send details
of our experience with the HP series and development of soft-





People's Republic of China.
The main interest here is in machine-readable cataloguing
of English-language materials. The person who should
really also receive information, however, is.Mr. Shao
Changyu, who is in charge of library mechanization.
Mr. Chen Sin-fan,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Peking Institute of Computing TechnólNE,
9th Research Department,
Peking,
People's Republic of China.
He would also like details of MINIS'S.
3. Mt. Cheng-Hu - same address
He would also like some literature. He is also very in-
terested in computer applications to libraries and would
appreciate any information on state-of-the-art mechanization,
so it night help if we could provide him with a bibliography.
4.) ) :" eyf
/continued...
FROM / DE: K. Broadbent 1)QA, File: 3-P-77-0151 (Pt. 2)
SUBJECT / OBJET: MINISIS and China
Na
V. Jorssen. -2- 14 May 1979




People's Republic of China.
He would like any information we can provide on library
automation. He would also like to set up an exchange of
IDRC publications. He is, however conscious of having





People's Republic of China.
She would like as much information as possible on mini-
computer development. She is also seeking training in DBMS
and would like advice on a suitable university in Canada
where she can receive training in DBMS linked with a course
on bibliographic information systems. She has done ex-
perimental work on machine cataloguing but she has also
been asked to experiment with document retrieval systems,
so she would be grateful for any copies of suitable material
to help in their work.





People's Republic of China.









People's Republic of China.
APPROVAL OF 1Ji)' A!"SISTANCF TO A TP('.!F1'T ()F 'PPE
GOVT.74N'.'FtZ'r OF T}: ' r-TOPLE` S !1' LI f" J1; fk
Information Processing and Training Centre for International Economic .
Co-operation (CPR/79/002)
Report of the Administrator*
Dnte of present approval: Aurust 1979
Starting date of project activities: Mnrch 1q70 (includirr nreviour
Planned completion date: February )9Ph
To be executed by: United Nations Pevelorrrnt Fr-grw-re
Covernment implementing aaency: Ministry for Fconoric T-7Pletiors 'ith
Foreirn Countries
Estimated cost of assistance planned oP 000
under present approval:
Source of UNDID financing: IndicRtive P]nnninr (Irr)
"In accordance with General Assembly zesolution ';'(9 (XXV) snd -utrenu,nt
authorizations of the UNDP Governinr Council, repotte ate issued serintim on tb.
approval of UNDP assistance of $250,000 or more (includinr, if any, 0-ntstnn n
financed by Government or ty third-pertv coPt shRrinr),
I. Background
1. The Chinese Government as a matter of establishnd rolioy cond-^t', ecor-wie
co-orerative programner with foreirn countries proceedinr from thr Pf
lity and mutual benefit and makinr up for each other's needs, and onr,irs e-
lects in accordance with priorities nererd uron with thP other concrrnel.
Once undertaken, a mechnnism should be established for monitoring -..o.itinunlly th-
status and evaluating the progress of implemented Drolects. At pr-r^nt. th !Iftve..1-
ment urgently needs to develop a capacity to evaluate awl minage effetivelv r
large number of complex domestic snd internntionnl projeets vhich invelye
tveuerr.lr
nnd diverse components. The effective nrd rfficiert vny iv vhich ''ere proler.t,
could be controlled to ensure the ortims1 ir e of evnilnbl,. resourcrr ir thrl-rh
the utilization of a mnnngement information system nnintnined on a nr-irrn cont.lt,t
system. Also there is n need to assess lnrre amornts of economic pr te,ehnol-rirr'
DP/EPOJECTS/
English
Information 'which is nnrnnlly nvnilah)- 111/014,1, Pnlir,1/4",.1 104 Irq,-r.
dita tases include statictical information end refe/encea to the 1-ev literetnif.
in areas including agrionitnre, energy, industry. enrineerirg, edncatior, trn--
rortation,'medicine and communications. The use of snob ;_nfoTmitinnil Tw'cl'Yt'nE
will expedite the transfer of knowledge to Chinn, and also froilitatn 'he /nri0
dissemination of technological information which should tn of potential vale
and use to other countries.
At present, a computer system of the scale necessnrv to VT^S nnd anilyre
the ragnitude of information to be maintained does not eriat in Chinn. uRn40
infrastructure in the fields of information processing, computer snience, end
mathematical modeling needs to be developed nationally through the nar of rech
a rodern computer systrr. It is for this reason that the Oovernm-nf Teque,ltpl
UNDP assistance which wns approved under the preuent rIoleot.
11. Objectives and activities
The irmediate objectives of the project are to: (ni initiate n onitiffl,.1
training programe in the oreas of information processing, compute science end
mathematical modelling; (b) establish the Centre for the operation of 4he infor-
matio= processing system to be acquired; (c) specify, acquire, install and FJert.
up a computer system end related equipment; (d) aconite inlormation dat!-, tegri
and search programe and hin servicing urers: and (c) intintesnde-nduct
detailed systems analyses for varioua tIrrlication areas e"id user ozr!Inilations.
To this end, the project vill undertake the following activities: (e) surves
of information and data needs of potential users nr the computer syste.n; (b)
a
construction of/building for the computer centre nnd acnnisition end in3tn1i-
tion of a computer system; (c) identification of training needs and planement
of trainees and fellows; (d) specification of information and dRtn tn,es; (e)
acquisition of economic and technologionl data )q1SPSZ flPfl (f) fOrMtlintiOn of an





UNDP vil], provide for the services of expertn for seminars snd lectures:
subcontract technical advisory services: fellowships in infTrmstion uTocensine.
computer science and mathemntical modelling: 'provision of infrTmetion/data F"n"" nnl
relevant information resources: and the computer system nnd related equipment.
To carry out the activities for which assintance ir now apr-oed, the
Government will provide adequate manpower for training, rnd a building nnd
ancillary sites to house the proponed computer n'ter.
IV. Financial Data
The expenditure comronents of the planned nssis+nnre are ns f,.,11e7s:
Personnel 200 000




Total 6 o69 ono
T. The estimated total value. rxpressed in U dollars, of innut!, pyos!idel




Une expérience de formation aux systèmes conversationnels
en Chino
CADRE DU COURS
Un accord general de cooperation
scientifique et technique franco-chinois
ayant été signé à Pekin en janvier 1978,
une mission française, conduite par le
president du BNIST, rencontrait en jan.
vier 1979, les responsables de l'Institut
d'Information Scientifiquc et Technique
de Chine (ISTIC) a Pekin, et signait
avec eux un accord sectoriel de coope-
ration en matière scienti-
fique et technique dais lequet ia forma-
tion tenait une place importante.
Des négociations Mant déjà en
Cours entre l'IST1C et le Progiernme
General d'Informatinn (PGI) de
l'UNESCO en vue d'organiser en Chine,
un cours d'été de quatre semaines des-
tine à initier des specialistes de l'inf or.
mation aux techniques de l'information
automatisée, ii fut decide de conjugue:
les efforts de l'UNESCO, dc l'ISTIC et du
BN1ST pour organiser lc cours pro
jeté.
Ce cours a éte axe f-t!» le t.htryte
L'Automatisation de !Information et
recces en conversationnel. II s'est ttnu
A Pekin du 3 au 28 seolembre 1979.
PARTICIPANTS
Ouarante participants (29 hommes
et 11 femmes) avaient été sévèrement
sélectionnés par les spins de l'ISTIC. De
formation scientifique ei universitaire
(mathernatique, physique, inlormatique,
telecommunications...), toils avaient eu
une experience pratique en matiére dc
traitement de !Information, mals leurs
niveaux et leurs competence& étaient
tres différents : technicien, chercheur,
professeur d'université, ainsi que leur
age (de 24 A 60 ans).
Trente organisrnes étalent repré-
sentés, instituts d'information scientifi-
que et technique pour la plupart, unite&
de recherches, bibliott:eques. universi.
tes, localises à Pekin, Shanghai; Nan
kin, Wu-Han, etc.
PROGRAMME
Le programme des cours d été
ordonné en trois parties.
Premiere semainc :
aspects théc,:ciues de rinfor-
ISTiC: Institutc of Scientific and led,
nice Information of China.
' Le BNIST (Bureau National de l'Infor.
matIon Scientifiquc et Techniquf) est rem.
place depuis le 19 senlcn.bre 1975l, par la Mis
sion Interministerldu e l'infonnation Scieo
tlfique et Technique
mation scientifique et technique auto-
matisée
etude des technologies nouvel-
les
impact des systernes converse-
tionnels :
sur les utilisateurs,
- sur la société,
sur les professions de !Information,
- sur l'organisation de l'information aux
niveaux national et international.
Deuxitme et troisième semaines
etude des caractéristiques de la
documentation automatisée ;
possibilités el coniraintes pour
l'indexation, la recherche et la diffusion
selective de l'information
la recherche el ia diffusion
selective de !Information
travaux pratiques de construc-
tion d'un thesaurus, misc au point de
strategies de recherches. conditions
d'organisation d'un service de DS1 au
niveau nat ional
Les participants I, session de formation aux systemes conversationnels
organisec a Pekin clu 3 au 26 septemtge 1979 par l'UNESCO, l'ISTIC et le BNIST.
Au premier 14w% de part et d'nutre du directeur de 17STIC :
Mmes Moureau (Tr, et Rozensitroch (BN1ST)er M. Duffleuil (CMC).
Ouatritme semainc
problems specifiques à la
creation, au développemcnt el au fora,
tionnement des banquet., de doririev.
avec aeplication á la chilt-Lic
INTERROGATION EN LIGNE
Des la deuxième semaine du cours,
une liaison téléphonique. directe a été
établie entre Pekin et Valbonne où est
implanté le serveur national d'informa-
lion scientifique et technique OUES-
TEL. La liaison en direct n'était pas la
premiere réalisée dans ces conditions
en effet, en juillet 1979, les PTT français
avaient fait fonctionner entre la Chine
et la France, une liaison téléphonique
expérimentate pour presenter les possi-
bilités du réseau de transmission de
données Transpac.
Ce qui a part iculierement intéresse
les spécialistes chlnois de l'information
réunis pendant ce cows, c'est de pou-
voir interroger eux-memes, en converse.
tionnel, sous la conduite d'experts fran-
çais, les bases de données disponibles
sur Ouestel à l'aide du logiciel docu.
mentaire MISTRAL et de son langage
d'interrogation bilingue, français.
angla i.
Les stagiaires se sont également
familiarises avec d'autres logiciels don.
nanl cces à des serveurs étrangers
grace á des interrogations pré-
enregistrées sur cassettes qu'ils or,t





d'utilisation tres aisée développé par la
firme SECAPA a Lyon.
Pour l'interrogation des banques
de données chimiques, un terminal gra-
phique avait été acheminé sur place.
ENSEIGNEMENT
Chaque semaine, les cours ont
assures par deux enseignants, theori-
ciens et praticiens de !Information,
ayant, de plus, une grande experience
de l'enseignement. Leurs interventions
se complétaient et s'éclairaient les
unes par les autres et la méthode s'est
reveles tres enrichissante pour tous.
RESULTAT
Le succes du cours est dO initiale-
ment à la tres bonne cooperation entre
le Service formation du Programme
General d'Information de ['UNESCO. le
BNIST et l'ISTIC. Avec la participation
de tous les organismes concernés, ils
ont réussi à mettre sur pied en quelques
mois une action multilatérale qui exige
en general une preparation beaucoup
plus longue.
Sur le plan technique, la réussite a
6t6 totale : il faut noter que pour la pre-
mière fois un terminal situé à Pekin, a
été branche sur un ordinateur localise
en Europe pour interroger en conversa-
tionnel des bases de données scientifi.
ques et techniques.
Pour la première fois également,
des contacts inter-associations ont été
noués entre l'ADBS et l'Association
Nationale Chinoise qui regroupe les
spécialistes de l'information, par l'inter.
médiaire de Mme MOUREAU, chargee
l'ADBS des relations internationales,
qui a assure une partie de l'enseigne-
ment.
Ce cours a tourni aux organise-
teurs chinois de l'ISTIC et aux stagiai-
res, l'occasion de faire le point des pro-
blemes poses par l'automatisation de
l'information. Mais ces problemes sont
eux-memes lies A des options tout à fait
fondamentales et encore fluctuantes en
matière de constitution de réseaux
nationaux d'information scientifique et
technique et de choix de systernes
développer.
L'ISTIC qui releve de la Commis-
sion d'Etat pour la Science et la Techno-
logie, organisme interministériel, est
particulièrement concerne par ces
choix. En effet, cet institut dolt assurer
une tache de coordination de l'informa-
tion scientifique et technique 6 l'échelle
nationale. Pour réaliser sa mission, il
consid6re que la formation des cadres
est une nécessité prioritalre et a démon.
tit, à l'occaslon de la tenue de ce cours,






By ULY YAU UM-CHUN
What do you do with a surname like "Wang".if you
are in a business which is synonymous with Western
technology?
You use your ethnicity for business connections.
. And that's what Dr An Wang did in the Asia-Pacific
region, though he wouldn't admit it exactly.
The Chinese physicist turned axnputer manufacturer
was in town yesterday m route to China, where Wang
Laboratories of the US recently installed 13 middle sized
computer systems.
These systems are used in China's national planning
agencies and libraries for statistics and data processing.
For the Shanghai-born Dr Wang, the China trip is
both business and personal.
He has been invited there by his alma meter, the Chino
Tung University.
This is his first visit so China, since leaving for
America 35 years ago to study physics at Harvard
University.
While no official talks have been scheduled, Dr Wang
didn't rule out the likelihood of business discussions with
the Chinese. (After all, the Chinese still are kncnvn to do
much of their business OM tea and a handshake.)
China has expressed some interest in joint ventures
with Wang Laboratories but "we haven't made any
definite plans," Dr Wang said.
Of coune, China is only one component in Wana's
asensive Pacific network.
The Asia-Pacific market is the fastest growing for
Wang Laboratories.
Wang Pacific Ltd, the subsidiary for the region.
doubled its sales last year. while the overall sales growth
for the multinational firm was 35 per cent to 10 per cent.
As one of the 10 fastest growing companies Ul Amen-
es, Wang Laboratories expecu to increase its sales by the
cod of this fiscal year (June 30) to USS500 million frtnn
5322 million last fiscal year.
Wang Pacific ranks as a industry leader in terms of the
number of installations in Hongkong, Taiwan, Thailand.
and Singapore.
This ranking is sipificant, considering Wang Labora-
tories is admittedly behind several computer giants on an
international scale.
"It would take about 20 to 30 years for us to catch up
with IBM at current growth rates." Dr Wang said.
IBM is growing at a mere .10 per cent per annum,
while Wang is growing much faster.
Several factors have helped to strengthen the fum's.
position in the Pacific. Dr Wang said.
And there's a **Chinese connection" to each factor.
Wang Laboratories has developed a Chinese word
processing device for its computers.
The market potential for such an application is sub-
stantial in China. Hongkong, Taiwan. Sinppore, and to a
lesser extent, Thailand, where it can be adapted to Thai-
language usage, Dr Wang said.
Also. Wang Pacific is staffed with mostly Chinese, and
it goes without saying that this helps in Asia. By
comparison, only about 10 per cent of Wang Laboratories
US research and development staff, and a negligible
number of its marketing staff, are Chinese. )
"At least there is no lar.guage barrier," Dr Wasg
remarked, when asked about the advantage of an overseas
Chinese doing business with China.
The same goes for dealing with the other Chinese in
Asia, be said..
Dr Wang certainly has not forgottax. bis Chinese.
despite having spent decades in America.
AT the same time, he cut the image GI as Ivy League
professor, as he greeted the preu in a bow-tie, as a
Weakfast meeting yesterday. (Working breakfasts are
known to be as American u apple pie.)
The Harvard man said he entered the computer
industry purely by chance.
It so happened that when he obtained bis PhD, a
computer job opened up. He took it.
Computer science was little known in the late fonies.
In 1951, Dr Wang founded his own company, a one-
man operation.
Today. Wang Laboratories employs more than 10.000




One of the significant recent events in world science has been the People's
Republic of China's new drive towards modernisation. China has decided to
cast aside ideology and political discord, instituted by the Cultural Revolu-
tion and the 'Gang of Four' during the decade 1966-1976, and to give top
priority to the development of science, technology and science education.
The cultural policies of the past ten years produced a hiatus in education
at all levels and in basic scientific research. Intellectuals and scientists were
treated as "enemies of the people" and for decades the Chinese have been
taught that it is unjust to have a small intellectual elite. As a result the
Chinese now estimate that they are 20 years behind the scientific capabilities
of the advanced nations, but claim that by the year 2000 they intend to
achieve comparable world standards in science.
China has outlined four areas, known as the 'Four Modernisations% as
objectives for immediate advancement:
i Advancement of Science and Technology
ii Mechan isation of Agriculture
iii Advancement of industry
iv Building of a strong National Defence
To achieve such a renaissance, China has adopted a National eight-year
Science Development Plan which encompasses 108 "key" projects in 27




Space science and technology
Materials
Lasers
Electronic components and computers
High-energy physics
Genetic engineering
To lay a solid foundation for this, China has adopted a 12-point national
programme to reconstruct and develo q all the basic branches of science
and technology. Research strengths will be built up by a force of 800,000
research workers in existing and newly established research institutes. The
most relevant points from this programme are:
the re-establishment of the State Commission for Science and Tech-
nology to take charge of science policy and to give greater recognition
for academic merit
to increase greatly state funding for research and science education
the promotion of greater international scientific cooperation and
exchange of information
that scientists should be encouraged to spend five-sixths of their
working time on STI (scientific apd technological information) and
research, instead of on political issues as hitherto.
to compile new science and education textbooks to replace dated works.
China has strongly emphasised the rehabilitation of intellect which implies
the reconstruction of their education system. Higher education in particular
is to get special attention. In a population of almost one thousand million,
there are fewer than half a million students above secondary school level
in the 400 institutes. With the establishment of new colleges and universities,
new curriculae, increased graduate training, there is need for new education
materials and books. However, to put these aims in context: the present
hope is that there will be 1,000 graduate students annually in all disciplines
by 1979.
In the acquisition of STI, the Chinese authorities are showing an enthusiasm
generated by ten years of denied access to world literature and research
publications. In China today there is a much-reported spirit of reverence
for science. However, the research library systems are inadequate to cope
with the overwhelming demand for such information; to organise and
document all the data currently being obtained will require a radical change
in existing library management.
For a population of almost 1,000 million there are only 30 general
libraries, and although most institutions and universities seem to have
extensive libraries, their collections have suffered during past political
upheavals.
The largest national library is the Peking Library which can be con-
sidered the National Library. Though it is still housed in its 1931
buildings, it is hoped that its relocation to larger premises will be
completed by 1983. This is essential due to the fact that its book
stock has increased from 1.4m in 1949 to over 9.5m in 1978.
English, Japanese, Russian and Arabic are the predominant languages
and of the 10,000 periodicals which the library receives.13.000 are
in English. It is, however, a deposit and reference library providing no
public lending services.
China's second largest library, the Shanghai Library. made up of a
collection of smaller libraries, is more of a public library, though
access is restricted to ticketholders. Its stock of 6.5m books has a
broader subject coverage than Peking, including social sciences and
politics as well as science and technology.
Many of the 70 or so research institutes run by the Chinese Academy
of Sciences were badly affected during the decade of neglect and
consequently their affiliated libraries.
With the strong emphasis on research, the establishment of new research
institutes and academic facilities, the demand for backup STI will inevitably
increase. However, the acquisition and use of foreign scientific and technical
publications and reference works could pose several basic problems to
Chinese libraries. There are problems relating to copyright and payment, as
well as translation and reproduction. As China has no copyright tradition,
these matters will have to be clarified. Overtures concerning the copyright
issue are currently being made by various foreign publishing companies.
It is apparent that the full potential 9f scientific and technical develop-
ments in China has not yet been achieved and this offers considerable
scope for developments in the area of research libraries. It is assumed in the
current climate of change that Chinese authorities may wish to benefit
from the experiences of other research librarians in the Western World in
building up their library infrastructure and systems from the present low
base.
In March a visit to the People's Republic of
China was made to establish contact with
organisations responsible for information
services. The delegation comprised Dr J. R.
Metcalfe (Editorial Director, CAB), Mr E.
J. Mann (Director, CBDST, Joint Managing
Director, IFIS) and Dr U. Schiltzsack (Joint
Managing Director, IFIS). Their main aims
were to improve CAB/IFIS coverage of
Chinese literature, to assess the potential for
CAB/IFI S services in China and to explore
the possibility of collaboration between
CAB/IFIS and Chinese information ser-
vices. The visit lasted five days (23-28
March) and during that time useful discus-
sions were held with staff of the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS),
the Institute of Scientific & Technical Infor-
mation of China (ISTIC), and the China
National Publications Import Corporation.
In addition, there was a meeting with the
Head of the Scientific Technology Bureau of
the Ministry of Agriculture. The main con-
tact was the Scientific & Technical Institute
of the CAA S, which is the national centre for
agricultural information; they ageed to dis-
cuss with their colleagues the practicalities of
scanning/abstracting/translating material
for CAB, and were very interested in the
potential for exchange visits with CAB,
having the use of CAB tapes and filling
broken runs of CAB journals in the CAAS
library. A tape carrying CAB data has been
sent to them for test purposes. At ISTIC,
where the main emphasis is on industry,
"-1:1,,
CAB visit to China
Miss -Shin Zhen-yi, Deputy Director, Office of Library, CAAS
interesrWas expressithareceiving both IFIS
and CAB test tapes. The potential for the
future distribution of CAB books and jour-
nals in China was discussed at the China






Information Services in China
During the recent CAB visit to the People's
Republic of China, contact was made with
two important information services: the
CAAS, and its Scientific & Technical Infor-
mation Institute, and the Institute of Scien-
tific and Technical Information of China
(Is-nc).
The CAAS, in Peking, is the national
centre for agricultural research; two sections,
the Library and the Scientific & Technical
Information Institute, are concerned broadly
with agricultura] information. The CAAS is
a goverrunent organisation on the same level
as the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Chinese Academy of Sciences; funds are
allocated by the Planning Commission for
Science & Technology.
Established in 1957, the library, with astaff of 35, serves research scientists and
teachers throup,hout China. Its holdings com-
prise 300 000 books and 1500 journals (700
English, 200 Russian, 200 Japanese, 100
German, 100 Chinese, 70 French). The aimis to have a comprehensive collection of
Chinese and a selection of foreign material;
almost all CAB journals are taken, as are
Chemical Abstracts, Biological Abstracts,
AGRINDEX and other secondary services.
An accessions list (book titles and journal
contents) is published monthly; users may
borrow books by post and a photocopy ser-
vice for journal articles (for whichpayment is
required) has recently been started. The
library works closely with the 60 agricul-
tural libraries located in the Chinese pro-
vinces and also with those of the Interna-
tional Maize & Wheat Improvement Center
(Mexico).
Established in the late 1950s, the Institute
is the national centre for agricultural infor-
mation. Although government funded, its
publications are charged for. Services
expanded up to 1966; work ceased during the
Cultural Revolution (i.e. until 1976) and is
only now approaching 1966 levels. With its
staff of 141 (including 40 translators) the
Institute functions as an information analysis
centre, collating and consolidating informa-
tion from many sources and disseminating it
to scientists, teachers, policy makers etc.,
throughout China. This is done in the follow-
ing ways:
Abstracts (in Chinese) are prepared from
Chinese and foreign literature in five areas
(plant pathology, animal health, pesticides,
animal husbandry, agronomy) and published
in abstract journals; the total number of
records pre-1966 wu 20 000 per year, but is
currently still below that level. The journals
on plant pathology contained many (ca 50%)
acknowledged translations of abstracts origi-
nally published in Review of Plant Patho-
logy. Circulation of journals 5000-10 000,
price £1-£2/year. The Agricultural Science
Index, formerly containing 50 000 citations
per year, has not been restarted since the
Cultural Revolution. The possibility of
Chinese participation in AGRIS is being
considered. The Agricultural Research
Newsletter ( in Chinese) containsabout 40
digests on a range of agricultural topics,
written for the non-specialist. It has a circula-
tion of 400 000 (5p/copy). Short reviewsare
included in the abstract journals, but large
reviews are published separately on topics
such as 'Statistical data on animal husbandry
in foreign countries', 'The management and
organisation of agricultural research in
foreign countries', 'Levels of agricultural
production in foreign countries'. Such
reviews take 1/2-1 year to compile, and their
circulation is 5000-10 000 within China. A
primary scientific journal (Scientia Agricul-
tura Sinica), (in Chinese) was launched
recently (CAB is now on the mailing list) and
its circulation is said to be 60 000.
ISTIC was founded in 1956; it has bran-
ches in Peking and Chungking and its present
Director is Mr Lin Zhi Shin.
The main functions of ISTIC are (a) to
collect Chinese and foreign literature (inclu-
ding about 7000 foreign journals, patents,
standards from 50 countries, industrial
brochures and catalogues etc.); (b) to process
and catalogue the literature; (c) to review and
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industry while agriculture is left to CAAS.
Reading rooms are visited by 400-500 per-
sons from all parts of China each day. A
photocopy service is available and 3000-
4000 pages are copied daily. While the
Peking branch (1200 staff) is mainly con-
cerned with indexing of literature, the
Chungking branch (500 staff) does abstract-
ing as well.
The Institute has established good con-
tacts with West Germany (Gesellschaft far
Information and Dokumentationswesen),
and the UK (British Library).
A computer facility was introduced in
1978. The computer is the Japanese TK 70,
with a total storage capacity of 12.5 mega-
bytes on disk. Tapes are 9 track and density
is 800 b.p.i. Peripheral equipment includes
card punches and paper and magnetic tape
input. A keyboarding unit, key-tape holding
3072 Chinese characters, is available, and
work is in progress to convert these into
English characters via an intermediary code.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF DIRECTORS OF
NATIONAL LIBRARIES ON RESOURCE SHARING IN
ASIA AND OCEANIA, CANBERRA, 1979
(1) Towards a Wider Library
Resource Sharing
DING ZHI GANG*
The Director of our library, Mr Litt Ji Ping, was honoured to receive
the invitation extended by Dr Chandler, the Director-General of the
National Library of Australia, to participate as one of the co-sponsors
in the International Conference of Directors of National Libraries on
Resource Sharing in Asia and Oceania. Unfortunately, as his state of
health is not good, he is unable to attend, and I have been entrusted
with the job of replacing him. I am the deputy director of the library.
Please allow me, first of all, in the name of the National Library of
Peking, to wish the Conference great success, and to convey to our
collea,gues good wishes and warm greetings. Also, I mould like to take
this opportunity to express my respect and sincere gratitude to the
whole staff of the Australian National Library as well as all who have
undertaken the heavy task of preparation and convocation of this
Conference.
This is the first time that the National Library of Peking has attended
an international conference of national library directors. It is a great
pleasure to be able to get together with librarians of Asia and Oceania
to exchange recent developments and views on common problems of
immediate concern. Through frank discussion and consultation, I
believe the Conference is bound to be helpful and fruitful.
I should like to present now our views and ways with regard to the
universal availability and interflow of library resource.
As is well known to all, with the rapid progress of science and tech-
nology, the number and forms of world publications have greatly
proliferated, especially in the last two decades. Current scientific
* Deptit arector, National Library of Peking, China.
literature is not only diverse in type and stupendous in quantity, but
the time needed for publishing has been shortened, and it can be
estimated that the multiplying cycle for the issuing of scientific literature
will be further shortened. In addition to the traditional forms of
publications, various types of audio-visual materials have developed
Nvith far greater speed in recent years. It is our opinion that any type
of library in the v% orld would find it impossible to acquire all these
materials in its own collection; therefore, library co-operation is indis-
pensable in order to be able to comply with the different requests of
users. Moreover, in view of the extremely speedy development of
modern science and technology, it is absolutely necessary- for every
library to be aware of the experience and latest achievements of other
countries, thus to promote the development of its own science and
technology as well as productive forces.
For these and other reasons, those large public libraries and special
libraries entrusted with the heavy task of providing readers with the
latest inaterials, apart from improving their inter-library loan service,
should take a number of v ide-scale measures to improve and reinforce
international co-operation in the area of exchange of publications and
international lending service. Only in this way can national libraries
satisfy most of thc urgent needs of their users.
In recent years, major types of libraries in the world have made
remarkable progrcss, accumulated valuable experiences and created
many efficient and effective forms in respect to universal availability
and interflow of publications. In addition to traditional methods such
as international exchange, inter-library borrowing and lending, photo-
reproduction, new acquisition display, etc., they have pushed forward
the dissemination of information and exchange of materials by adopting
some new techniques and setting up new facilities, for instance:
(1) the electronic means of speedy and precise signal storing, data
processing and literature retrieval has made the computer a most
powerful tool for dissemination of information; so, nowadays, com-
puters are being used extensively by libraries in many countries to
fulfil their daily routines; ',2) the use of communication satellites and
cable television has made it possible not only to search through the
information stored in the data bases within their own countries, but
also providing access to large data centres all over the world, thus
breaking through the barriers between libraries and boundarics between
countries and establishing a world-wide network of information services;
(3) the constant improvement and development of techniques in micro-
filming and photocoming has greatly raised the output rate and
efficiency of reproduction, anci at lite same time tremendously lowered
the cost of photo-duplicates. This obviously has made it possible to
disseminate library resource in large quantities; (4) the rapid develop-
ment of audio-visual materials has been an innovation in library
services greatly raising their efficiency as well as the speed of avail-
ability of library materials.
In the sphere of international library lending service, m.v national
libraries, in line with the principle of resource sharing and more
collaboration between libraries and information organs, have spared
no pains in the acquisition and bibliographical control of their own
collections as \ ell as in the provision of every convenience for the
speedy fulfilment of what is required by their foreign counterparts.
They arc not only able to fill the gaps of their stocks through inter-
national exchange but also to meet their domestic needs through
international loan services.
Facts have proved time and again that the practice of "each supplies
what the other needs" has contributed much to international resource
sharing and exchange of publications. It promotes scientific and
technical developments in the respective countries and at the same time
improves mutual understanding and friendship ong the pcoplc uf
the vorld.
But we ought to see on the other hand that because of difierences in
national and library conditions, differences in the t.tsks sc t, tip kvel of
development of resource sh.aring achieved by different national 111,1-:11-ic
\\ill necessarily be uneven. There arc still many urgent is,ties that
remain to be settled, and it is only through sincere co-operailmt
patient consultation among us that they can be solved step by step.
With regard to the universal availability and interflow of publications,
the National Library of Peking has for a long time placed special
emphasis on the follow ing library activities:
1. International exchange of publications
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949 up to
the year 1978, the Library has entered into exchange and gift arrange-
ments with over 1700 libraries, scientific institutions and learned
societies in 120 countries and localities. Through international exchange,
the Library receives every year a large number of publications from
abroad, and reciprocates by sending Chinese publications on the basis
of equity and mutual benefit. The publications received in 1978 from
its exchange partners amounted to 34 783 copies, during the same year,
a total number of 111 375 copies were offered. The Librar' has
gradually established exchange relationships with various types of
'
libraries and societies in most countries of Asia and Oceania, of which,
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, India, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri
Lanka, Thailand and Papua New Guinea have maintained close ties
with the Library. Evidently this not only enriches the collections of
libraries and institutions concerned, but also promotes the cultural
interflow as well as mutual understanding and friendship among
nations. l'm certain that the exchange of publications between our
Library and other libraries in the world will surely be strengthened and
extended in the years to come.
2. International Lending Services
Apart from paying particular attention to the domestic inter-library
loan service, the Library- has entered into international lending agree-
ments with national libraries and university libraries in 23 countries
since the beginning of 1956. Among these countries, Great Britain,
Australia, Canada, Finland, Denmark and the Federal Republic of
Germany have become the main inter-library, lending partners of our
Library.
The Chinese people, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party, have started again a new long march. They are determined io
transfer China into a powerful socialist country lvith modern agricul-
ture, industry, national defence and science and technology, by the 'lid
of the century. The people of all nationalities in our country, united
as one and with a common purpose, are striving against every difficulty
on the road forward to bring about the four modernizations in China.
Following the rapid development of socialist revolution and con-
struction, the libraries in our country have shouldered increasingly
heavy loads. There goes a Chinese popular saving: "Food and fodder
should go before troop. s and horses", implying that proper preparations
should be made in advance. A variety of library resources are playing
an important role in the march towards the realization of the four
modernizations in China. Our Party Central Committee and govern-
ment have attached great concern to the development of library
activities, and a plan for setting up a large-scalc library with modern
facilities is now being prepared. 1Ve shall work still harder to make our
contribution in turtling China into a modern, powerful socialist
country by the end of the century, and we shall do everything we can
to promote the universal availability and interflov. of publications in
the future. Before I conclude my speech, I would like to tha.nk once
again the C:onference oraanizers for the opportunity to mcet together
and lay a foundation forfurther co-operation.
Libraries in the Peo. ple's
Republic of China:
A Report of a Visit, June 1976
D. T. Richnell and Howard Nelson
The state of development and tbe organikation cf tke public and university library smite of the
People's Republic cy China, as sien in June 1976 by a partycf British librarians, are described.
Particular emphasis is laid en the fart that libraries are not treated 175 in any Wav separate
from t ir YSt Cbinrse society; on the educational and political al-trot:Cs of librarians;
and on thc f ffcrts kavr been Mad( suint a/Tiff 1073 te extend the blirarr seevirt te th;
gr.iss-roots /' i. ,1«ess te ti y libraries, the amount of publication, and the to.-ls of biblio-
graphic i-crorcl , as is the training of ',brill ians. tnallv,, ct;le ej liv 111.11ir
libraries (111 described in more detail, and an impression cf the libraries conservation licrk
VC given.
1.)csairtn e accounts of the organization. administrat ion and (Term ion of
libtaries in foreign countries madi' by British librarians on tlic basis of short
visits following a pre-arraneed itinerary are at present out of fashion. Whether
this is riolit or wrong. it is considered that the present attempt to eive some idi'a
of the siate of development of libraries in the People's Republic of China in
June 1070 is justified, in view of the relatively scant information on the subject
in British library literature (but sec thc list of References) and the particular
circumstances of the visir made by the delegation, of which the authors of this
article were "leader- and "secretary". The circumstances were succinctly des-
cribed in a news item from the Enclish-langune version of the Hsinhua News
Agency's News Bulletin, Friday, 11 JUDC 1976:
D. T. RICHNI1.1
Director General, British Library Reference Division SII1CC 1974. Previously Deputy
Librarian, Lint VerSt y (11' London Library ; Librarian, Urinal sity ol Ra adinc ; Director
and Goldsmiths' Librarian, University of London. President of Lilrary Association,
197o. Formerly Hon. Secretar' of Addl.
HOWARD NI I .40N
Assistant Keeper with responsibility for the collection of Chinese manuscripts and
printed books in the British Library's Reference Division. A eraduate in Chinese from
Carnbridce, he has a London M.A. in Social Anthropoloey:and has done a period of
fieldwork' in a village in the New Territories of Hong Kong.
Pekino,, June 9. 1976. Waniz l'eh-chiti, Director of the State Administrative
Bureau of NItiscums and Archa'cological Data, met and fiqed all members of the
British Librares Deleo,ation here this cvenine. Thev bad tordial and friendly
conversation. The Delegation was led by D. T. Rid:it-tell, Director-General of th'e
Reference Division of the British Library, and its members included E. B. Ccadel
(1.ibratim, (anibrid,ze Univetsitv Library), H. (. I I. Nelson (British Library), I).
Arrandale (Leeds Ut,iversity Lib.rary, A. D. S. Roberts (Bodleian Librar), W. H.
Liu (Edinburgh Universit): Library) and J. Lust (School of Oriental and African
Studies Library. London i: t
British Ambassador to China, E. You& and his wife were present at the banquet.
Present were leadine members of the Peking Library (the National Library), the
Library of Peking University and thc Librar) under the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
The Delegation arrived hete on June 7. It will visit southern China before going
home (on June 27).
This ncws item ives some indication of the official nature of thc visit, which
liad been arranged through the Great Britain-China Centre in Britain. and of the
composition of the delegation. It does not, however, make clear that with the
exception of the "leader" and the "deputy, leader", Mr. Ceadel, a Japanologist,
all the other membeis arc responsible fOr the CIliTICSC C011efti011ti in their libraries
and arc familiar with some form of the Chinese lanuage and with Chinese
library materials. No members, however, vere well-equipped to deal with
Chinese libraries and information systems in science and technologya report on
the details of these must await a further suitabl)' composed delegation. The
itinerary followed was: Peking. Tsicntsin and Paoti County, Sian (Shensi
Province), Shanghai, 1131,010w (Chekiang Province), Changsha (H unan Pro-
lince) and Canton (Ktianztung Province), and included visits to important
archaeological sites and museums, as well as libraries of many different kinds at
different levels.
Two further observations are necessary. The first is that the Chinese nation has
had so different a history and recent development from that with which wc are
familiar in western Europe that to look at it with western eyes and report on it
in western terms is franlit with difficulty, without a long excursus into the
political and economic development of the country. We have, therefore, thought
it best to report what wc wcrc told and shown by Chinese colleagues with only
a minimum of personal interpretation, rather than attempting an evaluation by
western standards, which can lead to perplexity and misunderstanding, without
a much fuller study than we can attcmpt here. In particular, as was stressed to us
in the course of our visit, libraries are not separate from the rcst of society; thcy
have to play their part in socialist construction, as do all othcr institutions. It is
not very useful to see Chincse libraries in the context of their western counter-
parts, since by and large they have very different objectives. It is much more
helpful to see them in terms of their own recent past, and in the context of
Chinese society as a whole. That society, of coursc, is in constant change; all its
institutions are under continuous questioning. What is true of the library
service now is only recently so, and no-one in,China would pretend that no
further changes arc iinminent.
Thc second point is that our discussions on library matters were co tu.ucted
through interpreters. Without in any way impugning the quality of the inter-
pretation, which was of a hi6 order, it is difficult for us, CVC11 after careful
cross-checking with our own and Chinese colleagues, to be cerrin that we are
giving an accurate account of what we were told. particularly as much summary
is necessary. The authors of this article. therefore, must accept entire respon-
sibility for any mistakesand for the emphases; our colleagues have not been
consulted further.
When the British Libraries Delegation %vas mooted in 1975 it was readily
accepted by the Chinese side. Wc believe that this was not without a special
reason. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, which began in 1966, had
involved fundamental issues affecting the role of institutions of an educational,
cultural, and research nature, and this included libraries of all kinds. A period of
intensive discussion and re-examination ensued, and all our discussions led us to
the conclusion that 1973 WaS an important year in the re-development of the
library services of the country. It was, therefore, understandable that after a
further tuvo years this re-development should have reached the point where
display and discussion with foreign colleag,ties might lead ro a better understand-
ing and the possibility of closer co-operation.
LIBRARY SERVICES AS A WHOLE
We were met on our arrival by Pao Cheng-ku. Deputy Director of the National
Lffirary, who visited Britain in 1973, and the first week of our stay was spent in
Pcking. In three long sessions at the National Library wc had the most important
exposition and discussions of our visir. At our first session discussion was led on
the Chinese side by Director Litt Chi-p'ing, the Chairman of the Revolutionary
Committee of the Library, who madc an authoritative statement on the library
services of thc country as a whole.
Here a brief definition and explanation is desirable. Every itnportant organiza-
t ion in China has been, since the Cultural Revolution, governed by a Revolu-
tionary Committee. This Committee is selected after consultations with the mass
organizations of workers, peasants and soldiers at the levels appropriate to the
levels of the committees; with the personnel of the orionization concerned; and
with the Party. The Revolutionary Committee is the highest administrative body
in each institution, but it is stressed that it works under the leadership of the
Parry. The local Party committee is elected by all Parry members in the institu-
tion, and this is the body which is then responsible for laying down broad lines
of policy. The Revolutionary COMITInCe interprets that policy in day-to-day
11111111qt:16%T (Mil s; and it IS fl.1111C Of l'eftlellCt` that 10C31 initiativ0
Ctil0 positive factors.") is exploited. The Chairman of the Revolutionary Com-
mittee, in the case of libraries, may or may not be OM of the cadres (professional
staff) of the library. If he or she is not, the professional librarians or scholars
constitutim, the senior management are designated Deputy Directors, and are
normally members of the Revolutionary Committee. The remainder of the
Committee will be composed of representatives of the workers, prasants and
soldiers, and other cadres of the library. Two important principles govern the
composition of these committees: firstly the "three in one" principle, i.e. that
there shall he a balance in the membership between the "older, the middle-aged
and the young": and secondly there shall be an adequate balance between men
and women.
Director Liu Chi-Cing ove a full introduction, which we will do our best to
summarize. He said that there were three periods in the development of Chinese
libraries. The first was a long period of "accumulating stocks" under feudalism.
This we took to mean the formation and development of the great collections of
manuscripts ,ind printed books under the imperial dynasties. where the collections
Ivere made for the benefit of the emperors, the court and the ollicials, but were
available only to a very limited and privileged minority.
The second was "the semi-feudal, semi-colonial period of libraries under
western inlluence". which dated from the later part of the Ching dynasty (184o;
and lasted up to the Liberation of 1949. Director Litt stated that there were
some progressive and revolutionary elements in the second period, and lw instanced
particularly the years 1924-1927. Although he did not say so. our observations
suggested that a progressive feature of this period was also the establishment
from 1903 onwards of a number of Provincial Libraries in the provincial capitals,
to serve the growing needs of the increasing number of the educated intelligentsia.
These Provincial Libraries, and their equivalents in some cities, have survived to
the present and are a central feature in the library structure of the country.
The third period was that of "the library services in the period of socialist
construction". Some of the influences of feudalism and capitalism had survived
inro the socialist period. The traces of revisionism are still present.
REVISIONISN1
Since any discussion of Chinese libraries in June 1976, or indeed any other
topic, is bound ro introduce reference to "revisionism'', it is necessary for us to
offer some interpretation, however inadequate, of what this seemcd to meanat
least so far as libraries are concerned.
Isabel Hilton, a British Council scholarship student at Peking and Shanghai
universities, writing of present higher education in the Sunday Times Weekly Re%link'
for 25 January 7976, says: "Before the Cultural l evolution students were re-
cruited to unixersity direct from middle school, %,vith a heavy emphasis on proven
academic ability. In China, %vhere facilites vary enormously from the well-
endowed urban areas to the remote rural regions, this helped emphasize the
gap in opportunity between town and country. NVithin the cities it discriminated
against the children of workers and encouraged those of cadres . . . The Chinese
now regard the idea of inborn gifts as Confucian and reactionary." Thc policies
resulting from the Cultural Revolution wcrc designed ro combat the ideas of
Confucianism and to ensure both equality of opportunity to workers and peasants
and that those achievinc positions of influence in society shall kccp constantly
in touch with, and understand the needs of the %Yorkers, peasants and soldiers.
Revisionism, therefore, in one aspect meant the adoption of policies leading to
the development of a new élite, whether intellectual or any other, arising from
a concentration on a hih-levc1 scientific and cultural developtnent for a
minority ro the detriment of thc development of the masses of the people. This
is our interpretation of the significance of the "campaign to criticize Confucius
and Lin Pilo", who were taken to represent élitist policies in education. The point
va s repeatedly made to us that the great extension of library services at the grass-
roots level, which began in 7973, was the direct result of this campaign.
A retired, but still very active, professor of English Literature in Tientsin,
dri% ing through the countryside with us pointed to a slogan across the road:
"Communization before mechanization, not mechanization before conummiza-
t ion." That, he sud. was the heart of the struggle against revisionism. Not that
the Chinese are against mechanizationon the contrary, they arc constantly
seeking it. but it liad to be a mechanization subservient ro the needs of the
wot kers and peasants. and onc which they understand. And they 11.1,1 ro be self-
reliant in the introduction of innovation. They liad to learn from foreign techno-
logy, but they must not become reliant on imported foreign technology and
influences, whether scientific, economic or cultural. Of course, there were many
other facets to "the struggle against revisionism", but these are some that have
had an important bearing on thc prcscnt state of library development..
Director Liu said:
The struczle atzainst revisionism continues. Thc present library system is based on
revolutioWary Principles developed in this struizglc. Under the unified leadership of
thc Party Central Committee, the initiative of people is being released to serve their
needs at different levels and in different localities and situations. In general, change
and development is rapid, but there have been fluctuations, especially before and
after the Cultural Revolution. Some 'ears before librares were affected by revisionist
tendencies. The development of library staff was influenced and there were sct-backs.
Ve have put libraries on the path of socialist construction through socialist struggle
and criticism.
We interpreted this to mean that dorin the Cultural Itevolution libraries of all
kinds were criticized for elitist and revisionist tendencies, and that a ncw course
was set in I C)7 3.
"As a result of the past," continued Director Liu, "some libraries have an
historical burden." "Burden" was the translation, though perhaps "weiht"
would have been better. If "but den" %'as an accurate translation, it was certainly
intended to mean that older books were the bearers of ideologically incorrect
views. It was certainly not intended to mean that old manuscripts and books were
disregarded. On the contrary, as artefacts thc same great care is lavished on their
conservation as on thc preservation of the archaeological treasures and the great
cultural monuments of the past. They are also required for purposes of study and
criticism, "so that the present may learn from the past".
Wc also have the burden of the sctni-feudal and semi-colonial period. Thc pre-
decessor of the present National Library of Peking was organised in this period. In
the early years after liberation (19401, chances were made, but libraries were still
greatly influenced by revisionism. That is why this kind of library needed thorough re-
moulding. Ex-en libraries newly constituted since the liberation needed ir.
In the present phase of library development four poi ni must be noted:
Libiaries must exist to serve 'workers, peasants and soldieis. Libraries 11111St assert
proletarian politics, they 111t1St serve production, they must proinotc revolution. Of
course they must also serve the cadres and those intellectuals who are keen to serve
the worker's, peasants and soldiers.
Librarme most propagandise Nlarxism, Leninism and the thoughts of Mao
Tse-tung. The stall- should study, research and propag,andise these. That does not
mean that libraries only collect such books- the stair al so col leer, for reference and for
criticism, r.r.. book,: on idealism, stiperstition And so on, in okla to lean the orisositi.
Staff must develop book criticism, e.g. of Confucius. Libraries collect Confucian
material as a target for criticism.
Libraries mur serve the Once major feattires ot- the revolution.class struggle,
scientific experiment and production. Old books are collected in order to make the
old serve the new. Likewise, importance is placed on collecting foreign books with a
similar purposeto make the foreign serve China's needs.
The make-up of library staff is inseparable from these purpoSes. Under the
leadership of thc Party. professional library personnel arc combined with personnel
from the masses, i.e. library workers drawn from thc %vorkers, peasants and soldiers.
Such people engage not only in productive labour, they also join the management of
libraries. A large number hold important positions in library management.
Director Lin concluded:
In the Chinese library service wc should adopt mechanisation for better development,
as in agriculture and industry. We need mcchanisation. Mechanisation in Chinese
libraries lags behind many countries, though some ncw techniques are being adopted;
but we are-now at the beginning of planning such development.
This crudc summary of Director Liu's exposition in June 1976 is necessarily
incomplete. We hopc. however, that it does not misrepresent his statcmcnts. In
the course of discussion wc said that many of the ideas put forward were strange
and unfamiliar to us. He seemed to be saving that librarians in China should be
propagandists of particular political ideas, as well as professional experts: whereas
in Britain tve considered that the role oí the librarian should be, as a professional
expert, to collect material of all kinds, to organize it and to make ir available to
readers who used the library. Director Litt confirmed that this was so, but he
added that the librarian, in going to the masses to propagate political ideas, was
not doing so to 01 them. but equally and perhaps CVell more ro ham from them
to discover their real needs and problems, and to help them through the plo-
vision of the right kind of services in improving their work and itnproving
production. as well as their political consciousness.
ORGANIZATION
Against this theoretical and general background, the organization of Chinese
libraries can be considered, and the practical operations as we saw them described.
Thcrc arc six types of library, each type being under a separate central authority.
Public libraries. This includes the National Library of Peking, bur in the
main comprises the municipal. provincial and county libraries, down to the
district, neighbourhood and street libraries in municipalities, and commune
and brigade libraries in rural arcas. The central authority for these is the
State Administrative Bureau of Museums and Archaeological Data. It is
emphasized, however, that in this and other cases, the libraries are not
centrally controlled, but are largely self-governed and self-financed through.
Revolutionary Committees at die appropriate level (Set' Fig. 1. over page.)
2 Educational libraries. This includes universities, colleges, middle schools
and, as yet, some primary schools. The central authority for these is the
Nlinistry of Education. Their funds arc received as part of the general funds
of the institutions they serve. There is provision of children's books also in
some levels of public libraries.
3 Science and research libraries. This includes the Library of the Academy of
Sciences and a large number of libraries attached to research institutes
throughout the country.
4 Trade union and factory libraries. These are factory and workshop libraries
organized by the trade tmions within the fictory. There are an "enormous"
number of these and they make extensive use of the public, educational and
science libraries throng)) "group borrowing". Their purposes are not merel)'
technologicalthey' even include books for young children which their
parents can borrow for home use.
5 Libraries of central and local administrative organs. These correspond to
,10 \
FIG. I-STRUCTURE OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICE
State Council
Bureau of Museums and Archaeological Data
































N.B. 1. This represents an ideal system, which has not yet been
fullv realized in practice.





what in Britain would be designated Government Department Libraries, but
they are also provided for provincial and local government.
6 Army libraries. These are presumably under the control of the Ministry of
Defence and arc provided down to companylÉvel.
'All these.- Iv(' were told. "are under the leadership of the Party, while using
their OW11 ¡flit IRIC to develop ways of mectino, their own needs. There is no
formal machinery for overall planning of all library services, each of the six types
coming under a separate authority. Formal machinery for inter-library co-opera-
tion %vas previously established, but mistakes were made, so it was removed
following, the Cultural Revolution. At present there is co-operation in accordance
with practical needs. It is not a question of one library exercising jurisdiction
over another. Within each of the six types there is wide variety, e.g. in the
public libraries, the National Library of Peking is vcry different from the grass-
roots libraries."
Our experience, confined to types 1-4, and largely to types 1-2. rodicated
that, whilst there was in dill'erent parts of China a general conformity to a
common pattern, there were considerable variations that bote out the claim to
local initiative. There are some other observations that can be made with
reference to libtlries of nearly all kinds that we saw.
Fvery library of any size has a reading room specifically devoted to Marxism,
Leninism and Mao Tse-tung Thought. The stock consists of collections of the
works of Marx. Lenin and Mao Tse-tung, together with works of other writers.
so lar as we could tell, both Chinese and foreign, when milks are considered
consonant with them. The librarians in these collections do not perform a passive
wk, and their work is not thus narrowly confined. The Marxism, Leninism,
Mao Tse-tung Thought reading rooms are also the focus of all the day-to-day
propaganda work of the libraries. "I he staff compile news-chuings collections
!elating to current issues and problems, involving the individual readers and
specially organized groups in this. They encourage the writing of articles by
readers, selected specimens of which are displayed in the reading rooms. Thcy
organize discussion groups both inside and outside the libraries, and arrange mass
lectures, at the level appropriate to the library, whether national, provincial and
municipal or at street and brigade level. In the smaller libraries there is no
separate reading room. but the activity figures prominently.
In all the larger libraries there are reading rooms for science and technology
with a reasonably large display of current periodicalsquite a fcw in foreign
languages, and open-access to a range of science and technology material-
reference books, abstract journals and so on: and a general reading room with few
books on open access. There are general catalogues for the collections, but it was
stated that not all titles in thc libraries were included. Application can be made
- Os.
for items both for reference and for loan, but there arc somc that arc not available.
Admission policy was not easy to determine with precision. In libraries serving
institutions ith a limited clientele, universities and schools for example',
membership with !1-rowing rights is available to all mem..bers of the institution.
Outside readers will he admitted for reference use on the production of a suitable
recommendation. In the public libraries at the lowest levels, street or brigade, all
the population is eligible for full usc. In the case of larger librariesnational,
municipal and provincial for examplemembership with borrowing rights clearly
has to be limited. This appears in some cases to bc done on a "first come, first
served" principie, but in most cases it is done by issuing a certain number of
cards to each factory or other work place, and leaving the selection of readers
with borrowing rights to the appropriate committees in the factories, etc. A
letter of recommendation is usually required, even for reference use.
There is, however, an extensive system of "group" borrowing from the larger
libraries, carried out by representatives from factories and other places. This
seems to bc the commonest form of inter-library lending. There is also postal
inter-library lending. but there are no union catalogues, either at the national or
the provincial and municipal level. There is, however, a flow of communication
between the large libraries and those at lower echelons, resulting from the
"coaching" role of the staff of these libraries. Although it is constantly em-
phasized that the lower units develop on the principle of self-reliance, it is also
emphasized that the higher units have a duty to help in the development, by
encouraging tlwir organization, training their staff, advising, and even, in some
Cases, providing an initial stock 011 loan.
Because of the creat increase, particularly since 1973, in the number of
libraries, there is a great shortage of what we should call qualified librarians.
There arc only two universities with Departments of Library Studies running
two-ycar full-time coursesthe University of Peking and the University of
Wuhan. These arc for methodological studies, and those qualifying are obviously
required for the major libraries. Most professional training is, therefore, carried
out on thc job, by recruiting suitable people with experience in other work, factory,
farm or office, and giving them training on a part-time basis in a library at a
higher level, by correspondence courses (run by thc University Departments) and
short courscs. The full-time library staff arc supported by large numbers of
volunteer workers. This is all in line with the policy of preventing the develop-
,nr of narrow specialism and keeping close contact with, and knowledge of, the
needs of the masses. Those who go to full-time library schools will have done two
years work in farm or factory before they start and will spend two months of
each year in the countryside. And the experienced cadres of all ages, except the
old and the unwell, are required to attend Cadre Schools for recurrent periods of
months to a year, at which they will study Marxism, Leninism and Mao
sc-tung Thought, work on the farm, and conduct investigations into the condi-
tions and needs of the peasants.
PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES
One last general point of great importance needs to be made. Large-scale
library development can only take place if there is a matching development of a
large-scale publishing programme. Publishing in China was interrupted, along
with so many other activities, by the Cultural Revolution and has not yet
reached a high enough level. The stocks of newly established libraries appear to
comprise too few titlesnaturally of recent date. The supply of books for the
needs of industry, technology and agriculture may be adequate, but in other arcas
ir seems to lag behind the needs. There is little published translation from other
languages and relatively little reprinting of older works. There are some excellent
research publications. e.g. in archaeology, but the supply of current creative
writing is small. Libraries are encouraged to promote the writing of literature.
At one brigade library we were entertained to the recitation of poems written by
peasants and librarians on the farm. At a municipal library we visited a session
of a group convened to discuss and criticize a writer's novelwith the writer.
lt seems that as yet only a relatively small proportion of such works achieve
publication.
Since 1973 emphasis in library work has been placed on the development of a
network of libraries for the masses, vvith less emphasis on the development of
research libraries, other than those concerned with science and technology. This
does not mean that the latter arc starved of resources in the financial sense, but
there is less material appropriate to them being published, and their staff arc
heavily engaged in activities connected with the development of the mass
I ibraries.
The National Bibliography, Chlian-kno hsin ¡bu-mn, was published regularly by
the Ministry of Culture up to 1966, and it was resumed, under the sponsorship
of the National Library, in June 1972. It continued for about a year, and dis-
appeared again. As far as wc could gather, no such list is now published (it is not,
apparently, a matter of a published list which is not available for export); but a
list of current publications is maintained by the Ministry of Culture, and is
presumably available, at least to the major libraries, for their selection work. The
list itself is restricted, however, and our hosts were rather unwilling to discuss it.
We urged upon them the importance, for thc work of foreign librarians, of a
published National Bibliography to improve the flow of literature and informa-
tion.
In what follows we shall attempt to fill out the previous general statement of
the purpose and position of libraries in the People's Republic of China by des-
cribing in more detail some of the libraries wc actually visited. We should
repeat our earlier w3rning: our visit was brief, and our information was gained
through the necessarily imperfect medium of interpretation. While we seem ro
have discerned thc overall pattern described by Liu Chi-p'ing. wc arc also sure
that thew is considelable regional variation; and we do not know, therefore, to
what cxtent many details may be taken as tgical.
NATIONAL LIBRARY or PEKING
The National Library. of Peking, above all, deserves special description. (And
wc shall make reference ro other major libraries where what we saw qualifies and
extends the account of the work of the National Librag.) Although not in itself
%cry long-establishedit dates from 1909, and has been in its present building
since 1938it is no' the country's largest library, vid, a stock oí ev i million
volumes* and 700 staff. Its foundation collections include imperial libraries
from the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties (most notably one of the three and a half
surviving manuscript sets of the eighteenth-century the im-
perial collect ion prepared tinder the auspices of Ch'icn-Iting), private collections
going back as far as the Southern Sung (1127-12°6'j, T'and and Sung manuscripts
from Tunhuang. and the Cabinet Library (Nn-ko ta-/u) of the late Ch'ing.. Ir has
1;-,rge stock of foreign books, accumulated in part in the years before Liberation.
It is this part of the Library's holding which Liu Chi-ping described as "the
burden of the past".
Through the rather formal language now used to describe the events of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, one can sense that from 1966 onwards.
the library went through a period of intense discussion and bitter self-examina-
tion. Here, as throughout the country, a major re-evaluation of the institution's
function in the development of a socialist society took place, leading eventually
to the formulation of the fottr main tasks listed by Director Liu. How does the
National Library, now put these policies into practical effect?
A "Study Office for Marxism Leninism Mao Tse-tung Thought" at Depart-
mental level, with its own reading room, veas opened, atad now in addition to
providing on open access the works of these writers, maintains a large newspaper-
cuttings collection arranged by topic, assembles and makes available material for
the pursuit of current campaigns, and provides books of current importance fa
shelf of the works of Lu Hsun, supported by a small exhibition in the entrance
hall). The Department's extra-mural activities include thc organization of study
classes for the masses, reports, and lectures: the larger of these are given in the
The ficure is not directly comparable with western statistics, since each fascicule in a
traditionalfv cased set counts as one volume. It does, however, provide a measure of the library's
growth since Liberation in 1949, when the stock was 1.4 million volumes.
J
capital stadium. with audiences of tT to 18 000. Here, and elsewhere, it seemsthat the libraries are directing this propaganda m.ork especially to the service and
education of the "theoretical ranks of the Ivorkers, peasants and soldiers", des-
cribed as a "newly emerged thing of the Cultural Revolution": we were not able
to gct a clearer definition of the "theoretical ranks" than this, but suppose themto be, if not the Party members, certainly the politically active members ofworking units at all levels.
Exhibitions recently held at the National Library include one on ancient
Chinese science and technology, as representing the struggle between Confuciusand the Legalists: one on the achievements of the model commune. Ta Chai;and onc on environmental pollution. Similarly, the Shanghai Municipal Librarywas holding a major exhibition to. mark the toth anniversary of the beginningof the Cultural Revolution.
Both at the Shanghai Municipal Library and at the Tientsin People's Library
wc were told of (and at the latter saw in action) the book review classes held
under the libraries' auspices. At Tientsin we saw a class of about 20 people
who were discussing. with the author, a recently published novel. At Shanghai
wc were told that the Municipal Library has organized 38 such groups so far,with a membership of more than 3oo people. Books are evaluated, in these
classes, in the light of Marxism Leninism Mao Tse-tung Thought, and then
introduced to other readers by means of articles (350 have been produced at the
Shanghai Municipal Library already) written by class participants. Such articles
arc prominently displayed in library entrance halls and reading rooms.
During thc Cultural Revolution more than 30 units assembled at the National
Library to establish a new classification scheme. Before 1966 more than ten
different schemes had been in use in the National Library alone (an instance of
thc adverse effects of the period of semi-feudalism and semi-colonialism during
which the Library had developed). l'he full, socialist, scheme now includes some
40 000 headings, and it has been distributed, in suitably simplified form, to
libraries at all levels throughout the country. Wc saw evidence of the new schcmc
in use in all the libraries we visited, and it is now applied to all ncw cataloguing,
although we-gathered that in most of the major libraries there has not been time
yet to re-classify more than the Marxism Leninism Mao Tse-tung Thought
books. The scheme is still regarded as being in a preparatory stage, and we were
not able to see or bring away a copy.
A further service provided by the National Library is the distribution ofprinted
catalogue cards. It is not clear ro us how many publications arc thus covered,
since t'he Municipal and Provincial Libraries do the same for the libraries in their
own arcas. The cards prepared and distributed by the National Library have, in
addition to the Chinese characters, the title in Pinyin romanization printed
across the top. In most of the catalogues wc saw filing was by stroke-count; but
Peking University Library liad gone over ro Pinyin order (whether or not the
actual Pinyin form was included on the card), and the current inclusion of Pinyin
on the National Library's cards suggests the beginning of a movement towards
this much more efficient filing system. Centl-ally produced catalogue cards are
also displayed in cases in many libraries as a means of introducing readers to
newly published books.
ACADEMIA SINICA
The library of Academia Sinica is at the centre of the country's research
activities; there arc at present no graduate students doing research in the univer-
sities. Academia Sinica itself is highly decentralized, with branchcs and special
institurPs, each of which has its own library, scattered over China. The branch
and institute libraries collect only in their own fields; the central library collects
comprehensively, and supports the others through loan and limited photo-
copying facilities. We visited one part of the central library which concentrates
on the Natural Sciences. A single processing Department serves both this and
the other, Social Scicncc, section. In purchasing, the institutes co-operate with,
but are not subservient to, the central library. There is an old union catalogue,
though no modern one; a union list of new books is now kept.
Since the Cultural Revolution, the library has been opened more widely than
before to 'workers in universities, colleges, factories and mines: the fact that
workers, peasants and soldiers were excluded during the period before the
Cultural Revolution is nov seen as a failing. The library does its share of
propaganda and criticism work, and its extension services arc directed towards
discovering and satisfying the needs of scientific and technical workers.
It is clear that the libraty's internal services are also well developed. All staff
members of Academia Sinica have a borrowing card, and the library staff advise
readers on searching for literature in their fields. Thcy also prepare indexes.
With a holding of 4 020 000 volumes, the library seemed to us to be well
placed to support research in science and technology, with its collections easily
accessible to those needing diem.
Much of the holding is, of course, in European languages, and the library has
some difficulty in maintaining a staff with expertise in library science, a scientific
discipline, and a foreign language. At present the staff includes experts in each
area in approximately equal numbers.
An unavoidable delay in our programme prevented us from seeing Fudan
University Library, so that in the end, the only two universities we visited were
Peking University and Chung-shan University at Canton. University libraries
work at present entirely towards the service of undergraduate teaching (which
itself is radically changed since 1966, by the shortening of courses and changes in
the curriculum). Nevertheless, we were impressed by the new building which
-41%,
houses the library of Peking University, built in two years and opened on I May
1075. The buildilh: has 31 reading .rooms, with 2400 scats. It has a stock of
three million volumes, Soo 000 of which are in foreign lanuazes. At both Peking
and Canton we 1% ere struck by the quality of the reference collection available on
op, access, and by the number of western-lanizttaize pet iodicals taken.
We liad sent in advance a list of rare books in the National Library of Peking,
which WC WalltCd tO sec, and on our third visit were i,,iven a tour of the rare book
stack and shown most of the individual items we had asked for. We had chosen
them to illustrate various techniques in the histotT of Chinese book production,
but as well as beinz a lesson in Chinese bibliozraphy, the session provided us with
an illustration of thc loving care which is beinz devoted to the rare book collec-
tions. Here, and in Shanghai and at Hangchou, where wc were given similar
displays, we could see that the conservation and careful storage of the old collec-
tions is continuinz unaffected by changes outside.
Although no member of our dcleotion vas an expert in the public library
field, the %%Titers were impressed by the apparent development of "masslibraries''
in factories (providing both technical, literary and children's material) and more
particularly in residential arcas, both urban and rural. The latter have received a
considerable impetus since 1971, anci althouzh the network vas acknowledo,ed to
be far from complete and varies from province to province in its degree of
development, the best of these libraries (at street. or "lane" level, as the Chinese
say, in towns, and brigade level in the countryside) are impressive. The lowest
level appears to cater for a population ranoaN ft0111 I 2000. It is to be hoped
that this development continues, whatever the political chanzes that have
ensued since our visir. Illiteracy has now been largely overcomefor the younger
zencration at least and the existence of grass-root libraries can only be an
encouragement to reading and to the development of a much wider spectrum
of publications in the future.
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1 copy of the following:
IDRC-MR25 - A current awareness bibliography for IDRC-supported
fisheries projects
Agrindex, Vol. I, No. 8, 1975
Agriasia, Vol. III, No. 3, 1979
Cassava Newsletter, No. 8, January - April 1980
Cassava Workers Directory, May 1978
2000 Abstracts on Cassava, Vol. I, December 1975
Abstracts on Cassava, Vol. II, December 1976
Tropical Grain Legume Bulletin, Nos. 11 and 12, 1978
2 copies of the following:
A new concept in documentation ... Consolidated
Information
3 copies of the following:
Primer for agricultural Zibraries, O. Lendvay
IDRC-153e - SALUS: Low-cost rural health care and heaZth manpower training








12 copies of the following:
Sharing knowledge: a key to detente between the rich




Sharing experience: DEVSIS: information system for
decision makers
DEVSIS - preliminan design of an international informa-
tion system for the development sciences
Earthquake history of Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa
- DEVINDEX 1978
Optical Character Recognition
- Information retrieval and library management: an
interactive minicomputer system
International cooperative information systems
TECHNONET Asia Newsletter, Vol. VII, No. 2, April 1980
The AGRIS data base as a support for the selective












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Periodicals currently received from or about China in IDRC Library
A. From China
Beijing Review. Beijing (Peking).
Chinese Medical Journal. Beijing.
Social Science in China. Beijing.
B. About China
American JournaZ of Chinese Medicine.
Quarterly Economic Review of China. L
Population and Family Planning in China
China Quarterly. London.
China Exchange Newsletter. Washington



















Fisheries and aquacuZture in the People's Republic
of China by G. I. Pritchard. 1980.
The delivery of health services in the People's
Republic of China by P. Wilenski. 1976.
Dissemination of scientific information in the
People's Republic of China by K. P. Broadbent.
1980.
Science and technoZogy for development: technoZogy
policy and industrialization in the People's
RepubZic of China by G. C. Dean. 1979.
Compost, fertilizer, and biogas production from
human and farm wastes in the People's Republic
of China by M. G. McGarry and J. Stainforth (eds.).
1978.
Walkin,c on two legs: rural deveZopment in South
China by E. and G. Johnson. 1976.
HeaZth care in the People's RepubZic of China: a
bibliography with abstracts by S. Akhtar. 1975.
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
ON GENERAL TOPICS OF INTEREST
As a Chinese historian recently pointed out in a witty essay on
the historical antecedents of China-watching*, If it is accepted that at
the end of the eighteenth century more books were published in China than
in the rest of the world put together, it is probable that more books are
being published today on China than on any other country in the world.
If Mao didn't always succeed in producing bumper harvestsin his own
country he did at least manage to raise a lush harvest of rhetorical blooms
outside. Anybody who believes that they have something to relate tries to
get into print about China. Even the most minor anecdotes are dutifully
recorded. What is worse, 6ormally reputable scholars, desperate to record
their findings, have prematurely gone into print, only living to regret the
day they did. Chiang Ching had hardly come into prominence before Roxanne
Witke burst into prose about the chairman's wife. Small wonder then that
the bona fide reader is deluged by a tidal wave of dubious literature about
a country which seemingly fascinates us all. How difficult it is then to
provide a reading list that is not full of sycophantic outburst, dated
material or dubious statistics. At the risk of falling into these traps
a select list is set out below:
General
Two books stand out in this category:
Simon Leys "Chinese Shadows" published by Penguin Books, U.K. originally
published in French under the title "Ombres Chonoise". Leys has also
written a good account of the period of the Cultural Revolution entitled
"The Emperor's New Clothes" also in Penguin Books.
Claude Roy, well known amongst China scholars, and who first wrote
"Keys to China" several years ago has just published another very good
book simply entitled "Sur la Chine" and published by Gallinard, Paris.
History
For those with the time, inclination and interest, Joseph Needhams life
work "Science & Civilization in China" will provide answers to many
questions. As a resource it is second to none. Vols. are in the
Centre's Libaray. For a general historical overview there is
Eberhards "A History of China". Modern history is probably covered
best in C.P. Fitzgerald's "A History of Communist China", published
by Penguin Books as is Luden Branco's "Origin of the Chinese Revolution
Palo Alto, Stanford University Press, 1971.
* Lo Hui-min, 'The Tradition and prototypes of the China-watcher',
Canberra: ANU Press, 1978.
The Chinese revolution is very well covered by C.P. Snow "Red Star
Over China", N.Y. Vintage Books, 1971, now in paperback and aval able
in most libraries. There have been many biographies of Mao but the
best has been produced by Jerome Chen of York University here in
Canada and is far better than Stuart Schrams "Mao Tse-Tung" (Penguin
Books) 1967, the "standard" western bibliography. No Canadian should
go to China without reading up something on the life and work of
Dr. Norman Bethune the Canadian doctor who worked with the Chinese
EighthRoute Army during the war against Japan in the 1930's (see
reprint general section).
Travel Encylopedia Guide to China, Geneva (1974) - Nagel
Nagel's 1,500 page guide is useful if you are contemplating a lot
of sightseeing, especially to some of the antiquities but it is
rather dated and one needs to check against conditions on the ground.
The China Handbook by De Keijzer and Kaplan 1979 is available in
the Centre and is fairly good for a quick background. The chapter
on visiting China's Healthcare facilities is extracted from
Victor and Ruth Sidels "Serve the People: Observations on Medicine
in the People's Republic of China.
Fodor's People's Republic of China, New York, David Mackay, 1979.
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